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PREFATORY NOTE. 

The task o£ preparing this report for presentation to Parliament 

has been entrusted by the Government o£ India to Mr. J. Coatman, 

and it is now ·presented under the authority and with the general 

approval o£ the s·ecretary of State for India; but it must not be 

understood that the approval either of the Secretary of State or of 

the Government of India E>'l:tends to ·eve:nr pRrticular ~xpressioll r.£ 

opu:i.1on. 
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EXPLANATION.· 

The rupee is worth 1 s~illing and six pence gold, its fluctuations ... 
being confined between the upper and lower gold points correspond~ 

ing to that ratio. One lakh (100,000) of rupees is worth £7,500 

and one crore (ten millions} is worth £750,000 at the present rate. 

o£ exchange. 

.vii 
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INDIA IN 1926-27. 

CHAPTER I. 

The year 1926 ... 27. 

The ·opening of the period which is passed under review in this'
t·eport, coincides exactly with the-heginni~g .... 9! .... !!J~§;.Ks.~llency 
~Joril_l-rowin~s ..-Viceroya-lty.,'"£ol',.,,it,.,was<""on,.,4-.p,:r~~.~!§E.~!JJ?rq ~-tP,a t he · 
limded .. at-Bombav. 
·._,~---~- . . 
·l The outstanding feature of Indian affairs at the beginning of 
Aprill926, was the old antagonism between Hindus and Muhamma:-· 
dans, which; during that month, broke' out in Calcutta in excesses· 
of riot and murder worse than anything recorded for many years· 
past. There is no need to add to the account of the riots which was· 
given last year; but, unhappily, they proved to be the prelude to
a period of embittered· and widespread intercommunal disorder of' 
which the end i<> not yet in sight. For, since April 1926, every 
month has witnessed affrays more or less serious between partizan&· 
of the siste:r; communities .and only two months have passed without 
actual rioting in the legal sense of the word. The examination of· 
the circumstances of these numerous riots and affrays will show 
that they originated either in utterl~ petty and trivial dfsputes · 
between individuals, as, for example, between a Hindu shopkeeper 
and a Muhammadan customer, or else the immediate cause of' 
trouble was the celebration of some religious festival or the playing· 
of music by Hindu processionists in the neighbourhoOd of Muham-:-· 
madan plac_es of worship. One or two of the riots, indeed; wer~.due· 
to nothing more than strained nerves and general excitement. Of 
these the most striking example occurred in Delhi on June 24th 
when the bolting of a pony in a crowded street gave the impression· 
that a riot had started upon which both sides immediately attacked: . 
each other with brickbats and staves: 



COMMUNAL RIOTS IN CALCUT'l'A. 

Including the two outbursts of rioting in Calcutta during April 
.and May 1926, 40 riots took place during the twelve months ending 
with April 1st 1927, resulting in the deaths of 197 persons and in 
injuries more or less severe to 1,598 others. 'fhese disorders were 
widespread but Bengal, the Punjab, and the United Provinces were 
ihe parts of India most seriously affected. Bengal suffered most 
from rioting, but on many occasions during the year tension 
between Hindus and Muhammadans was high in the Bombay Presi
·dency, including its outlying division, Sind. Calcutta remained 
uneasy throughout the whole of the summer. On June 1st a petty 
-dispute developed into a riot in which forty persons were hurt. 
After this, there was a lull in overt violence until July 15th ~n which 
,(lay fell an impo1·tant Hindu religious festival. During its cele
bration the passage of a procession with bands playing in thn 
·neighbourhood of certain mosques resulted in a conflict in which 
14 persons were killed and 116 injured. The next day saw the 
·beginning of the important Muhammadan ceremony of the Mohar
rum· which commemorates the death of Husain, son of Ali, the 
.fourth Caliph and Fatima, daughter of the prophet Muhammad. 
Rioting broke out on that day and after a lull, was renewed on the 
19th, 20th, 21st and 22nd. ·Isolated assaults and cases of stabbing 
-occurred on the 23rd, 24th and 25th. The total ascertained casual
ties during this period of rioting were 28 deaths and 226 injured. 
"There were further riots in Calcutta on the 15tb. September and 
16th October and on the latter day there was also rioting in the 
.adjoinilig city ·of Howrah, during which one or two persons were 
killed and over 30 injured. The April and May riots had been 
.greatly aggravated by incendiarism, but, happily, this feature wa~ 
almost entirely absent :from the later disorders and during the July 
riots, for example, the Fire. Brigade was called upon to deal with 
-only four incendiary fires. 

Tha position of the authorities . all this time was one of 
singular difficulty. The most fruitful source of trouble continued 
to be found in the old dispute over the playing of music near mosques. 
The Muhammadans on the one hand complain that their devotions 
are disturbed by the noise of Hindu processions, whilst on the other 
hand, Hindus contend that there) are occasions when religious duty 
-compels them to play music without interruption, from start to 
finish of a procession. The delicacy of the position of the authori-



DIAGRAM showing the percentage of Moslems and Hindus (including 
Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists) in the various Provinces in India. 



MUSIC NEAR :MOSQUE~ IN CALCUTTA. 

ties in the disputes which arise out of these contending·· interests· 
-can therefore be seen easily enough. Seldom can they intervene 
without giving to the unscrupulous a chance to raise the cry of 
religion in danger. · However, the increasing frequency of riots 
-caused by the playing of music before mosques, impelled the Bengal 
Government to seek, so far as Calcutta was concerned; a. modus 
vivendi . . Accordingly on June 4th, they issued a· statement i~ 
which they laid down certain rules to be observed in Calcutta. For 
many years, processionists wishing to play music have had to take 
-out a license; one. of the conditions of which prohibited the playing 
·of musifi in· the neighbourhood of places of worship during hours 
-of public worship. No change was made by these otders in .the 
form of this license, but the Commissioner of Police was given 
power to define precisely the hours of worship during; which the 
processionists might not play music in the neighbourhood of build
ings where worship was proceeding. 'The famous Nakhoda Mosque 
in Calcutta was excepted from the operation of the orders and it 
was laid down that music should be stopped in its ·neighbourhood 
:at all hours. The Bengal Government's orders represented a codi
fication and definition of the law and the local custom in this matter, 
and showed that the administration was determined to intervene 
~ffectively whilst recognising and safeguarding to the fullest extent 
possible, the rights of both parties to the dispute. 

During"',!4.e _wJwl~ s11m~~! of 192.§., the~ relations between t]:J.e 
two ~_c~~~~~ntf~Rf~"":B:ig~p~~'ticularly in the 
tJast, were the cause of. great anxiety to the authorities, and, un
fortunately, ill-feeling showed itself in the commission of acts of 
£acrilege by both sides. l]kJ}.,~~i.mi>£IJ~!~~t~JJ,i-<2,!~~QJHt, the 
pr~~i.l~l},~ .. ~!~«t~~i-~¥~~,xe~.ri~"e,"'tg,.p:r}~!mJg~,<l,J.iQ1~~g~,~~,t~~~~,]!\~- 1st 
aJK£!~~~,,ffi,,JJ!lY.~ ... 

But Bengal was not the only communal storm centre during 
the S1lmmer months, for the great Muhammadan religious festival, 
the " Bakr ld ", fell this year towards the end of June, and, 
owing to the strained relations between the t'wo communities, 
created a very menacing situation in inany places where Hindus 
and Muhammadans lived together. In important centres like 
Calcutta, Delhi and Allahabad, where the danger of collision was 
most acute, and where its consequences. ,wouJ4 have ~een most dis- • 



4 RIOT IN RAWALPINDI. 

astrous, the , authorities were force.d to take ,quite extraordinary 
precautions against the anticipated disorders. Delhi, for example, 
was transformed into something like an armed camp for the perioa 
of the " Id " celebrations, and similar appropriate precautions 
were taken at other places .. But for these precautions, there is 
very little. reason. to doubt, . the celebrations would have been 
marred ·by wide-spread disorder and bloodshed. As it was only a 
few minor clashes occurred all of which were promptly suppressed. 
The worst of them was the affray in Delhi on June 24th, which, as 
we have seen, had its origin in the scare created by a bolting horse. 
In this riot -three persons were killed and 60 were injur~. But 
excepting the Calcutta 11·iots, the :worst riot during the year broke 
out in Rawalpindi, the largest military station in India, on the 
night between the 14th. and 15th of June. The immediate cause 
of this riot was the old trouble uf music near mosques. A Sikh 
procession with a band playing went past the principal mosque in 
Rawalpindi city on .June 13th, and this produced a state of feeling 
which later issued in a fierce riot. ·On the night between the 14th 
~nd 15th a number o£ incendiary fires broke out in Rawalpindi city 
wP.ilst the rival mobs attacked each other strenuously. Fortunately 
police and soldiers were quickly available and order was restored 
by day break on Ju~e the 15th.· But during the comparatively 
short time of disorder sixteen persons had been killed and ninety 
injured, whilst many shops and houses had been more or less 
damaged by fire. A very dangerous sequel to this riot. took place 
two nights later at a village about 10 miles from Rawalpindi which 
was attacked by a large gang of Muhammadans who killed two 
Hindus of the village and burned a number of houses. However, 
vigorous action by the authorities prevented the recurrence of 
further incidents of this kind. . . 

It is not necessary to continue this catalogue of Hindu and 
Muhammadan, disturbances during the summer of 1926, for 
enough. has been said to show the seriousness o£ the situation. 
Nor is it necessary to say that the minds· of all right thinking men 
in India had been deeply stirred by, this rapid succession of suicidal 
and antisocial outbreaks. At this point those members of both 
~ommunities who really desired the restoration of peace received 
a call to action and a powerful lead. The. first considerable speech 

• made by His Excellency .. Lm;,d }ny.,in...,i~!.Th~..i~- was on. this subject. 
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LORD-IRWIN· ON-IN-TE:R-OPMMUNAL,..T_],.Q]}}y~S. 5 

<>£Hindu and Muhammadan antagonism, which, as His Excellency 
<~aid, was "sQ~clea:rJy-the-..demm~p,t..j~ue.J,n !_~~!!lflife:!'co/''The 
. :,...' *-.. --·· ~"-~· I . ,-,,~casion of the-..speech..-was-.:<;':;\i~~~~~E1ff3'i..t%&'i1~.$,,.~.~?P~~ 

_ \ ~onour ~~~q~!l~~£~1,Q1.~2,.;,~~-e.-t:tp.~JEbe_rs~Ip_ · 
f/ · q, _ -.. ~s ,2p·en~_to,the-members.of5v,e:~Y~"<?.~~~~!YJ~.?t1t,!!~~i~-:~~A.JP:.?I.an. 
1.1. \. .. -)j~India. __ Fz();m ~h!Jk~~~~~~~~.dta 
' \: _...._;./'Pe!g~_n~l not~ w~1~h d~e:~l. _.,.;~4~t~~~.,!Jl~:5hstingJ1~s4~d,;-.audience 

V1~assemo e _from .. all parts, of _:[~d_Ia_t$l.:..Pc~~!'hlm. ·l!E!;._r~p.ud~!t~d Jhe 
/} ~1~?;gg_~s~i.on that the- Govern~~nt ()f. India welcom~C!.:.tJ:t~~~-t"!l~~Jl.ces 
/ ;,ofj!viswn~among the ~I~?;~n. people .and,.also.th~,,~;sgg,~~!}.«:l~.~~at 

--~l;~ . .O'!t.~r,~.~J~~ .•• ;~,.~~-~i~~,t!;&$i;t4,~~A-iff~Jtgi!~~~~~~~~k_q~f!t~.es. 
) pith fegard. to the :fi:st sug?estio_P-, n;is Excellency s~id, "~he 
· most superfiCial analysis of th1s pohcy (~;e., the prog~ess1ve realisa

tion of responsible self~government in British India) can lead to 
no other conclusion than that the Bri~ish Government· recognised 
from the outset that harmony between the two great communities 
was an essential condition of the attainment of their goal. And 
by harmony I do not mean the surrender by either community of 
its individuality. But I do mean the harmonious intercourse ·of 
daily life and the mutual acknowledgment of common rights and 
duties in all that goes to make up Indian citizenship." "For the 
success of our own policy, :for the very credit of British statesman
ship," His Excellency continued, "we were bound to do and we 

.! 

l 
l 

• 
• 

Aave done everything in our power to>:-promote~sueh..,-better, ui:t~er~ 

r fs;~ing""'"If ipdJ;~d'<'thJ~):~~~ ~o:f~~~ .. ~~~~?;~ld 
nc;~:g.~!.*-U.~!,~.Rl,g~-~2~~1iUtJA~»,~9c~~~~p"'~E10-
t~~#.;~~J.9.;~~~~g£&~J;;RP.~U.~~~~2l~~)!t .;f.-

. ~~~~dy~~J¥;;~&-Jff:~~±r~~..;:.~,c-· '. . . 
· A_!. r~g,~_ti!§..,the.:..secend.,.,po;~.~t..,..tl;t~.t~Q:g,y~,m~~~,J,!:~se 

,!:,oubles. wi1¥,..i..~~~~~ .... Lord Irwin, " it is hardly neces
s!ny for me to contradict something which is in palpable conflict 
with the facts of every day li:fe as they are known _by· millions 
throughout the length and breadth of India." ': ·. 

He then spoke with appreciation o£ the devoted labours of. dis
trict officers, both British and Indian, in the cause of law and order, 
and made it clear that the Government of India stood solidly behind 
the Provincial Governments in their efforts to prevent comm'unaJ 
conflict. His Excellency next turned to more fundamental cOnsi
derations and dealt first with the suggestion which has been made • 



6 COMMUNAL REPR_ESENT.ATION IN LEGISLATURES. 
..... ..,_. "'-~ ... ·' "" ... -~- ,_.,.. ~ . - .. ·.~ - - ---.,_. ·• . .... ~ .. • .. ""~ - .• :...-- - oil-

in some quarter~ in. I,:rg,i~Jlutt ou~ p£ ,th~~ chie.£ causes of communal * disturbances i~:~ tll.e_ e;x:isjing,_ eleptor~LSJ:!ltem. His Excellency's 
words ou this subject are so important that they must be quoted 
in full. " I have observed" he said "that in some quarters blame 
has been attached to communal representation, as being a cause 
of irritation. Some advantage may be gained by a statement as to 
the reasons for its existence and the present policy of Government 
in regard to it. The time may come, and I greatly hope it will, 
when with general consent the necessity for such special representa
:tion will be no longer felt, but to-day,. as you are aw:,tre, statutory 
arrangements are in force by which minorities are assured of re
presentation in the Legislatures and certain local bodielf. The 
decision with regard to the latter belongs by law to Local Govern
:Qlents, and falls within the sphel'e of transferred administration, 
with which the Government of India has no· direct power to deaL 
~s _reg-~I~s t~e ~egislat;!lres, these arrangements were ~he result 
of a compact to which Indian opinion at the time of the introduc
tion of the reforms desired e~ect to be g.h:en. T~:qcJ!i~e_Com

mittee found th~!th~ ~;rtd!!lce _r~c~e!v~d by them wa~ unanimous in 
favour of communal electorates and recommended that action should 
be taken in ac~urdance with· the. co~~~~ly exp~ess~d desire. All 
communities were thus enabled-and indeed the action could hardly 
be justified on any other ground-:-freely to take part together in 
fashioning India's d~stiny .and opportunity was ensured by which 
no community should .at the outset be impeded in making a joint 
contribution to a common task. It has been suggested•that Gov· 
~rnment may be induced· by pressure from one side or the other to 
modify or extend these special privileges, and that tliese hopes or 
fears are in part res~nsible for .the present discontents. These 
things will naturally fall witliin the purview of the Royal Oom· 
mission,, and it is not for me to attempt to anticipate any reeom
mendations they may make; but I wish to state very plainly on 
behalf of the Government 9£ India that, in advance of that enquiry, 
while there is no· intention of curtailing statutory arrangements, 
th~re is equally no intention of exteuding them." 

Lord Irwin next discu!lsed the demand, which had received 
' some support, that a Round. Table Con:l!erence representative of all 

the. il).t~rests concerned should be summoned for the purpose o£ try-
• ~ng to devise .a satisfactory solution for the existing troubles. He 



POSSIBILI'riES OF ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE. 7 
-~Z.Ij:f#!'lii:§.-iiffli:'!:::r:!-~~~~~~~~~~:;~~~~~:;;,-.-::;--~_-<,::~~-

said that if he thought that there was any ~eal cha:i:i.~e of ·improve
ment in the communal situation· as a resuW of the delibera#ons of 
such a conference, no fear' of failure would deter him froin' sum
moning it. Past· experience however gave no valid reason·_ for 
hoping that i~provenient could be effected by these' means and he 

1~~~=~=Jl~~t~fr:~~~tfi~~1~~6~~j:~~t~~:.1~:~~-~ 
{E~~clr:~~y:;~~j;;~i~~t1~~~6~~~r;~;l.1~~~;i;2t _was* 

. , h<>t•P.rere=a;<fh;;'";t~~-;;~~~ch:ii;;.e:~r:£:;;:rt:rid'%'iliiig'":Y··7The 
't.,~"IIQ ----·~ft>".tili' --~-~~~~~~-~ ........ ~t;)i=~..Sc:',.¢.-.~ ..... ,:>:..~~~~~~-

/J;l:rst condition of success in. any ·similar· attempt, His "Excellency 
Said WaS •" that the COmJ?unities should .b_ring themselves. to 

. judge o~ the JX!.atters in dispute between them with ·a far :greater 
/mea!;!ure of tolerance and .restriction than ~nhappily; prev~ils at 

4._ pr_esent." ,T~e duties of the leaders .·of .. thef<two .. "comm11ni~ie~,.he 

'
~~escrihed:-.as _ _follo:ws_ :: '_· '_~~.t..~he_)~~_er_· ~""'~g~thQ..l!ghJ:fnl..,m!:~. ip. 
~~c~ .c.oll}mu:n,ity,,~t4e .. H,iJJ,9N.-,~~qggj~~JI.,i!!:.~-~~~.<!~~;am?ng 
;t~s,._¥.oslems,..,.th:r.o"1Y~.tat,IR~~l:v~~nE:.,::r£~&J~S&ot:~-r,~~~!~~, ?.f. 
:co~~u:p.al work and into.a .:nobler.:struggle,~ the ;fight: for" toleration. 
)..:do:not believe that .the.task ;is, heyonP, ,thei:r:~pow~rs; · T .. s;~,~befo~e 
:me ,~~0 .a.ncient and ~ighly orgal1ised societ~e~ wit1t.able a~d~est~epl• . 
. ~d ;i~:blic :men as. thfir re~ogri~s.e~nl~~-d~r,~~- J pannot. con~~ive· that 
_a.really siny~re: ::J,nd .s:ustained ,appeal by them to the. ra~k ~'P-4 ~le 

t::Pfi their. co: ~eligi~mists sustaip.!Jc:l.,by~~c,tiy.~. P0"2P!"g~I?:~~~lJ~0~~-e~J1ew 
Jgo~.~l: ~J.pea~e.,~'?~~&~~ u~~~~: ',; }n~past~cimtunies".each~c~~

-mu~:nty ... has made ·Its;:gr.eat ·. contnbutwn);:.to.~th.e ... a.!l:p,~J.~,~q.f:,J:!:f§tq:q 
an.d civilis~i@';~n Indi.a., 1'he place t'Q.at she has fille,d in.the world 
. i~ past ages Jla:s been largely of their. ~~~a tin" g. trefuse·to.-.b~ii~~e 
that they can.:.make,no-cont~ibution--now·toTescuedhe,good ·name of 

. India !rom-the-hurt .which·~ their pr~sent .di~c9_rgs ... ~fl~~~ upon it/' 

f!:~Jlll~J1W'"""C.,9~+WE!p,§Jl~~Wl~1Jilt~,:jso,.~l..r~R,P~~l~w.h.ich 
deeply moved each mdlVIdual member of hiS, auchence and created 
a:. profound· impression o.n the Indian publi~ generally even when 
; read in: the columns. of newspapers, away. from 'the inspiring pe~
so:nality of its author and the atmosphere of enthusiastic appmba-

/-ti:on i~ which ·it w~s rece~ved .. I~deed, the speech received _wide· 
\.attention not only m India, but m England, and througho11:t ~he 

J \~mpire ~nd else~~~re. · .. " !~J.~¥·$~,;~,t,.~n.,.~jo£~Ji~,, 
· Iiord Irwm ended, ~Ll;cl~~;;):~..RP,\:l.,_~l. to.alli~ e~eh 
:.of;;.the'":two=-communities·who,;h-old~·po8-ition/ ·who represent-~theni.' in 



H TRUE RELIGION AND COMMUNAL ANIMOSITY. 

the press1 who direct the education of the young, who possess in
fluence, who command the esteem of their co-religionists, who lead 
them in politics or are honoured by them as divines. Let them 
begin each in their own community to work untiringly towards thi& 
end; boldly to repudiate feelings of hatred and intolerance, actively 
to condemn and suppress acts of violence and aggression, earnestly 
to strive to exercise suspicions and misapprehensions a:ttd &Q £-Y,ef\te 
a new atmosphere of trust. 

'"",% I 

I JlP,P~l!l.in..the ;o.amEi ~;~f_ !l.f!-~i£?.J],al)bt~ }:!ecause communaUension 
is eating into it as a canker. It has suspended its activities. It 
has ranged its component parts into opposite and hostile camps. 

1 appeal in the name of religion hecause I can appeal to nothing 
nobler, and because reli' iPn. .. iaJ]l.e language of the soul, and it is a 

'tJ.. change of soul at India needs t--;;-day:·,.....rii. all~ religion, I suppose, 
7~: t:lieFeliiliStbe pi·esent in'tne mind of the individual a sense of per

sonal deficiency, a consciousness of failure to apprehend more than 
a fraction of life's mystery, which constantly impels him, with 
irresistible yearning, to reach out for higher and yet higher things. 
Whatever indeed be the .creed that men profess, such creed is the 
attempt men make to know the Forces that lie beyond human vision, 
and learn the secret of how human nature may be refined, and in 
so doing realise the ultimate purposes of their existence. Achieve
ment u1 hard and can only come through much patience and humi
lity, which will in turn beget a wide tolerance o£ the deficiencies 
of others. But the reward is great and there can surely be no 
greater tragedy than that ~Q~ which thus should be the expres-

• 

r sion and the support of man's highest instincts, should be prosti
tuted by an alliance with: actions through which those instincts ar& 
.distorted and disgraced. 

1 Sueh a development, if it were unchecked, could only end in the 
infli_?pion~ <;>Lft" _m,qrtal .. ~olW.il »,poll..huwa.n ~haracter, upon India, 
·and upon the cause of that religion in who·se guise it was allowed 
t.o. masquerade." 

It is impossible to doubt that His Excellency's speech stirred the 
conscience of all who sincerely desired an improvement in the state 
of Hindu-Muhammadan relations. In his appeal to the leaders of 
the two communities Lord Irwin clearly indicated an immediate 
and practicable field of action, for one of. the most surprising and 



LORD IRWIN OPENS SIMLA SESSION. 
'j<:.,;.~~.,:.;.~~!i~-~~~~~~~~~~~;~-i.f!.'k':..~~--. 

;t.1n,fortunate features of the present inter-communal unrest is the
_comparative lack of in:B.uence for good of those who are generally 

~~onsidere(!. to he the leaders of their communiti~s. · . . . _ _ 

~ut~=:~s:s~~~::~:t~~~-~o~i~J~;~::~t~f~,~~dfi~itb~;i~~~~~~;: 
~nened.in.Simla., .... ~o:rQ.,..lr~in:s inaugural addr~ss to the two.houses-
gav:e-yet anotl).er proof of his and his Government's grave P!eoccupa
tion with tJliJ?...;!!!_~~PL<?Plem~j~~:;!H:)J.itics.·.,.··Th1s time, ·how
ev~r, he emphasised the duty.and .determination.o£ those in whom·· 
was vested the responsibility for the administrati!Jn of India, t9 
S(l~eguard the public peace and the lawful rights of individuals. 
" • · h bl' t· " h ·a " t 1 b'd · .... ~ ................... we . ave o 1ga Ions, e sal , -o aw-a 1 -· 
ing citizens, ,Although, indeed,' these ~atters are the primary con.· 
cern of ProvinCial Governments, 'th'e form 'in which they are now 
emerging ha~ in a real sense made them of all-India interest.· While· 
it is no part of the functions of the executive Government to ascer
tain or deter~ine in any judicial sense the private rights of citizens
-for an elaho;rate system of courts has been :provided for that 
purpose-it is the undoubted duty of the exec-qtive authorities to· 
secure that, s~bject to the rights. of others and the preservation of
the public peace, th~ enjoyme~~ of those rights is secured. to the-
individual. That duty the Government of In~ia · in co-operation 
with the local Governments desir-e should be performed with fair~
ness and scrupulous 1m partiality. In ordinary times when no p~rti. 
cular 'cau.se of friction arises, the enjoyment of private rights con.,.
nected with the observance of the numerous religious festivals in. 
this c~untry, has,· under the protection of the British Go;ernment:. 
_been secur~d for many generations. In times of com:J;llunal tension, 
_untenable cla~ms of rights and exaggerated opposition )lave from· 
time to time caus_ed g~eat anxiety. to the authorities, and the main
tenan~e of the public peace has been a ~ifficult task. The an,ta
gonism which .some members or· sections of· the conimu~ities'con
cer:r:ted have recently displayed towards the observances of others:' 
appears to some extent to· be based, not so much on ·traditional' 
loyalty to any creed, as on new assertions o£ abstract rights which· 
it is sought to invest with the sanctity of ancient princ_iples,. 1')1i~ 

tendency has been more marked in the recent troubles than at any 
previous period in th~ British administration. lt cannot be too• 
?lea~ly emphasiseq _that Government have no intention whatever 

.• 

• 
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-of allowing any unjust or unreasonable claims, still less any violence 
or threat of violence, to deter them from their clear duty of main
taining the public peace and, so far as is compatible with. the rights 
of others, the right of the individual citizen to pursue unhampered 
his lawful avocations." 

After this, the next step was the tabling of a resolution in the 
Legislative Assembly by a Muhammadan member who asked the 
Governor General in Council to undertake immediate legislation to 
regulate the performance of the religious festivals, rites and cere· 
monies of the different communities in India. To this resolution 
two Hindu members moved amendments with the common ob'ject of 
asking the Governor General in Council to call an All-In~ia Con
ference of leaders of public opinion and experienced officials to 
-examine the present communal situation in the country and make 
recommendations regulating the performance of religious festivals, 
rites and ceremonies of the different communities. The debate on 
this resolution and the proposed amendments took pl-ace on 
the 24th August and the 1st September. In the opening speech, 
the mover of the resolution said in words which deeply impressed 
his hearers, and sounded the key-note of the debate: '' We cannot 
enjoy our home life happily nor do our festivals bring· any joy to 
us............ On the occasion of almost every festival more misery 
and sorrow is caused in every home." 

The repr~sentatives of the minority communities of Indian 
Christians and Parsees, who spoke during the debate, showed how 
the relations existing between Hindus and Muhammadans reacted 
on ~he minority communities and on all India. This is an aspect 
-of Hindu-Muhammadan antagonism which deserves ·to be made 
familiar to all who study social and political conditions in India 
to~day, for it is clear that the unoffending minority _comniuntties 
Ruffer almost if not quite as much as the principals themselves from 
the dislocation of routine and the social discontent, the. boycottings 
.and intrigues and economic loss which accompany any 'severe out
break of rioting. One speaker after another referred in terms of 
high appreciation to the lead which had been given to India by 
Lord Irwin, thus showing their agreement with his view of the 
~ituation. Sir Alexander Muddiman, the Home Member, in s~m· 
-ming up the debate showed the House that it was in the power of 

• -tvery member to exercise influence on the ignorant and. hot-headed 
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1 ma~ses; ·in his neighbourhood, and he gave. practical: reason,l!~-fol 
rejecting the suggestions for a Round Table. Conference, or a: com-; 
mittee of enquiry. He showed that riots did not take. place• only on. 
the occasions of festivals and important celebration!!, bU:t that, on
the other hand, so explosive was communal feeling now-a-days, 
that they sprang from·absurd and trivial occm'rences; ·one or twQ> 
of which he mentioned. The duty and willingness of all G()v~rn
ment officers to help in the. work of conciliation was emphai3ised,. 
and Sir. Alexander said that any proposals· for 'conciliation would 
merit the serious attention of the Legisiature .. Particularly im
portant, '!as: his reply to one.meinber who had implied that the Gov
ermnent of India was inclined to let' things take· their course and 
had suggested that they should confer with the leaders of political 
tho'ttght. To him, Sir~ Alexander pointed out that he had no desire· 
to shut the door to ;imy means which would help to settle the com-
munal trouble, but th-:-t confere;ces required an atmosphere_ of con-
ciliation and a true desire for a ·settlement in those who conferred, 
and he said that leaders had met on past o'ccasions without'~ee~ing 
with any succe-ss in their efforts to solve this· difficult problem.·· He
promised, however, that if the leaders of -the .two communities were· 
prepared to get together again and make proposals to the Govern-

~ ment, th.e latter would give them. their most careful attention. In. 
conclusion h~ said that the main puq)ose o£ the present· debate had 
been discharged since a valuable discussion had taken place. in: an 
atmosphere of peace. He asked 'the House not to- attempt to tie 
the 'Governilient. down -to any partictui:n~ course of a-ction aiul made 
it clear 'that the Government had no desire to shut the door "against 
any conference -if it appeared reasonable to expect . any benefit .ta
result from it. After he sat .down the movers of the: resolution and 
the amendments asked leave to withdraw them~ The House agreed 
to their request unanimously and without a division.· . It is import
ant' to notice that the resolhtion ana amendments were. withdrawn 
by unanimous consent, for it is sometimes inade 3,1cause' of repr!)ach 
against th_e 'Gov~rnment OI India that they -have never 'conferred, 
with acknowledged communal leader11 on this subject of H'indu
Muhammadan strife. it is quite ·clear from this dehate -that'. the
members o£ the Legislative Assembly did not believe 'that _the: times 
were propitious for any such conference, and all repro'aches levelled· 
against the ~overnment on this count fall to the ground7 '< 
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But during this session the Government introduced and got 
,accepted by the Assembly a piece of legislation which it is hoped 
.and believed will prove to be of some practical value in helping 
. to prevent the fomenting of inter-communal hatred by publications 
and leaflets which have played an unenviable part in instigating 
disorder. Every riot or hint of inter-communal trouble is followed 
by an outburst of inflammatory writings which stimulate and per
petuate hatred and unrest. A section of the Indian Penal Code 
.empowers the authorities to prosecute those responsible for such 
writing, but, of course, even if the prosecution is successful and the 
writer is punished, the offending publications are still able. to circu-
late. By section 9 (a) of the Code of Criminal Procedure any 
Provincial Government is empowered to search for and confiscate all 

-copies of newspapers, books or documents which appear to contain 
.seditious matter. But this section contained no provision enabling 

. similar action to be taken against publications calculated to promote 
feelings of hatred or enmity between different classes of His 
Majesty's subjects and the legislation referred to brought all such 

·publications within the scope of the power of forfeiture conferred 
in respect of seditious documents by section 99 (a). 

At the time when this debate began, the communal situation 
Jooked more promising than it had done for some months past. With 
the exception of two negligible scuffles no Hindu-Muhammadan 

-disturbances had taken place since the Moharrum riots in Calcutta 
.. during the third week of July, but on the 27th of August an obscure 
.quarrel between a Hindu bank messenger and a Muhammadan shop 
keeper led to a fierce riot in Delhi in which 50 persons were injured, 

.one of them seriously, and thereafter, other affrays and disturbances 

.,occurred in various places. November and January were the only 
·months which witnessed no open riot between the two communities. 
Every other month from September 1926 to April 1927 was to tell 
1ts tale of killed and injured rioters. It is not desirable to go into 
·deta:ils of these later riots, for the picture already drawn is suffi
ciently black and there is the danger that an excessive crowding 

. of the canvas will distort our perspective. But one of them, the riot 
~t Kl!lka.thi in th~ Sarisal district of. Bengal· on March 2nd, 

·e.alls for me;ntion. In order, however, to observe the chronological 
· sequence of events, a dreadful fanatical outrage at Delhi must first 

• tbe noticed. 1 



i 

) 

· 
1
'-, _ The_~~~~<?i.J?~!tm_i,8h!aA4.a.P-!1!ld,,by"'-~~~~~.mma<ta~,_..fanatic 
-~~ J?~9-~Jf:?..c.ke~"'aH !ndia .. and:Jeaq_lP:?,· Ml!!>-_ammadans 
did not iag behm_d_ t;he _ J::hndu~ .m expressmg :their" horror .-and•· de
testation ;of the -cri:~pe; -_,_The: Swami had for ·years been one of the 
most promine;:f~~ders of the ]Jindu community and, for' some time 
before his 'death; ha~.en gre~t interest in the' Shuddhi move-

~ .·.~--~"""'~----
inen,t, __ tltat is, the movement for the re~conversion to .Hinduism of 
H:i;du converts . to .Islam and Christianity. ' He. himself had con
verted a large number of Rajput Muhammadans in the United Pro
vinces and so his activities· had become distasteful to i:miny Muham
madans. For a time well-disposed ·Hindus· and Muhammadans 
hoped tilat good might come out of evil and that. the shock of the · 
murder by showing what foul deeds could be c_oiJ:lmitted in the name 
of religion would again start the leaders of the two communities on 
an earnest search for roads which migP,t' lead to peace and unity 
between the antagonists. The immediate result of the murder, the 
disturbance which broke out in Delhi City as soon as the news got 
abroad, and-caused the death oLone person and injuries to several 
others, though deplorable--in itself; was nothing like as serious -as 
it might have been in the -circumstances, and. certainly seemed to 
show that even: the !oughest sections of Muhammadans realised the 
dastardly character of the ·crime. ·But a number .of partisan news
papers of both sides did not treat the murd'er with the restraint 
which was so necessary if further exacerbation of communal feeling 
,was to. be avoided. In the end, therefore, it must be admitted 'that 
.the relations between the two communities became more diffic'ult'and 
-dangerous than ever, as the 'direct 'result of Swa;nii Shradhanand's 
murder. 

-:;?:;7 ~ fe': days af:er th~ ~urde.r; ~P,~"~14~tim;1t~~~~~~! I! 
~-!~~:t&~~~ttl!~7i!!~t;!1~~~:::~~r:.~~t~~;~~~~~:~ J 

, .,.~:---~-;~~.:>~~M.:r~:;f~~~"t:;.~:.~~'k~tr~~~~~~:-;...~·-·- - :1" ·~'-~·--:..· • .,_ .-~ •• 

.t'l_i'eJU.a.o£,.,th~"":P~lJ~J~.l,?,7fl!i~g~&-~trve~~~~2~fs~~,<l>tshod. ~ 
ti~e, -~~,-~a~,..gj_,tl!£~~!~__kt~~~~~~.&:~ In 
his-Presidential speech he. deplored the murder of the Swami and 
emphasised the disservice done by the murderer to the cause of 
[slam~ He ~.lso -stated the 'need for unity between ·the !D. dian 
National Congress and the Muslem League, and asked each. of these 
.bodies to collect·all their forces anddO' put them in order, and then 

f ·"' t?~ o~_4d · B ., 
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to come together and find some way of acting in harmony whenever 
possiblE' and to agree to diller in a frank and friendly spirit when 
difference of opinion was inevitable. After this had been accom
plished, he said, the two communities would be able to work 
together in the cause of the political, intellectual and economic 
progress of India. He dealt somewhat vaguely with the question 
of communal representation but obviously did not favour any imme
diate change in the system at present in force. Some of the 
speakers, however, who followed Sheikh Abdul Quatlir made it 
perfectly clear that they did not want to abandon the existing 
system of communal electo1·ates, and the general opinion of the 
delegates was in this sense. Thus although. tl:fe pro
ceedings of the session had been carried out in a calm atmosphere 
it is hardly possible to say fhat they made an appreciable contri
bution to the cause of Hindu-Muhammadan unity. 

From the end of December, a lull followed which lasted for 
nearly two months. The shock and sense of shame caused by 
Bwami Shradhanand's murder were one of the causes of this twa 
months' truce but it seems doubtful whether these moral factors 
alone deserve all the credit. The end of the year is the favourite 
time m India for holding the annual sessions of the more import
ant political and social organisations. and for some time before and 
after Christmas week public attention was fixed on the work of the 
Indian National Congress and the All-India Muslim League. Also 
early in January, the sessions of the different Provibcial Legis
lative Councils began to be held, . whilst the Legislative Assembly 
opened its Delhi Session a few days after the middle of the month. 
Lastly, the triennial elections to the Legislative Assembly and the 
Provincial Councils were held in November, and, naturally, 
absorbed public energy and diverted the minds of the members of 
the two communities. Thus during three months or so from the 
end of October, the wider stage of Indian politics was attractive 
enough to divert the attention of the two communities from their 
own domestic quarrels and but for the affair of December 23rd, 
India would have enjoyed exactly four months' respite from Hindu
Muhammadan rioting. Unfortunately a number of affrays, mo~t
ly petty, but two or three of them being important, have taken 
place between the middle of February ana the close of the year 



RIOT· AT KULKATHI. 15. 
..,.,..,.·-- ,.,·. -~·:·-.. ........ -~.,.,.,-~·-·\ 

under review. :The most serious of these was the riot already 
mentioned which took place at Kulhthi i!).Jhe ::§aris!kc.~!1c:L.9t 
Bengai on the 2nd March. There, a crowd of a:8proximately 1,000 

----- ___..~.6t4o ... ,., ...... ;.~~·~ ... ~..,__ · ~-. · I 
Muhammadans armed witli-spears and staves i~dicated that they 
were prepared to oppose by violence a Hindu pro6ession passing the 
mosque with music. The armed force at the disposal of the 
.autho!'ities was represented by a small guard o£\ Eastern· Frontier 
R.ifles and the District Magistrate found himself ~ompelled to order 
this guard to open fire at a time when it was pra'ctically surround~ 
ed by the mob and as a result,~l4~rio_ter§..,'\V§_~.kill& .. d.~a,nd,,7,..injured. 
A searching enquiry ordered by the Bengal Government indicates 
that the• small Government force itself was in ~mminent danger 
from the rioters and that it is likely that a far g~eater loss of life 
would have resulted had the mob not been dispetsed. The event~ 
are under. further investigation before the Coti~ts in connection 
with the prosecution of those alleged to have takel part in the riot. 

i 

Once again, therefore, the country received a signal wa1·ning of 
the calamitous results which were liable at any moment to spring 

1Z :.~~~~~:;;.~~-j;~~;;;:t~~~:~ 
I 'iions of the,..g~o:u-p .. of"'infhreatiul':<:Muhiinmadan"'gentlemen,· most- of 

"~ r· · . · I . 
ivh£_m_:.were._members' of-,one o: ·other"_of·the two Phambers.-o£ _the I}' 
t:J_ 1entr~!:-~e-g!sl~:t:-q_r~,- w~~-J~~~J;~~~v:t&9~1Jn_:~~g,.~~IJ;Hi~r \£. \· § 
tt~~~4~~~J:.W45:~~ll\~!.:.,Jl§,~J:M~CA.~;U~~~~!~s :\ ~-
~L~Stj~firlff~~!=~~~;f;!~~~[~~~t~i~:~ · 
p;;,-vi;;rat~!~l~~~~tirzy:t1ili~£~\li't'ir~·~kc: 

~---;.~·~¥"~-"--;·:~;::':.~;?'ii~~-..:;:;..~~-~ ... ~-· --~ • : • . 
torates, It may 'oe remarked, represents a direct concessiOn to the 

I 

aemand for separate electorates made by Muhammapans at the time · 
of the Morley-Minto R.eforms in 1909. The overwhelming bulk 
of Hindu opinion favours the joint· electoral system anil so is not 
satisfied now with lh.e,..m,~iW.,ru1W-~tr~..J,.,~~,...Jiligerto 
between the two communities-the l;ucknow Pact. The latter is 
~~~~~~~~...l!Z~.t~(~~~').~.l~~~i~~~ 

tlie name given to ascheme of reforms which was ,accepted by the-
31st Session of the Indian National Congress held [at Lucknow on 
December 29th and .adopted by the Indian Muslim League at its 
meeting held on -the 31st December 1916. Accbrding to this 
scheme, Muhammadans were to be represented through special 

~ 26020 ! n 2 
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electorates on the Provincial Legislative Councils in the following 
proportions :-

Punjab One-half of the elected Indian 
members. 

United Provinces 30 per cent. of the elected Indian 
members. 

Bengal 40 per cent. of the elected Indian 
members. 

Bihar 25 per cent. of the elected Indian 
members. 

• 
Central Provinces 16 per cent. of the elected Indian 

members. 

Madras 15 per cent. of the elected Indian 
members. 

Bombay One-third of the elected Indian 
members. 

As rega!ds the All-India Legislature, it was approved that one
third of the India~ eleetedmembers. should be Muhammadans elect
e~- 'hi:~eia.r~a·fe J!Sili~~~a4an eiectorates in the several provinces, 
in the proportion, as nearly as possible, in which they were repre
&ented on the Provincial Legislative Councils . 

....-:/ . 

"- T~_Luck11ow Pa.ct re_er~~~?~s one of the earliest attempts to-
' ~!-~s-~llt.Jl defi._~ite.~lil}ted~J:o,dian lJ.ational demand for copstitutional 

iefQ:rm~_il!-~ntjc_ipation· of the changes in the Government of India 
which_ w~r~ felt to be impending at the end of 1916. ·It will be 
noticed that according to th.e Lucknow Pact, Muhammadan repre
sentatives on both the Provincial and the .All-India ·Legislatures 
were to be chosen by special electorates, and present Hindu opinion 
on this subject, therefore, represents· a change from the provisions
of the Pact, a change, moreover, which has always been steadily; 

-~-isted by the bulk of Muhammadan opinion .. However, on the
·. ·e!~~iD:_g of.Ma~c4 ~,9th a .!'t~t~:rpE!nt was issued to the press saying 

..- that ·a1ter· a prolonged debate the conference had agreed to the
~~~~~~]~~nof)oin(el~ctor~e~ ~~n the ~ollowing ~onditions:-

;· \ (1) SJ_nd should be separated from the Bombay Presidency and 
. made a separate province. · . . 



CONDITIONS PROPOSED FOR -!.01~~ ELECTORAIJ!t~-~~·"'"~l7 
~:-~~-'lo!!ii .. ~~~ ~'-€~t"!ii!EJii?-k-·-

(2)- Reforms should be introduced into ta~~ est 
Fx:ontier Province ~and· ·B~b;u::hi:;;tan on exactly the same
c(;idi'ti:a~~ oth~~~i;ce in India. I£ these• 

·conditions were accepted by the Hindu and Muham_-
madan communities, Muhammadans would accept the' 
system of joint electorates in all provinces and would! 
make to the Hindu minorities, in the provinces where 
Hindus were in a minority, the same concessions that 
the Hindus were prepared to make to Muhaminadan 
minorities elsewhere. -

_!!! ... Jp~~-jl,.~!M6J~l.--r.epresentation should he--· on thS. 
basis of population, and in the Central Legislature Muhammadans
should be represented by not less than a third of· the members,. 
these .to be chosen ;by mixed electorates: 

_ These conditions call for some explanation. · In Bengal and the· 
Punjab, Muhammadans ar~ in the majority and presumably-would 
always return to the provincial councils a majority of Muham
madan members. The North-West Frontier Province , and 
Baluchistan are overwheb:iiingly, and Sind is preponderatingly, 
Muhammadan~ The extension of the Reforms, therefore, to these
three provinces would give their administrations a .. strongly 
Muhammadan complexion. Thus it will be .seen that while the 
above conditions, no doubt, provided an opportunity for further 
discussion, they were not f!uch .~s the Hindus were likely to accept 
without further con~ideration. · : . . · 

Immediately after the' statement containing these-conditions was 
communicated to the press one or' tw~ o£ the gentlemen 
whd had -been present at the conference immediately wrote • to 
the newspapers denying' that they had·agreed to the conditions and 
saying that they could not -accept the system of jo'int electorateS-

-- on __ any tex:ns.- MM" i!l:P.~~~~!l!f;I§§~_e,d,,l\~~!~tlilPl~J1t"~tR~t.~,_,_~r_ess 
~!i£~*~~~j-~\:(f~~""!h~""'Mll~~~"'g:r,_g_p~<?.~~:J£ua~~P,!ll~-a£e!m~~_q~or 
r~~bl.~:i~--3cteJ~l .. 1YzJt.B,§t,\hl~p~~A!¥J~~.'~~¥~.!_!tJ;£t.,~;lle,:r;~m;:~~~!~l:U~ 
the Assemb~y of the North-West Frontier Provmce, and one 'of. the- _ 
m~st influential _members of Ris · commui1ity in the House,. ga_ve_ a_ i 
statement to the press in which. he said that if Muhammadans j 
desired to preserve their identity they had better not' all~w them::. f 
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selves to be merged politically in the. Hindu majority. He con
cluded his statement with the following words:-

" A joint electorate under the existing circumstances will be an 
unequal combination disadvantageous to the weaker side." The 
Muhammadan press throughout India commented generally in this 
strain ~..Jl~lE,_~ ~~~ijes~-~) and it seemed clear that whatever 
Hindus might think about the proposed conditions for joint elec
torates, ther~~_;!;,h.gir....1i.udj~ favour with the 

?f. MuJlalJl~-~d:,tns. ·- ·· 

T~!ee daJ:s aftetJ;~s_ha~~ ~o,nference th~ Ji4ldu mem
bers of ~he,.Qentra~~egislature met in Delhi to consider the Muham
mauan pr9pg,~!t!lil· At this meeting the following princirJies were 
generally accepted as the basis of further discussion :-

(1) There should be joint electorates for all the legislatures 
throughout India. 

(2) Everywhere seats should be reserved on the basis of popula
tion. 

(3) Religious and quasi-religious rites should be safeguarded 
by specific provisions in the constitution. 

( 4) The question of the re-arrangement of provinces should be 
left Qpen for the present. 

The examination of the above conclusions reached by the Hindu 
meeting makes it quite clear that no material change had taken 
place in the Hindu-Muhammadan situation so far as it.was affected 
by the question of joint or separate electorates. In effect each 
co_mmuni~y stood where it had been before lliarch .20th. However, 
the last word on this subject had not yet been spoken from the 
Hindu side, fo~~nual meeting of the All-India Hindu Maha
sabha, that is, the meeting~ of delegates of Hindu organisations 
from all over India, had been arranged to take place in tluuecond
hal£. of April ~nd ii:._ w~s :era;~ticil:UY certain that t)!is representative 
Hindu gathering would pronounce a verdict on the Muhammadan 
proposals of March gQt~. The proceedings of the Mahasabha took 
the direction which had been generally anticipated by the Indian 
public and press. The various speakers made it clear that in the1r 
opinion of the Muhammadan proposals were not ripe for discussion 
and the whole body of delegates assembled in the Mahasabha 
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accepted a ~esolution to this e:ffect and put forward. certain: pro~ 
posals as a basis for further. discussion. These~in,..,effe,cj;~~p:e!J,ted

!he concl~~E~U-~~_gl.he.~J:!.X,.i~!JE-,~~g ... 9,fx""-:ffi:q_QR. membe~lkPf the 
9!_~"£-~g-~~J~j~~~~M.~&<;h_.,.~ai:.4?:a.n4"'.s_Q"'thecr:w:lt9l.~,J,&g~j.~ .. ,way 
~e ~ ~Q.P~!~ l~!!..~~ID.WJ~}}al,.§~j;u>Jl.Jor"".the~:J>J~J>W-.t~~.£!}Y 
a~.lLwas __ hefore, ... M_~~c.h-,;20th. . . . . . . 
! . The ·frequency ·and ferocity of Hindu~Muhammadan rioting 

during recent years force, more insistently than ever before, this 
question on the attention. '' 'XJ:I\t,.,~.,~~~UJ.~~Jts~!. '' Before 
we attempt to answer this question let Us look at the causes ~~ the 
disturbances which took place during the twelve months under re
view. Buring that period forty riots. have taken place. Of these 
about five developed out of petty quarrels between individuals; one
originated in a dispute over the ·children of a convert from Islam 
to Hinduism, whilst the rest were caused by disputes about the play
ing of music in the neighbourhood of mosques, or else occurred 
during religious celebrations of one or other of the two comniuni
ties. A t,jJ:St-sigh~oth-erefw.erit""'~RP .. ~~~~~~~t.£~~-~~Jr.Quble 
m~~llr.w .. ruL.eAti.r.~ly-t.Q .• ,J'1lligi9~1l~ii~~:g9~§~«Jtl!t,,f.'H'.~~X,__.con_
sitl_~~~QL~~"~l?I9P!~m .. s]lo"w;s_,.t}l.~t.:o~~J,)*~"~¥.tf!~iJ:llt~.JlP·.§~~r. 
The foregoing dis()ussion of the question of joint or separate elec-

'T \torates for India alone makes it quite clear that the di:ffere~ces 

'1pet~een -~~~~~t?.~m,u~~~.t-2iiiY~gT~Jii:ii~ffi_i5!al ~ .. 
fa~ is often said that Hindu-Muhammadan antagonism owes 
~ts present intensity to the Reforms, which, by bringing the peopl~ 

· 9f India faee to face with some of the problems which they will 
have to· solve before they can enjoy responsible self-government, 
has precipitated the struggle for the powers and emoluments o£ 
office, and, ir{fact, for the control of the machinery of government. 
I ~.har~~ni,.ed-th~tJ~~~cGi,.1_9J,9..,,..!!_y.,.i&cl!l:.gJ!il.t<lus. 
an_<L}f:q.Jl?,Jn:W,fl;Q~!J..~,, .. j&~~_,i]_lJ~~{,_..Jh,EJ,._~~a~.-,~Ui2!!-S· 
under a:·fully responsible government of a democratic type, with its. 
tremendously powerful central doctrine of government by ~ajority,. 
ha~ein.fQ;r:q~tj:-~Jliit~~s=--The Hindus are generally 
content to accept all_ the implications of government by Parlia
mentary majority, but the Muha]p]!_~,q:;tn_f?_..-_lj.~.t_h"~~-~~-HHi!Y. .... :coni
mu~jJy.J!!~i~J'".~:t;1~§~gWU"Jia.;._.Again! the Hindus with their greater 
aptness for. study, their subtler minds, and their far stronger 
economic . position advocate the policy . of laissez jaire~ not 
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Qnly in :finance and business pursuits generally, but also in 
competition for admission to the public services. H8H,,.__again, 
Muhammadans dissent from .these opinions, point to their back
w~rdness in education ~nd more material things, and ask the Gov
ernment to guarantee them a fair proportion of places in the public 
-services and to protect them in various ways from the full rigour 
o0f the competitio_n of their economically more powerful neighbours. 

The gulf between Hindu and Muhammadan interests is thus se.en 
to be wide and deep, the pr<>dMto£ the working both of anc.ient 
forces and historic circumstances. . For centuries the two communi
ti~s have lived side by ·side in India, yet in the most e~sential things 
in life they have always kept aloof from each other, noi mixing 
their blood and so without the prospect of ultimate fusion into one 
common race. Periods of mutual toleration have alternated with 
periods of cruel repression and savage revolt, although organised 
masHacres have been comparatively rare since the great invasions 
of the middle ages. British rule with its cardinal doctrines of 
religious· toleration and equal rights for all has put an end to the 
oppression of any one community by any other, but present events 
seem to show that the danger from the old intolerance has not yet 
disappeared altogether. Clearly this danger must be removed 
before India will be safe for Home Rule. How can this be done? 

· It is not suggested that a complete answer to this question, which 
is exercising the minds of all patriotic Indians and of India's 
rulers, can be given here, but a close examination of the circum
stances of India at the present day forces one or tFO thoughts 
irresistibly on the mind. Good will is frequently protested on 
both sides, but somehow or other, these protestations are but rarely 
translated into action. A~_Ls:u:d,-.l~w.iu....\P. .... h.~s _Chelm~£.9rd Club 
speech, ~n!!.J\~. Sir_ !l!l~~P.~'ie}~.,.M,l!dditnan. ~p.ea.king ~n the Legisla-

' :::: £ .. ~~e A . "bly in Augu~~'- h_a,v.~ ~.aid., ... eY.efy_ xn~ of any standing 
I : f~ ~ er communi!y hll,s the opportunity and the duty o£ influenc

mg_ his ~nvn DElighl:lo.ura.iJ1. the right way. It can hardly be doubt
ed that if such men were consistently and whole-heartedly to follow 
lhis course of action, they could hardly fail to improve the com-
munal situation. The great cities with their under-worlds would 
still no doubt be possible foci of disorder, but even there the tur
bulent elements could not but be influenced in time by the general 
feeling of the communities to which they belonged. The recon· 
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ciliation of the two communities can be begun in this way, but 
what is the next step tobe? As_p!l:y!~Q!!-kJus.iO.:Il;,..i!I..;P.JJ;t .. <>,t,tl;!~-.-ques
~i~~' _ ,sow-e-"-~~~~~~..S1~j~.:;;~Y:~~~ltlliF}:!!K~"'th~i~~~>:il.l:!.~J.~\s.,~~tnd 
ftreng:~niEg.e-~-!!<l...,d~~Y~J2Rl~&',:JJ!.~il-'~~~J!ft~~9~o1;~om,:t.W~A"":IlJl~ill!!:~litY 
triiiSthe f~n1nA_. . Spheres of interest must be demarcated which are 
~ommon"'to'~b~th Hindus and Muhammadans and within those 
!It : . . ,· • • . . • 
spheres the two commumtles must work together for their own good 
ahd for the good of all India. The opportunity for such wmk, 
and the machhiery where:with to do it, ar~t.!!.~.ijn..the.prpxi_n_cial 
and All-In?,l!.--:~""'~ .. :.SP,. parado:xi~al~y enoug~1 the re
formed ~nstitutwn of India, which, by brmgmg the nval com· 
munities face to face with the hard realities o£ modern democratic 
government and its institutions, has helped to widen the scope o:f . 

·the old communal enmity and increase its intensity, also holds out 
the promise of a cure for the ills of recent growth and also for those 
which are of immemorial antiquity. It~y~~!!.kiniti!l.P.,.,;RgJ_gics 

h.av~~-~p~~~.:>-!lJ1:gygh,a;,o<l~~i.t~JF. .. ,2Q~~~~!Jot~.[~~~j.~~~~~1:ich· 
will be examined in some detail' in th~ next chapter-but even this
stage need· not be a harmful or, even, a very dangerous one for
India. For the e:xl.stence of solidly organised, well-led, and well
manned communal parties in the different electorates would tend 
irresistibly to concent~ate public interest in their. ~oings. and' 
transfer the control over the action of the masses of both communi
ties which is now e:xercised by innum~rable self~styled .le~~;de~ all: 
over the coup.try to the real leaders of the communities in the Legis_: 
latures, thus greatly weakening t~e spirit in which riots are bred 
and lessening the opportunities for outbreaks.. In .short the battle
grounds. between the two CQmmunities w<mld be shifted from the 
towns and vollages to the Legislatures where their disputes could 
be carried on peacefully and with prospect of permanent. adv!1ntage 
to both sides. :F:or agreements made between such truly 'rilpre-· 
sentative and authorised parties wo;uld have a 'validity which . til~ 
various pacts and resolutions agreed i;(:dn the past could.not possibly 
have. Only such parties as these will be able to solve the many 
formidable difficulties presented by such problems as that of com
munal electorates and · other political and economical di:fferences
outsanding. between the· two communities. But -all this ·depends: 
on the uncompromising condition that the best 'men of both com
munities-in the legislatures work for these great objects whole-
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heartedly and with the vision before them o£ the good o£ all India. 
Then only will reasonable progress be made in the solution o£ purely 
inter-communal interests, when, too, it will be :found that once the 
fields of common interests have been entered and worked, communal 
interests will tend to be seen at their true importance, and com
munal parties would in consequence gradually giYe way to real 
political_Ear_t~eii .4ivi"de~ ~from each other Jw genuine. political and 
.economic dl.:fferences. · - · · ·· • · 

The Hindu Muhammadan disturbances stand out in still sharper 
Telife when viewed against the background of the general events 
o£ the year in India £or on the whole the twelve monU1s from 
April 1st, 1926 were a time of greater peace than India has known 
for some years. From 1919 until the beginning of the year under 
review, the country has not been free .from some form o£ unrest, 
more or less serious, in which the Indian Government has fmmd 
itself involved. In the spring of 1919 the Punjab disturbances 
broke out and became the chief cause of the Non-co-operation 
movement which grew to great strength in 1920 and remained 
a menace to the peace of the country for the next two years. In 
August 19.21 occurred the Moplah rising and in February 1921, 
the Akali Sikh Agitation in the Punjab began to be a definite 
danger not only to the peace of that province, but to the whole 
of India. It was not until 1925, as related in the last number 
.of this report, that the agitation was settled in a manner satis
factory both to the vast majority of the Sikhs and to the Gov
ernments of the Punjab and India. In June 1926 a" small band 
of Sikh irrecoilcilables tried to seize the Golden Temple in Amritsar, 
which is the Westminster Abbey of the Sikh religion, but this 
attempt was frustrated without difficulty or violence by the local 
police who acted in this matter with the entire support o£ the 
Dverwhelming majority of the Sikhs themselves. Apart from this 
one incident no trouble of political or quasi-political kind occurred 
.during the year. 

Also in matters other than political the year has been one of 
unusual peace. Since 1920 regular statistics o£ industrial dis
putes have been kept, and .although 128 strikes were repmted 
during 1926, this is the smallest number recorded during any 
year of which we have accurate record. Again although the total 
number of workin!? days Jost on account of strikes and lock-outs 
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was about 1·1 millions,, this figure compares very well indeed 
with the average number of days lost during the preceding five 
years which was 7•4 millions. Practically all the strikes occurred 
in the Bombay and Bengal Presidencies each of which reported 57. 
As might be expected from this distribution, the industries chiefly 
affected were cotton and jute. There were 57 strikes in cotton 
mills and 33 in jute mills, and an examination of the statistics 
of these strikes shows that the latter industry was th~ more severely 
affected in spite of its fewer disputes. For in the strikes in the 
cotton mills 22,713 men were involved who lost 79,027 days' work, 
whilst in the jute mill strikes 129,951 men were involved and 
7,69,022• days were lost. In "!ioth these industries the majority 
of strikes. were caused by wages disputes, altl10ugh in the Bombay 
cotton mills, strikes arising out of " personnel " disputes ran them 
very close. In the jute industry disagreements over leave and 
hours wore responsible for nearly one-third of the total number 
of strikes. In less than one~fifth of all the strikes which occurred' 
during 1926 were the workmen successful in gaining any con
cessions. The comparatively pea~eful state of industry which was· 
so marked a feature of 1926 has continued into 1927, for. abo~t 
25 strikes, most of them very petty, were reported hetweenJanuary,. 
1st and April, 1st. 

A striking and very satisfactory feature of all these disputes 
was their almost entire freedom from acts of violence and sabotage. 
The most serious outbreak of disorder occurred in connection with 
a strike ori the' Bengal-N agpur Railway. Grievances formulated 
by the Bengal-Nagpur Railway Labour Union were at the time 
under discussion with the Agent of the Tiengal-N agpur Railway, 
but the immediate matter which precipitated the strike was. a 
mistaken idea. that a11 official of the Kharagpur Branch of the 
Union had been victimised by th.e Railway aut_horities. ~·Hter 

a Union meeting on the night of 11th February a band of em
ployees made a s1,1dden attack·on Kharagpur Station and stopped 
all traffic. The local armed police were called out at once but 
as it was clear that the Police could not deal with the situation 
alone the District Magistrate called out the local detachment of 
the Auxiliary Force. There was a great deal of stone throwing. 
The mob were very turbulent and had to be forcibly removed 
from the station premises. On one occasion the police were com
pelled to.'fire two rounds of buck shot wounding one rioter. The 
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total casualties reported in hospital were 16 injured of whom four 
only were detained for treatment. · 

The year under review was not a particularly good one for 
commerce and industry in India, but neither was it particularly 
bad. The export trade flagged somewhat throughout the year 
mainly on account of falling prices of certain of the raw products 
which make up by :far the greater part of Indian exports, but 
the import trade, although it did not reach normal figures during 
the year nevertheless showed slight improvement over the previous 
year. The cotton industry, particularly in Bombay, has passed 
through hard times during the last twelve months. Further 
reference to the Cotton Industry<'will be :found in Chapter IV 
where an account will be given of the :formation of a special 
Tariff Board to enquire into its circumstances. · 

But although India during the year was unusually free from 
calamities due to human agency, always excepting the Hindu 
Muhammadan riots, she experienced perhaps more than her share 
of calamities due to natural causes. Certain of her coastwise towns 
and districts, particularly on the east, are exposed to typhoons, 
whilst practically the whole of her lowland surface is liable to 
damage :from floods. The great Indian rivers, after they reach 
the plains, do not flow in permanent beds but through shifting 
sands and often change their courses to a greater or lesser extent .. 
some times :from year to year. The winter flow of all the great 
Himalaiyan rivers is only a small fraction of their flow in the 
summer after the melting of the snows on the high hills. The 
great monsoon rains, too, :fall during the summer and in the 
rainy season the great rivers swollen by the heavy rainfall over 
the vast catchment area are peculiarly dangerous. The least 
change in their course or the failure of some protective work may 
cause the devastation of wide areas and bring immense economic 
loss to the country-side affected. The calamitous floods of Septem
ber 1922 in Northern Bengal are a good example of the destructive 
powers of Indian rivers, even to-day, when, for over half a century, 
they have been bridled and bitted by canal and railway head
works and training works, and broken into the service of humanity. 
About 2,000 square miles of country and a million people were 
affected. Over an area of 700 thickly populated square miles 
more than half the houses collapsed and 'about 60 people were 
drowned. All the fodder was ·ruined, thousands of cattle, which' 
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are the main form o£ wealth and the principal means oi livelihood 
of the Indian p~asant, perished, and the staple crop, the 'rice 'cro~, 
was utterly destroyed over about 500 square miles. Fortti.nately 
'i:w disast'er of this sort has to be recorded here, 'but during. tlie 
year every province in India suffered to a greater or lei3ser extent 

'from floods. Bengal was one_ of the worst sufferers, and in 'Bengal, 
the Midnapore district in the south was the scene of the . greatest 

'havoc. Abo~t 500 square niiles o£ the. district was flooded, 'in 
·some places_ to a depth of '7 feet. Roughly half a :million: peopie 
were affected and probably riot less than 2;000 houses were 

·destroyed. A number of persons were drowned ·whilst ·large 
numb~·s of cattle perished either in the water or by· starvation. 

'The Teesta River in the north ~f· the province, after eroding its 
banks, suddenly changed it~· cou~se, ~ashed away a 'stretch of the 

· Bengal-Dooars Railway and jeopaidised the food suppHes ·. o£ ·a 
population of almost quart~r of a million people. In the Cent_ral 
Provinces bridges and stretches of permanent way on the ·Great 
Indian Peninsula and on the ;Bengal-N agpur Railways were 
de~troyed. ,The Punjab, the Bombay Preside~cy, Sind, Bihar and 

·orissa, and the Madras Presidency, all suffered from the aberra-
tions of their rivers, imni(mse n~mbers of houses and other standing 
property being destroyed, fortu~at~ly with very little loss of life~ · 
· The railways remained free from any very serious accident until 
. the last days of the year when in the night of. 13th Ma~ch 1927 
the Calcutta Madras Mail was received on the . wrong line at 
Bhadrak Station on the Bengal-N agj:mr Railway and collided 'with 
a shunting engine and a train of wagon~. Fifteen persons were 
killed and 69 injured, 26. seriously. . . 

Although the monsoon' generally 'was a good one it was not, 
of course, uniformly beneficial, all over the country. When the 
widely varying natural and climatic conditions of this immense 
~eountry are considered it will easily be understood that particular 
areas here and there may receive eithe~. less or more than their 
necessary share of the life-giving monsoon' rains, and that 'their 
people may consequently suffer severely from the partial or entire 
'failure of their 'crops wpile their niore fortunate brethren else
where are rejoicing in. bumper harvests. During th_e last few 

~~ad~s.?.,_1.h"'e,,~~.dx..,.e.J!~ns~.z~ ":ot,in:iga~.i~n of ~11. -~"'~~~~~(the 
rapid gro~th,.~ ,tc~~~,g~catl~!%-"~-~rt_H?U~~:r:lY. --~f .E~~lY~Y~·~-~!v~ 
lessened' the menace and, gr(;latly m1hgated .the efi!'letLotmon.~o_o.n 

..... - ..... ~ _:~. ·~.:~:?..J:IO.;...., .... _~ ........ _,.....,;:. . -·~:;., ...--...- __ ".... ..... -~~ ._,.,....,.:;l;;,_.,_""> ·a:-"""· ;;:,g-~ 
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vagaries m India, and the word :famine has not now the dread 
signincance which it had in days gone by. As long as there is 
settled Government in India she is never likely to have to mourn 
again the deaths of thousands, or hundreds of thousands, o£ her 
people from sheer starvation as so o:ften happened in the great 
:famines which history records. Nevertheless, too scanty or to(} 
abundant rainfall still causes acute distress in limited areas, and, 
unfortunately, the past twelve months have witnessed such distress 
in different parts of India. It may be as well to mention here 
that the words " distress " and " scarcity " are used in a parti
cular sense by Government officials in India. Distress in their 
language is a milder term than scarcity and is applied. to the 
conditions of a particular locality consequent on the failure or 
the undue abundance of the rainfall there. In such conditions 
the local officers may or may not find it necessary to take excep
tional measures to relieve the distress. But if the distress is 
widespread; then a state of scarcity is declared which normally 
makes some Government action in relief of the sufferers necessary. 
Normally this action takes the form of generous advances of 
" taccavi," that is, Government loans to agriculturalists on 
generous terms both as regards interest and repayment. These 
advances are a much more desirable form of relief than the open
ing of relief works, for they enable the agriculturists to tide over 
until they can restore their own fortunes. During 1926 scarcity 
was declared in Merwara, and in the early part of 1927 in a part 
of the Y eotmal district of the Central Provinces. There has been 
distre.ss during the year in Baluchistan and the North-W e~t Frontier 
Province and in parts of the Central Provinces and of the Bombay 
and Madras Presidencies. In none of these places, however, were 
extraordinary measures found to be necessary, and the distress or 
scarcity was nowhere severe enough to be called famine. 

Mention has been made of the part played by the extension of 
irrigation and communications in countering the shortcomings 
of the Indian climate, and here it is fitting to mention another 
development which, it is to be hoped, will prove to be o£ enduring 
benefit to that vast majority of the Indian people who gain their 
living from the soil. At pages 90 and 92 of last year's report 
some description was given of the scope of the duties of the 
Royal Commission on Indian Agriculture which His Majesty's 
Government appointed at the beginning of 1926. The commission 
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assembled at Simla in the~ middle ~of Octo be!. a:D,d aft~r t~~~ng ~ome 
evidence ther~e; •~spent }h,e re~a,ili,_ger,._of.._the ."cold, w:eather,,in'""~O)liihg 
India to take furthgr .evidence and to investigate. t4e.circumstances 
of Indian rurariife at flrst~ha~d. The memb~r~· of the c~;_mis
sion left for E~gla:ri.d" a't the ~nd of the cold weather but will 
resume their work in India in the cold weather of 1927-28. As. 
an important preliminary to the. enquiry by the Royal Commis
sion on Agriculture, a conference of Ministers and Directors of 
Agriculture from the different provinces was held in Simla in 
June. Its proceedings were opened by His Excellency Lord Irwin 
i,n a speech of singular importance and significance in which he 
showed .that world factors and the need for improving the lot of 
the Indian Agriculturalist made the present the right moment for 
the proposed enquiry. From the evidence already taken by the 
Royal Commission it is more than ever obvious that any permanent 
and appreciable improvement of the conditions of India's agri-

1 

culture and the lot of her rural population is not going to be the 
work of a few years only, or of a single generation. But the 
necessary preliminaries of the work of amelioration have been 
beg·un and the presence ~f Lord Irwin and his life-long interest 
in agriculture and agriculturists, and his ministerial experience 

1 in England are good auguries for the success of -the work. 
A:p.otp_e~~ ~Qyal_Commission _ w)10se ~w<!rk, thoug~ _not primarily 

concerned with Ag:r:i,cylt~u~e~ wiU nevertheless have far~1:eaching 
effect~ OJ!_ Indian agricultural welfare and prosperity~ is 'the Royal 
Com~.~s~on_,R~~n_dia~ Q:ur.rency wh~c~ is~~ed its _}'~por~}E-;:A-_~gust. 
The recommendations of the Currency Commission will be discussed 
at length in a later chapter. Here it is only necessary to refer 
to those which deal with the creation of.. a reserve _bank; for India. 
On page 292 of last year's ·repor.t it was stated that the External 
Capital Committee of 1924, after considering the needs of agri
culture, had held that the resources of the co-operative banks were 
inadequ~te and that the various facilities afforded by government 
to agriculture, either directly or indirectly, required a co-ordinated 
examination so that they might be woven 'into the fabric of a 
general banking system. Th~L~s_e_t'::e ~~a.n~,o£.Ind_i~ ptop.2.S~~:..PY. the · 
O~y Commission, when .it co;mes into existen9e, ought ~o_ make 
possible a "great ·aeyelop~ent .of .co-oper11tive .a~d _ cre!lit ~b.anks 
which.-al~ne min meet the_,~:eal needs ot !_he 1'~-:-_~1- PQP.P-la!_iol},_()f 
I~Ji~ _· Thus~' the reserve bank must be -seen as _ someth~ng more 

• 
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than even a controlling authority in Indian currency and financial 
a:lfairs. If the Indian peasant is not to continue to pay ruinous 
interest to the village money-lenders with all the evil rt>suHs which 
this process entails of starved land, impoverished resources and 
poor and inadequate crops, the reserve bank must be made the 
head of a banking system which will extend credit not only to 
Industry and trade but to the real wealth producers of India
the workers in her greatest industry which is agriculture. 

The improvement of Indian agriculture with its consequences 
o£ an improved standard o£ living and an increase in the spending 
power o£ the rural masses o£ India is the necessary correlative ta 
the growth of Indian industry which has been one of ftl.e out
standing features of the last half century. India is now one 
of the eight :foremost industrial countries, and with her vast 
natural and human resources she is bound to become an increasingly 
important element in the world's economic system. She will come 
more and more into the main stream of the world's industry and 
commerce, and if, on this side of her activities, she has already 
lost her traditional isolation, she is fast losing even her physical 
remoteness from the chief centres of the world's life. 

In the earliest days of wireless communication, the distance~'! 

which separated India from Great Britain and from her sister 
dominions, seemed likely to prove a barrier for some years to come 
to wireless intercourse between her and these other members of 
the British Commonwealth. Now, however, the new system of 
beam wireless removes the difficulties presented by mete distance 
and makes it quite possible for India to communicate with other 
parts of the world hitherto remote. The possibility of introducing 
the amenities of broad-casting into India was not overlooked, and 
for some years past, clubs composed of enthusiastic amateurs of 
wireless have been in existence in a few of India's greatest cities. 
Also, during the past year, the Indian Broad-casting Company has 
got to work in earnest. Its new general manager Mr. Eric Dunstan 
has arrived in India and there is good reason to expect that wire
less broad-casting will soon become a feature of Indian life. 

The arrival of Sir Samuel Hoare, Secretary of State for Air, 
at Karachi on 5th January 1927 was more than an achievement 
of aerial travel; it was also a portent. Sir Samuel and Lady 
Hoare travelled from London t<Y Delhi, a distance of 6,300 miles·,.. 
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in. 6.3. flying ·hour~, and by this journ~y inaugurated' the Egypt 
to India.n· Air .Se.rvice .. The Hercules Aeroplane. in wh:icli ,they· 
tr!tve~ld was on~ of the new. air lin¢J;S specially. constructed; for~ 
the Impe!ial Cairo to .Karachi Airway. As .Sir 'Saniuel'R,oare· 
pointed· out to. press correspondents in Delhi, .the journey from' 
india to E11gland should. 1wt take more than ·a week ·and when· 
night flying was introduced ;the time could be reduced t<f five days.· 
He )ooked forward· ~o· the time when a regular. weekly· air-service· 
would be running b!3tween ' the two countries~ Sir Siuituel' 
also pointed out that India, on accou:q.t of her size andgeographical 
position, . ought to become a great centre of' flying in the east, 
and, he. promised th~t the, development of aviation l.n India 'by 
Indians would . receive w~rm sympathy and 'hearty co-operation· 
from .England. . · 

· j'wo .days after""Sir Ba.rmrel'Roar~'s">arrival.:,in-><]Jellrl•'a"'-pleasant·; 
little. ceremony'. took .. place . at: ;the '··fnili ta:·ry ~.~J<:!§:;g~£l ~Jt~~~"? J:[~r:.; ' 

' Excellency Lady Irwin n,am~d the. gi:tnt !fer,£1ll.~s-air.:linllr"~i~The: 
@y....Qf~Delhi~~~I!L,_~is speec~-~~ J1J.~~9&Cj~_ip_n::-Sir Samuel Hoare· . 

. spoke earnestly of the aesiraoility ~f turning aviation to the uses' 
of peace .. His Excellency Lord Irwin, in a brief reply, said that·, · 
the aeroplane had added ~ne m~re to the many roads which ·lead-. 
to Delhi. His Excellency's statement was something more than 
a striking epigram. It was a truth of the highest significance,, 
not only for India, but also for England and the ·~hole Empire., 
For it is a road which brings England and Indi!t as clo~e together 
as London was to Edinburgh barely a hundred years ago, and it 
is n0t too much to expect that before many years are out; the 
journey from London to Delhi will take no longer than the railway-
journey between Peshawar and Maqras to-day. 

But, while Sir Samuel Hoare's was incomparably the most 
important aerial journey to India during the year; it was not the 
only one. Of these other journeys, ·the first in order of merit 
is that of the two Englishmen,· Stack and Leete, who. travelled' 
from Lo~don to Delhi without a hitch in their tiny ·Moth aeroplanes ' 
in the wake of Sir Samuel Hoare's giant Herc~les under whose 
wings their little machines would stand wHh ease. The journey · 
of these two gallant men is in the direct line of descent from the· 
voyage of the Golden Hind and other ~great· adventures of th.eo' 
spacious days of the discovery and foundation of the em~ire. 
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Messrs. Stack and Leete were not the only English~en to fty 
from England to India during the year, £or in the summer of 
1926 Mr. Cobham made his historic journey from London to 
Australia and back, in the course of which he crossed India both 
;going and coming. His crossing of India on the return journey 
is remarkable for having been deliberately undertaken under the 
worst possible conditions, since he had to face the Indian monsoon. 
He did this in order to prove the practicability of regular air
services in India at all seasons of the year. 

In April.1926 India was visited by air by both Spanish and 
Danish airmen. The Danish fliers did the journey from Copen
·hagen to Calcutta in 16 days, whilst the Spanish airmen• reached 
Karachi from Madrid after 5 flying days. This was a splendid 
performance, but it was beaten in November by the two Frencb,
men, Captain Regnut and Lieutenant Costes, who flew from Paris 
to Calcutta in only 5 days. Abundant proof has therefore been 
given during the year of the practicability of regular aerial travel 
between Europe and India. 

Other distinguished visitors to India during the year were Earl 
.and Countess Winterton. Lord 'Winterton's visit was entirely 
private, but he managed to see a good deal of the country and its 
.conditions. During his six weeks' tour he visited places as far 
apart as Calcutta, and Razmak in Waziristan. He also took the 
opportunity of seeing University, Hospital, School, Jail and other 
buildings, farms and agricultural institutes in British India and 
Indian States, and he also examined housing and industrial condi
tiondn Bombay. He was also present at the opening of the Delhi 
Bession of the Legislative Assembly and during his stay in India 
he was able to meet many Indians in public life of all shades of 
.opmwn. 

Two delegations of a semi-public kind which visited India 
during the year were the Social Hygiene Delegation, and the 
Delegation of the International Federation of Textile Workers 
Association. The former which reached India in November 1926 
.was headed by ~{rs. C. Neville Rolie, O.R.E., general secretary 
to the British Social Hygiene Council. It had come at the invita
tion o£ the Governments of Bombay, :Madras, Bengal and Burma 
in order to collect statistical data, to confer with the authorities 
.l'egarding the prevalence o£ venereal diseases in Indian cities, and 
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to discuss the steps which could be taken to reduce this scourge. 
It visited a number of important places including Bombay, Madras,. 
Bangalore, Rangoon, Calcutta and Delhi, where the membe1·s con
ferred with the local authorities as well as with medical and 
public men. Members of the Delegation delivered public lectures
and succeeded in arousing conside;rable public interest: Com~ 

mittees were formed to carry out the programmes recommended· 
by them. On the conclusion of the tour the delegates sent in 
their report outlining their suggestions for reducing the prevalence· 
of venereal disease. These suggestions included free confidential 
treatment by a trained staff in hospitals, post-graduate training, 
and the.appointment of a specialist in venereal diseases in each 
province. The delegation· left India on the 14th March, 192'7, 
after having met with much success in their task of rousing the· 
Government and the . public to the seriousness of the prevalence 
of venereal disease in India, and the necessity for tackling imme- · 
diately the problem presented by it. . · 

The Textile Delegation, .:under the leadership of the Right 
Honourable Thomas Shaw, M. P., reached Bombay by the sa.me 
boat as the Social Hygiene Delegation. The Delegation came for 
the purpose of enquiry into the state of the textile industry in 
India, and in particular into the conditions . of life of Indian 
textile workers. Mr. Shaw and his colleagues spent over two 
months in visiting the most important centres of the textile in
dustry in this country. 

From the point of view of Imperial politics and Empire soli
darity the year has been -an important one for India. ·Apart 
from . the meeting of the Imperial Conference,· which in itself 
invests the year with high importance, there have been delegations
to and from India and South Africa, whilst representatives of 
India have visited· Australia and. Canada. The settlement which 
was reached during the year.in connection with the vexed question 
of the status of Indian nationals in South Africa falls for discus-. 
sion in ~ later chapter, but it is tempting to believe that the 
agreement is one happy result of an improvement in the state of · 
feeling between the two countries to which these friendly visits
directly contributed. 

-In April 1926 the Paddison Deputation, which was mentioned' 
m last year's report, was still in South Africa, where its work 

. .-
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resulted in the agreement, reported last year, of the Union Gov
, ernment to enter into conference with the Government of India 
for the purpose of " exploring all possible methods of settling the 
Asiatic Question." This conference duly opened in December, 
but in the meantime, a Parliamentary deputation from South 
.Africa was invited by the Government of India to come as their 
-guests to see India. The deputation consisted of :-the Hon'ble 
.Mr. F. W. Beyers, the Hon'ble Mr. Patrick Duncan, Mr. W. H. 
Rood, Mr. A. C. Fordham, Mr. 0. S. Vermotten, Mr. J. S. Mar

-wick, Mr. G. Reyburn and Mr. J. R. Hartshorne, Secretary. Two 
ladies, Mrs. Duncan and Miss. Marwick, accompanied the Depu-
"tation which landed at Bombay on September 18th. D1lring the 
short space of 3 weeks they contrived to see a good deal of India, 
-from Bombay, Madras and Calcutta, to Simla, Lahore, and the 
Frontier. In different places the members of the deputation went 
. behind the scenes and made themselves as fully acquainted as 
they could in the time at their disposal, with all sides of Indian 
life. Everywhere they went they were sincerely and spontaneously 
welcomed and the traditional courtesy and hospitality of India 
were seen at their very best during the deputation's visit. :At the 
end of November a delegation under the leadership of Sir 
Mohammad Habibullah left India to take part in the conference 
at Cape Town which has already been mentioned. 

Two particularly pleasant incidents to chronicle are the visit 
of the representatives of India on the Empire Parliamentary 
Delegation to Australia between September and No~ember, and 
the visit of Sir T. Vijayaraghavachariar to Canada. India's 

· representatives on the Empire Parliamentary Delegation were 
"Sir Darcy Lindsay, Leader of the European group in the 
Legislative Assembly and 1.fr. Shanmukham Chetti, a member 

. of the Congress Party in the Assembly. Both Sir Darcy Lindsay 
and Mr. Chetti took the opportunity of addressing Australian 

·-audiences during their tour. 
Sir T. Vijayaraghavachariar's visit to Canada was undertaken 

at the invitation of the authorities of the Canadian National 
Exhibition to open the Exhibjtion at Toronto in August. His 
visiL proved to be a quite extraordinary success. In their farewell 
message to him which was broad-cast throughout Canada the 

-Government of Ontario said that the Diwan had been an ambas
.sad.or of Empire in the truest sense o£ the term. India, which to 
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many Cann:dians had been a land of mystery and ·romance and 
adventure had. become more real in the picture!' which the Diwan 
had given of- its resources and its people, and its pl>ace in the 
Empire had become better understood and appreciated by reason 
of the clear and eloquent manner in wll.ich· the_ Diwan had inter
preted it. During his visit Sir. T . .Yijayaraghavachariar addressed 
33 crowded public meetings and from all over the vast Dominion 
he was charged with messages of goodwill and regard for India. 

An important event of the year w~s the m(!eting of the ;Im
perial Conference in London. ~he pro9eedings of the- Conf~rence 
opened _on the 19th October_ imd were continued until the _23rd 
Novenibe~ 1926. _ The Indian. _del~gation I(Onsisted !Jf Lord Birken
head, Secretary of State fo~ India_, the Mah~r!!-ja of Burdwan and 
Mr. (now Sir David) Chadwick_, then Se9ret~ry to the Gov;ernment 
of India, Commerce Department. A wide variety of matters of 
e_conoinic- concern· -came tinder discussion at the Confer!'lnce, such 
as Overseas settlement, Inter-Impe1~iai t:rade including the work 
of the Imperial Economic Committee and -the Empire Marketing 
Board,- Comi:riunications, :·Research, ·Industrial standardization, 
Exhibition within the E¢pire' of' Empire films and liabilities of 
State enterprises 'to taxation. -- The: Maharajadhiraj, as a distin
guished Indian nobleman; an-d' with the added prestige of an ex
Member of the 'Bengal . Executive Council; made a valuable 
" Second-in·-Command ,; to the Secretary of State and his efforts 
and co-operation were· acknowledged by the Earl of· Birkenhead; 
who found i'h him "a man of a:ffahs a!J."d_e:xperience, with profound 
patriotism and with appreciation of the Commonwealth of Nations, 
as we have examined it in-the last few: weeks." Not less important 
was the. presence on- the Delegation· of Sir David Chadwick who 
made a highly ;valuable contribution to the debate on Imperial 
Economic- affairs in the course of which he referred to the vatious 
Indian irrigatiqn schemes, _to the ·new Docks in Calcutta, and 
to Railway development as holding out to Great Britain prospects 
ol increasing and improving markets. 

The. ;most ,:inip~rt~ht occmrei1ee in internal politics in India 
were th~ ~le.ctions r'or the third Legislative Assembly and Pro
vincial Legislative Councils which were held in November. The 
elections, however, require . some discussion and will be inore 
fittingly dealt with in the next chapter i~ which the broad- develop-
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ments in Indian politics during the year are described. In order, 
however, to complete this narrative o£ the year's happenings, one 
or two events connected with politics may lw noticed here. In 
last year's report the suspension of the transferred subjects in 
Bengal was chronicled, and mention was made of the action of 
the Legislative Council of the Central Provinces, which, by 
reducing the salaries of ministers to the ridiculous figure o£ Rs. 2 
per annum, had made the working of dyarchy impossible. Several 
opportunities were afforded by the Governor to the Swarajist 
majority to consider their attitude, but these were not accepted 
and the Governor General of India in Council with the sanction 
of the Secretary of State in Council was forced finall~to order 
the suspension of dyarchy in the Central Provinces from April 
20th, 1926 to the 31st January 1927, that is, to the date at which 
a new Council as returned .by the November elections could meet. 

A very interesting meeting took place in Simla at the begin
ning of September when five Presidents and three DeputY 
Presidents of Provincial Legislative Councils sat in conference 
in Simla under the Chairmanship of the Honourable 1\fr. V. J. 
Patel, President o£ the Legislative Assembly. The conference 
disposed of an agenda conta1ning 35 points, most of which related 
to procedure in the Assembly and in the Provincial Councils in 
respect of budget legislation,· resolutions, and questions. This 
conference was the second of its kind so far held, and the advantages 
of such meetings for the development of a united system of pro
cedure in the different Legislative bodies in India arE! sufficiently 
obvious. 

The meetings of the various political or quasi-political bodies 
which are held in December were somewhat over-shadowed this 
year by the triennial elections whose results continued to be 
announced until well into December. The annual session of the 
Indian National Congress which used to be, and, indeed, still is 
one of the most important events of the Indian year, received far 
less than its usual preliminary notice from the press and until 
the session actually began public interest in it can quite fairly 
be described as only lukewarm. There were several reasons for 
this comparative lack of interest in the National Congress this 
year. In the first place, as was pointed out in last year's report, 
the Indian National Congress no longer represents the great bulk 
of Indian political opinion as it undoubtedly did represent it 
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before the mtroductwn of the 111ontagu-Chelms£ord Reforms. 
Successive dilfections have left the Indian National Congress in 
the hands of a group representing one particular shade of political 
opinion most of whom are Hindus. A.gain there was nothing this 
year· to give to the Congi·ess any adventitious importance such as 
had been given to it the previous year by the quarrel between the 
Swaraj Party and its recalcitrant wing, the Responsive Co-opera
tors. Readers or last yeaT's report will remember that the leaders of 
the Swarajists and the Responsive Co-operators, after a period of 
bitter public controversy had agreed to a truce until the meeting 
of the Indian National Congress in December 1926 when fresh 
attempt~ would . be made to reach rin agreement between the dis- ~: 
putants. This year, however, the Responsivists and certain other 
groups, of allied political ideals, decided that as there appeared 
to be no prospect of reconciling the differences between themselves 
and the. Congress Party with the help of the Indian National 
Congress, they would not attend the Session and the only important 
Non-Swarajist present at the meeting was Pandit Madan ·Mohan 
Malaviya. Lastly, the coincidence of the elections with the pre
parations for the Congress Session emphasised, 'as nothing else 
could have done, the truth that Indian political life now centres 
in· the Legislatures set up under the 1919 Act, and that Indian 
political aspirations now look to them for their realisation. 

Tllg,..p,J:QCJl.~<li:~g.s .. ~~,~-Jlle~,-;r.T ~~io.!l~l.~"Q_g~gft~J; .. }P:~Y ~~,__~is;nissed 
for_the present with a few words. sjn9e theye<,wilC.:§,e.J.~!;ther dis-
·~us~atel". ·-"'~he;f-J:e§id~nt_t!t,i§."Y&~!::"~!J. ~- . Srini_v.:~sa A;Ca~. ~~- _ 

~..J~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J;!.?<%~t;'§~~z"t~~Jt~""'"~~-~Qe 
unCL~r the ·Madras ·Government: As usual the presidential speech 

...... ....-;, ,.~~~ .... ~ ,.,q::;;aa:;s: cp $~!1~4':$!'~-P~--'7.f'"'<r?!~--

wus' tne.~:incist-importa:rit pa,rt of the proceedingo/'of the Congress 3 
since it was a general statement of the polict of the p6litical ~ 

.~party represented in the Congress. . t r A¢. t <\ ~ 
(,.._, Briefiy, .. th~_-presidentiaLsp~eech,.tll~s_,y,_~~~"'-~·PP.~-'!~~U~~Jp~~cy 
f 6£ ·,the,.Swarapst partJ4-'and.-s~nnounce_d . ..,_the'!lact}~~~~~.:,~JJ~r~1fahon J 

to C()!:\li!D!~ii!~J4J:LP.PliSY·· It stated definitely th,.at the sw:rajist ,IJ 
party would oppose the formation of ministries in.Jhe provinces 
until the All~India Congress Committee; which is in e:ffe~t the 
executi~e committee of the Swarajist party, was satisfied with the 
response made by .the_ Go:vemment~to ·· .the"'pjt!ty;ljl.,.,gemand~ . for 
constitutional · reforms .. satisfactory to India1C national1:-opill:ion. 
Th;e_In,ain:resolution passed by the coi;.gress a~ -~~is.meetingTd~fi-ned--
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the policy of the Indian National Congress and consequently, the 
policy of the Indian Congress (Swaraj) party in the following 
words:-" In pursuance of the policy and general lines of work 
laid down in its election manifesto, this Congress reiterates ita 
resolve that the general policy of Congressmen in the Assembly 
and various Councils shall be one of self-reliance in all activities 
which make for the healthy growth of the nation and of deter~ 
mined resistance to every activity, governmental or other, that 
may impede the nation's progress towards Swaraj. In particular, 
Congressmen in the legislatures shall-

(1) Refuse to accept Ministerships or other offices in .the gift 
of the Government, and shall oppose the formation of 
Ministries by other parties until, in the opinion of 
the Congress or the All-India Congress Committee a 
satisfactory response is made by the Government to the
national demand. 

(2) Refuse supplies and throw o'.lt budgets until such response 
is made by the Government, or unless otherwise directed 
by the All-India Working Committee. 

(3) Throw out all proposals for legislative enactments by 
which the bureaucracy proposes to consolidate its powers. 

(4) Move resolutions and introduce and support measure and 
Bills which are necessary for the healthy growth o£ 
national life and the advancement of the economic, 
agricultural, industrial and commercial inte;ests o:f the
country, and the consequent displacement o:f the bureau~ 
cracy. 

(5) Take steps to improve the condition of Agricultural 
tenants by introducing and supporting measures to 
secure fixity of tenure and other advantages, and 

generally protect the rights of labour, agricultural and industrial 
and adjust the relations on an equitable basis between landlords 
and tenants, capit~;tlists and workmen. 

This resolution will be discussed later in the light o:f develop~ 
ments generallj':in Indian politics during the year. 

~the-,llldi~JS";~.JjQ»al_ Q~I~g!~s~ :W:;tS J:Pe~ting at Gauhati 
in Assam in the far nor~h~east of India the annual meeting of the 
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~U~~g~,~~~~~~Jl~lh,i-.,,_.Jrhe delegates of the 
League were concerned almost entirely with matters peculiar to 
their own community and with the means to ~dgn.tY,i!.J.,QJIXOSper 
~~:!!ter.e&tS*Of-M~:Q.~~~,_g~§d,JJ.~~_kone "point. their dis
cusswn touched the general pohtws of the country when the 
.question of joint or separate communal electorates was discussed . 
. As we have already seen )£~~~Jl~~!t~~~§.t~ of -jf-_ 

hter~~~!~rl£*e~f1~rt~ii~'r::r;~~e:~- t::~'· 
fin Public Services. . . 
· The last meeting to be noticed here is the annual meeting of 
:~he Indi_an Liberal Federation which also took place at tlie end 
-of December. The President of the Liberal ,Federation this year 
was Sir Sivaswami Aiyer, one of the oldest and most respected 
~£ Indian Politic-al leaders. His 'speech ·for the most part kept 
.close to the realities of present conditions'1n India .. · He' asked for 
.the rapid Indianisation of the different Government services and 
in particular for the free admission of Indiims to all b~anches of 
military service. He was on firm ground when he said " that the 
most effective argument which India could use with. the British 
Parliament was the production q£ proof that the present consti
tution had· ·been .used to . the ·utmost . possible extent by Indian 
politicians of all ·shades ~f ·opinion. ·This would be a convinoing 
argument that India was ready for further advance to responsible 
self-government.'' 

For the women of India in particular the beginning of . the -
year· 1927 witnessed an event of great significance and rich promise 
for the' future.. Among the inemb!ir.s nominated by His Excellency 
t.he Governor of Madras to the Madras Legislative Council was a 

. Lady, Doctor •Muthalakshmi Ammal, a well-known and successful 
medical practitioner, deservedly and widely respected as a devoted 
social wo1·ker, and one, moreover, whose knowledge and experience 
have been strengthened by traveJ and study abroad. Dr. 1Mutha.;; 
lakshmi Ammal is the first Indian Lady .to sit in an . Indian 
legislature, and the Madras Legislative Comicil very wisely marked 
their appreciation of this important fact, and of the public services 
{)I the iady who had this honour, by electing her to the very 
11esponsible post of Deputy President of their Council. 

About three weeks. after the conclusion of the abovementioned 
meetings, an event occurred which it is to be hoped .will for 
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ever be one of the greatest landmarkS of Indian political history. 
This was the opening of the Council House in the capital of 
India-New Delhi-by His Excellency Lord Irwin. The presence
of members of the two Houses of the Indian Legislature, of dis
tinguished Indian and British visitors from all over India, and 
o:f representatives o:f the Indian princes marked the ceremony as
one of singular significance for the whole o£ India comprising 
British India and the Indian States. In inviting His Excellency 
the Viceroy to open the building, Sir Bhupendra N ath Mitra, 
member of the Governor General's Executive Council in charge· 
of the Department of Industries and Labour, made a speech of 
great interest in which he described the building and its architec
tural beauties. He spoke also of the laying of the fo~mdation 
stone by His Royal Highness, the Duke of Cannaught on February 
12th, 1921 and of how His Royal Highness had said that this build
ing would be not only the home of new representative institutions
but would, he trusted, stand for future generations as a symbol of 
India's re-birth to higher destinies. In replying Lord Irwin began 
by reading a message in the following words from His !Iaj esty 
the King Emperor. 

" Fifteen years ago in Delhi, I gave public expression to the· 
hope that the great changes then to be effected might bring in
creased happiness and prosperity to India. On this solemn occasion 
r desire to associate myself with the outward completion of a great 
part o:f the task then undertaken. The new capital which has 
arisen enshrines new institutions and a new national life. May 
it endure to be worthy of great nation, and inspire the Princes
and people of India with ideals of brotherhood and service, by 
which alone the peace and true prosperity of my subjects may 
be S€cured. I earnestly pray that in the Council House about to 
be opened, wisdom and justice may find their dwelling place, 
and that God's blessing may rest upon all those who shall hence
forth serve India within its walls." Continuing, His Excellency 
said that this day brought home with a special significance the 
reality of the declaration of August 1911 in which His Majesty's 
Government gave definite and explicit recognition to the goal 
towards which their policy in India would be directed. " There
fore " he said, " this Council House will stand as the outward 
expression of the set purpose and sincere . desire of the British 
people, and the opening of its doors would appear to be the most 
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appropriate ceremony with which to inaugurate the new centre 
of the Government of India. But this is not all. I£ the war 
was the parent of great movements in the political thought of 
men, it taught us in clear language how intimately the ties which 
unite India With her sister nations of the Empire depend upon 
the fact that they are woven r_ound the common centre of alle
giance to the Crown. Only through that allegiance to its head, 
does each member of the Imperial body preserve its individual 
nationhood, and simultaneously achieve firm and enduring unity 
with its fellows. It was thus a noble conception of the architect · 
to give form to this idea by housing within one circle the three 
bodies, the Chamber of Princes, the Council of State, and the 
Legislativ~ .Assembly, signifying thereby, the unity not of British· 
India only, but of all India. under the Imperial Crown: . 

But the circle stands for something more than unity. · From 
the earliest times it has been also an emblem of permanence, and 
the poet has seen in the ring of light a true symbol of eternity. 
M:ay therefore we and those who follow us witness, so far as we 
may, the. fruition of these twin conceptions: As our. ~yes or 
thoughts rest upon this place, let us pray that this Council House 
may endure through the centuries, doWn. which time travels towards 
eternity, and that, through all the differences of passing days, . 
men of every race and class and creed may here unite in a single· 
high resolve to guide India to fashion her ·future well." · -

.After this His Excellency ~dvanced to the door of the building, ~ 
. where the architect Sir Herbert Baker handed him a golqen. 1rey~ 

with which• he opened the door, and it)s 3-to..:J?~~P,!l,t!,,.,!: 11ew · · 
era in the life of India. . ...,. · · --~- ·~ ·-
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CHAPTER D . 

. Politics and the Indian Legislature during the year. 

To write an annual account of the politics· of England, or of 
any other country with a historic constitution and long established 
political institutions, appears, to one who sets out to write of 
f.he year's politics in India, a comparatively easy task. For, 
when the work of the national legislatures of these countries, 
and the relations with each other of their different politi~al parties, 
well defined and properly organised as they are, have been chro
nicled and described, the tale has been told sufficiently well. The 
Parliamentary politics of such countries reflect fairly accurately 
their general economic and social conditions, and their main 
political and social problems are fundamentally problems of ecu
nomics, a circumstance which greatly helps a student to understand 
them and make up his mind about their rights and wrongs. This 
prolegomenon is introduced in order to indicate one of the chief 
difficulties in the way of producing an intelligible and reasonably 
faithful account of Indian political affairs during the year, for 
a mere description of the doings of the Indian legislatures would 
give a falsely simplified picture of the Indian political scene. A 
few leading figures would be presented, but the very varied back
ground against which they ought to be seen would be left almost 
entirely untouched. It was said above that the main political 
and social problems which face the government of western countrie-s 
are, at bottom, economic problems. This cannot be said of India. 
She has, of course, her own problems of economics not less im
portant than those of any other country in the world, but these 
are much over-shadowed, at any rate for some sections of her 
people and for outside observers of her affairs, by the absorbingly 
interesting problems of a purely constitutional kind which are 
now in process of solution. It is only natural that the pace and 
manner of India's progress to responsible self-government should 
occupy the attention of the educated part of her people to the 
virtual exclusion of less exciting topics, and second in importance 
only to this main interest is the question of the form which the 
£uture constitution of self-governing India is to take, that is-shall 
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India become a federation like Australia, a quasi-federation• . 
like the Un~on of South Africa. or shall she remain; as at 
present, under a definitely unitary government which :for· 
administrative and. political reasons has delegated some. func,.. 
tions and powers to certain constituent units, namely the
provinces. The existence of such fundamental problems as
these, indicating as they do the wide scope for change and develop
ment in the constitution of India, adds greatly to the interest 
of Indian politics but also makes the task of describing them one· 
of much difficulty. For, although the legislatures, particularly the
two chambers of the·nationallegislature-the Legislative Assembly 
and the Council of State-are rightly regarded as the centre oi' 
Indian political life, they do not embody political forces and move
ments in this country as completely as, for example, Parliament 
and Congress do in England and All!-erica. 

It should not be forgotten that present-day India is a nation-
state in the making, and that many powerful forces; among which: 
the existing system of government is only one, although a very· 
powerful one, are at work on . the process of manufacture. For· 
some generations past, British rule has exercised in India a strongly· 
centralising and unifying influence which is now elllbod:led and: 
made . visible in the several legislatures set up under the present 
constitution. The Government of India Act of 1919 and the rules
made under its authority are something far more than a mere 
code of rules· for administration. They are, or at any mte are· 

) capable of becoming, the tap-root of a great growth~ of constitutional 
practice and· privilege, suited to the needs and ci:z:cumstances, and' 
expressing the character of the Indian peoples. The Act of 1919 
is one of a distinguished brotherhood-the statutes of the British,· 
Parliament on which the existing governments of the overseas
Dominions are b~ed-and because it belongs to such a brother
hood, it is an intensely practical document. -It confers on the
people of India certain powers and gives them certain oppor
tunities, and, above all, brings into existenbe conditions _under 
which they can themselves work out and secure the pattern of 
Government which they want. When critics of the Act complain 
that it does not ·confer responsible self-government on India, the
answer is that responsible self-government has never been speci
fically introduced into any British Dominion by any . statute of 
Parliament. Its infroduetion has been due to-. constitutionat 
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practices and usages based on those of the mother country. But 
although the Act of 1919 does not give responsible sel£-govern
ment-which--xannot be "given" by one people to another-to 
India, its provisions apply to this country and bring into opera
·tion here, two great principles which are the mainspring of every 
type o£ modern democratic government. These principles are the 
Tesponsibility of the executive p·art of the government to a repre
sentative legislature, and the right of everJ duly qualified citizen 
-to take his share in choosing his representative. It may be, it 
is, often complained that the application of these principles to 
India is incomplete and their ·operation halting. Dyarchy is 
denounced as a sham, the lack of responsibility on the Central 
-Government is made a cause of reproach against the whole system, 
and critics have not failed to notice that only something less 
than seven and a hal£ milli@s out of nearly 240 million inhabit
ants o£ British India have got a vote either for the Central or 
Provincial Legislatures. These complaints may be justified 
·l)y reference to some ideal canons of representative govern
ment but not by reference to the circumstances of British India. 
Anybody who studies the history of India during the last six years 
impartially, will hesitate to question the statement that the estab
lishment of complete responsibility in 1919 in either the Central 
-or Provincial Governments would have been not a boon but a disas-
ter. It would have proved a disruptive instead of a unifying force, 
·and the nation-building process which has been going on for so 
long under the British hegemony would have been stopped i£ 
not violently reversed. The causes o:f the present Hindu-Moslem 
trouble, as we have already analysed them, show something of the 
-disruptive power of the ideas and ambitions which are the in
separable connections of the new model of government, even in 
presence of the strong safeguards which Parliament has retained. 
Yet even present-day Hindu-Mohammedan rivalry when properly 
-analysed may be seen as a potential nation-making force. It 
would be intolerable if we had to regard the present differences 
between the two communities as absolutely irreconcilable except 
by the forcible subjection or assimilation of one by the other. 
:Sooner or later, all that is respectable in them both will have to 
revolt from this suicidal strife, from which one way of escape 
·has been already indicated, or else the ideal of a united a11tonomous 
.Indian Nation-State will remain an ideal unrealised. These present 
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discontents may be, and can be, made to be nothing more than 
the growing pains of the Indian nation. But the Hindus and 
Mohammadans are not the only communities in India which ex
perience a sense of. separate. communal unity and desire "to safe
guard or extend their peculiar interests. In certain parts of India, 
notably in the Madras Presidency, inside the Hindu fold· itself, 
~here is a distinct cleavage between Brahmins and no'n-Brahmins,
~he latter alleging that the former carry their religious spiritual 
mpremacy over into more mundane affairs. In Madras the chief 
[nterest. in post-Reforms politics has centred in the struggle between 
~he Brahmins and the non-Brahmins, which has also laid down the 
main lines. for such party grouping as has taken place in that 
~r~sidency. Yet again, ·over against both Brahmin and ·non
Brahmin Hindus stand the so-c:illed depressed classes, ~ vast multi
;ude estimated at about 60 million souls, who have hitherto been 
ienied some of the most elementary social rights by their Hindu' 
cellow citizens or masters.· The struggle of the untouchables 
:~.gainst their lot is only now beginning, but it is bound to be 
:tn increasingly important :factor in Indian politics from year 
;o year. Thus, Indian politics have. their roots deep in ·the soil 
r£ :religious, social, and ·even racial distinctions, and if they appear 
iO the casual observer to resemble an unusually varied kaleidoscope 
;he reason is that they are moved by such a bewildering com
,}.exity of forces. 

I~dia~~pro. vincial polit~cs, again: represent ano~her st. ron~ ·for~-e
;v;orkmg t~~111ould the Indian constitution. The size of India· and 
;he diversity\of her conditions, physical, racial, and cul!ur~l, are· 
done sufficient to inform even the most casual observer that her 
>eople and theh: life and problems must differ from proviiice to pro
rince. · The problems and interests of the Punjab are not those 'of 
IIadras, and even adjoining provinces ca~ ·give examples of ·how· 
lifferences in social, economic, and other conditions are governing 
>Olitics. Each province 'has under the reforms become an individual 
)olitical unit with its own particular policy and its.'own ·parti~~la'r 
livisions of opinion. As far as the Punjab, fo:rexample; is concern-· 
1d, there is reason to believe that when the time becomes ripe for the 
ormation of true political parties, these will be divided into the 
1hampions of rural and . urban interests .respectively. Elsewhere 
he main distinction will probably be between capital and lab~ur, 
andlords and tenants, and so on. 

• 
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Again, the division of the £unctions o£ Government between the 
Central and Provincial Governments undoubtedly tends to develop 
provincial individuality and to strengthen the feeling of loyalty 
to the province rather than to India and the GQvernment of India. 
So many of the powers of government which chiefly interest citizens 
are now exercised by the provinces that it is only natural that for 
the ordinary man the political horizon should tend to coincide 
with the provincial boundary. This tendency is strengthened in 
provinces which, like Bengal and Madras, are more or less cotermi
nous with, or at any rate include within their boundaries, certain 
areas which in past times were separate kingdoms with a homo
geneous population and culture. Thus, of recent yeai;s we have 
heard much in India· of demands for "provincial autonomy," 
and regularly, in the various legislative bodies, resolutions are 
introduced which seek to make one or other of the linguistic or 
ethnographical areas of India into a separate province, even a 
separate autonomous province. When it is remembered that the 
Government of India Act of 1919 gave to the provinces the very 
important duty of training Indian public men for responsible 
self-government by allowing them to handle some of the instru
ments of responsible self-government, no surprise will be felt at ~he 
statement that many of the most important developments in Indian 
politics are taking place in the provinces. 
. These varied reflections then, all lead back to the point from 

which we started, namely, that Indian political life is far from 
being comprised in the doings of the Indian Legislat~ve Assembly 
and Council of State. It has been necessary to demonstrate this 
at some length because nothing but confusion can arise from any 
attempt to see the Indian Lt:;gislature as the exact counterpart of 
Parliament or to look in its transactions for the same comprehen
siveness, authority, and finality as mark the doings of the three 
Estates of the Realm in England. It must be repeated that the 
Indian Legislature is one of a number of agencies and forces now 
working to create and shape conditions out of which an Indian 
Nation-State, with its own appropriate political constitution, will 
grow in the future. Yet, on the other hand, it is neither necessary 
nor desirable to belittle the importance of the Central Indian 
Legislature. Imperfect as its authority is at present, over
shadowed though its work now may be by· interests and movements 
outs~de its walls, it yet stands as the only truly national political 
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institution in all India capable ·of representing all ~lasses ·~d 
communities, and, ultima"tely, of embracing' and reconcilin~ ~~l 
interests. I£ any certain conclusion can be drawn .from· the poli
tical experience of India during the past six years, it is th~t 
the legislatures set up by the 1919. Act, and particularly tile 
Central Legislature, have established their prestige over the 
various po.litical and quasi-political organisations which once con
tested with t~em :for popular attention and esteem. The All-In~ia 
National Congress ~ives now on its old reput~tion,..:won before the 
present legislatures were ever thought of, and its .prestige and 
influence wane ·l:I.S those of the legislatures wax. The Legislati~e 
Assembly, and, to ·an almo~t equal degree each provincia~ c(nincii, 
mirrors tH,e prevailing political conditions. of -~he 'country ,an,d 
shows sufficiently :faithfully th·e broad tren~ oCindian poiitics. 
The results of the elections which' were held during · N ovel)lber 
1926 illustrate this point clearly enough. Readers of )ast year's 
report will r~memb~r the description there given of the division 
of the hitherto solidly united Swaraj party into. two separate ·wings 
-"·The No-changers," and the," Responsive Co.:operators," and 
the reasons :for bel~eving that the hitter, in abandoning the more 
extreme do<:trines of the Swaraj party, were acting in h.~rmony 
with the opinions· of the majority of their fellow , countryip.ep.. 
These different phases . of opinion were reflected with sufficient 
· ac~uracy ,in the ele?t~ons to the Legislattve .Assembly. Excepting 
the Madras Presidency, where they almost . entir~ly swept the 
board, the Swarajist party definitely lo~t groun~, and in ori!l qr 
two parts of india, notably in the Bombay Preside~cy, candidates 
either openly. calling themselves Responsive Co-operators or ~old
ing their opinions, scored successes at the expense of the Swarajists. 
The Swarajist successes in the Madras Presidency were very large~y 
due to conditions peculiar to that pro-vince,. and represente~ in 
part, a~ any rat!l, a revulsion from t)le ascendency of the no,n
Brahmin party in Madras politics. The non-Brahmins had tak(m 
enthusiastically to politics after the inauguration of the Reforms, 
had ~rganised themselves into a compact party a;nd had managed ·. 
~o make themselves the dominant factor i:p. the Legilativ;e Council 
~ri.d l.n, the mi~istry. But, like th~ir fellow~ elsewher~,, the 
Madrassj ·electors, after six years of one pplitical party, 'decided · 
that they would like. a· change,· and this natural ~esire was ~se~ 
~ith much skill by the Swarajis~s to secure the r~tur:ri of -their 
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own candidates to the Assembly. .Another circumstance which 
favoured the Swarajists was their organisation. Exc·ept for the 
" Justice " party in :Madras the Swarajists were the only party 
who possessed any organisation worthy of the name. They were 
further helped by the extreme state of division among their 
opponents. In some constituencies there were as many as four 
or five candidates, and, apart from those places in which the 
Non-Swarajist candidates happened to have strong local influence, 
the effect of the Swarajist organisation was shown by the success 
of the party's candidates. Yet even with these advantages the 
Swarajists definitely lost ground on the whole both in the Legis
lative .Assembly and in the Provincial Councils. In the latter they 
managed in Madras to capture roughly half the seats, and in 
Bihar and Orissa they held their ground; in the Bengal and 
Bombay Councils they were left rather worse off than before, 
whilst in the Central Provinces Council they were very much 
weaker. In the Punjab and the United Provinces the Swarajists 
found themselves involved in a regular landslide in which they 
almost disappeared from the Councils of these two provinces. In 
the Legislative .Assembly they claimed to have 40 out of a total 
of 104 elected members but on no occasion did they take 40 voters 
into the lobby, not even :for the division on the Rupee Ratio 
Bill when they were practically at their full strength. Actually, 
tl!eir total numbers amounted to a little over one-third of the 
elected members of the House. The rest of the elected members 
were divided among Mohammadans, Responsive Co-operators, 
Independents, Hindu Mahasabhaites and a few who h~d entered the 
Assembly with no party label. 

The prevailing state of Hindu-Mohammadan relations, again, 
strongly influenced the party affiliations of candidates at the elec
tions, particularly the Mohammad an candidates. Very few 
Mohammadans stood for election on the Swarajist ticket and nearly 
all of those who did so mire from Madras and Bihar and Orissa. 
Elsewh.ere, particularly in the Punjab, Bengal, and the United 
Provinces, where communal tension was and still is very strong~ 
candidates stood as Mohammadans first and foremost. .Also in 
the Punjab and the United Provinces .Mohammadan communal · 
candidates were balanced by Hindu communal candidates who 
stood for election under such nam.es as Hindu Mahasabhaites or 
Independent Congress party men. In fact throughout the whole 
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of Northern India communal feeling played an important part 
in deciding ~he elections.. The same feeling was at werk influencing 
the groupings of members after the first meeting of the Legislative 
Assembly .in January. The Assembly met with only one party, 
the Swarajist, or as its members now prefer to call it, the Congress 
Party, and one small group, the non-official Europe·an group, 
definitely in existence. After a few. days of hesitation, however, 
nearly all the Hindu elected members of the Assembly who did . 
not belong to the Swaraj party formed themselves into a " Nation
alist " party under the leadership of Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya, Mr. J ayakar and Lala J,ajpat Rai. The old Independent 
party which, under the leadership of Mr. Jinnah, had played such 
an important part in the previous Assembly, practically disap
peared. Two Hindu members and a few Mohammadans sat on 
the benches. behind Mr. Jinnah but their party organisation and 
discipline remained defective throughout the Delhi Session. The 
majority of Mohammadan members sat aloof in an un-organised 
group. It will be semi therefore that both the ·composition and 
the grouping of the J,egislative Assem9ly illustrate faithfully 
enough the. effects of two of the strongest forces at work in Indian 
politics at the time of the elections, that is, the movement away 
£rom extra-constitutional and towards constitutional methods oi 
agitation for further reforms in the system of Government in 
India, and also the communal antagonism which at present cuts 
across all other linE;ls of political division. . 

The testimony of the provincial Legislative Councils is equal!y 
striking. Last year's report described how dyarchy had ceased 
to function in Bengal and the. Central Provinces because their 
legislative councils refused to grant the ministers' salaries. . After 
the November elections, · dyarchy was restored in the two above 
mentioned provinces, and ministers have been appointed and kept 
in office everywhere else, even in the Madras Council. where the 
Swarajist Congress party has the deciding voice. The figures of 
the voting for the· restoratio~ of dyarchy in ~engal and the · 
Central Provinces deser~e to be quoted for they are very significant. 
In Bengal the demand for. the ministers' salaries was passed·.~y 
94 votes· to 38 and in the Central Provinces by 55 ~o 16. , It 
will be seen therefore that the provincial legisiat~res als_o expi;eSS 
the opinion prevailing among the peopie who~ :they represe~t . 
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Until the present year, every year since the introduction of 
the Reforms has witnessed developments in political opinion in 
this country, and changes consequent thereon in the organisation 
and affiliation of the different political parties and in their 
relations with each other. Thus, between 1921 and 1923 the non
-co-operation and Khilafat agitations and their gradual decay 
-occupied the attention of all who were interested in Indian politics. 
The non~co-operators split into two sections, t~~ l(ld by the late 
Mr. C. R. Das and Pandit Yotilal Nehru maintaining that the best 
way·t;;'"-force the Tndi~ti.QQxe;c~-lloD.d. J?~ent to concede 
demands for constitutional changes satisfaQtory to the .non-co-ope
rators was to enter the different legislative bodies, and, by obstruc
ting all their business, make their working and consequently the 
torking of the reformed constitution impossible. The other 
:®ction, headed by Mr. Gandhi, absolutely opposed this view and 
:atood for no change in the non-co-operation programme. The 
result of this conflict of opinion was the ~ormation of the Swaraj 
party, whose members entered the Central Legislature and the 
Provincial Councils at the elections of November 1923 in sub
stantial numbers with the intention of carrying out the wrecking 
programme adopted by their leaders. The failure of the Swarajist 
.attempt to paralyse the existing constitution despite their partial
and temporary-successes in Bengal and the Central Provinces is 
now a matter of history. It is common knowledge also that since 
the beginning of 1924 the tactics and policy of the Swaraj 
party have been changed subtly but sensibly by the. force of cir
-cumstances and the pressure of public opinion, which itself has 
.altered immensely since non-co-operation days. The events be
tween January 1924 and April 1926, which led to the partition 
<>f the Swaraj party as originally constituted by the late Yr. C. R. 
Das and Pandit Motilal Nehru, were described in sufficient detail 
i.n last year's report and need not be repeated. It is enough to 
.say that no material change in the relations between the Swaraj
Congr'ess Party and the Responsive Co-operators has taken place 
<luring this year, which, in fact, has been singularly devoid of 
any noteworthy developments in Indian party politics. It is likely 
that the growing tension in Hindu-Mohammadan relations is 
largely rtisponsib1e for this surface stagnation of politics, but it 
is also likely that the approach of 1929, the year when a Statutory 
Commission w.ill 'ep.quire into the working of the existing consti-
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tut~o:p., has had soniething to do with it. For it is very difficult 
~~ av!>id the belie£ that the present state of communal relations 
has forced upon the· attention of all thoughtful persons in India 
the need for some improvement in this vitally important matter 
before changes in the direction of g1·eater autonomy are possible 
or, even, desirable. I .. ater, when we come to the account of the 
Delhi Session. of 1927', we shall consider specific examples of th~ 
way in which the communal question affects the great constitu-

. tional problem of India's progress towards responsible self-govern-
ment. · .. · .. ,.,, 

One political event of the year, however, ~~lis · f~r ~p~·cial 
/mf)ntion because it is one o.f the clearest proofs so far giyen of 

1 ...._ the ~rowth of the reformed legislatures in . popular es~eem an~ 
· r"p'i'estige. The-ev~nt-.. _referred"'to~was"t~he~-l'eturn~o~the,;..,S.waraJ·_ 

Paz:ty. to ,the .• Legislati;ve . .Assemblyo...d-urmg;:;.t)le .~l:J,utu~"'seS~lOn of 
~92(i.in Simla. 0ea /;. /'<{ b_ . · _~ _.-,-~,?; ~~;~-.'(j_"l-

/ . . ,~. u ~ ~· ~ _Jl;...;J' . ~a. ~ 
'h. .. n_wilt,.,be..,r,ememlJereq,.,that .. on~~ _ £,W~~!J,#~?-»~·~W.li?le: 
I of ~~-~!I~t .. :B!l~!. ,)Y..!~:US~~-. ~!It~ ~t.!~~j ~g~?h!!:YE!~-4~s~~l:tbly"'aJt~r-

~lKh ~~~ij_e~i~'f::!r4!{h~·o{~~~~e~~li;ls~~a~~~;~~~~{~~~!1i~\~~. 
Gbvernme:il.t of India and had help~ to work the reforms for two· 
a~d .a halrye!us ~i'n<f'in return-had,received~nothing-~blit£huwifia
tio.1l;.--This-- demQnstration J:~y · th~. -~~p.rajisis:·!~J.sJ1~r.:::E~h"s.light 
enthusiasm in the country, and within.a very few weeks it became
obvious that · the bulk of public and newspaper opinion would; 
welcome their return to the Legislatures. The two chambers of the
Central Legi~l~~t~re~;were ~t to meet ag.a~~ until A:ugu~t-~th~:_17th 
but the nextsess~ons o£ one or-two,provtnCial"-counc_Ils ";ere due to, 

·begin earlier than this date, and when these inet, their Swarajist 
members took their seats without any further ado. The decision oi 
Pandit Motilal NehrU: and his followers in the Legislative Assembly, 
however, was·· in doubt up to. the last moment. ·Some· of the
Swarajist members of the Council of- State w~re p~esent at the
inaugural meeting o.f the session but none of the Legislative· 
Assembly Swarajists attended .. The most important item of busi
ness on the agenda of the session was a Currency Bill to give
effect to one of the proposals of the Royal Commission on Indian 
Currency ~hose report had · been made public during the :first 
week iii. August. This was the proposal to stabilise the rupee-. . 
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at 1/6/l. gold. I~ater, an account will be given of the formidable 
opposition to this proposal raised by certain interests in India. 
The intense interest taken in the Currency Bill convinced the 
Swarajist Leader that he ought not to hold aloof from the Legis
lature. The Bill was introduced on August 18th and came up 
for discussion on August. 23rd. When the House assembled on 
the afternoon of that day the Swarajists entered with the other 
members. As it happened, the House, on the motion of a non
official elected member, decided to circulate the Bill for opinion, 
whereupon the Swarajists left the Assembly and took no further 
part in its proceedings. 

The importance of the incident lies in the fact that it is one 
more proof that the reformed legislatures and particularly the Cen
tral Legislatures are the only national All-India Bodies now in exist
ence, and that their prestige is now firmly established over all other 
political organisations in India. Whatever also the Reforms may 
have left undone, they have at any rate brought into existence 
and now firmly established these representative institutions which 
may in the end prove to be among the strongest of the forces 
working to build the Indian Nation-State of the future. 

Recently, an epigram has become current to describe this 
victory of the legislatures over those whose aim it has been to destroy 
them or render them ineffective. It is said that " evolution has 
beaten revolution." This epigram, besides being v~gue, really 
goes much too far. It would be more accurate to say that the 
councils have beaten the caucus. There is very little reason to 
doubt that the actions of the Swaraj party in the legislatures, ever 
since its fofmation, have been largely controlled by a small caucus, 
namely the All-India Congress- Committe'e which is the executive 
Committee of the All-India National Congress. It was this caucus 
which decided that the party should walk out of the legislatures 
in March 1926 and it was this caucus which decided the action 
flf the Swarajist party on the Currency Bill during the Delhi 
Session of 1927. This intrusion of the All-India Congress Com
mittee into the business of the legislatures has more than once been 
attacked by Indian politicians of non-Swarajist views, particularly 
during the debate which followed the withdrawal of the Swarajists 
from the Assembly, when it was strongly condemned by speakers 
on more than one side o£ the House. 'rhere is very little doubt 
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.that' the id~a of ·government by cau~us)s· repugnant~to'"many in
fluential. Indian ,politicians. Th,us, although. no cpolitic'al j:Q.cidents 
and· developments of picturesque o~ dramatic. interest. t~ok place 
this year between the Delhi and Simla Sessions of the· Indian 
Legislature, public opinion and the force of circumstances· had 
been working silently but effectively to urge the S~araj party 
to take another long step away from the position which it had 
occupied at its inauguration, and, as we have already noticed,. 
the results of the general electio11 this year were to force t:P,em 
to take yet another step in the same direction, a step which has 
brought them to a point at. which they are willing to acquiesce 
in the formation of ministries and the working of the reformed 
constitution, even if they are not yet ready to give to these their 
active support. . . 

The Simla.· Session occupied' a ·.fortnight: . .:. ..... the last hal£ o£ 
August, and the only transactions of any importance duri~g the 
session were the introduction of the Currency Bill and the debate,. 
mentioned in the preceding chapter, on the resolution relating to
religious celebrations. After the conclusion of the Siinla Session 
certain triangular negotiations were carried on betw'een the lead~n 
of the Responsive Co-operators and· Pandits Motilal Nehru. and! 
Madan Mohan Malaviya. From what was made public, it seems
likely that these negotiations began as an attempt to unite the 
Swaraji.sts and the Responsive Co-operators, and as many of the 
old Independent Party a:s possible, in a national party. However, 
it soon appeared that the time was not.yet ripe for such a deve
lopment as. this, and aftE;lr the Responsive Co-opertors had .ex.amined 
first the possibility of re-union with. the Swarajists, ·and' subse
quently of an alliance with Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya and 
as many of the Independent Party as would accept his lef!.der
ship, these negotiations broke down leaving things much as they 
had been before the session, that is to say, leaving the Swarajists 
standing ostensibly on their old doctrines, the· Responsive Co
operators determined to try the effect of ac_cepting ~ip.isterships 
and other offices, and all others practically ~it-organised, and un
affiliated to any definite party. In the· 'United· Provinces those 
who ·inclined towards the views of the Responsive Co-operators, and 
orthodox Hindus, came together in a loose coalition which· was 
sometimes called the Independent Congress· Party, whilst in the 
Punjab the majority 'Of Hindu candidates for the November eleC:. 
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-tions rallied to Lala Lajpat Rai and called themselves frankly 
Hindu Mahasabhaites. As we have seen the Mohammadans stood 
.aloof from all these parties except those few who stood for elec
tion on the Swarajist platform. 

The near approach of the elections, by absorbing the atten
tion and occupying the energies of the politically ambitious, 
forbade any further efforts to draw these isolated groups and 
individuals into a comprehensive party and united opposition to 
the Government, whilst between the elections_ and the annual 
meeting of the All-India Congress there was no time for a renewal 
of attempts at combination. The Congress this year was thus 
robbed of much of the interest which had attached to its pre
decessor. Until the very opening of the Congress, speculation 
played freely with the possibility that some move might be taken 
b,v the Swarajist representatives in the Congress in the direction 
'Of the Responsive Co-operators, or, at any rate, that some gesture 
'Of friendship_ to them might be made. The presidential speech 
flhow~d clearly ltow little foundation there had been for such spe
culation. Briefly, it was an uncompromising defence of the pre
vious policy of the Swarajist party in the Legislative Assembly 
and · provincial councils, which, _the_, )?..:ceaide.n.t... .Mr, Srinivasa 
A,iyanger, declared had beeit justified by the results of the general 
efectiOns. He gave reasons to show that the Legislative Councils 
~re' not r~ally representative and that dyarchy was unworkable. 
u~_ ~his c ,, gro!e~<.l\1-e·:...cSJ"St~m " Ministers were always under 
official tutelage and domination and could not " breathe the 
oxygen of :freedom." " It would be a tragedy " hd' said, " if 
we still sopght to discoyer ill ell this statutocy h~Jll!£ri~, the 
gei="ms of self-government." .... - What, again, he asked, is the use of responsible provincial 
;government without a responsible Central Government? " Any 
scheme o£ self-government will be nothing but an empty form 
if the control over the Army and Navy and the control over the 
.political relations with the Indian States, as distinguished from 
foreign relations with other countries, are not given to our Swaraj 
Government." 

As to work in the Assembly and the Councils, th-e_ general 
policy, said Mr~ ,Aiyanger •. .shauJ,d..be "one ol Rsif!t~n,~~ to every 
.R.ctivlty, governmental or other, that may impede the nation's 
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~p~g!ess .. t9.1I~&.:l~ .... §~~r~j.~The refus!!-1 to accept office till a 
s~tisfactory response was made, he added, " constitutes an- amount 
o{political pressure that is necessary and sufficient to induce .the-
Government to come to a settlement." · 

He next d~elt on the const~uctive progra:mn,u~ <?f the Swa-
. raj Congress Party outside the Council;9-khaddar, prob,ibition, re
moval o£ untouchability, communalunity, etc., and con~luded with 
an appeal for unity. " There can," he said, "b~ only two parties
in India, the party of the Government and its adl).erents that 
obstruct Swaraj, and the party that fights visib~y and 'unceas~ngly 
for Swaraj . " · · · · · · 

As a r.ul~ the presidentia! speech is the most . important part 
of the annual session of the Congress, since it strikes the note
for S'lJ~sequent speakers to repeat, and. on it . are. ~od~lled ·the
resolutions whicp. t~~ delegates to the Congress accept .. Thus all 
tf~:oc-poj_nt~. ~~i~~, .M.r,:,.,.Sr}.~ir,~s_a; ~i ;r~pg~! ·~ol~i~~~::• ~~~J:~}.~ . sp~"ech· 
":ere s~:t;n~ari~_ed in th~ ~-~in ~~~2-!B.t.i<?,~!~r.e.P..;:~~,~~~~~R:P~d~:x 
~""!_l!is h:o~;>¥,~..J:illlJ!:~.£*i-,~e!~g!_l:~~~ to_. _th~""9g:tig!'g_~-~%HI!!l§J:!.~,-.by. a. 
larg~~~Jcmty:. An~an·-of-unreahty ... hangse.over-..:the .. whole,-of.the· 
pf<iceedings.,of.,.the~J9g£L •. O.o!lgress .. -... ;It-must be understood that. 
tjtis y~ar, mo.re defi~itely· than ever before, the Indian National 
C~ngress represented only on~ section of In~ian political. opinion~ 
i~mely the opinion of the Swaraj,party.,.~!~~AOW,..:caUs. itself the-
Qfu!g!~~~: .. gaxtr~~"'t~~~~~.d.~~,9~§*~~f~_;,.~~~~~.f¥.~--?),Jl&3,;:b.utc 
t?.;r~~~~P*~ .. ~~?;%,m~!JI"%'$il1*•~~~~~~~~~$§~l~ff,JJ;!!:ee· 
years, tile actions of the SwaraJists and their leaders In tlie Legis-· 
lative Assembly, and in most of· the provincial copncil£; -had.helied 
these words, and the· extent to which they had· belied them i.~- the
measure of their statesmanship. Wherever. they had departed from· 
their policy of wrecking the constitution and of automatic· destruc-

. tion of all acts of Government they had done so with demonstrable 
benefit to their country and to the_ir own political education. This 
meeting of the Congress was held within_ two or three weeks of 
the deClaration 'of the final. re.sults o:f. ~he _generaL election in .. 
which, despite their greatly- superior~ organisat~on and resources, 
the Swarajists had on the whole lost ground to the various groups: 
of their opponents. The l~tter, although disunited and hostile to 
each other :for< ±he 'purposes ·of the elections, nevertheless had· this 
in.common that·they would:have nothing to'do with the Swarajist 
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wrecking policy which, even if it were successful, could do no 
more than bring India's progress towards responsible self-govern
ment to a stand-still and restore the old official administration in 
all its pristine strength. The one province where the SwarajiRts 
had gained ground was Madras and by the time the Congress Session 
opened it had already become clear that the Madras Swarajists were 
not disposed to a.Ilow themselves to be robbed of the fruits of their 
victory at the polls. It is difficult, therefore, to resist the con
clusion that the policy now repeated by Mr. Aiyanger conforms 
neither to the needs nor the conditions of India to-day. Most 
probably his speech was meant as a manifesto that the losses 
suffered by the Swaraj party through the defection of many of 
its ablest members had not shaken its morale or confidence in its 
future. 

Another part of the speech which it is not easy to relate to 
the circumstances of present day India is that in which he referred 
to the formation of an Asiatic Federation. " The time has perhaps 
come " he said " for us seriously to think of a Federation of 
the Asiatic peoples for their common welfare. So long as our 
neighbours were ruled by irresponsible autocrats, such an idea 
was clearly out of the question. Now that Angora, Persia, China 
and Siheria are governed by democracies, a federation of Asiatic 
democracies will make for peace, prosperity, and freedom of Asia 
and therefore, comes within the range of practical politics.'' It 
is unnecessary to probe with too keen a criticism such a proposal 
as this in which the word ' federation ' is obviously .used in a 
sense other than the generally accepted one. 

The 1926 meeting of the Indian National Congress was, it must 
be acknowledged, a disappointment to all those who wanted to see 
the political leaders of India at last united in the determination 
to use the means and avail themselves of the opportunities of 
political educatio .... and constitutional progress provided by the 
Act of 1919. It is disappointing not because there is any likeli
hood that the Swarajists are likely to try seriously to implement 
the old policy thus reaffirm~d by Mr. Srinivasa Aiyanger, since 
the state of public opinion in India and the force of circumstances 
have for some years past made this policy increasingly unworkable. 
Indeed it might bP. saiil that the country has already pronounced 
its verdict on the Gauhati resolution by restoring or maintaining 
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dyarchy in every provin~e in India, and in ·this verdict the 
Swatajists of certain provinces have concurred tacitly, if not openly, 
without anv condemnation of their behaviour bv the Executi~e 
Comrr1ittee ·of the Swaraj party. B~t the disappointment lies in 
this--.:-the Swaraj Party is the "strongest single political party ~n 
India and although its representation on the Legislatiye· Assembly 
and in the ProvinPial Legislative Councils is perhaps out of pro
portion to the amount of real support which it has in the country, 
it does represent a hy no means negligible section of Indian poli
tical ol'iriion. ~ow the Act of 1919, by introducing into·· India 
certain political institutions, and. by laying the foundations of a 
modern pmgressive type of government, set before the political 
leaders of this country an ideal, and imposed on them the duty 
and privilege of trying the new model of government and helping 
to adapt it to· lndia.n needs and conditions. The way in which 
some of the leaders responded to their duties and privileges· has 
been fully described in earlier numbers· of this report, which, 
further, have shown how certain others misunderstood and rejected 
the opportunities offered to them. Clearly the refusal of. some 
leaders of a large and influential body o£ opinion to collaborate 
in . the experiment makes the latter lose much ·of its -v-alue. It 
is as though one should take out a· motor car for a hill-Climbing 
test and discover that one of the pistons had seized. In such 
circumstances the capacity of the car to accomplish the work 
h'lked of it could not be gauged. With a:ll its cylinders working it 
might or mig;ht not be able to climb the hill. ·This simple analogy 
may help tu bring home the true reason for "the insistence by the 
Indian Government and Parliament of the necessity for the co
operation of the Swarajista in trying out the possibilities of the 
1919 Act and the suitability to Indian conditions of the consti
tutional system whose embryo it is. Certainly this insistence is 
not a demand for unconditional surrender, as is so· often said·, 
but is merely an insistence on the performance of an essential 
part of the experiment which, omitted, cannot but spoil the .value 
of the whole and cause it, to yield only' incomplete and unsatis
factory results . 
. , Because our attention has been largely devoted to considering 
the part played in Indian politics by the Swaraj Party and. the 
All-India Nationaf'Congress it must not be thought that there .are 
no other political.parties or schools ofpolitical opinion in India or 
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that if such exist they are of no importance. The brief mention 
made in the preceding chapter of the annual meeting of the Indian 
Liberal Federation is enough to show that a very in:f!.uential 
body of political opinion exists in India which differs on certain 
important points from the Swarajists. The non-Brahmin orga
nisation in Madras, again, has its definite policy and is a very im
portant and valuable force working to mould the Indian con
stitution of the future. But the non-Brahman Party is confined 
to the Madras Presidency, and the Liberals or Moderates, like 
the Independents, have ceased for the present to exist as an orga
nised party inside the Legislatures. The elections have left the 
Government confronted with an opposition consisting o:f the Swaraj
Congress Party and the Nationalist Party made up of the Respon
sive Co-operators, Hindu Mahasabhaites and others who are in 
close sympathy at many points with the Swaraj-Congress Party. 

'fhe grouping of parties in the Legislative Assembly, the oppo
sition experienced and the support received by the Government. 
and a large part of the proceedings themselves of t~e !2el~i Session 
of 1921 may be regarded as resultants of the forces and cir
cumsfanc!)s oescri'bed in- tlie earTier"part of.· this chapter. We 
t~hall see certain effects produced by the prevailing state of Hindu
Muslim relations, the pronounced uncertainty of behaviour of many 
members of the Swaraj-Congress Party, notably with regard to 
such important matters as the Indian Currency Bill and the annual 
Finance Bill, and the practical identity of the policies and tactics 
of the Swaraj-Congress and Nationalist Parties in .spite of the 
declared differences of their leaders on such important points as 
the acceptance of offices under the Government and their attitude 
towards provincial ministries and dyarchy generally. All other 
business during the session was overshadowed and dwarfed by the 
Indian Currency Bill to stabilise the rupee at ls. 6d. gold. In 
this bill the attention of the Government, the opposition, and 
the public centred more and more strongly as the session proceeded. 
Even the Steel Protection Bill and the Budget Statement and 
Finance Bill were regarded as not only subsidiary to this main 
interest, but even as data to be considered in forming opinion 
on it. The Bill came up for discussion three weeks before the 
end of the session when the general excitement over it, particularly 
after the presentation of the Budget Statement a week earlier, 
was at fever heat and with its acceptance by the Assembly,. 
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interest in the session practically collapsed. The subject of' tlie 
bill, as will be readily appreciated, was orie of a technical kind, 
but the agitation against it had beeh such .as to ob~cu!'e the rea1 
{)haracter of the issu~s which it raised and to give to the discus
sion a political, and, it must be regretfully admitted, also .a r_acial 
bia.'3. And yet, in spite of this very energetic and powerf~l pro
paganda the Legislative Assembly inet with many . m~nibers of 
all parties in the House undecided in their attitude on tlie subject. 
The leaQ.ers of the Congress and N atiorialist parties, however,_ 
decided that their followers should vote against the Bill and this 
decision they carried into e:ffect. The majority of elected Moham
madan members fre~, to form their own opinions, went with the 

Jj-overnment on the Bill. . . . t 

~-.. a'-h.e..,I)el~,.Session":of.,...tll.e. ~egisla.ti~e .. ;;A·:.s.·s.em····--.b.l-·y.~---<?. eg. an-.• ,t.~is ,y_._ear!!!j1!!il. ~ .. ()jb}_£~-'"!J1t~~~{t-:W~~~~.JY;.J..~~~·g~!aU~~i\l~l-4i~g~~.J!!Q__h,b,ad . __ 
·Uee~ope~ed by-.H~s Ex<?ell_el!;cy_,the-.. VICp:oy !h~ ~day __ b~fo!:e, .,.'Fhe __ · . . · 
Swaraj-Congress -P~rty~was present,,in. streng~~,o~!l.!f~.,~n.;v-!!t-~ ,21st 
its leader, ~-~l.l.>i!WJ1ru'2.::;:th~<j.ti~st,'<lf\tt!l~k:, on the 
po!icy ~f, the go_y_erJ!p.ent hy"'IIIP!~I1g~'-~~[!!.o_tiOI,ltfor~the:;:tdjpurnm~nt 
of .~h~JI,g~se . to ... dis~uss =~~!!~~J!:,~~~~~~~E}.J19ta~ 
Ch.~~$;;l£~~2!~~~~~~t~~\~~Ji~~~Ja~~Jy~ 
w~!:, ... ~J>~~$-~~;:Jh~~~Pll"llg~l,~Q;r!!~~l~~""Jt~~~1!£~! 
Tile Pand1t m movmg the motiOn said at once tp.at he had no 
intention of raising the general question of the release of those 
prisoners who had been imprisoned urider the Bengal Ordinance 
or Regulation III o£ 1818, but meant to confine himself. to the 

p~las_q1LEl~ti.~.n, .~.fAI1.:.:.~!1J.~~L~!~!!:!le.~~~gyl1.1r~y"'"'~leEte_d 
:.me;p ~er .. o£,.the"": Assembly """~o.""t.ll~!:l, ~P-is__, sea);. __ .The,.deba-te ,.,..therefore, 
was important from.jhe .. point, of ~view .. of,the .. developri,J.ent z of,.. parlia,
mi-ntary, :practice. in •. th,~s -~ouJ!.!;~y ... Pandit MoWal .,Nehru took 
the line that Mr. 'Mitra's detention was ,an encroachment on the 

f . ' . . . ~ . . . ., --···- . •. . 

p.fivileges ,of the Legislatiye Assembly, and OI\ tl;te ,rjght_s_o.f the 
C<?~B!H!Ec.9Y-!YhiG~.,_J:!~d. e.l~ct_y.d;]l;i~:'~-~He p9inted. out that deten- . 
tion under. the Bengal Act o; Regulation lii had not been made · 
a disqualification for seeking e!ection, and he .. asked whap '\'fOUl~ · 
have happened if such.an incident as this had· occurred in Eng~and .. 
He~referred-to ... the. English. L~w. on the subje_ct~,a~_ • .givel}-.:in Hah
b~~~ng]a!ld~ Volu· ~~..!~~~!i44Ji~£:i.~ ... 
iha~w.b.ilst~ .. P-~ .. '. rul,, .. auring ;;_,the~ tiriie within 
~ ~ - , ...... _,_..,.-.,~.., . r .. ,.:;.,;~~~;,).·"--:·~~""'· ... ,..~ .. ~~..-::.:~-.1-, 

~~,~~ .. iltiJ:~~tl~0L~;:.M~~~4,f~~JMli:.;~~ .. "~]r;:i~~~mber 
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of the House of Commons may be imprisoned or restrained without 
the order or sentence of the House of Lords or the House of 
Commons as the case may be unless it be for treason or felony 
or for refusing to give security for peace." The Pandit recog
nised the great difference in status and powers between the 
Indian Legislative Assembly and Parliament, but he said that it 
was the duty of the I,egislative Assembly to begin to-day to lay 
the foundations of conventions which would confer on it privileges 
similar to those enjoyed by Parliament. 

Sir Alexander. ~[uMirga;.J!.,, li.2_JIJ,~. ¥~mhex~. acknowledged the 
ser~i"ce wb:ich Pandit Motilal Nehru had done in bringing forward 
this motion, because, he said, it was desirable that matters of 
this sort should he discussed and the position of the House in 
regard to them made clear. He then showed that the Indian 
Legislatures had no such complete code of powers, privileges and 
immunities as legislatures in other parts of the British Empire 
enJoyed, by virtue, generally, of a provision in their Acts of 
constitution whereby they were enabled to define their own privi
leges subject only to the restriction that they should not exceed 
those for the time being- enjoyed by the British House of Commons. 
This was the considered opinion o£ a very strong and influential 
sub-committee which had examined the question some years before 
and had come to the conclusion that whilst no doubt similar 
·provisions would ultimately be made in the constitution of British 
India, any such provisions at the present time would be pre:iature. 
Si:r Alexander ,r-ent on to show that adequate protecfjon had been 
given· to members of the legislatures and that they could also 
make recommendations for further protections and privileges, and 
he illustrated h.is point by referring to an Act which had been 
passed unanimol~sly by both the Legislative Assembly and the 
Council of State only a year before. This Act exempted "members 
of any legislati>e body constituted under the Government of India 
Act of 1919 from liability to serve as jurors or assessors, and 
froni arrest and· detention in prison under civil process at the 
time of meeting of such body or of a committee thereof and 
during the fourteen days before and after such meeting or sitting." 

The Home Member then turned to the question of how far a 
maffer 1iFe this woU:Ii:l liave been a breach of the privileges of the 
House of Commop.s., and here he l'eferred to the incarceration of 

~....-==-..,.~ ___ ...:.:....;..._...;._.,..:::.._h -~ -y 
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,_~ssrs.~.AD_ill~~,~~!!.;L&~~~~~1~~'~l~~ -~~1-~f· 
~~~~~~t.~.~~~-~!Jc:~o;{~9;~I;I~~~L __ .ti~J!gg~~ted; 
·r J¥~~-S~!.l!,;,..~lltu;!.~~~"';,J~};'~~.{l~~i!J~K~~t~~-m:!LOf' 

\Cgrp.~?~!\,:.._~x~~~~14".k~,<~I~it!1W~~~m-~~~~·~r"'of· 
JParliament were detained ~nder its provisions; a: report, should~ 
\becsent' to Parliament. He reminded the House that the member 
·~n; question was ,already in prison at the time o£ his election and• 

::~eJt~~~~:7~j~:~S~m~~e~~~SJ~~t~~~~~!tiR,}~~ 
~~~~~~6~~~~~;3:-to.:<-·vr~:.> 1 

-Following these two leading speakers, a number of members. 
-all except two of them be~onging to the, Congress or .Nationalist-
J;arties-gave expression to various pointsof view, and at times-

/,.t~e. discussion t_enj~d_to_stmy_#;£.IE:. .. Qte,!P.,~~gs~t.J:!!""'~s.ti
. t'\lti?~~-'Yhich,.had .. b'een",rarsed.J~y..-P,.anlht,.,:Mohlal~~eJtrH ... mto • 

a} discussion ,.of,.the."mer-i ts.,of,,the~a.rrests.-~R'I:Q..~tth~,,~P.-~· ~th~,.~ivision. 
Wflnt .agai;n:st~the;~Governm-ent~~;yi<riao:l!IJ~j.m:j_tv;_-s.,of;g~~:.=.;'rhe~ ~ebate
which :took place later in the session on the subject o£ the Bengal' 
d~tenus may be appropriately described in this place in ~rder' 
to' show how this very important matter stands up to_ the present. 
On February 3rd a member of the Swaraj-Congress Party' moved~ 
a. resolution recommending (a) the rep.eal of Regulation III- of~ 
1818 and similar regulations in force in other provinces of Indiar· 
and urging the justice of releasing all political detenus or· of· 
bringing them to .trial, and (b) the grant of an amnesty to all1: 
political prisoners now undergoing imprisonment. To this reso-. 
lution Pandit Motilal Nehru moved an amendment recommend.; . 

. ing that an detenus. under old regulations and under .the Bengal•; 
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1925, be either immediately re-
lea!;ed or else brough~ to trial. It should be explained that the
Bengal Criminal Law· Amendment Act replaced the Bengal Ordi~
nance, which, as an ordinance, was only in force for six months. 
The mover of the original resoluti~n would not believe the argu-. 
ments of the Government about the impossibility of getting witnesses. 
to appear in these political cases, and he asked for an open' trial' 
for. all detenus. Pandit Motilal Nehru then moved his amend,. .. 
ment. He said that the Government gave three reasons for detain
ing political prisoners with?ut trial and these were:-

(1) The existence of revolutionary .conspiracy -i~ B,e11gaJ. ~ , 

(~) The com~itting of ·revolutionary cnme, and 

'· "" 
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(3) The impossibility of bringing men accused of these crimes 
to an ordinary trial on account of the terrorism of 
witnesses, the venality of jurors and so on. 

The Pandit then went on to show that the cases quoted by 
Government spokesmen in favour of the view that a revolutionary 
.conspiracy existed, proved no such thing, and he further affirmed 
that no case of revolutionary crime later than 1919, the date of the 
last general amnesty of political prisoners, could be quoted. Refer
ring to His Excellency the Viceroy's remarks on the subject of the 
Bengal detenus in his inaugural speech on January 24th, the 
Pandit asked how the conditions laid down therein could be 
satisfied. He countered the official argument that because no revo
lutionary crime had occurred since the passing of the Bengal 
Drdinance, therefore it was proved that the men who were arrested 
under the ordinance had been responsible for the crimes, by saying 
ihat its logic was faulty. He referred to a recent seizure of bombs 
by the Police in Calcutta and said that this showed that the real 
-offenders were still at large. He turned next to the sufferings 

·of the prisoners in prisons and said. that it was absurd to believe 
that these broken down men could threaten the safety of the 
British Empire. He asserted that there could be no talk of co
operation between Congressmen and Government until this question 
of political prisoners had been satisfactorily settled. He asked His 
Excellency the Viceroy to listen to the appeal of the mover and 
the Resolution to inaugurate his viceroyalty by a wise act of policy. 
. Sir Alexander Muddiman spoke next. He proceeded,. to examine 

the state of Bengal before and since the issue of the Bengal 
Ordinance, saying that the policy of general amnesty, which was 
now being urged upon the Government, had been tried after the 
conclusion of the Great War when all political prisoners were 
released in 1920, but that after a temporary lull there had been 
a recrudescence of revolutionary crime. He then gave an im-· 
pressive list of crimes beginning with May 1923 and contim~ing 
to the promulgation of the Ordinance on the 25th October 1924. 
It was to meet the serious position revealed by these crimes that 
the Ordinance was promulgated. Since the Ordinance came into 
force, revolutionary crime had practically ceased. He referred to 
a recent discovery of bombs in ·Calcutta as proof that revolu
tionary conspiracy had not been killed but only scotched, and 
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he· detailed re~ent attempts to revive the revolutionary moveme~t 
by the distribution of leaflet!.-: He quoted the case of a man 
who had been released under the terms of the gerieral amnesty 
after the war, but who, after release, li.ad engaged ,again in revo
lutionary conspiracy and was at present under trial. in a.revolu..: 
tionary dacoity in the United Provinces. He then quoted from 
a particular revolutionary lea:flet, wltich laid down the plan of·. 
revolutionary campaign, and showed that part of this plan hadl 
already been put into operation. .All this showed that the extra
ordinary powers conferred upon Government to deal with revolu
tionary crime were still needed. Since he last addressed the House 
on this subject, the Home Member ~ntinued, there had been m:ie 
re-assuring development, namely: that the Police had begun to 

· take the initiative again and no longer left it to the revolutionarie~. 
"Surely," Sir .Alexander said, "the comparison between tlui state 
of affa:irs before t~e ordinance and after it showed that a great 
improvement haq_ taken place." The Home Member next turned 
to what His Excellency the Viceroy had said about the detenus 
in his inaugural speech to the Legislative . .Assembly on January 
24th. " .................. The guiding principal in this matter " (that 
is the release of detenus) said His Excell~ncy, "·must and can 
only be the interests' of the public safetY: Nor is the matte1: 
one that rests wholly or mainly in the hands of the Government. 
Before releases can be sanctioned, Government must be satisfied 
either that the conspiracy has been so far suppressed that those. 
set at libe:tty even if they so desired would be unable to revive 
it in any dangerous form or if tP,e organisation for conspiracy still 
exists, that those released would no longer wish to employ their 
freedom to resume their dangerous activities.· Government have 
always made it clear .................. that their sole object in keeping 
any men. under restraint .is to prevent terrorist outrages and that 
they are prepared to release them the moment they are satisfied 
that their release would not defeat this object.'~ 

Sir .Alexander Muddiman developed this statement saying 
" There were two conditions which were mentioned in that state
ment (His Excellency I.Jord Irwin's ·speech). The first condition 
'I hold and I think the house generally will hold is no~ f~lfilled. 
As. rega~ds the second condition w~ich rais~s. the questioD; o~ ind~"' 
vidual releases the matter must be decided on the past l'ecord of 
the: detenu all.d his present attitude. Q-overn~ent ~re not' ~e~and: 
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ing, as is sometimes alleged, any humiliating confessions from these 
~etenus. They are more interested in the future than in the 
past. The declaration that a detenu would on release take no 
part in revolutionary activities would be an element to be taken 
into -consideration by -Government but this on the one band would 
not lead to a confession that he had taken part in such activities 
in the past and on the other hand such a declaration could not 
and would -not be accepted by Government as g-round for release 
without examination of the whole circumstances of the case o£ 
the past record of the detenu." 

After Sir Alexander Muddiman, a large number of speakers, 
who represented eve~y section of opinion in the House, joined in the 

· debate .. The general teno-r of the speeches from the opposition 
benches was suspicion of the bona fides of the Government in the 
whole matter and a refusal to believe that terrorism of witnesses 
had been in the past or could be now carried to a point at which 
it became impossible to hdld -regular trial of men accused of com
plicity in revolutionary crime. One speaker, who belonged to t~e 

: Swaraj-Congress Party, went so far as to say that if he had the 
,power he wou:ld stir up every young man in India to be~ome a 
. revolutionary conspir~tor and encourage revolutionary crime in 
dndia. Lala Lajpat Rai, a member o£ the Nationalist Party, said 
·that he would prefer the Government to try to justify its impri
--sonment o£ these men without trial on grounds o£ necessity rather 
·than of law. Mr. T. C. Gos~am~ {S_w:=traj-Congress Party) gave 
,.an account of an. interviewwilicll.,....tlie .. ,lrEfnga.t · memhers o£ the 
,Legislative Assembly had had with Lord Lytton on January Hith, 
when, according to Mr. Goswamy, Lord Lytton had said that the 
Bengal Gove~nment were prepared to release political prisoners i£ 

,.they gave an undertaking not to indulge in revolutionary activi
,ties in the future. Mr. Goswamy said that he would like to have 
-some offer made more suitable to the honour o£ the Indian Govern-
ment and to India than this. Colonel J. D. Crawford (Elected 

-European) said that the elected European members disliked these 
restrictions on the liberty of the subject, but they realised that 

-they were sometimes necessary in the common interest. 
In winding up the debate Sir Alexander Muddiman emphasised 

.,.that in matters o£ la~ and order there could he no party divisions, 
for the interests of the Government and those of the whole body 

,<Jf citizens were identical. He disposed of the argument that th~~.e 
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extraordinary measures of protection were the outcome of unrea-. 
sonable apprehension by pointing to the stern .fact that Government 
officials had been murdered and murdered very frequently as also 
had many innocent citizens. He then asked the House to give 
due attention to the conditions already stated, on which the detenus 
would be released. Finally, Sir Alexander Muddiman said that 
the "Government was entitled to ask what the House thought of a· 
man, who says frankly " I am a revolutionary; I desire to over
throw your Government, I desire to use any means in· my power to 
do that, if I can get a revolver I wil~ shoot the first police offi·cer -
I come across:" Pandit Motilal Nehru's amendment to the ori.: 
giual resolution was then put to the vote and was carried by the 
narrow majority, in the Circumstances, of 13 votes. 

Since considel'able misunderstanding exists -in India and else
where of the true facts of' the detention of persons under such 
laws as the Ben.gal Criminal Law Amendment Act and Regulation 

·Ill of 1818 it is necessary to summarise the position of 'the Govern
ment of India in this matter. Nobody is detained because of· his 
political opinions, however extreme these may be, but 'only on the 
ground of complicity in actual revolutionary crime or conspiracy 
to commit the same. In every_ case the evidence in the possession 
of the Government is laid before judicial officers who consider 
the facts and report whether there is in their opinio'n lawful and 
sufficient cause for the order of detention. 

On January 24th the Delhi Session of the Legislative Assembly 
was formally inaugurated by His Excellen-cy Lord Irwin. For 
so we days' before the opening of th-e Assembly; 'rumours had been 
current that India~ troops were about to be sent to China and Ria 
Excellency's speech confirmed this rumour, explaining, however, 
that the action of His Majesty's Government in China was purely 
defensive and that the Indian Government had agreed to co-operate 
because India was the nearest part of the Empire in which forces 
were available for immediate de~patch. His Excellency then 
touched on a number of matters of particular interest and men
tioned specially the provisio_nal agreement which had been_ arrived 
at between the delegations of the· Governments of India and the 
Union. of South Africa. But 'to the majoFity of his hearers, by· 
far the most interesting pa~t of His Excellency's -speech. ~as that • 
in ,fhich he discussed the general political position in India. After 
explaining the dual character ·o£ the Governor General o£ India,-
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who represents the interests of the Imperial Government in India 
and also the interests of India to the Imperial Government, he 
went on to discuss the sincerity of Parliament's attitude towards 
political reform in this country. His Excellency said that he had 
Lot infrequently been told that the British problem in India was 
psychological and that many of its difficulties would disappear if 
once India could be convinced that the British people were sincere 
in their professed intention of giving India responsible self-gov· 
ernment. To carry such conviction to those who remained un
convinced was, His Excellency recognised, a very difficult task, but 
he told the Assembly that the very instincts of the British left 
them no alternative but to open to India the path in which they 
had themselves been pioneers and along which they had led and 
were still leading their people wherever the British flag is flown. 
Not only this, but the credit of the British people was engaged in 
carrying out the promises which they had made to India in August 
1911. Effect had already been given to these promises by legisla
tion, and practical proof of sincerity had been given by the intro
duction of wide and far-reaching changes into the structure of 
Indian Government. Next, replying to those who saw in the Ben
gal arrests a practical proof of Government's insincerity, His 
Excellency expressed a very important truth, which is generally 
overlooked, when he said that these arrests had no direct relation 
with the question of constitutional advance, for the maintenance 
of law and order is the inalienable duty o:f every govern
ment however constituted. These men were kept under restraint 
in order to prevent terrorist outrages and they would be released 
the moment the Government were satisfied that their release would 
not defeat this object. Another charge of insincerity was based 
upon the general method of approach that Parliament had adopt
ed towards the problem of Indian constitutional developments. 
His Excellency replied to this charge at length. He said 
that those who were anxious for constitutional advance in 
India had either to coerce Parliament or to convince it. Parlia
ment, of course, could not be coerced, and it would be gravely dis
quieted by language which appeared to be inspired by hostility 
not only towards legit,!.mate British interests but to the British 
connection. In taking up this attitude Parliament was not inspired· 
by any selfish desire to retain power but by a genuine belief that 
the circumstances of history had laid upon it the duty of guiding 
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:and assisting India, and Parliament believed that it would be. defi
nitely deiaulting on these obligations if it surrendered its. charge 

, before. it W!lS satisfied t)lat .it could be safely entrusted .'to other 
hands.· His Excellency insisted that Parliament would be inclined 
to examine the practical success or otherwise of its attel!lpt to 
solve its· Indian problem. " When Parliament invites India to 
-co-operate iu the working of the Reformed Constitution " continued 
His Excellency " it does not invite any Indian party, as. it was 
.authoritatively stated the other day, to lay aside for the time being 

. _its demand for Swaraj; it does not desire that any party or indi
vidual should forego the freest and fullest right of criticism and 
. {)Onstitutional opposition to any action that _Government may take; 
)but it does invite Indian political parties to show whether or not 
the ultimate e;tructure, which Parliament is seeking to erect, is 
-one suitable to Indian conditions and Indian needs. .If it sees 
.any large section of Indian opinion, however vocal in its desire 
to further the cause of Indian self-government, steadily. adhering 
to the determination to do nothing but obstruct ~he machinery with 
which India· has been entrusted, Parliament is more likely to see 
in this evidence that the application of Western constitutional 
'practice to India may be mistaken than proof of the wisdom of 
immediate surninder to India of all its own responsibility. It' is 
therefore . a matter. of. satisfaction tha~ a con~iderable part ()f the 
··political thought of India has not allowed itself to be dissuaded 
. hy critiC'ism ·or opposition from endeavouring to work the ;;,ew 
.constitution with constructive purpose. Those who so guide their 
~action are in. my judgment proving themselves the true friends of 
'Indian constitutional development." · · 

Refusal td play the game because players did not like rules 
would have little effect on Parliament's mind, His Excellency con
tinued, which would, dn the other hand certainly be influenced if 
it found legislatures exercising responsibilities, albeit limited; in 
.a spirit of service, and. tacitly assuming always that their real 
responsibility was ·greater than that expre~sed in the Statute. 
Parliament its~lf had spent hundreds of years in extending its 
powers by custom and precedent. His Excellency pointed td the 
instance of Canada where differences between Protestants and 

' Catholics were once supposed to constitute an· absolute bar to full 
:self-government but where, after a few years; owing to the good 
,,tle,P.se of the C~rt.adian legislature the British Parliament's very 
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real powers were silently allowed first to £all into desuetude and 
then to disappear. Parliament knew too that by this means every 
one of the Dominions had obtained fully responsible self-government 
finally leading at the last Imperial Conference to a wide revision 
.of the letter of the constitutional relations previously prevailing 
between the several governments of the Empire. It was thus a 
strange distortion of perspective to allow themselves to be unduly 
influenced by differences on issues which were only incidental to 
the main issue on which they were agreed. The world was coming 
painfully to learn through many centuries of trial and sore dis
appointments that for evolutionary progress friendship might be 
at once a more noble and more powerful instrument of progress 
than conflict. He earnestly hoped that events might, till the sta
tutory enquiry, follow such a course as would convince India and 
Britain that it was possible for them harmoniously to work toge
ther for the consummation of their commori hope. 

TT nfortunately, h.owe>er, the part of the speech in which the 
Ind;an press took the most interest was that containing the 
announcement of the despatch of troops from this country to China. 
It was announced by some newspapers that Great Britain was 
planning a war of agression in China in order to thwart the rise 
o£ a national 'government, which, these journals assumed, was 
dependent on the success of the Southern Chinese armies. That 
this attitude of tlle press was due in part to sheer misunderstanding 
of the Chinese situation was shown by the changed tone o£ the more 
responsible newspapers when fuller information from China became 
available and when it became clear that Britain "f\ras doing no 
more than she was forced to do in defence of her own legitimate 
interests and of the lives of her nationals. The day after Lord 
Irwin's speech to the Assembly, however, one of the leaders of the 
Swaraj-Congress Party, Mr. Srinivasa Aiyanger, gfl.ve notice of 
a motion for the adjournment of the House for the purpose o£ 
considering the action of the Government of India in sending 
Indian troops to China. Sir Alexader Muddiman, the Home Mem
ber, objected to the motion because, as he pointed out, it would be 
impossible for him to discuss the question of sending troops to 
China without explaining to the House why they were being sent, 
and this would involve a discussion which could not fail to effect 
the relations, not only of the Indian Government but of the British 
Government also, with many other foreign powers. But after 
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hearing several other members, the President ruled the motion in 
order and directed that it should be taken up for discussion later 
in the same day. Before the time for discussion arrived; however, 
a notice was received from His Excellency the Governor General 
disallowing the motion under Rule 33 (1) of the Manual of Business 
and Procedure of the Legislative Assembly, as " affecting the rela
tions:of His Majesty's Government or of the Governor General in 
Council with any for~ign state." 

This session was to become notable for the number of motions 
for the adjournment of the l!ouse which were moved during its 
period. · The first motion for adjournment, that relating to the 
case of Mr. S. C. Mitra, had, as we have seen, a definite value, 
and it was good that the important matter to which it ref~rred 
should be fully discussed. It is difficult, however, to see what 
useful purpose would have been served by allowing a debate on the 
·despatch of troops to China to take place. Three· other motions""· 
for the adjournment of the House were moved at intervals during 
the session, all of them apparently having the object of censuring 
the Government and obstructing its business rather than of discus
sing a matter of urgent public importance as the rules require. 
On February 2nd a member of the Nationalist Party moved for 
adjournment in order to discuss the decision of the Government 
of India not to publish the Report of the Indian Delegation ·to 
Fiji. As the report had been written three years earlier, and 
as the matters to which it referred have been raised in practically 
every session" since then by means of questions put to the Membe,r 
in charge of Indian Emigration, the Chair ruled tha.t the motion was 
not in order. Again, on February 8th, 'Mr. ·Srinivasa Iyengar 
moved his second motion for the adjournment of .the House in order 
to discuss " the serious situation created by the decision 'of the 
Government in putting off the discussion of the Indian Currency 
Bill till after tlie disposal of the Railway Budget and till after the 
presentation of the General Budget." We have already seen that· 
between the end of the Simla Session and the opening ?f the pre- . 
sent session the Currency Bill had become a theme -of absorbing 
interest even to many who had never studied currency questions 
and who were unable to form any opinion -on the merits of the 
Bill, and it was clear that it was going to be a: real test of strength
between the Government and the opposition. It was only natural,· 
therefore, that the opposition should want to bring it to a deci~ion 
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as soon as possible. The Government, however, had to plan out 
the business of an already very crowded session and could hardly 
be taken to task for arranging to introduce the Currency Bill at -" 
time which would best serve the despatch of business and the 
public interest. Moreover, had the discussion on the Bill taken 
place early in the session, both the Finance Member and the Mem
ber for Commerce, whose folio included Railways, would have 
found themselves considerably hampered in their exposition of the
effects of the one ratio or the other on the raiiway and general 
finances, because they could hardly have done their case full justice
without revealing budget secrets prematurely. In fact, as the 
Government spokesmen explained, the discussion at this stage would' 
have been unfair both to the Legislative Assembly 1tnd to lthe· 
Government because the House would have had to discuss the
question of the ratio without the knowledge of some very important 
and relevant facts and figures. The motion, however, was pressed' 
to a division and passed by the House by the narrow majority of 7. 
Tho last motion for adjournment was moved by a member of the
Swaraj-Congress Party on February 16th for the purpose of dis
cussing certain incidents arising out of the strike at Kharagpur
and other places on the Bengal N agpur Railway line. These
incidents, particularly the firing of two rounds by the police at the 
strikers and the dispersal of the latter by a detachment of the
Indian Auxiliary Force in Qrder to prevent the destruction of rail
way property, and to safeguard the lives of passengers on the rail
way, have been already described in the first chapter. •In opposing 
the motion, Sir Charles Innes, the Commerce Member, pointed out 
that the incident referred to had occurred only a few days pre
viously and that admittedly neither the Government nor the oppo
sition were in full possession of the facts. In the end the motion 
~as talked out. 

The main interest of the session, however, does not lie in these 
motions for adjournment, which partook of the character of escala
does and onfalls rather than of set operations. The first great 
clash between the Government forces and the solid Swarajist
Congress cum Nationalist opposition took place over the Steel Pro
tection Bill. Readers, who are not familiar with the recent his
tory o:f the Indian steel industry, may find the following short 
account of some use to them. Until1923, the Indian fiscal system, 
although it gave a certain amount of protection to Jndiau 
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industries, did . so ·only in an unscientific and haphazard 
maluier, since th~ ta:flff had been d~vised for purely re~enue re
quirements: In that year t}le Indian legi~lature accepted a Gov~ 
ernment proposal to adopt a policy of discriminating protection 
and to investigate the- claims of p~rlicular industries to that 
protection. One of the first tasks to which the Tariff Board applied 
itself was the protection of the Iron and Steel Industry in India. 
After a careful and elaborate investigation extending over sever~! 
months, the Board published a report which showed that the claims 
to protection put forward on behalf of this industry were fully 

· ·justified. Development had recently been hindered by severe 
competition from· abroad coinciding with the beginning of larg~ 
schemes of expansion. The authorities, .with· the ~ull support of 
large ·sections of organised Indian opinion, took prompt action o~ 
this report, and their decisions, which were based almost verbatim 
upon the conclusions of the Tariff Board, were submitted to a 
special session of the Indian Legislature fixed for -May-June 1~24_. 
A bill, whose object was to foster the development 'of the Steel 
Industry in British india was introduced. by the G~vern~en~ and 
passed by the Assembly and the Council of State. The duties on 
()ertain articles manufactured from steel were increased, bounties 
were granted on heavy steel rails, fish-plates, and railway waggons; 
manufactured in India. The duties and bounties alike were to be 
subject to revision after three years. It was anticipated that. with 
the help which this protection would afford, the steel industry would 
be able, within three years, to attain its full production. It was 
also hoped \hat world ·conditions would probably be more stable 
after the lapse of the three years period, and that the data on 
which proposals could sa#ely be based would-be more ·satisfactory. 
In September 1924, however, it was found th~t owing to the fall 
in prices of Continental steel and the ~aintenan'ce of the ra.te of 
exchange in the neighbourhood of ls. 6d., the Indian steer iridus~ 
try was in need of further assistance. The question was referre_d 
to the Tariff Board which again reported that the case was well'
founded, and suggested enhancements of the import duty. Th~
Government of India decided that furth.er assistance to the Steel 
Industry could more appropriately take the form of bounties rather 
than of additio~al in~reases in duties, ·since the former· would b~ 
of immediate benefit to the industry, and :woUld not raise the prices 
of steel goods in this country! it ~as calculated that the utmost 
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assistance which the local industry might obtain from the further 
increase in duty recommended by the Tariff Board, was some Rs. 50 
lakh~ within a year. The Government of India therefore proposed 
to grant a bounty at the rate of Rs. 20 per ton on 70 per cent. of 
the weight of steel ingots, suitable for rolling into articles already 
protected by duties in the previous May, and produced in India 
from Indian pig iron between 1st October, 1924, and September 
30th, 1925. The funds for these bounties were available 
from the surplus Customs revenue realized from the increased duty 
imposed in ]\fay on the recent large imports of steel. In January 
1925, the new proposals were laid before the Legislative Assembly 
and accepted by that body. Later still, in September 1925, the 
Legislative Assembly agreed to the grant of bounties subject to a 
maximum of Rs. 60 lakhs to the steel industry up to the 31st 
March, 1927. The present bill was introduced in order to give 
effect to the main recommendations of the Tariff Board, which had 
recently published itR report on the needs of the Indian steel 
industry after a searching enquiry lasting over some months. 
Protection was to be by means of increased duties on imports and 
not by bounties on production since the latter would be far too 
costly to maintain over a period of seven years. This protection 
was to have effect for seven years from the 1st of April 1927, but 
the preamble to the bill made it clear that the period of seven 
years referred only to the rates of duty and not to the policy of 
discriminating protection itself. A statutory enquiry in 1933-34 
was provided for in order to ascertain what kind and amount of 
protection might still be necessary. Following the Trtri:ff Board's 
recommendation, the bill provided for the imposition of differential 
rates of duties on certain iron and steel articles with a basic duty 
on articles of British manufacture and an additional duty on those 
of non-British origin. The bill also contained some minor recom
mendations, but its chief interest lay in the proposal to differentiate 
between standard and non-standard, that is, practically, between 
British and Continental Steel. Clearly, the most contentious part 
of this bill was the apparent preference given to British steel, and 
it was around this point tliat the fight over the bill in the Assembly 
raged most hotly. Sir Charles Innes, in moving that the bill 
be referred to a Select Committee, explained clearly the practical 
disadvantages of certain proposals which had been put· forward as 
rival solutions of a problem, which, the Tariff Board argued, could 
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only be satisfactorily solved by their scheme of differential duties; .. 
He showed that anti-dumping duties, that is, discriminating duties, .. 
against countries which ·were selling steel at dumping prices,. 
would not solve the problem because they _would infringe India's
most favoured-nation agreements and would dis~rganize her foreign· 
trade. The idea of. bounties had t0 be· discarded· because, as the
Tariff Board had shown, it would be impossible to give bounties
for seven years and this financia-l objection was decisive. The real 
contest came between the average weighted system o£ duties and 
the system of discriminating <Juties proposed by the bill. After· 
explaining the average 'weighted system of duties, Sir Charles 
Innes showed that it would afford .only 'inadequate protection to·· 
the Indian steel industry and wouJrd' at the same time enhance
to an unnecessary extent the pTice· of standard' sleel as well as of 
fabricated steel in India. · In consequence . the ·system would· 
hinder development work throu-gli-out all' India-big bridges, public-· 
works of all kinds, ani! the manufacture of machinery-by making it· 
unnecessarily expensive. Finall~ it failed to provide an adeqtJate· 
remedy against a further fall in the· price -of fabricated steel. ·This
could only be countered by a corresponding increase in duty to the 
further disadvantage of the eonsumell of ~teel wl?-o would pave to· 
pay a higher price for that commodity. 0n · the other hand, _if' 
continental steel were to rise. in price the Government of India 
could .do ~othing. Turning then to the system of di:ffeientiali 
duties, Sir Charles explained that the words ' British Steel ' andf 
' Stand~rd Steel ' were, for all practical purposes, synonymous. 
By levyin.g.di:fferential duties on British and contine~tal steel the
Indian Government avoided the administrative difficulties result-
ing from the necessity to test the quality of every consignment o£r 
steel coming into· India, and, also, owing to the positio_n of India~ 
in the British Empire they were infringing no most-favoured~· 
nation ·agreements by discriminating in favour of British steel. 

The speakers, who followed Sir Charles Innes, ,were drawn almost.; 
entirely from the opposition and the key•note o£ ,tp.e majority of•= 
the speeches was suspicion or hostility to the .winc_iple.~f t~~ ,grant. 
o£ prefere~ce to British. steel. - ., · - · 

The bill returned, from the sel(lct committee on February the· 
7th when Sir Charles Innes presented its report to the Assembly:· 
with dissenti~g notes by six members. , '-rh;t:1_ majority of the Com-
mittee stated that theywere satisfied that, the ~C!J:ilOmic interestLJ--
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of India would be better served by differential rates of duty on 
British and non-British steel than by the system recommended by 
the minority, of a uniform rate of duty based on the weighted 
average price of imported steel. The Select Committee altered the 
bill in certain particulars, notably by inserting a provision enabl
ing the Governor General in Council to increase but not to reduce 
the duty chargeable on articles of British manufacture, so as to 
~nsure effective protection, and also to order an enquiry into the 
:Steel Industry earlier than 1934 if he thought it desirable. 

The discussion on the Bill, as amended by the Select Committee, 
was taken up on February the 14th, when a motion was made by 
.a Swarajist member to refer it back to the Select Committee. 
After two days'• debate this motion was defeated and after yet 
.another two days' discussion the Bill was passed as amended by 
the Select Committee. These later stages of the debate on the Bill 
produced no new arguments. 

The hardest and the most important part of the work of the 
Indian Legislature begins after the middle of February, for it is 
"then that the Railway Budget and the General Budget come up for 
presentation and discussion. The /Railway Budget is \Presented 
nrst. At present one day is allotted for its general discussion and 
four days for the discussion of separate demands. Immediately 
this is over, the Budget and Finance Bill for the year are intro
-duced and the same procedure of general discussion and discussion 
<>n demands for grants is followed. The greater importance of the 
general budget is marked by the allotting of two days for its gene
ral discussion and five days for the discussion on demands for 
grants. Still later the Finance Bill for the year is presented to 
the Assembly when the consideration of its clauses usually occu
pies two or three days. 

The financial details of the Railway Budget will be more con
veniently considered in Chapter V, together with the general finan-· 
e.es of India. Briefly, Sir Charles Innes, the Commerce and Rail
way Member, was able to announce that the final figures for the 
financial year 1925-26 were better than had been expected but that 
the probable financial results for 1926-27 were disappointing since 
there had been an appreciable decrease in the earnings from passen
ger traffic and a still larger decrease in the returns from goods traffic. 
The latter was due to dislocation caused by severe floods in Burma 
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;md parts of India, p~rtialf~ilure of the. cot!on crop in the Punjab,. 
and the late fi!.Ovement of cotton in Bombay and elsewhere. Alto
gether, instead of an estimated net surplus of 87llakh·~ of rupees~~ 
now expected a surplus of 5~4: lakhs. Th~ estimates for 1927-~8, Sir· 
Charles informed the House; ~ad be~n prep~red ~~a cautious spirit 
but not without a ~~pe that th~ir final s.t~te woulfi sho~ the rail
ways free ":from the misfortunes of the present y~ar. Capital 
expenditure durip.g the current year, he !laid, for the first. tim~ 
approximated closely to the estimates, which was a proof that the 
Railway Board was exe(mtins- sanctioned works more c~osely to the 
scheduled time and also that their estimates were becoming incre.as.
ingly accurate. He mentioned a ne'!" and.jmportant · inpova~ion 
in railway construction in this country, namely; ~he use of p:rivate 
contractors for important railway works. The Railway Board, iJ!' 

·fact, hoped shortly to be able to hand o"ver to contracting :firms t~e 
entire construction of some new lines. Sir Charles next turned to 
rates and fares and said that these could not be reduced any further 
because of the financial position disclosed by. an earlier. part or 
his budget. The drop in the earnings from passenger traffic
showed that it was very likely that the Railway Board had been 
too optimistic in estimating the effect thereon of .the redu:~tion in 
fares which had been decided upon in the previous budget. The 
Government, said the.Railway Member, might be criticised because 
traffi~ 'had not responded to the stimulus o:f the reduction in :fares,. 
b~t they had taken this risk on the considered opinion of railway 
agent~ t~at t~e 'reduction would pay in the long run. He pointed 
o-iit to. the House that it was the existence of the railway reserve that 
en~j.bled such experiments as these to be. m~de, experiments which 
must be carefully watched and' given fairtrial. I£, however, they 
merely inyolved a loss in revenue without any compensating increas~ 
in traffic, *e wh~le question would have to be reconsidered. 

The general discussion mi. the Railway Budget opened on 
Febr~ary 22itd. Among the pape~~ pres~nted to the Legislature in 
~on~ection. with it 'was· a memo ran: dum. drawn up by the Financial 
Commis~ion~r to· the R~ilway Briard, in whic~ he explained what. 
effe~ts a·loweri~g of the exchange val~e of the r~pee.from ls. ·6~. 
to ls. 4~. gqld. wRuld ~av~ on :R,ailw~y Financ~s'. The memoran
dum. sh?wed ~~at any such lo,w~rin~ ~ould i~ the end ·reduce the . 
net receipts of the Indian Railways by 6! crores of rupees per 
~~~u~ 1l,nd that t:he'reduction iri 1927-28 would be something over 
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'CRITICISM OF RAILWAY BOARD. 

'3 crores of rupees. In that year, therefore, there would be a 
.(leficit of 150 lakhs from the ~orking of the railways instead of 
an estimated profit of 162 lakhs. Further, unless rates and fares 
were raised, it might be found necessary to curtail the present pro
gramme of new line construction and the development of existing 
'lines. After what has been said earlier in this chapter about the 
·importance which the controversy over the exchange ;alue of tbe 
·rupee had assumed, it is not surprising to find that the advocates 
--of the ls. 4d. ratio gave a good deal of attention during the gene
·ral debate on the Railway Budget to .this memorandum. The two 
outstanding champions of the lower ratio, Sir Purshotamdas 
"l'hakurdas and Sir Victor Sassoon, devoted the greater part of their 
·speeches to this subject and maintained that the effect of adopting 
the ls. 4d. ratio had been greatly exaggerated and that the increase 
in railway expenditure would not be more than 1 crore of rupees. 
Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas went further and claimed that the 
Government's currency policy was itself responsible for the decrease 
in foreign trade and that its effects were re:fl.ected in the railway 
receipts. 

Earlier numbers of this annual report have shown something of 
the extraordinary developments not only in mileage but also in 

"Organization, efficiency, and productiveness which have taken place 
in the Indian Railway System during the past few years. And yet 
a study of the debates of the Indian Legislature, more particularly 
of the Legislative Assembly, will show that the Railway Board, 
·that is, the body which directs and controls railway policy in India, 
is subjected year by year to criticism which grows continually 
·keener. It is safe to say that hardly a single day of any session 
•passes without a number of questions being asked about railway 
-affairs, some of them dealing with matters which ought hardly to 
..go beyond a local station master's office, whilst others raise the most 
important questions of railway policy.· Resolutions and motions on 
'railway matters are also far from rare, and, indeed, in the past, 
-some members have not hesitated even to advance the argument 
>that the Legislative Assembly rather than the Railway Board should 
.administer the Indian railway system. But apart from such 
extreme manifestations of interest in railway affairs, it is true that 
()ritics of the Railway Board abound, particularly in the Legisla
tive Assembly, and it is necessary to ask why the Railway Board 
Bhould receiv.e tr.eatmen.t whlch seems h.ardly to accord with their 
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achievements: · Undoubtedly .the "vex~d question of the indian:i.sa:..: 
tion of the railway services is re·sponsible for a ·go.od deal ,of th~ 
ho&tility at presel!ct. displayed against. the railway ~dministration. • 
In Chapter IV, it ·'!111 be shown ·wh.at progress hasJ)een· made in .. 
admitting JndiaJls:to all branches of all grades of the raihyay 
services and -~e!e ope or two of the conditions which govern the 
progress of inqianisation may be considenid. In''the first place it ~ .. 
should not be forgott~n that in their railw~y system, the Govern- .:;., 
ment of India and the Railway Board are re-sponsible for one of the0 

biggest commercial undertakings in" the .world---:a. business with a .. 
capital of something like £450 millio~s sterling. The size of India, 
the insufficiency of arterial ;oads, and. the lack of rival systems 'of 
transport, all combine to make h<::r dependent to a singular extent 
on her railways.h Cl~arly, the railways have got' to be efficiently 
admin~stered,. otherwise the economic structure of the country will 
be seriously ·damaged· and her general revenues heavily embarrassed. 
Now railway administration is a science whose t~chnique is 
developed and refined f~om year to year, and even the most adva~~:ced 
countries of the West are not ashamed to take railway experts from 
each other; I~dianisation of the services is, of course, a politic~l 
as well as an administrative problem, and it is quite rea~onable 
to .. argue that. as :far as some .of -tlie Indian services are ~oncerned 
political arguments may safely be allowed to prevail.' But· it will 
be ·acknowledged that the railway" is not. one of tllese services. 
rhere, technical qualifications must decide, and although the mem
bers of the In"dian· Legislature chafe against what they ·regard as· 
the disappointing 'sfowness of the indianisation of the railway 
services, particularly in their higher ranks, it must be conceded 
that the Government and the Railway Board are in a strong posi
tion when they demand an expert's qualifications for an 
~xpert's job. The figures given in Chapter IV show that serious 
attempts have been made and are being made to tackle the problem 
of indianising the railway service'S, and it is to be hoped that criti
cism based on thi~ cause will steadily disappear as the ~ears pass. 

Another fruitful cause of criticism· of the Railway Board are the 
conditions under which tl).ird class railway passengers travelin this 
country. It is alleged that third class carriages are frequently 
[nsanitary, usually over-crowded, and generally uncomfortable. 
Of late years much has been- done to. meet these, complaintsp but 
when it is realised that a third class passenger tra-vels a hundred 
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76 DISCUSSION OF RAILWAY BUDGET. 

miles for Re. 1-12, i.e., about half a crown, it will 15e generally 
acknowledged that the possibilities of increased expenditure on com
forts for third-class passengers are necessarily limited. N everthe
less the railway authorities are not forgetful of their third class 
passengers and many improvements lioth in carriage and station 
accommodation have been made for ihem of late year;. Other 
causes of complaint against the Railway Board are alleged ill-treat
ment of the subordinate staffs by their superiors, and incivility of 
railway officials towards the travelling public. In regard to these 
latter complaints, it is enough to say that innumerable questions 
and answers in the Legislature prove that all genuine charges are 
investigated and dealt with speedily. 

At any rate, the position of the Commerce Member, whose folio 
includes Railway, is far from ·a happy one whilst the Rail
way Budget is under consideration, and this year the attacks made 
on the railway administration were fierce and sustained. There 
were 15 demands under the Railway Budget and any member of 
the Legislative Assembly is entitled to move cuts in any of these 
grants up to the full extent of the grant, basing his motion on some 
complaint against the railway administration relevant to that 
grant. The members availed themselves of their privileges this 
year to the extent of giving notice of 138 motions for reduction 
by amounts varying from Re. 1 to Rs. 200 lakhs that being the 
cut proposed by a Swarajist member in the demand for working 
expenses. The two most important deman.ds 'for .grants an the 
Railway Budget are the demands in respect of the "Railway 
Board" and of "Working Expenses." In accordance with their 
past custom, the Swaraj-Congress Party decided to move for the 
total rejection of the demand for the Railway Board and also to 
vote against the demand for working expenses. The Nationalists 
joined them in rejecting the Railway Board demand, but decided 
not to vote against the other. The motion to refuse all but Rs. 100 
of the demand for the Railway Board was moved by Mr. Srinivasa 
Iyengar who said that he wished to draw attention to the unsatis
factory character of the constitution and the position of the Railway 
Board. The effective discussion, however, centred in Pandit 
Motilal Nehru's complaint that an alleged excess of waggons over 
the requirements proved that the railway administration was 
incompetent and that it would not be improved until the Railway 
Board was indianised and run by business men. Sir Clement 
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Hindley, the head of the Railway Board, explained the situation 
to the Hous~ and showed that the surplus of waggons was no more 
than a reasonable reserve against likely needs, and ·he illustrated 
his argument by reference to America where there are on an avei:age 
over 4,000 locomotives and 200,000 waggons in reserve every year. 
The number of waggons in reserve in India was based on expert 
opinion and ·he asked the House to accept that opinion: Sir Charles 
Innes resented the attempt to prove the. case for indianisation by 

·trying to show that _the present Railway Board was. inefficient. 
The Board had transformed disorder on the Indian r·ailways into 
great efficiency. It was a technical body, and it would be a dere
liction of ·duty on his part to recommend the supersession of senior 
and experienced· railway officials. The opposition, however, 
remained impervious to these arguments and with the help of one 
or two other members the Congress Swaraj and Nationalist Parties 
carried the motion by 59 votes to 5Z1 The disc~ssion on the Rail
way Board occupiedpractically the whoJe of the three days allotted 
to the. demands for grants. The debate then continued till- the 
demands Nos. 2 to 6 were adopted, mot{ons for cuts in respect of 
some of them being either lost or withdrawn. After that the guillo~ 
tine fell and the remaining· demands passed automatically. 

The debate on the Railway Budget ended on Friday, February 
_the 25th and on the next working day, Monday the 28th, the budget 
for 1927-28 was presented. Popular interest in this_ budget was 
probably greater than in any-other budget since the inauguration 
of the Reform~, for excitement over the _Currency Bill had by this 
time reached an extraordinarily high pitch and it ~w:as well-known , 
that .the budget, by showing the different effects on the national 
finances of the adoption of the one gold value or the other for the 
rupee, would bring reality and hard facts into a prolonged and 
embittered controversy, which certain agencies and a large part .of 
the press had hitherto kept away from these disturbing elements. 
The House was crowded wheil Sir Basil Blackett rose to make 
his statement. The .financial details of the general budget .like 
those of the railway budget will be dis_cussed in Chapter _V, -and 
here only its broad features and the discussion on the Finance Bill 
will be examined. For the fourth year in succession the Finance 
Member -was able to announce a surplus. The surplus this year 
was the very handsome on-e of 370 lakhs of rupel;lS, but was depen- , 
dent 'on the rupee's being maintained at the ratio of ls. 6d. gold. 
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I£ the lower ratio of 1s. 4d. were accepted, the figures would have 
to be altered by 526 lakhs, which would replace the (urplus by a 
deficit of 156 lakhs. Sir Basil Blackett emphasised that any 
arbitrary reduction in the ratio would bring no permanent benefit 
of any kind to India, but would inevitably involve her in heavy 
losses and sfl,crifices. · 

The year 1926-27 had . been on the whole a good one for trade 
and business although the cotton trade had remained depressed 
throughout its :course. The year might have beeP a still more 
satisfactory one but for certain conditions abroad and in India. 
The coal strike in England and the civil war in China had restric
ted business, whilst the fall in the price of cotton, though overdue, 
had temporarily increased the difficulties of the· cotton industry. 
The latter unfavourable condition, however, would in all proba
bility be ultimately offset by the effect of a larger demand following 
on cheaper production, which, indeed, had already begun to improve 
the prospects of the cotton trade. In India uncertainty regarding 
the instability of exchange militated during the autumn against 
that feeling of security, which, the Finance Member reminded the 
House, is the surest foundation for sound business conditions. In 
the money market the most notable feature of the calendar year 
1926 was an exceptional absence of stringency and it was only in the 
first months of 1927 that the seasonal demands for money, com
bined with special reasons for hesitancy in the exchange market, 
led to a rise in the bank rate to 7 per cent". Normally the seasonal 
demands would have been spread over the whole period from Octo
ber onwards and their concentration into the first months of the 
new year led to the bank rate's rising to a figure which had not 
been touched between May 1925 and February 1927. As it was, 
the stringency was less marked than in the winters of 1923-24 and 
1924-25. 

The position revealed by the· Ways and Means figures, the 
Finance Member announced, was extremely gratifying. The 
Government hoped to. finance their entire capital programme 
amounting to 27 crores of rupees and also that of the provincial 
governments and to redeem maturing debt with less than 10 crores 
of new money, which, it was hoped, would be forthcoming 
on favourable terms. Further, the Government had avoided exter
nal borrowing since May 1923 and the Budget for 19.27-28 provided 
for no such borrowing. Certain changes in the tariff were 
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announced, among thl')m being the abolition of the export duties on 
.-'hides, estimated to cost 9 lakhs of rupees, and the abolition of the 

tea _export duty at an estimated loss of 50 lakhs, whilst the import 
duty on moto~ cars was reduced from 30 to 20 per cent. afl valore'TT} 

and on tyres froni 30 to 15 per cent. The import duty of 15 per 
cent. on rubber seeds and stumps was rel}loved in compliance with 
a special representatjon of the ;Burma Government, _thus~helping 
an· important adolescent industry. The stamp duty on cheques and 
on bills of exchange payable on demand was_ abolished with effect 
from the 1st July 1927. Lastly the import duty on unmanufac
_tured tobacco was raised from Re. 1 to Rs. ll per lb.: with an 
estimated gain ·to the revenue of 18 lakhs, and the basis of assess
ment of tea companies to income-tax ..was altered in a manner whi~h~
it was believed, would yield 45 lakhs of revenue. · The net result 
of all these changes . would be ·a loss of 6 lakhs of rupees to the 
revenue, which would bring down next year's surplus to 364 lakhs-
of rupees. " " ' 

It was when he came to deal with this surplus that the Finance 
Member made_ one of the most important pronouncements which 
has Been made since the inauguration of the Reformed system of 
Government in India and one of vast promise for the progress of 
the Indian provinces and the future 'of t_he. pew constitution in 
India. For, Sir Basil announced·, the surplus would be devoted 
to the remission of -provincial contributions. Readers who are 
not familiar with Indian conditions will find provincial contribu
tions explained in Chapter V where also an attempt will be made 
to show the importance to the provinces of this announcement by 
the Finance Member. The surplus, indeed, fell short of the sum 
required totally to abolish provincial contributions by 181 lakhs 
which, Sir Basil Blackett pointed out,' represented by" a curious 
coincidence the exact amount of revenue which the Government of 
India had given up when they had abolished the cotton excise 

'duty the previous year in order to help the Bombay; cotton industry. 
But the Bombay Government, faced with a considerable deficit on' 
the work~ng of 1926-27, and under the shad~w of a further estimated 
deficit in 1927-28 on other than development transactions, ha.i 
made a very· strong appeal for helP. to the Government of Jndia. 
Taking all the circumstances into consideration, the· Government 
o£ India felt convinced that a very special effort ought to be made 

-in 1927-28 on Bombay's behalf. It would not ha:e be_en expedient 

' 
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to £avour Bombay at the expense of other provinces and after careful 
consideration the Government of India decided that the best way 
out of the difficulty would be to use a part of the realised surplus 
of 1926-27' for the purpose of remitting the whole of the provincial 
contributions for the year 1927' -28. By this means Bombay's 
appeal would be fully met and she would be able to balance her 
budget for 1927' -28, whilst the rights of other provinces would not 
be infringed, nor their resentment aroused. Thus, in the year 
1927'-28 the provinces wo"uld be relieved from any liability to pay 
any contribution to the Central Government. The only drawback 
to this arrangement was that which involved a diversion of the 
realised surplus of 1926-27' from its proper application of the reduc
tion or avoidance of debt. Here, however, Sir Basil Blackett could 
rely on his past reputation which was certainly not that of one who 
was backward in the matter of debt redemption. But quite apart 
from this he could plead the importance, which was fully realised by 
every member of the House, of wiping out the provincial contribu
tions, and point to the fact that a succession of realised surpluses 
had enabled the Government of India to out-distance their own 
fixed programme of debt reduction in the past few years. 

It must be emphasised clearly that of this total remission of 
provincial contributions for the year 1927'-28 a part is recurring, 
that is, is permanently remitted, and part is non-recurring or only 
temporarily remitted. so that unless a recurring surplus is available 
a year hence, sufficient to enable the Government to make this latter 
part of the remission permanent, it will be necessary either to 
restore the temporarily remitted contributions wholly or in part, 
or else to· propose fresh taxation. Sir Basil Blackett referred to 
this point in the concluding paragraph of his budget speech, when 
he said:-

" It is true that final and complete freedom has still to be won 
and that we are still relying on the Budget of 1928-29 to 
consolidate the ground now occupied. The year before 
us must be devoted to a further and final effort to this 
end." In the concluding passage of his speech he said, 
" what will 5·45 crores a year transfigured into goods and 
services, available year by year in the hands o£ the Pro
vincial Governments, mean in the promotion of human 
happiness, in the prevention 6£ preventable disease and 

, 
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ignorance, in the ~idenin.g of the opportunities for a good 
life for many crores of th_e people of India.'~ 

The manner in which this Budget was received by a large part 
of the Indian press is a striking commenfary on one aspect of the 
Indian political situation. It is impossible to doub't tliat every 
educated Indian in the land, no matter what his political party, 
has ever since the year 1920 wli.en the Meston Committee laid down 
tlie: sc~le of the contributions to be paid to the Governm_ent of India
_by the pr~vinces, earnestly desired the remission of these contri
butions and ·has seen in them a grave obstacle to the _progress o:f 
the province to which he belonged. . This is proved by ~housands. 
of public speeches and newspaper articles; and by the debates which 
have taken place on many occasi~:qs in one or the other (!f the legis
lative bodies set .up by the Reforn:i.s. · A year ·ago ·~veii. the most 
inveterate opponent of the Indian Goverpment and all their .ways 

· could have scarce forborne to cheer such a budget as this, and yet; 
owing to the state of mind JJ?-duc~d by_the dispute ov;et the highly 
technical question of the exchange value of the rupee, one Indian 
newspaper after another denounced this year's budget as a- trap 
set to catch unwary legislators and-!orce them to vote for the' 
Government's Currency proposals, the remission of provincial con
tributions with all its benefits being· the bait with which the trap 
was set. 0£ the immense promise. of the budget for the future 
welfare of the provin,ces and their people, and of the devoted labo~r 
and masterly skill which had made such a budget possible only a 
few years after those which seemed to show that India was heading 
for national bankruptcy, hardly any Indian newspaper cared to 
speak. In fact ~he whole discussion o£ this year's b:udget by the 
Indian press is one of the curiosities. of politics. 

The members of the legislature ·were given thre~ days this year 
to study and digest the 'budget· betw~en its presentation and dis
cussion. For it was presented on Feb~:uary the 28th and on March 
the 3rd the gen_~ral discussion began and continued over the follow
ing day. · The discu~sion made it quite clear that the S..waraj-Con
gress and Nationalist Parties had determined to persevere in their 

- opposition to the _Government over the Currency Bill, even though 
their success should make ~the remission of provinci_al contributions 
impossible for an indefi.nite_number of years. Their prominent · ~ 
.spokesmen. criticised ·Government policy. in resp_ect of Military -. 
Expenditure and the transfer of certain items of expenditure from .. 
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votable to non-votable heads, but the gravamen of their chargt> 
was the Government's currency policy. This year all other c-ri
ticisms were definitely secondary in the eyes of the opposition tc 
this. 

The deb!te on the demands for grants began on ~lareh the 9th 
with the demand for the expenses of the Governor Gen{'ral's Exe
cutive Council. Mr. Jayakar, leader of the llespon~ive Co-

l operators and deputy leader of the Nationalist Party, moved for 
the refusal of the entire grant as a protest against the present 
system of government in India and the lack of reRponse made to 
nationalist demands. A number of speeches were made in support 
of this motion, but these were all devoted to criticism of the existing 
system rather than to any suggestions for its improvement or for 
the form which any enquiry into the present system should take. 
The Deputy President of the Assembly, Maulvi Mohammad Yaqub, 
put forward the Mohammadan point of view and, referring to one 
of the burning communal questions of the day, namely, the playing 
of music near mosques, he declared that the Muslim religiou did 
not prohibit music in the neighbourhood of mosques pro>ided there 
was no intentional disturbance of w'orship. Lala Rajput Rai 
agreed with Maulvi Mohammad Yaqub's desire for Hindu-~Iuslim 
amity and asked the two communities to come to some settlement 
so that their disagreements should no longer hinder their 
country's progress towards responsible self-government. Sir llasil 
Blackett, in a speech remarkable for its reference to the spiritual 
basis of government, gave the Assembly the sound advice, which 
the history of all the British Self-Governing Dominions confirms, 
tacitly to assume more powers than the strict letter of the Statute 
appeared to allow. Sir Alexander M uddiman developed this line 
.of reasoning in his speech. He told the House that it was quite 
impossible for the British or any other people to give India Self
.Government, for this could be developed only by and within the 
Indian nation itself. One of the great difficulties in regard to 
constitutional reform in India, he said, was found in the circum
.stance that some members of the Legislature apparently desired 
that a policy should be formulated by His Majesty's Government 
and that any enquiry which might be held should be merely for 
the purpose of seeing how this policy could be brought into effect. 
This was a method without precedent in the dealings of Parliament 
with India. He then turned to a point which had been made by 

' 
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~' t'·se8_ted, left to righi-Sir Basil Blackett, K.C.B., H. E. Field Marshal Sir William Birdwood, Commander-in':.Chiel in India, H. E .. the Viceroy, 
- · -' · ! , fJ;,. Sir Charles Innes, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., l.C.S., and Khan Bahadur Sir Muhammad Habibulla, K.C.S.I .• 

•. -Standi~g-Mr. S. R. Dass, Sir Alexander Muddiman, Kt., C.S.I., C.I.E., and,Sir Bhupendra Nath Mitra, K.C.I.K 
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SIR A. MUDDIMAN ON CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS. 8:1 ... 
a member earlier i~ the debate who said that in a .government like 
the prese~~ Gove~nment of India ultimate responsibility rested on 
the _exec~hve whiCh was likely to use the legislature as a shelter 
for Its misdeeds. His. remarks in this connection are so important 
that they deserve to be quoted in full:-

·"Again, Sir, my Honourable friend ......... said that the will 
of the Legislatur~ has to be carried out by the Executive. 
But that proposition is one which is only true where the 
constitution is such that the Legislature and the Execu
tive ~are in harmony; they are in harmony in ordinary 
Parliament~try institutions owing to the fact that under 
those constitutions if you. turn out my ;Honourable friend 
Sir Charles Innes and myself, you have got to sit in our 
places; 'tire Ki~g's government has got to go on ... : ........ · 
............ t)le real answer to the criticisms which are 
directed· at· this constitution, and rightly directed at it, 
namely, those concerned with the existence of residuary 
powers is justified by the fact that there m;ust be some 
authority to bring the Executive and the Legislature into 
con£ ormi ty. N9.,. CQll§ti ~;utio.:rt~ancl!iDJt~;C()~tfys:;can"' be .run 
wlJ,e;r,e_ ,the.,.:!Jeg~slat_u-re_,,j~in.,.p.gr,JAaP..ent .. ,cqg:f!i.sh!Yi~h __ .the 
E,x:~c:-gtiv;lf ;Agm,e;tJl,ing;~has'!ngot~-to~break "somewhere-;~· an·d 
that is the justification and the real justification for the 
existence of tpese residu;l.ry powers. ADd that brings me _ 
on to the further point which is that the more you force 
o~ ~ Government constituted as we are, the exercise of 

'I 
t~~~~~sid!l~ry"',pQFef:§ _,c;:_QJ11~.n:g_<!.,2,l},;~J~l}1rQ"'~~Jl&.~~~' J},le 
m~re,.you,_J<1!,~,~k~~;_!iOcJJ:r;~-~h'&~.o::!t.~~!J:l;e~rp.,'?Fe:;y.~u.~~~~kei1 u~. . 
you will come to regard that as a normal course in order ":. 
to exercise your control over th'e Government; you will say: ' 
' ~'t. )IS Jor~e ~he_ exercise •. otJk!l~E)~ re,s_~~~~ry-P.2'!.e:r:s,~ .. ::.. -:: 
............ It Is-qm-te-·-open· to ·you~.to __ dQ_"so.;.J>.¥iJhEl.....!!.h~le 
pointJof-·that--is that .. .yQ':l;_ ma~e _t!J.e.~e~~~g~~El}?!. ~~t~~!HY 
po~~ --~- tH-~Eg ,!~!eh""yq;'i· YP.l!.fse_tys.s,.~l~?~ft-as~3:_":Til!Y,. sm_all 
m.~tter, .a·n!L .... what.is _,w.ors_e,. you, deprive~, the ·Govern~ent 
which .. exercisesr.them..- T-ha-t--is a mostcdange:rous~p:r:c;>posi:. 

.:._#on .. , My Honourable :friend, Colonel Crawford, put it 
very well. He indicated that in other constitutions pro

, gress is possible by the atrophy-! think that was the 
word he used an_d if he did not use it it would have been 
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a very good word to use-by-th~"atrophy of the residuary 
__p0wer.'' 

The division on Mr. Jayakar's motion was taken at the conclu
-sion of Sir Alexander's speech and resulted in a victory for the 
opposition by 9 votes. 

There is no need to follow the later stages of the debates for 
the demands for grants in any detail. The demands under the 
heads of Customs, Post and Telegraphs, and Salt took up most of 
the remaining time devoted to .grants, but the interest of the debates 
on these demands is not very great. The demand for expenditure 
on the Army Department led to a discussion of general military 
policy and expenditure, and of the administration of University 
Training Corps, this latter eliciting one or two interesting speeches. 
The great majority of the grants, however, came under the guillo
tine on the expiry of the time allotted and were passed without 
,discussion. The majority of members undoubtedly felt that it was 
a mistake to devote two days to discussing the demand for the 
Posts and Telegraphs Department, and thus make it impossible to 
reach other demands of greater importance. 

The final stage of the Budget debate is the consideration of the 
Finance Bill in which the budget proposals are given statutory 
form and sanction. Readers of past numbers of this report will 
remember the attitude of the Swaraj Party towards this annual 
bill. In 1924 they, with the help of the old Independent Party, 
refused to take the Bill into consideration. The. next year, 
however, the Independents declined to join them in this action and 
the Bill was duly passed. In 1926 the Swarajist members of the 
A'ssembly had already vacated their seats in the House when the 
Finance Bill was presented. Therefore, this year their attitude 
towards the Finance Bill was naturally the cause of a certain 
.amount of speculation and.interest. As the time for its presenta
tion to the House drew near, confident rumours appeared that the 
Swarajists would neither oppose nor support the consideration of 
the Bill. ·But, strangely enough, the attitude of the Responsive 
Co-operators and 'the Nationalist Party generally became more 
.and more doubtful. The Finance Bill was presented to the House 
on March 22nd, when Sir Basil Blackett moved "that the Bill to 
fix the duty on salt manufacture(!. in, or imported by land into, 
.certain parts of British India, to fix maximum rates of postage 
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under the [ndian Post Office Act, 11898, \further to ~mend the 
Indian Tariff Act, 1894, the Indian Stamp Act, 1899, and the 
Indian Paper Currency Act, 1923, and. to fix rates of income-tax, 
~e taken into consideration." The amendment made by a 
Swa!ajist Member to refer the Bill to a Select Committee was 
negatived without a division. Clause (2) of the Bill contained 
the provision·for the taxation of salt to stand at the figure of Re. 1-4 

, per maund, and to this clause certain amendments were moved with 
the ·effect of reducing the tax to a lower figure. The effective 
amendment was moved by a Swarajist -Member, who wanted to 
lower the salt tax to exactly half of its present figure, namely, 10 
annas per maund. The importance of this amendment will be 
readily seen when it is realised that its acceptance would mean a 
loss of revenue to the Government of 312 lakhs. of rupees, and 
further that this loss of revenue would have to be adjusted by 
reducing t.he remission p£ provincial contributions ;by an· equal 
amount. The acceptance of this amendment, therefore, w-ould 
destroy at a stroke the greater part of the benefits to the provinces 
whic~ the Government of India was now in a position to confer 
after years of skilful and devoted nursing of their fil).ances. It 
can hardly be argued that the ben_e:fits of reducing the tax on salt 
by -!th of a penny per lb. are· equivalent to those which will accrue 
to the provinces from.the_remission of provincialcontrib}ltions, but, 
although this consideration was plainly present to the House, the 
amendment was declared carried in a thin Assembly by 50 vot~s to 
48. The diyision partook rather of the character of a snap vote 
for the :firtal division on the hotly contested Currency Bill was taken 
immediately before the debate on the Finance Bill began, and a 
number of Government supporters, particularly· Mohammadan 
supporters, who were keeping the very .exhausting Ramzan Fast 
in weather which had by this time become distinctly hot, ha:d 
left the House~ In spite, however, of the character of the division 
and the very important issues involved, the Government of, India 
did not intend to certify the tax, but to leave it to the Cou~c~l of 
State to restore it or nof as they thought fit. If the· Council'of 
State restored it, then the Legislative Assembly would, of course, 
have another opportunity to consider it. The Council of State dis
agreed with. the Legislative Assembly over the respective values 
of the~ remission of provincial contributions and the. somewhat 
shadowy relief vrhich wo~ld be afforded by halving the salt tax,. 
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and restored the latter to its original figure. The Bill as amended 
by the Council of State was then returned to the Assembly and 
passed by 52 votes to 41. · 

Another amendment had the object of reducing the cost of post 
.cards but this was rejected. The proposal contained in the Finance 
Bill to abolish the export duties on hides led to an unexpectedly 
keen debate, some of the members taking the line that its abolition 
would endanger the tanning industry of this country. When the 
division was taken on the proposal, it was found that the Ayes 
and the Noes had each registered 53 votes, whereupon the Presi
dent, following the practice adopted in the House of Commons in 
such cases, gave his casting vote in order to maintain the status · 
quo and give the Legislative Assembly another opportunity of con
sidering the matter. 

The reduction of the salt tax and the rejection of the proposal 
to abolish the duty on hides were the only changes made by thP. 
Assembly in the Finance Bill, but when the motion was put to 
the House that the [Bill as amended be passed, it encountered 
somewhat unexpected opposition from a member of the S~araj
Congress Party who announced that he opposed the motion on the 
well-known principle of the " No Taxation Without Representa
tion." It .is quite certain that he was not acting in this matter 
as the spokesman of the Swaraj-Congress Party, for none of his 
party leaders took any share in the debate, nor did any other of 
their followers. Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, one of the 
leaders of the Nationalist Party, spoke in favour oi the motion 
to reject the Bill, but other members of the Assembly, among them 
Maulvi Mohammad Yakub, the Deputy President, and Sir Pur
flhotamdas Thakurdas, opposed it and in the end it was passed by 
the very large majority of 58 in a House of 95. 

The Budget was presented to the Legislature on February 28th 
and the Finance Bill was finally passed on March 28th, the last 
day of the session, when it returned from the Council of State 
with the salt tax restored to the original figure of Rs. 1-4 p~r 
maund. In between these two dates, however, the Indian Cur
rency Bill had been discussed and passed by both the Legislative 
Assembly and the Council of State after the former had made one 
or two trifling changes. On March 7th Sir Basil Blackett moved 
that " the Bi.l.l :further to amend the Indian Coinage Act of 1906 
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and the Indian- Paper Currency Act, 1923, for certain purpqses, 
and to lay upon the G.o.vernor General in Council certain obliga
tions in regard to the purchase of gold and the sale of gold exchange; 

· be taken into consideration." The Finance Member explained the 
principle of the Bill, which was that the time had come to stabilise 
the rupee at a fixed gold value and for that pu;rpose to impose, 
for the first time in Indian financial history, a statutory liability 
on tll.e Currency Authority to maintain the :rupee at this fixed 
ratio to gold. Before the Great War there had· been no statutory 
provisions to prevent the rupee from falling below a fixed _ratio of 
gold so that the link between the rupee and gold was Imperfect. 
The present Bill, the Finance Member.-was careful to expla·in, was 
no more than a transitional measure intended to be operative only 
during the period between its passing and the time when the gold 
standard and Reserve Bank Act, which will be described in Chapter 
v; should come into operation. The Indian Government proposed 
in the Currency Bill to stabilise the rupee at a ,ratio equivalent 
to 8·4'1512 grains of gold, that is, the ratio corresponding to a value 
of ls. 6d. gold per rupee. It was over this p"roposal that one of· 
the fiercest controversies in recent'Indian history had bee:Q. raging 
for some months and on it was concentrated the attention not only 
of every· member of the L-egislature.:_whether GovernJl!ent or non-'. 
official-but also of a great part of the Indian. public. In: fact,-.. 
making an allowance :for the differences between the general level 
of educ~tion of the people of the' two countries, the ,great ratio. 
dispute was to India, during the latter half of 1926 and the first 
three months of 1927, what th~ great bimetallism controversy was 
to America in the nineties of ·last century w:ith Sir Purshotamdas 
Thakurdastaking Mr. ,Bryan's part as the wholehearted antagonist 
of the Government's Currency Policy. Just as Mr. Bryan talked 
picturesquely of mankind's being crucified on a cross of gold, whilst 
his followers demanded '' the dollar of our daddies " so Sir Pur
shotamdas Thakurdas, or, at ~ny rate, his chief economic advisers, ' 
talked of disease· and death to millions from the adoption of the· 
ratio proposed by the I1:1dian Government, and their supporters 
.claimed the "'natural " ratio o:f sixteen pence gold. The speech 
in· whi~h Sir Basil Blackett put hi~ motion to the House had little 
nf the picturesque but was a·master-piece of lucid exposition and 
close reasoning. He showed that any reversion· to the ratio pro
posed by the opponents o.£ the Bill could orily be effected by violent 
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and arbitrary processes which must inevitably result in something 
like a financial panic, general dislocation of business, and great 
and utterly undeserved losses to all sorts and conditions of people. 
His description of the effects which any such process as this would 
exercise on the real wages of labour was particularly telling. He 
then discussed in detail the various courses· of action which were 
open to the Government of India at this juncture and showed that 
they were four in number: In the first place the Government 
could abstain from regulating exchange, but such action, or 
rather lack of action would lead to enormous fluctuations and pro
bably to a money panic and in the end to an exchange value of the 
rupee higher than ls. 6d. and possibly as high as 2s. Next, the 
Government might try to stabilise prices round the existing level 
of wholesale prices, say, with an index number ·o~ about 150 or 
around some different level o£ prices. This, however, would in 
all likelihood lead to a controversy over the price level as fierce as 
the present one over the rupee ratio, and would, undoubtedly, be 
tlie prelude to a long weriod of uncertainty and instability of 
exchange. The third course would be to stabilise at ls. 4d. as 
advocated by a vocal party in this country. This, however, would 
cause immense immediate losses to many sections of the Indian . 
people, would give rise to social and labour unrest, and would bring 
higher prices all round and a generally increased cost of living, in 
terms of rupees. It would be the cause of deficits in the budget of 
every government in India, necessitating increased taxation, and, 
when final equilibrium had been restored after all t~ese troubles, 
nobody in India would have benefitted permanently_ Lastly, the 
Government might stabilise the rupee at ls. 6d. gold as proposed in 
the measure now before the Legislative Assembly. 

Sir Basil then gave the House a powerful exposition of the case 
for the latter alternative, and here it will be necessary to quote 
extensively from his own words :- · 

" So many arguments ", he said, "have been advanced by 
the advocates of ls. 4d. that there is danger that the case 
for ls. 6d. may be insufficiently stated a~d understood. 
The controversy that has been going on for the last 6 
months and longer has tended to take the form of the
setting up of one argument after another by the oppo
nents o:£ ls. 6d., and the demolition of these argument& 
one after another by the advocates of ls. 6d., in such a 
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manner that the ~ase for ls. 6d. has tended_.to ~e _forgot
ten. If my analysis of the position as giv~n ~above ·is at. 
all . correct, the ,reason for this tendency [s clear. : The 
de facto ratio holds the field, has held the·field for nearly 
two years, is working reasonably' well, has lir~ught about 
stability and increased· confidence all round, has helped 
enormously to restore balance and stability to budgets and 
in a special degree to secure for the agriculturist a fair 
price for his produce. And the onus of proof that some 
other ratio ought to be substituted for it rests with the 
advocates of that other ratio. There is no real onus on 
-the supporters of the de facto ratio to prove the case for 
~aintaining it. It is for its opponents to show cause for 
upsetting it. I think it will be useful, if I proceed to state 
the case for ls. 6d. In a speech which I made in Calcutta 
in December last before the Indian Chamber of Commerce 
I summed up the case for ls. 6d. in eleven points. None 
of these have since been seriously challenged. I repeat 
them here and challenge any economist in the House to 
find any flaw in them. They are as follows:-

(1) " The silver rupee has no natural value o_~her than the 
value of the silver bullion which it contains. Any 
other value than this for the silver rupee must _be 
artificial. . -

(2) · No one ratio !or the rupee can possibly be permanently 
more advantageous for India than another. The 
. question is not, and never can be, whether one ·par
ticular ratio, say, h.· 6d., is permanently more ad
vantageous for India than some other ratio, say 
ls. 4d. or 2s . .... 

{3) All arguments based on the belief that the fixation· of 
- one particular ratio is definitely and permanently 

advantageous or disadvantageous to · this or that 
interest are entirely ir:velevant. -

{4) A rising rate of exchange tends_ temporarily to assist 
imports )and discourage exports, but this tendency· 
is often counteracted, in whole or in part, by move
ments in world prices as happened in the case of India 
from 1922 to 1925. 
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(5) A falling rate of exchange has the opposite tendency. 
But this again is often counteracted by external 
causes affecting the level of prices. 

(6) A fluctuating rate of exchange restricts the volume of 
trade and commerce and subjects both the producer 
and the consumer to losses without necessarily pro
fiting the middleman who is often unwillingly made a 
speculator when he would prefer to do safe business. 

(7) A stable exchange is what everybody wants and is to 
everybody's interests. 

(8) In considering the fixing of the ratio at the present 
time, the first question must be "Is the time ripe 
for fixing the ratio? " The Currency 

1
Commission 

are unanimous in saying ,that it is. 

(9) The only other relevant question is: " At what ratio 
can stability of exchange be most easily and quickly 
secured? " The Commission are unanimous on this 
point also. 

(IO) 

(11) 

The Commission are unanimous in saying that if prices 
have· adjusted themselves in --preponderant degree to 
the ratio of Is. 6d., it is in the interests of India that 
the ratio should be fixed at Is. 6d. 

If it is accepted that the time is ripe for stabilising the 
rupee, the only point open . to argument is whether 
prices .have adjusted ~hemselves in a "Preponderant 
degree to .the Is. ;6d. ratio. This -is a question of 
fact to be examined as such." 

Then, expanding these points for the benefit of the House, Sir 
·Basil Blackett deprecated all unscientific talk about one ratio or 
another being the natural ratio and he reminded his hearers that 
the Is. 4d. ratio was maintained between I899 and I916 only by 
careful regulation of the currency. That the Is. 4d. ratio was 
artificial and not natural was demonstrated clearly in I9I7 and 
by the history of the rupee since that date. Is. 4d., in fact, was 
in no sense 'the natural ratio o:f the rupee and it was not the 
established ,raJtio to.-day. It .is an interesting fact that on the 

. Fowler Committee 'of I899 there was a minority which recom
mended a lower ratio than Is. 4d., but the majority report recom-
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mended the latter beca~se it .was the de facto ratio . .,. .Co'ri.ti.~1ng,. 
"A~'- . l*" ..... , ' 

the Finance Member argued that no ratio could .possibly·.:Jre per-~ 
inanently more advantageous than another for India. /By 'far the· 
greater part of the case of the opponents of the" pr~sent Bill was

.made up of the alleged yvil effects of the higher ratio on the agri-
cultural interest and it was assumed that an_ ag:ficulturist who· _ 
sold his produce for export got 12-! per cent: more for it with a 
ls. 4d. rupee. In reply to this the Finance Member spowed that 
nothing whatever was gain~d by the Indian exporter if he received· 
in 'payment for his produce :a larger number pf rupees of less 
value instead of a 'small number of rupees of greater value if the· 

.gold·or co~modity value of what he received remained unaltered. 
The House must re~ember, he said, that under a gold standard-: 
all that mattered was the gold value. of the money, and most 9£. 

' the fallacies of the Currency League were due to their thinking 
and Jalking of the rupee in relation to sterling. Sir Basil added, 
that the smaller number of rupees received under the higher ratio· 
had _,exactly the same purchasing power as the larger number of 

·rupees which would be received .under the lower ratio and th~re
fore all that could happen ~s a· result of lowering the exchange 
ratio would be that a period of instability would ensue', during 
which some would suffer losses and others would make ,profits, ,and! 
if past experience was any guide, the people who . suffered most: 
would be tlie agriculturists. The decisive question in .this contro
versy was whether prices had in preponderating degree adjusted· 
. themselves to the de facto ratio of ls. 6d. If they had, then the-
Currency tJommission, including Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas 
himself, were unanimously in favour of stabilising at ls. 6d. I(e 
argue~ ·that it could not ?e seriously doubted now that prices had· 
so adjusted themselves. The case for a ls. 4d. rupee, which h,ad 
been so fully presented by Sir Purshota:indas in his minute of 
dissent was based entirely on the argument that the adjustment of 
prices to the prevailing ratio of ls. 6d. was incomplete and that. 
it was not too late for the Indian Governn;J.ent to adopt the lower . 
ratio.. The Finance Member then showed that some of the· 
strongest ;dvocates of the ls. 4d. ratio admitted that it was ho'pe:-·. 
less to try to argue that price~ had not adjus~ed themselves in a.
preponderant degree to the, ls. 6d. ;ratio. "And what;~, .he asked,. 
" does the admission, that prices have adjusted themselves in a, 

preponderant degree, mean~ It ni~ans that there Is· no. more-
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reason to-day for disturbing the 1s. 6d. ratio than there was for 
.disturbing the 1s. 4d. ratio in, say, 1907. It means that we have 
·come to the end of a long struggle to restore equilibrium to cur
rency and exchange and prices after the war upheaval. It means 
that the supply of currency has been brought into harmony with 
the demand at the existing level of prices and internal prices into 
harmony with each other- and with world prices. It means that 
business men and traders of all kinds can go ahead, once the last 
remains of uncertainty are removed by placing 1s. 6d.. on the 
Statute Book, with confidence and hope to expand their activities 
to launch out into new and promising ventures, without any fear 
-of seeing all their bright hopes upset by the vagaries of exchange, 
and with a prospect of reasonably stable prices also, knowing, as 
they do, that strong influences are at work to keep world prices 
steady at about the present level, they can look forward to normal 
-conditions generally and expanding opportunities in every 
direction. 

Stability of exchange and prices mean more perhaps to the agri
cultural community than anything else in India. Look what the 
comparative stability of the last two years has already done. It 
has removed fears of increases in existing taxation, actually 
lightened burdens in some cases, for example, cotton excise duty 
and water-rates in the Punjab; it has begun to reduce Railway 
fares and freights; it has reduced provincial contributions. Still 
more, it has enabled the agriculturist to get a !air price !or his 
produce. What is the lesson of the following figures?. 

In December 1923, exchange stood at 1s. 3d. gold. The Index 
Number of prices for cereals was 105 and for pulses 109. These 
two heads cover more than 50 per cent. of the total agricultural 
production of India. In December 1926, exchange stood at 1s. 
·6d. gold and the Index Number of prices for cereals was 133 and 
for pulses 159. Why has the value of food grains gone up in 
spite of the rise in exchange? The answer is, mainly, that in 

·times of :fluctuations of exchange and general instability of prices, 
the agriculturist all too frequently finds that while the prices of 
the things he buys go up against him, the prices of what he has 
io se_ll do not rise in anything like the same proportion. Stability 
has restored the equilibrium and has brought the agriculturist into 
his own again. Even in the case of cotton which for a long time 
stood at a very high level as compared with other commodities and 
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the Index number for which has recently come more into equiii
brium with other commodities, . the following :figures supplied to 
me by a :firm in Bombay will show how unimportant exchange has 
been as a fact.or iri. prices as compared with other factors. . 

. 
Liverpool 

'Date. Futures Fully goqd Bengal. Exchange. March 
delivery. 

. 
. - -

21st December 1920 10·57d. Rs. 215 per candy of 784 lbs. lOU gold. 

28th February 1921 6·80d. Rs. 185 
' " " 

w.;. gold. 

25th January 1927 7•18d. Rs. 230 
" " 

1/6 gold. 

It will be seen that in spite of a rise of nearly 50 per cent. in 
the gold value of the rupee, the rupee price of cotton so far from 
falling has risen appreciably " 

In conclusion,. Sir Basil Blackett summed up in seven questions 
the whole case against the ls. 4d. ratio ·and he asked, "What 
possible reason is there why the whole- equilibri:um which we have 
now reach~d after painful years of struggle should be upset simply 
in prder that after several. years more of suffering and needless 
losses we may gradually restore. a new equilibrium with exchange 
at ls. 4d. instead of ls. 6d. for t~e permanent bene:fit of nobody? 

After this full presentation of the Government. case, a brisk 
debate took place. It.was started by Pandit Madan Mohan Mala
viya, who went into the history of Indian currency at some length _ 
and contended that the Government proposals were harned for the 
advantage_ of British interests. But the most important speeches 
in opposition to the Bill wen~ delivered by Sir Victor Sassoon and 
Sir Pu:rshotamdas Th~kurdas, !the two chief antagonists of the 
Is. 6d. ratio. Sir Victor Sassoon said that after some months of 
intensive study he still could.-not u-nderstand how the stabilisation 
of the rupee on the ratio proposed by the Goverment could bene:fit 
either the latter in their annual sterliilg remittances to England or 
t'he great bulk of the people of India in the matter. of the lower 
cost of living to the extent alleg~d by the supp~rters of t~e Govern
ment proposals. · If the bene:fits of an appreciated rupee were so
great to India, Sir Victor said, a simila~ process would be even. 
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more beneficial to Great Britain in her Dollar exchange, and these 
benefits could have been easily ol{tained by Great Britain's merely 
following the example of India and demonetising her sovereign 
and raising the sterling value of the bar of gold. He referred to 
Professor Keyne's criticism of the British Government for their 
action in bringing ~p sterling dollar exchange to the pre-war 
parity. In fact, Sir Victor said, " Every argument that the 
Honourable the Finance Member can give us in favour of a higher 
ratio acts twice as forcibly in my opinion as far as the dollar ster
ling ratio is concerned." He further argued that the cultivator 
was losing i of his former profits and not merely 12! per cent. on 
:account of "the existing rupee ratio. 

Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas criticised the Government of 
India for its recent contractions of currency and for their delay 
in bringing forward the Currency Bill, and he insisted that the 
people of India were justified in their suspicion of the Government's 
Currency policy. The agriculturists, he said, had suffered very 
heavily from this policy, and he read extracts. to show that the 
.agricultural population of Berar was very badly off. He criti
cised Sir Basil Blackett's statement of the position regarding 
wages and the cost of living, and said that if wage earners got 
higher wages they would do so at tli.e expense of the cultivator. 
He developed at length his argumen~ that adjustment of prices to 
the ls. 6d. ratio had not taken place and said that if adjustment 
had taken two years to accomplish in England, a considerably longer 
time would be necessary for ·the corresponding process in India 
whose internal trade had from 10 to 15 times the volume of her 
international trade. He wanted to know if the Government intend
ed to go on increasing the ratio of the rupee to gold from ls. 6d. 
to ls. 8d. and to 2s. 

Shortly after Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas had concluded his 
speech, the President ascertained from the leaders of the different 
parties that they had no objection to the motion that the Bill be 
taken into consideration. He therefore formally put the motion 
which was carried without a division. 

Next day, March the 8th, the discussion of the Currency Bill 
was continued. At the beginning of the proceedings the Presi
-dent announced that the Bill involved two important questions of 
-principle, namely that of the ratio, and that of the establishment 
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-of a golg standard with a gold currency in circulation. He would , 
take the former question first, and accordingly he asked the House 
to deal with clause 4 of the Currency Bill which raised exclusively 
the question of the ratio. The question therefore before the House 
was 'that clause 4 do stand part of the Bill. The effective a_mend~ 
ment to this-clause stood in the name of Mr. Jamnadas Mehta, who 
moved it in a speech which was 'lllostly _made up of violent criti
~isn;t of the personnel of the Currency Commission and the policy 
-of the Government of India and Sir Basil Blackett' in particular. 
Sir Walter Winson hrgued that price~ h,ad generally adjusted 
themselves to the ls. 6d. ratio and pointed out that ·the members 
of the different Chambers of Commerce in India were the greatest 
€xporters and importers and were also among the greatest debtors 

· and creditors of the country. With one exception the Chambers 
of Commerce were in 'favour of the ratio proposed by the Govern
ment, and he end~d his speech effectively by reminding the House 
that the . Bengal N ~tional Chamber of Commerce which was 
formerly in favour of the lower ratio h-ad changed its mind and 
now supported the higher ratio. Mr. Ghanshyamdas _Birla, Mr. 
Jinnah, Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar, and Mr. Gavin-;.! ones all spoke in 
favour of the lower ratio and Sir Purshotamdas~ Thakurdas replied 
at length to the eleven points which Sir Basil Blackett· had raised 
in 

1
his speech on the previous day. Sir Basil Blackett waived his 

right to reply and Mr. Jamnadas Mehta's amendment went to a 
division when it was lo~t by 68 to 65, the largest division hitherto 
recorded in. the history of the Legislative Assembly. This was the 
.end, for the time being, of the great fight over the· rupe'e ratio. 
The oppositi,on benches fought other clauses in the Curr.ency Bjll, 
but the Governmf'nt majority grew steadily with each d:lvision and 
finally the Bill was passed by the Assembly with o~ly one <;Jl' two 
minor amendments. The Council of State passed it in the form 
in which it was sent up to them. • 

With ~the Ste~l Protection, Finance, and Currency Bill~· we 
have passed in revie)V what was by far the most imp.ortant part of ~ 
the work accomplished kY. the Legislative :Assembly during the 
Delhi Session of 1927. ~o account of the latter would be complete, 
however, unless it inch].ded a·very interesting and important debate 
on. the subject of civil aviatio:p. which took place on the 9th and 
21st of February, and March the 1st. It' arose out of a supple
mentary demand for about ten lakhs of rupees to defray expenses. 
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in respect of aviation. Pandit Hirday Nath Kunzru, in moving 
a token cut in the grant, said that his purpose was merely to get 
information about the manner in which the development of civil 
aviation in this country was to take place. He wanted it to· be 
developed by means of private agencies registered in India with 
rupee capital, and he further desired that opportunity should be 
given for the training and employment of Indians in aviation. 
This speech struck the keynote of the debate. The opposition was 
obviously suspicious of the intentions of the Government, and some 
members of the Nationalist and Swaraj-Oongress Parties intimated 
their intention of opposing the gran~ unless they were satisfied on 
the points raised by the first speaker. A full and frank statement 
of the Government's intentions by Sir Basil Blackett and Sir Bhu
pendra N ath Mitra, however, completely satisfied the House and 
in the end the demand was accepted unanimously amidst enthu
siastic applause from all sides. This debate is important not only 

. on account of its subject matter but also because of the thoroughly 
reasonable and conciliatory attitude of both sides, and ·because the 
end of the debate formed unquestionably one of the happiest and 
friendliest incidents of the whole session. 

The session was a crowded one and a good deal of work was 
accomplished which was secondary in importance only to the three 
big items of business mentioned at the beginning of the previous 
paragraph. The very large number of Bills relating to the many 
varied activities of the Government of India mark th-e continuance 
of the steady progress which has been made since the :Ulauguration 
of the reformed system of government in 1921 in bringing Indian 
legislation abreast of the needs of a vast and progressive country 
living under modern conditions. The subjects of these bills ranged 
from technical improvements in the codes of civil and criminal 
procedure to the vast interests represented by "The Gold Standard 
and Reserve Bank of India Bill." Since the latter is to be des
cribed later in this report, one or two of the more important resolu
tions moved during the session will be noticed here. Resolutions 
in the Indian legislature may, of course, be moved by official as 
well as by non-official members and are like the motions moved in 
Parliament. Those moved by private members may be useful as 
giving expression to the needs and aspirations which spring up m 
the [egislature, and they are also an easy and natural way of 
hammering out new policy. By their use the representatives of 

I 
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the people are able to comp-el the executive CQnst'antly to justify 
their actions and they make an excellent instrument for bringing 
changes and developments in public· opinion on specific subjects 
to the notice of the Government. 

The Resoll.!-tion recommending the release of the Bengal deteiius .. 
has already been noticed and th_e press of- other business during the 
session was such that only three other resolutions were moved:_ 
Qne by the Governme-nt and two by private members. The Gov-.! 
ernment's resolution was moved on March the 24th by th~ Home 
Member, Sir Alexander Muddiman, and related to the enhancement 
Qf the salaries to be paid in the case of future appointments to the 
two members of His Majesty's Privy Council with.Indian exper-

. ience who sit on the Judicial Committee to hear Indian appeals. 
This Resolution had been moved originally during the Delhi 
.Session of 1926, nut had failed to commend itself to the Assembly. 
'The Home Member gave striking figures showing the vast share of 
·the work of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, which 

_was devotes} to appeals from India 'and stressed the necessity for 
paying reasonable salaries in order to induce lawyers o.£ eminence 
to accept the posts. The opposition to the resolution took the form 
of insisting on Government's giving a guarant~e to appoint only 
Indians to the Privy Councils, or else recommending that the func
tions. of the latter be transferred to a Supreme Court in ·India . 
.Some members objected to the additional expense to the Indian 
revenues involved in this resolution whilst one member was a~raid 
that t_he en~ancement of t,he salaries as- proposed would lead to a 
scramble for the posts and the appointment ,to them of persons 
of inferior character. However, when the resolution was ,put to 
the :vote it ~as 3:ccepted by a majority of one.' • 

Of the two non-official resolutions moved in the Legislative 
Assembly, the one to be described here will be discussed in conjunc.;
tion with a similar resolution moved during the same session in 
the Council of State, for both of them illustrate in interesting 
fashion that spirit of particularism in Indian politics which ·has 
survived the centralising 'influell'ce of both Mogul and British rule. 
The resolution which·-~a~ -moved in the Assembly, in effect asked 
the Governor General -in Cou~cil to devise some scheme for putting 
the differ~nt tracts in which the Oriya language is spoken, and 
which are at present divided between different provinces,- under 
one administration. In last year's report mention was made of a 

' 
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question asked in the Legislative Assembly regarding the amal
gamation of the Oriya-speaking tracts, and something of its ulti
mate implications were there shewn. · It cannot be denied that 
the :feeling in favour of forming particular linguistic areas not 
only in"to separate administrative units but even into self-govern
ing provinces has found expression more than once in recent years. 
But the conditions which must be observed in any such redrawing 
o:£ the map of India as is suggested are so immensely important 
that before the Government of India can even consider whether it 
should be undertaken in any one area, they must be satisfied that 
the proposal comes directly from the community concerned, that 
the great bulk of opinion in the community is solidly- behind the 
proposal and that this opinion is first expressed in the Legislative 
Council of the Province affected. Pandit Nilakantha Das, who 
moved the resolution in the Legislative Assembly described with 
much eloquence and fervour the past glory of his people and asked 
that they be brought under one administration which, he clearly 
explained at a later stage in the debate, ought to be .a separate 
Oriya Province, so that they might renew and develop their past 
achievements. The Home Member, in replying to the debate, 
pointed out the various administrative and financial difficulties 
which would prevent the Government from taking action ou the 
resolution even if it were passed, and in the end the resolution was 
withdrawn by the unanimous leave of the Assembly. 

A similar Resolution to the above was moved in the Council 
of State on February 16th by the Honourable Mr. y. Ramadas 
Pantulu, who wanted the Telugu-speaking districts of the Madras 
Presidency to be :formed into a separate province with a full mea
sure of responsible government. Mr. Pantulu gave proof of the 
strength of the sentiment among the Telugu-speaking people in 
favour of his resolution and he indicated quite clearly his preference . 
for a :federal form of self-government in India. An official mem
ber from Madras, after pointing out t.be obvious administrative 
and financial objections to the proposal, went on to show that the 
only point of unity in the proposed new province would be its 
lan<Yuage and that wide differences would exist between the cul-

o . 
tural affinities of different classes- Of its populatiOn. He also 
showed that the Telugu people were very :far from suffering by 
their incorporation in the Madras Presidency, and mentioned in 
particular that the Telugu country had got two of the most magni-

1 
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-fic~t irrigation schem~s in the whole of India and had recently 
obtained a separate university. In the first two' ministries under 
the Reforms in Madras, the majority of the Ministers were from 
the Telugu· country and the record of the debates in the Madras 
Council showed that Telugu questions had received full attention. 
Mr. Haig, the Hol)le Secretary, replying for the Government 
showed that the framers of the Government, of India Ac.t' contem- • 
plated that the initiative in the matter of changing the boundaries 

• of a province should come from the Provincial Legislative Council 
and the people immediately concerned, and he doubted whether 
such a scheme as that proposed in th~ resolution really would meet 
with the approval of the Telugu people. He said that the tie of 
language was .not the only condition to be observed in con§idering 
such a problem as this- and he advised the Council to put .it in its 
proper perspective against its economic factors which are of vital 
importance. The resolution was lost by 28 votes to 11. 

Whilst rwe are discU;Ssing the resolutions moved during the 
session, it may. not be out of place to mention one which was'not 
moved. Two elected members ~f the Assembly, one belonging to 
the Swaraj-Congress and the other to the Nationalist Party had 
given notice of their intention to iffiOVe a resolution embodying 
what is kiwwn as the 'national demand,' which was raised origi
nally .by a ~esolution in the Legislative Assembly .in F.ebruary, 
1924 and repeated in September 1925. Its gist is that steps should .. 
be taken immediately to move His Majesty's Government to de
clare in Parli~ment that such fundamental changes~would be intro
duced into the constitution a~d administration of India ·as .. would 
make her Government fully responsible. It became known, 
however, that· the Mohammadans would move an amendment to 
the national demand asking for certain safeguards for the ~inority 
communities, anQ. as this might have led to an embittered debate 
on communal lines, the resolution containing the demand was not • 
moved. . 

... ,f.,.. "-;,..'~-· ' 

The Council of;State had not to face such .a crowded session as 
the Legislative Assembly a~d its work was carried on in a less dis-

. turbed atmosphere,· The storms which r~ged in the Legislative· 
Assembly over the Currency Bill, the Steel ;Protection Bill, and the 
Finance Bill, had spent their force by the time they reached the 
Council. ·The Currency· Bill, for example, was pryented on the 
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24th March and was passed by a substantial majority the next day, 
whilst the Steel Protection Bill and the Finance Bill each occupied 
only a part of one sitting. Naturally enough, fewer Bills origi
nated in the Council of State than in the Legislative Assembly, 
and consequently a greater number of resolutions were moved. 
Many of these were very interesting, but only the most important 
can be noticed here. And of these latter, pride of place may fitly 
be given to a resolution moved by the Honourable Mr. V. Ramadas 
Pantulu, recommending to the Governor General in Council "to • 
improve the system of censorship and control over cinemas and 
other public resorts of amusement and to adopt adequate measures 
to prohibit the exhibition therein o£ films and other shows, which 
were calculated to corrupt the morals of the people." 

The rise of the cinematograph has presented India like every 
other country with a cinematograph problem. But in these other 
countries or, at any rate, in the Western countries, the problem 
is mainly one of commerce and business, that is, the problem of 
safeguarding and developing a national film industry which 
supplies to the people films in harmony with their particular 
national ideas and traditions and suited to their own taste. 
India's problem is somewhat different £rom this, for, although it 
is just as desirable for her as for any other country to develop her 
own film industry, she is at present in the position that her people 
are regularly witnessing films practically every op.e of which 
depicts manners, scenes, customs and characters utterly alien from 
her own. Unfortunately, too, the economics of the cinema busi
ness in India cause the cheaper and nastier western films to be 
shown very extensively, so that here, far more than in Europe and 
America, the pornographic or trashy film exercises a debasing 
influence on the morals, particularly of the young. }fr. Pantulu 

• was therefore doing a public service by moving his resolution in 
the Council. He explained with great force t"!te possibilities of the 
cinema, both for good and evil, and spoke effectively about the 
exhibition of undesirable films in India and the great harm that 
they were causing. The Honourable Mr. H. G. Haig, Home Secre
tary, in accepting the resolution on behalf of the Government 
developed some of Mr. Pantulu's arguments and showed that the 
Government of India was giving close attention to the subject of 
his resolutioll/ 
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Another resolutio_:Q, of obv~ous .. illlportance,.,.was ..,m.2.~.d,.)_~_ t~.e 
.C~uncil on_ ~~bruary,.;,the:-9thl?y~}h.e&~M.~~~?: 
~~a!:a_!~y_,m .. t!!-E:J.xf<ill.-k>~il-!1-g'"~eqnf?_.:_;;:- - - _ 

" This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council 
that the proceeds of taxation on motor transport be ear
marked in a separate a~~<;_unt,f.m;.,}~£~~P~v,yl~R?~.¢£!~.:tand 
that a Central Road Development Fund. under .. t];Le Gov
ern~ent 'of0India~bJ~fG'rfrted/out _of :WnitK:~~;iy -grants 
r:.---~+...; ~~ ... .....::.-::-~~.-...... ,,.,.<.~-~--·--"'-·"~-~-- - ._ :::-~-~'-"-~· ...;.:_ _,;: 

b.!_ ~a~e .Jo e!).ch ,Local ,.,9;9y;,~rnmep...-t.,.,a.,c.Q.or.J!!!!K..tf?"i ts.,.~eeds 
and necessities for the development of g_~~l~~.r t;r~nsp_p_~t 
in rural areas for the benefit of tJ:te_,.a$!,;iculturi,st)p..,Iru}ia.''' ; 

Mr. Suhraw.ardy expounded his theme in a ve~y interesting -
speech in which he showed the necessity for, and the benefits which 
would result from, the adoption of such a special scheme for road 
developm~nt as he had outlined. The Honourable Sir Arthur 
Froom, whilst agreeing' with the object-==c:rflie re"s~lt:ti~~refehed 
to wor"il"'it sommvhat differently and he moved an amendment..:;,sking~ 
the Governor General in Council to aru_~oint a Committee £rom both 

-"""f,...;,.~;:?!'-~,.:.-.... ~ ~~·-T.>UJC..JJi.WCiU. SZ -"-•*'p _,,.....,.~ . 
Houses of' tlie Centraf''":Cegislature to examine the_d_es_itabilitY. of 

• ,__ 1i# .. ~--~- ..... -~~~01 :U!.'Aiti s::acv- .. ~Co£ ---~'5il>t'~"'~ ....... 

developmg'tli'e'Toaa system of'India, the means by: which such deve-
-~-- _ _.,_ .:-<~~<AE_~.::.~1..-~~~i.: ~j;:!!.; .. :---1~~. """="~-~~-· 

l~p~~Jq,mgst~su-itabl-J~be}fin,~,riqe,~~-Y-d1,to_.pgnsj.~er_tlt£.f~~a
hon of a Central Road_Boar_d_for the purpose.of,advising. in regard 

~0, a-~~ ~~?:E~~~~~p§tof,J~~~~l~d~e~ii2£:m~~t , • 
m India. Sir Cliarles ·Innes, Commerce Member, addressed the· 

~-- . -
Council and •gave a valuable account o£ earlier proposals to form 
a Central Road Board. He said that the Committee which was 
proposed in that amendment might perform a very_ useful f11nction 
by thoroughly exploring this difficult and very important subject. 
" I£," he concluded, "my honourable friends opposite will only 
understand that we ll).ust safeguard our position· vis-a-vis Local 
Governments and that we ·must G1msider carefully whether thei 
will require to be· consulted before we appoil!t this. Committee, then, 
subject to that reservation Government will be very happy to accept 
the amendment." Mr . .,.Suhrawardy, the mover of, the resolution, 
agreed to accept the amendment, which was then adopted without 

r/ a division. .-..,. 
One o£ the most important resolutions of the session was moved 

'-by Sir~Sankaran Nair on March the-16th.when,J~-~,e:g_,.J;_}}_~JJQuncil 
tb-l: ~£,2!Q;_Wend.to 'the Governor GeneraLin Council Jh,~a_.t.E-2.:&~~ther · 
. ..,. - . - ' . 



.. Jil2 RESOLUTION ON CDMM.UNAL ELECTORATES. 

1 political progress should be undertaken in India until the system 
of oommunal electorates had been abdlished. We have ·already. 
seen that the state of inter-communal relations made it inadvisable 
to move the " national demand" in the Legislative Assembly, and 
this resolution of Sir Sankaran Nair's is one more example of the 
grave complications introduced into India's constitutional and 
political problem by the prevailing antagonism 'between her two 
great communities. In the 1st Chapter of this report we noticed 
what- importance this question of communal electorates assumed 
towar.ds the end of the year .under review, and Sir Sankaran Nair's 
resolution, moved, as it was, four days before the meeting of 
Mohammadan representatives in Delhi, at which the proposals we 
have already noticed were put forth, may possibly have had some 
influence on the deliberations during that meeting. Sir Sankaran 
said that in view of the forthcoming enquiry by the Statutory 
Commission it was desirable that Hindus and Mohammadans should 
now come to an agreement concerning their relations with each 
other. He explained his view of the attitude of the Muslim League 
towards communal electorates and said that he believed that every 
non-Muslim was entitled to say that this attitude was not condu
cive to any further political progress. Continuing, he reminded 
the Council of certain evils which Mr. Montagu and Lord Chelms
ford had predicted would follow from the establishment of 
separate communal electorates and gave his reasons for believin.g 
that many of these evils had already come to pass. He did not 
believe that any good could come from Hindus and M.ohammadans 
continuing to break each other's heads. Friction between the two 
communities could also be made a pretext to deny India further 
reforms, whereas if both Hindu and Mohammadan leaders realised 
the situation, they might possibly have some agreed scheme to 
place before the Royal Commission when it came to India. 

Sir Alexander Muddiman replied to the speech. He pointed 
out to the Council that if the Government of India accepted Sir 
Sankaran Nair's resolution, it would involve, at any rate in the 
opinion of some, the postponement of any further reforms. The 
House, therefore, would do well to examine the resolution with 
care and discuss it as fully as possible. Sir Alexander then 
narrated the history of separate communal electorates clearly and 
in detail, and showed how continual and pertinacious had been 
the demand first for the introduction and then for the maintenance 

I 
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oL.lhe .~YS..t~J!!.~ ..... He then went on to contrast the western and tJie-
Indian conceptions· ofjio1itical· majorities and minorities, showing 
how according to the fornier, majorities tended to change into
minorities· and these in -their turn again into majorities, and ·he 

· said that wh{n this western conception had· become· generally, 
accepted in India, thenrthe .... time would -have come when communal 
electorates could be abolished. .Next; Sir Alexander made some very· 
important observations on the subject of the devolution of p.ower 
to the people under. the present constitution and the ·effect of this ' 
in ~xacerbating communal feelings. " Power ~as "begun to he · 
exercised," he said, "by the representatives of the people; power' 
has begun to, be exercised by the representatives.of the individual 
communiti~s ,concerned, and it is the exercise of those powers by; 
.those individual communities that has given the edge to the present 
·tension that exi~ts. Among the educated it is possible-though 
when I read some of the speeches~in the papers·! find it difficult to 
believe that the differences· between the educated are in these 
matters confined to what I might call parliamentary feelings...:_but 
I will assume for the purposes of my argument that among the inore· 
highly educated it is the struggle for political power that has begun · 
'vhich concerns the differences. The minority community-which-~ 
ever it may be-is determined to see that it does not get lost" in the. 
general struggle. However, when I turn. from the educated to the 
uneducated, it is quite clear that other feelings are. at work. The".. .... 

• feeling that spreads down _spreads down in a different form.·· It 
takes this <!form, the feeling that the other community-to use a 
colloquial expression-is doing them in the eye~ That causes 
unrest and discontent to your uneducated classes, and when· you 
have, as you have in the Hindu and Muhammadan communities, 
causes of quarrel at hand where anybody wishes to quarrel, you 
have not far to seek for the causes o£ communal. strife. To put 
the blame on separate •electorates alone is to take a small issue for 
th'e real cause which is that power has been handed over t~· the 
representatives o~ the people and that the exercise of that power 
has become a source of strife b~tween the two great· communiti~s /6i this country." 1m" concluding his powe:ful survey of the ques

~ion, the Home ¥ember said:-" What"'-then...,is~the.:.tattitude of 

' G~~~~nt? It .is"' the::r.attitude~whjch~~~k~y_:,lJ.~v~;;;;::p_trr·sL~t~ntly 
£gJlow(3d,.since,.l906.'?'-~~;~~92g!;!;~!"~¥~.t .. ~he~~- .-~~P~~~!~. ~~.~CE9J:,:ttes 
have-been a .di:fficultyv.are_,a,~difficulty., and ,wJlL.J~~~!~Al}~.}~, ~e. a 

' . .... 
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-difficulty in connection with the further advance of this country; 
but we recognise also that without them there can be no possibility 
-of getting a large body of the community to come in. Therefore, 
there are two ways of dealing with a position of that kind. One is 
the way of my Honourable friend. The other is to recognise the 
Jifficulty and work the constitution though recognizing that this 
particular form of electorate will be a handicap. At any rate, had 
Parliament in 1919 forced a system of joint electorates on India in 
face of violent opposition, it seems certain that Hindu Mohammedan 
relations would by now have become more bitterly estranged than 
they are." 

After Sir Alexander had spoken, the Honourable Mr. Mahmood 
Suhrawardy moved an amendment to the original resolution 
recommending that in any scheme for the future constitution of 
India or for the amendment of the Government of India Act (1919) 
the effective representation of minorities in every province by 
means of separate electorates should be secured as a fundamental 
principle. 

It will be seen that Mr. Suhrawardy's amendment insists on 
the retention of the system of separate communal electorates. He 
agreed with Sir Sankaran Nair that joint electorates were an ideal 
to be striven for, but he could not agree that the time had come 
to realise this ideal. The Honourable Mr. V. Ramadas Pantulu 
advised the House to leave this matter to be settled by non-official 
leaders of the two communities and after further discussion Mr. 
Suhrawardy's amendment was. put to the Council and negatived; 
whereupon Sir ~ankaran N al.r asked for leave to withdraw his 
resolution. 

On February 21st a statement was read in both Houses of the 
Indian Legislature concerning the settlement happily reached 
between the Governments of South Africa and India on the subject 
-of the status of Indians domiciled in South Africa. An account 
of this settlement will be found in Chapter VI of this book. The 
Legislative Assembly expressed no opinion either approving or 
·disapproving of the settlement, but the Council of State unani
mously accepted, amidst scenes of enthusiasm, a resolution moved 
by Sir Dinshaw Wacha appreciating the results achieved by the 
Government of India's delegation to South Africa and expressing 
the h<we that the relations now. established between the two Gov-

' 
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'ernments might lead to lasting friendship between the two 
countries following a satisfactory settlement o:f any questions
between them, which might be outstanding. No less than sixteen 
other non-offi~ials congratulated Lord Irwin' s· Government .and 
Sir Mohammad Habib Ullah and his Deputation on the great skill , 
and. tact which they J:J.ad displayed in handling a difficult and 
delicate situation and in achieving results which ,reflected credit 
on all concerned. Mr .. , Ramadas Pantulu, the leader. of the
Swarajists _in the Couhcil of State, whilst acknowledging the 
beneficial ·provisions in the agreement, asked his audience not to 
forget its dangerous points, parti_cularly its insistence ,on Western 
standards . of living. The Government of India in his opinion 
sh~ul~ not have ratified the agreement without consulting- the
Central Legislature. Sir :M:ohammad Habib Ullah, leader of the 
Delegation, after acknowledging <the encomiums lavished upon the 
Delegation· and the ctovernment,. spoke of the enthusiastic co-opera
tion he had received from his colleagues. The change .of heart 
in South .Africa was due to the marvellous ~ork of the Pad.dison 
Deputation which was assisted by the restraint exercised in India 
by thy public and the press. .At the same time he paid handsonu~; 
tribute to the wisdom, statesmanship and sagacity of the Ministers 
in South· .Africa, particularly that of General Hertzog and Dr. 
Malan, wh'O were the most important figures throughout the pro
ceedings and to the unobtrusive but most valuable assistance giveR 
by Rev. C. F . .Andrews; 

Some o"f the main conditions of Indian poJitics have been . 
· sketched in the early part of this chapter and the more important 

political movements in India since 1921 are sufficiently well known 
to all who take more than a mere passing interest in. India. .As 
in every other country politics in India are part of a continuous. 
chain of.cause and effect and'the events of any one year can only 
be understood by reference to what has preceded them. If, there- ~ 

fore, we look at the record of the two Sessions of the Indian L~gisla
ture, which have been held durin,g the period passed under r~view 
in this report, against the background of the earlier•Sessions of the 
Reformed Legislature and the history of India gen'eraliy~,d;tring 
the same. period" it seems not unreasonable to cJaim .that ·-t~e .past 
year has witnessed a further weakening of ext~emist v:!e!'S in ·p'oli
tics and a corresponding strengthening ?f the hold on pub}i~. e§tee!ll• 

.• of the, representative bodies created by the ~ct .o~ J~19; ~ ~it~e~: ';' 
. . ~... ~ ... "' . • -·""'" ~ !· - 1- .... . • ~ . ;.: .,,. . 

........... ~~ ... .. ..... 
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in the Central Legislature nor in the Provincial Legislatures is the 
position of Government an easy one. Much of the automatic 
opposition to and the violent criticism of government policy qua 
government policy which marked the first years of the Reforms still 
exist, and modes of speech and thought which were fashioned in 
days when very different political conditions prevailed are still to 
be noticed. But in spite of all this it is hard~y open to doubt that 
the ne"" legislatures have at last establi&hed themselves firmly in 
the popular estimation and that it is increasing-ly realised that in 
them, and in them only, can the political future of India be worked 
out. Those who follow closely the working of the Indian legisla
tive bodies and particularly the Legislative Assembly, cannot help 
being impressed by the serious dangers which threaten political 
life in this country from the prevalent tendency to sectionalism 
which, it is possible, is increasing in strength. Groupings in the 
legislative bodies are largely unstable and unorganised and change 
almost from one session to another. The chief reason for this is 
that the groups or ' parties' have no policy as a rule except the 
one-namely opposition to the Government. They have no eco
nomic, social or, even, any definite political programme which their 
.adherents can adopt and to which they can give their loyalty and 
sustained effort. .A.utoma.tic opposition to Government is not a 
political programme but a state of mind, and there is at present 
no reason why members of the Indian Legislatures should follow 
ene leader rather than another. . Continuity of purpose and deve
lopment o£ policy are thus rendered impossible in ptactice, and 
therefore the replacement of mere opposition by carefully thought 
out and practicable programmes ~f social, economic and political 
reforms and the formation of stable parties adhering each to its 
.adopted programme, seem to be among the very first steps to be 
taken to import into Indian politics continuity of endea-vour and 
the strength which comes from the pursuit of definite and practi
.cable objectives. 

J?ut the record of the Indian Legislatures during the year reveals 
something more than these thin,gs, something dangerous which may 
yet check the growth of a healthy political spirit and sound poli
tical institutions in this country. Enough has already been said 
of the disastrous effects of Hindu-Mohammadan antagonism on 
the soci:al life o£ India, and here it is only necessary to refer to the 
.examples; whicp. ha~e already been given in this chapter of its 
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. effects on Indian politics. If inter-communal antagonism is to 
become a permanent feature of the Indian Legislatures it is difficult 
to avoid the conclusion that the public life of India will be 
poisoned for years to come, and the realisation Of the hopes for her 
future which are held bv both Britons and Indians will have to be ., 
indefinitely deferred. This is a consummation which all sections 
of Iridian political opinion must work to prevent and in this con
nection the small European party in. the legislatures should be able 
to give valuable help. The use of parliamentary institutions might 
be said tci be part of their spiritual make-up, and the people of 
India and their fellow members of the Legislative Bodies are 
entitled to look to their British friends and colieagues not only for 
example but for· active help. Both example and help have been 
given in the past arid the record of the British mem hers of the 
Central and Provincial Legislatures is ~me that does credit to them- · 
selves and to the political system which they inherited. There was 
a time when they were generally regarded as hardly more than an 
addition to the Government block but this belief is becoming a 
thing of the past. The work of such 'men as Sir Campbell Rhodes 
in the first Assembly, and, later, of Sir Darcy Lindsay, Sir Walter 
Willson and Colonel Crawford, to mention only a few of the out
standing names in the Legislative Assembly, has shown that the 
European members can be relied upon to act with independence 
and decision. The speeches of their leaders show clearly how they 
identify themselves with the interests of the country of their adop
tion and it is p·ossible that in helping on the process of making the 
Indian Legislature into ~ united legislature of a united nation they 
will accomplish their most valuable and important -work for India. 
In them both Hindus and Mohammadans can, and do, find impar
tial friends who are willing and able to contribute something unique 
and valuable to Indian politics and Indian constitutional develop
ment. 

E, 



CHAPTER ITI. 

The State and the People. 

The increasing paternalism of the State is a feature of the l~f& 
of every civilised country now-a-days and India is no exception tt> 
the rule. In this chapter, therefore, an a"ttempt will be made tt> 
narrate, necessarily in broad outline because of the complexity of 
the subject, those activities of the State which are directed towards
increasing the moral, physical, and material welfare of the peopl& 
of India. These activities express themselves not only in indus
trial and social legislation but in the operations of important gov
ernment departments, as those of .Agriculture and Irrigation, and 
in the work o£ a number of medical and technical research bureaux 
as well as in certain quasi-governmental organisations for the im
provement of female and child welfare. For the most part th& 
activities to he described in· this chapter will he those of the Gov
ernment of India, but for the sake o£ convenience the work of the 
Irrig.ation aud Forest Departments will be included. These De
partments fall under the head of provincial subjects according tt> 
the division of functions between the Government of India and 
the provinces, which was made by the Devolution Rules under the 
Government of India .Act of 1919. Their technical character and 
the fact that their operations extend over by far the greater part 
of India and also the circumstance that a certain control over 
them both is exercised directly by the Government of India mak& 
them fit subjects for inclusion in this chapter. T-he Co-operative 
movement is more appropriately dealt with in the chapter which 
treats of the work of the transferred departments of the Provincial 
Governments because it depends primarily for its vigour and suc
cess on the work of provincial agencies, unofficial and official, and 
because the very diverse conditions which are found in different 
parts of a vast country like India make impossible any description 
of a movement whose developments and activities are necessarily 
largely controlled by the local conditions in which it functions. 

Any account which purports to show the moral and material 
progress of a people within any specified period of time necessarily 
loses much of its force unless the state of the people at the begin
ning of the period in question is either known to the reader or can 
be presented to him. Here, however, we experience a serious draw
hack in writing about India for it is peculiarly difficult to give , 
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a'ny rea,sonably succinct description of the general economic' condi
tion of the Indian people, partly because· of the extraordinarily 
varied circumstances of the great Indian sub-continent with ita 
heterogeneous social and natural conditions, and also because econo
mic and statistical studies in India are still in their infancy. The 
paucity of material for a systematic survey of economic conditions 
i.n India is revealed in striking fashion in the report submitted in 
·August 1925 'by (the Eponomic !Enquiry 'Committee, which \was 
formed under the presidency of Sir ·M. Visvesvaraya to examine 
the··material at pres_ent available for framing an estimate of the 
economic con·dition of the various classes of the people of British 
India. The Committee found that many of· the most 'elementary 
materials ·necessary for a satisfactory and adequate description of 
the economic condition of the Indian people were lacking. There 
were no statistics which might help in estimating average income, 
crop production; wages, the cost· of living and other cognate. sub
jects. No estimate could be formed of the national wealth of India 
because practically all the necessary statistics were lacking. In 
different parts of India a number of economic investigations have 
been carried out by quasi-official agencies like the Board of Econo
mic Enquiry in the Punjab, or by universities, sometimes with 
official assistance, and the official Labour Office in Bombay has 
done much valuable work in connection with industrial and gene
ral economic condititms in the Bombay Presidency, b:ut those en .. 
gaged on these enquiries will be the first to admit that, they are 
only touching the fringe of an economic survey of India. In spite 
of all this, however, there is not the least doubt that a: good deal 
of material for such survey is available all over the country. · The 
innumerable settlement reports which have been written since the 
establishment of British Rule in India, and the countless official 
notes and reports of all kinds must alone be a veritable-mine of 
information. Only, all' these require to be collated and examined 
by competent students of Economics prepared to give years of work 
to the task. The following pages therefore, do not pretend to be a 
review of Indian economic conditions, but are writt~ merely to 
give readers, who know nothing of India at first hand, ~orne sort of 
a background a.gaiD:st which to view the facts and incidents pre
sented in the present and in other chapters of this report. 

Since any account of the conditions of the Ind~an people on the· 
scale contemplated in this report must nec~ssarily be in broad 
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generalization, individual remarks must not be applied too closely 
to any particular area or province of India. The circum!'tances of 
the landowning agriculturists of the Punjab, Madras, and Bombay, 
differ in important respects from those of the tenant agriculturists 
of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the Central Provinces, and the United 
Provinces. The customs and traditions of Mohammadans differ 
from those of Hindus and statements which are true of conditions 
in those areas where rainfall is precarious are almost certain to be 
utterly untrue of the rich canal colonies of the Punjab. And it 
is not necessary to travel long distances in India in order to see 
such contrasts as these. In the Western Punjab, for example, in 
one district there can be found, within a few miles of each other, 
rich canal villages, hamlets out in the sandy Th,al where a scanty 
crop is harvested when the year is good, and cultivators who terrace 
the arid slopes of the Salt Range and grow their starveling wheat 
among the stones. n this is true of one district of one province, 
it will be readily understood that conditions must change greatly 
between one part of India and another where the climate, soil, 
physical characteristics, and the people are all different. In short, 
the task of describing the general condition of the Indian people 
IS about as difficult as that of describing the general condition of 
the people o£ Europe. 

At present no good purpose would bP served by trying to write 
with any precision on the subject o£ the standard of living of the 
Indian working classes, whether industrial or agricultural. There 
are so many different standards of living in India, and data, even 
where' they are available, are so partial and scanty t'hat any discus
sion which claimed precision would be misleading. Further such 
a discussion would inevitably provoke comparisons with the stand
ards of living in western countries, comparisons which would be 
useless since the conditions and standards of the west cannot be 
transferred bodily to a milieu so utterly alien as India. If it is 
said that a skilled workman in a Bombay Cotton textile factory 
gets a monthly wage of between £3 and £5 sterling, the conclusion 
is likely to .be drawn that he is being very badly sweated. But 
when it is realised that the monthly rent which he pays for his 
quarters is probably something between 6 and 10 shillings it will be 
seen that his wages are more adequate for his support than might 
at first be imagined. The actual proportion of his pay which the 
Indian industrial worker spends on food, clothing, housing and 
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sc o~ are :inuch the same as those spent by his "confreres in England 
and other western countries. In: the Madras and Bombay presi
dencies wage censuses have been taken in certain industries and 
from these it appears that wages have increased during the .past 
decade, substan~ially in the Bombay industries and to some extent 
in Madras, whilst in the latter there has been at any rate some 
improvement. As we have already seen there was a slight-ten
dency towards a drop in prices during the year but the priceJevel 
in Bombay has for some time remained steady -at about· 156 as 
compared with 1914. Also, the stabilisation of the rupee at ls~- 6d. 
has prevented ~n unjustifiable reduction in real wages. : 

The housing of industrial labour is another matter on which 
it would be improper to speak irf the absence of su:ffi~ient' data', but 
the one roomed tenement appears _to be the normal working class 
accommodation in industrial areas, whilst the higher skilled workers 
and clerical employees live as.a rule in tenements of two and -sdine
times more rooms. Much of the wor.king class accomri10dation 
lacks sufficient ventil::ition and sanitary _and water arrangeme-nt~ 
in numerous instances leave a great deal to be desired. These con.:: 
ditions are not likely to be improved untir the working classes them:..· 
selves bring pressure to bear upon municipalities and landlords. : At 
present, they acquiesce, to say the least, in their unsatisfacto·ry 
housing arrangements; and, to give only one illustration ·of this,
a:riybody who comes into Bombay by train cannot help' being pain.: 
fully impressed by the treatment to which many Of the- workmen's 
lodgings w!tich back on to the railway line have been:· subjected by 
their tenants. Ventilation .is- stoP.ped up, filthy, m-oulder:i:ng sheets 
of sacking are hung- over doorways and windows, and removeable 
insanitary matter is accumulated in rooms and- on ver~Iidahs·. 
Landlords and the members of municipalities share'- with _most of 

. their fellows the common human predilection for 'letting sleeping 
dogs lie, and until those who ·-su:ffei· from unsatisfactory housing 
undertake to help themselves, the scandals which the working class 

-quarters of some_ industrial areas· undeniably present .wilf continue 
to exist. But it. should not be forgotten that many employees ·Of 
labour and some m~nicipalities have ~aken up'the housing question 
·in earnest and have provided workmen's dwellings to which no 
exception c·an be taken. 

India is a predominantly agricultural country with 'an increas~ 
ing population and growing industries. The total·. popu1atio:ri of 
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1the 'country, according to the census of 1921, was 318,942,000 as 
.compared with 315,156,000 in 1911.. This population is unevenly 
<distributed between the towns and the rural areas. Only 9·5 per 
•cent. of the population in India are found in towns as compared 
with 78 per cent. in England and Wales, 51 per cent. in the United 
:States of America, 42·2 per cent. in France, and 45·6 per cent. in 
'Germany. This uneven distribution shows that India is still a 
mainly agricultural country with over 72 per cent. of her popula
<tion depend'ent on agriculture, 11·2 per cent. on industries, 5·6 
:per cent. on trade and 1·6 per cent. on transport, while the rest of 
the people depend on the various professions, liberal arts, domestic 
ilervices, public administration and so on. The next census, which 
will be taken in 1931, will, no doubt, give us further information 
:about the drift into the towns which is now taking place. Slight 
:as the percentage of town dwellers is to the total population of 
India, it is one which is on the increase and has grown steadily 
oduring the past three decades. Between 1892 and 1925 the number 
()f factories in this country rose from about 650 to somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of 7,000, and the average daily number of operatives 
.employed in them increased from less than one-third of a million 
:to about a million and a half during the same period. This drift 
:away from the country-side into the towns, is, therefore, a factor 
nf growing importance in the economic life of India and one which 
will produce reactions on the economic conditions of rural life in 
this country. There is another way in which the industrialisation 
of India will affect her agricultural classes. The ben~fits which 
are conferred upon the agricultural classes of a country by the rise 
o0f populous industrial towns with their effective demand for agri
<Cultural products need not be expounded here. In a later chapter 
we shall see that practically 9/lOths of India's exports are in the 
form of· agricultural produce. But these exports represent less· 
:than 10 per cent. of her total production and all the rest is con
·sumed inside her own boundaries. One result, therefore, of the 
:growth of India's industries should be less congestion of population 
-on the land, and bigger and richer internal markets for her agri-
-cultural produce. 

A vision of the physical India is broadly as follows. South of 
:the mighty mass of the Himalayas lies the wide stretch of the 
Punjab and the Ganges valley, an immense expanse of plains, rising 
!here and there into low hills and broken ground, stretching for 
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hundreds of miles in aU dir-ections. Supporting vast forests, heavy 
cultivation, and a teeming population in the east and south•east~ 
.the fertility of its soil passes through various gradations into· the
·barrenness of the deserts o£ its western :and south.:.westEitn ·parts-. 
South o£ the great plains is the penimmla proper of India, an, 
ancient geological formation, much broken by mountain ranges andi 
studded with deserts and barren places. This· is the part of India;. 
which holds by far the greater bulk ·of her coal and 'other mineral 
wealth. The industrial ;potentialities of areas like the Chhcta. 
Nagpur division of Bihar and Orissa, where are to be found some.· 
of the rir.hest iron ore deposits in the world, are enormous. 

Outside Bombay, Calcutta and Madras there ar~ hardly eighf 
cities with more than a quarter of a million inhabitants throughout 
the length and breadth of all India. Citie:s with a population of' 
100,000 and upwards number thirty. There are abmit '2,200 towns: 
with populations ·of between 5,000 and 100,000, whilst the number
of villages is proba.bly not far short ·of three quarters of a million. 
It is in this vast number of villages-some of them almost of the 
dimensions of a small market town, others tiny hamlets of half a 
dozen huts-that the vast majority of the Indian p·eople live. ID 
very. many of them ·conditions of life are of primaeval simplicity~ 
Even excluding villages on the mountainous and forest -clad coD:
:fines of India there are places from which a visit to a doctor would\ 

· entail a journey of severaiJ. days, where there is no road more pre
t-entious than a foot-path through the :fields, and w:here no educated 
person hM ever lived. To such places as these new ideas can 
hardly penetrate, and agricultural processes,. social and religiou& 
customs, and superstitions that are almost as old as the race' still 
exi'St in full vigour. Even in the bigger .arid less remote villages. 
conditions are sometimes not much better, for there js the slime lack 
of <:ontact with progressive ideas, the same lack of educated leader-. 
ship, the same survival of uneconomic processes _and-customs. ·The· 

. use of machinery in farming operations is ·kept down to the very 
minimum, and all power required is supplied by the work of men, 
and animals, the latter frequently underfed, undersized, and alll 

·but :tlseless. There is an immense wast.e of human time and· labour· 
caused by this lack of all but tlie most primitive and indispensable· 
agricultural implements, a. waste which reacts in many zhore·ways. 
than these which are immediately obvious. Again; India supports 
large. number~ of diseased and useless cattle which- may not b& 
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-slaughtered or otherwise suitably dealt with because of religious 
objections, and yet the annual cost to India of supporting this vast 
multitude must be enormous. Still, his cattle are the Indian agri
culturist!s wealth, and if he loses them, he :frequently loses also 
his economic independence and much of his hope for the :future. 
Later in this chapter we shall see how the cattle problem is being 
tackled by the Government. 

The life of the average rn:dian agriculturist tends to revolve in 
a vicious circle. After generations of arrested progress he has fre
quently lost even the desire :for improvement and in any case his 
poverty makes it impossible for him to grapple with his circum
stances. He has not the knowledge and the education to make the 
very best of his resources, and custom holds him in an iron grip. 
He will borrow from the money-lender at ruinous interest to per
form the various ceremonies demanded by reli,gion or social custom, 
some of them, like funeral ceremonies, occurring all the oftener 
by reason of the insanitary condition of his surroundings, the lack 
o£ available medical assistance, and, often, his poor stamina. 
Endemic sicknesses, like malaria and hookworm, the incidence of 
which could be greatly reduced if only the villagers had the know
ledge and the will to apply themselves to the task, weaken him 
and affect his work in the fields and, consequently, lessen the returns 
from his labour. 

Fortunately, one of the grimmest of the spectres, which formerly 
dogged the Indian agriculturist's footsteps; has now been laid. 
Famine is no longer the dread menace which it used ·to be-the 
railways, canals, and the greater ubiquity and resources generally 
of the Indian Government have seen to that. A hundred years 
ago, in one place famine conditions could prevail, whilst in another, 
which is now only a few hours' journey away by rail, food might 
be plentiful and cheap. Thus we read that in 1823 the price of 
grain at Poona was as high as 64 to 70 shillings a quarter, whilst 
at Khandesh it was only from 6 to 8 shillings a quarter, but, owing 
to the incidence of the rainy season and the want of roads, grain 
could not be taken from Kh,andesh to Poona. Even the well-marked 
areas of constant drought ~re now secure against famine by reason 
of the extension of well and canal irrigation and facilities for the 
use of river-bed moisture. But fodder for the cattle will fail in 

. dry seasons, and, since his cattle are the corner-stone of his wealth 
and welfare, the agriculturist faces ruin, or at any rate grievous 
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loss and possibly permanent -pecuniary· embarr.assni.ent if he loses 
them. Not the least of. the many benefits which the A-gricultural 
Department has conferred on India is its· work' on the pro:duct1on 
and storage of cattle fodder. · . · - : . 
. It is impossible to say what is the size of the average holding of 

the Indian agriculturist. information is available. over small areas
as the result of particular enquiries, but t:he average size of a holding 
for the whole of a province, let alone for -the whole of India, can
not be stated._ But it seems certain that a five acre•holding-is quite 
a respectable ~ne, an!! many, of course, are much smaller than-this. 
Indian agriculture, then, is to a very 'large extent- a system .of 
petite culture and in general this is- not helped out' by the exis~n~e 
of cottage industries. The village carpenters,. weavers, IP6ttel's~ 
leather workers arid so on, are menials not of the agriculturist cia~. 
Where villages are in the neighbourhood of towns or military'can:.; 
tonments their' inhabitants can often eke out their resources bv 
going out to work during the slack seasons in the agricultural yea;, 
but the number of agriculturists affected in .this way is on.ly a snu1.ll 
proportion of the whole. Most of the:i:n depen-d on· th~ir land ·a,nd 
their land alone for their living. - It is possible' to say only a little
of value about agricultural wages, forn<i more than partial_surveys, 
to be referred to later, have been undertaken, and, all 'over· India, 
agricultural wages are paid largely in kind. But that great num~ 
bers of agricultural labourers and village menials live oh- the very -
margin of subsistence 1s certain. - -. 

Even from this brief survey of -the state of the great mass of the 
agrimiltura1 population of India, it can be seen how very wide ana 
deep the ro-ots of 'their poverty are struck; and what great and 
varied efforts are necessary · to remove- them. - As 'iii every_ other 
country, efforts to improve the economic- or other conditions of a 
whole section o£ a people_ cannot. be made entirely by the State. 
Some of them, and these are the-most valuable and fruit~ul,.can only 
be made by the people themselves. _At this point the student is 
inevita~ly reminded of the co-operative movement; 'for; although_ 
this is.guided generally by government officials in e~ch province, its 
activi_ties are largely made up of the work of .nu-mbers;:or private 
persons and its task begins ·where that 0f the State leaves: off., _The<' . 
State can bring into existence and ·guai'!uitee certain conditionl 
of living, but :the more e:ffectivelyit does so and the wider the_i:n., 
terest which .it·takes in the welfare of its subjects, the greater is, 

-.. 
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the danger that the latter's initiative and other valuable moral 
qualities will tend to atrophy. The very reverse is true of the co
operative movement, every detail of which is calculated to implant 
and foster just those qualities of self-help and thrift which are 
most valuable. The progress of the movement will be described in 
.some detail in a later chapter and here it is only necessary to take 
note of it as one element in the great process of improvement in 
the. lot of the agricultural population of India which is now going 
'On. Further, the impending developments in the Indian banking 
-system are of immense interest and importance to the co-operative 
movement. A brief mentioTh of the way in which these develop
ments can affect the movement was made in the first chapter, and 
in chapter V, which deals with Finance, we shall see that the pro
jected Gold-Standard and Reserve Bank Bill contains certain pro
visions calculated to fortify and invigorate the vitally important 
financial side of the movement. But apart from this, the Govern
ment of India take a direct and practical interest in the co-opera
iive movement in spite of the fact that the latter is an entirely 
~provincial subject. Clearly it has certain sides in which concerted 
·e:ffort and joint deliberations can be of great value, and it is here 
that the Government of India can help and has helped. During 
the year under review, at the request of the Government of Bombay 
·the ninth Conference of the Registrars of Co-operative Societies in 
India was opened at Bombay in January 1926 by His Excellency 
'Sir Leslie ·wilson, the Governor of the Presidency. This was the 
first All-India Conference held after 'the reforms-the last one 
"Slaving been held in 1918. Although the subject of C"o-operative 
Societies has now become a Provincial transferred subject under 
the Government of India Act, 1919, and the movement has not 
progressed on uniform lines in the various provinces, there are still 
several important matters of principle, as well as practice, which 
can be most usefully discussed in an All-India Conference of official 
experts assisted by non-official co-operators. Such a conference 
provides an opportunity for interchange of ideas and discussion 
of problems of considerable importance to the movement as a whole. 
The development of Land Mortgage Banks, the organization of Con
sumers' Societies, popularly known as ' Co-operative Stores,' the 
co-ordination between the Departments of Co-operation, Agricul
ture, and Industries, and relations with the Imperial Bank of India 
w~re some of the. important subjects discussed at the Conference~ 
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It was decided to hold the next All-India Conference at Simla in 
·1928. It is believed that such interchange of :ideas and discussions 
will be of great practical use to the Registrars and their non-official 
helpers, as well as to the Governments of the various provinces .. ·· 

The infh~ence~of.State activitie&.on .the_welfare,o:Lthe· agricui- · 
tur~l ~populatio!\~-Q_f~~di~}s.~eei~Y=~'d'M!'~~J;iy in the· 
~~~~ .:>.~ the~ !::.~~~~ol}, ~ ~gricu!ture,..,a~if~!or,~~t;qrR3:~W~l!ts, to· 
whiCh a great part of th1s chapter will be devoted. The Import-
ance of these departments to India's well-being' can hardly be e:xag.;.,· 
gerated. The irrigation works' in this country are, of course, the 
most famous in the whole world; the value of the Indian ·Agricul
tural Department devoted to research and the spread of agricul
tural education will be easily realised;· but to enable the genera.~ 
reader to understand the part played by the forests of India in her 

• • , . f··":"" :- -- -~ ~- _, ..,' -. · ~ -u-··- ~i-=-1:11 :ZD-~.---

p~C~.£SA<?!!!:~,-8Qp:l,e~~.;,pl~J?:3:f.~.0~il~t-!l~P.e!>~~ry;:.;..o,.Eo:r:.es.ts_.._aLMgrl-
culture'Sfoster-mother, for they, as is well-known, exercise a marked' 
• • ;•~..._. ''}i.''"it""~~.._ .... ~:'_"W"·~-.-,-£~, ~-: ~'io>'o-. 

Influence on'*climate ·and ramfall. Tiley hOlutogetlier the fertile- . r· " ... ,.., .. , .... ....,.._ .. ....., ... ~-~- -~- ,.~ .. ,... ·_ -
surface ·soil;·tney-s'fore·waterand'dole it 0ut ·gradually, thus pre-
ve~ting disastrous floods and the formation of ravines; by checking
erosion they prevent good soil from being washed into th!'l rivers,. 
and carried away to. waste. Forests also directly increase the fer~ 
tility of the land, being capable of forming rich vegetable mould'. 
even from mineral soils. Finally, b:1 India, fo~ests are a valuable· 
asset in times of scarcity or famine, for they yield vast quantities: 
of fodder and provide edible frqits and roots of which the po<;>r· 
-rea-dily avail themselves. Advantage of the visit of the Royal 
Agricultural Commission has been taken by forest officers to lay 
stress on the immense benefits that forestr.y can bestow on the pea
sant by providing him with wood fuel so that cow-dung may be 
used as manure~ Small plantations properly esiiabiished .and cared 
for should be scattered in suitable places all over the plains of 
India to provide timber for houses and agricultural puF{l9ses ~swell 
as for fuel. The neglect of her forests in times past has ,exposed 
India to many penalties. The dense , forests once situated in· the 
Gangetic plain have now very largely disappeared, the ~and once 
occupied by trees being either cultivated or standing. as a deserted 
tract with ever expanding ravines. Every province in India cap 
show examples of the havoc done by deforestatiQn. In the Punjab. 
on all sides maybe seen low barren hil~s and ravines po~ring forth 
sand to encroach on good arable soil. ·· M:_anure, particularly C<?W-. 
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dnng, which should enrich the land, is used as fuel, a practice 
·which has far-reaching economic effects. The process of defore
station has probably continued for many centuries, but its serious 
effects seem to have become for the first time apparent, when, under 
the stabilised conditions of British rule, the population of· India 
greatly increased. New demands for timber and fuel, and the ex
tension of tillage caused a fierce onslaught upon the forest areas. 
Fortunately the danger was perceived before it was too late and 
forest conservation has now been applied systematically for more _ 
than half a century. In earlier years the task was beset with great 
difficulties, for the Forest Department was compelled to discharge 
the unpopular duty of protecting the heritage of n~ture from the 
thoughtlessness of mankind. The close connection of forests with 
the well-being of the people, and the dependence of Indian agri
culturists upon the forests in their vicinity, naturally operate to 
prevent the broad national aspects of forest conservation from being 
generally appreciated at their true value. Yet, were the Himalayas 
deforested there could be no perennial canals on which the life of 
the Punjab and the United Provinces now so largely depends. 

Restrictions upon the grazing of cattle, the felling o£ trees 
and the lighting of fires, so necessary for the conservation of India's 
foFest wealth, are frequently resented by those classes of the popu
lation whose activities are thereby restrained and from time to 
time the resulting friction between the Forest Departments and 
certain sections of the general public has led to agitation of various 
kinds. In severalprovinces public opinion is being enlisted in sup
port of the policy of the Forest Department by the constitution 
of committees, whose task it is to explain and justify the measures 
recommended by forestry experts. Many of the smaller reserves, 
which are chiefly ,.yaluable for the grazing which- they supply to 
loeal cattle, have been handed over to village Punchayats for 
management. It is to be hoped that with the gradual education of 
public opinion on the subject of forests, the task of the authorities 
may be simplified; for nothing could be more disastrous to India's 
natural resources than the sacrifice of the future development of 
her forests to the immediate interests of the present generation. 
Even now, no fewer than 12 million animals graze in Government 
forests at nominal fees varying from 2 annas to Rs. 2 per annum. 
Moreover, it is estimated that the total value of rights and conces
sions enjoyed by villagers every year from the administered forests 
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am01iii.ts to nearly one million sterling. Rights so extensive, unless 
carefully controlled and scientifically regulated, are capable of in
flicting severe damage upon the forest resources of the country and 
:Mr. A. Rodger, the Inspector General of Forests and President of 
the Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun, has spoken of the 
"terrible damage caused in India by excessive -grazing." 

Inspite of the hindrances which it encounters from the un
willingness of the public to co-operate with it and of the drawbacks 
inseparable from a restricted staff, the Forest Department manages 
to return an appreciable ~et profit to the Government of India. 
In 1924-25 this profit was approximately Rs. 2! crores, a very gra
tifying result when it is remembered that in neither the United 
.States nor Canada are ·the State forests paying concerns. There is 
no reason to doubt that the Iridian forests will become increasingly 
profitable to the Indian Government as improvements in methods 
of transportation in silvicultural research and other technical 
matters are effected and as· the work now being carried on in the 
Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun is enlarged .. The follow
ing account of the work of the Institute is taken from an article 
in the Empire Forestry Journal contributed by Mr. A. Rodger. 

Since about the year 1900 it has been realised that the proper 
development and utilization of the forests of India must depend 
on expert and scientific guidance which can o:rily be obtained through 
a. properly organised research institute. The first research officer 
to be appointed was a Forest Zoologist, who began work on insect 
pests in 1900. _ In 1906-07 a Silviculturist, an Economist, a Bota
nist and a Chemist were appoin.ted, The Forest Zoologist started 
work direetly under the Inspector General of Forests, but the con
trol of research finally devolved on the Director of the Forest School 
at Dehra Dun, who became the President of the Forest Research 
Institute and College. · 

It may be noted here that the area of the forests in connection · 
with which the Research Institute works is 160,000,000 acres, in
deed more, because Indian States h~tve also large forests in addition 
to the above area. This ·area is no less than one quarter of the 
area of British India, and the gross revenue realised from the 
forests in the year 1924-25 was Rs. 5·67 crores. In the yearl912-13 
the gross revenue was Rs. 3·22 cz·ores. This all but doubling of 
the gross revenue in 11 years may fairly be ascribed in part to the 
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work done in forest research in India since 1906. This research 
is principally economic, but a great deal of work has also been done 
by the silvicultural and chemical branches of the Research Institute~ 
and the results of this have already been apparent. In the 
botanical and entomological branches it is naturally much more 
difficult to make yisible and measurable progress within a short 
period of years. 

Silvicultural research has helped largely by developing the 
scientific side of tree growing and by introducing more correct me
thods of estimating the correct yield from a forest. In a number 
of cases the volume of timber annually removed from an area was 
too small and it has been .found that the forests· can really yield 
more timber and can be worked profitably under a shorter rotation. 
But it must be remembered that by far the greater part of the 
silvicultural experimental work is not nearly complete and will 
not be really useful .for some years to come. When we know how 
all our best forests should be worked, the increase in revenue .from 
them is bound to be very large. 

Turning to economic research we see that this branch at Dehra 
Dun has developed more than any other during the last ten years. 
To gjve only one example, the important subject of lac pro
pagation has received much attention and many new .facts about 
it have been observed and recorded. The methods of sowing and 
harvesting lac have been much improved, and the area under lac 
has been largely extended. This valuable product provides a very 
large annual revenue to the department and the value of lac export
ed last year was Rs. 7·55 crores. India provides practically all the 
shellac in the world. Regarding timber,. a great deal of informa
tion has been collected about the qualities of the more important 
timbers available all over the Indian Empire and these have been 
recorded and published. During the last few years several sections 
of the economic branch have been established which submit all the 
important timbers to every conceivable kind of test. In addition, 
other products are being investigated on a large scale. 

The important subject of wood Technology has been the subject 
of study for some years at the Research Institute and valuable 
results have been obtained. Timber Testing also has been carried 
on a large scale at Dehra Dun with the object of establishing the 
relative strengths of well-known and unknown Indian woods and 
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also their relative strengths as· corrrpared' with well-kMw·~ f6reign 
timbers. ln this way a :tnasa of reliable d'ata, const'an:tly growing 
in value,)s being co-Ilected with the object of' determining the stiita
bility of Indian woods for specific u:ses, such as :for beams, Rleepers, 
bridge parts and . other common uses·. Nearly a dozen complete 
.electrically fitted testing machines have been installed. at Dehra 
l:>un and it is doubtful whether a more complete testing shop exists 
:anywhere. The Expert-in-.charge of the Timber Seasoning section 
has done a great deai of valuable work on the seasoning of tiln:bers 
'by air and by the Tiemai:m and Stu1•tevant pr.ocesses. His task Is 
lfo snow how timber :tnay increase its value by carefUl and scientiffc 
seasoning. Many timbers, even perishable soft woods, can be turned
<luf in excellent form if properly treated. ln one case a soft peri
shable timber, which, untreated, speedily becomes rotted by fungus 
in a damp climate, has been tutned out as an excellent' white box
wood. Hand in hand with seasoning goes pre·servatioii. Besides 
the climate, timber has other de·adly enemies in India:, such as 
white-ants, fungus a:nd wood-boring beetles arrd1 larvae'. The ta:sk 
<lf the p~eserva:tion expert is to find· out how timber can best be 
treated with cre·osote·, crude· earth-oil and other .. preservatives s6 
that it may be as durable· as it is mechanically strong. There 3:te · 
a number of Indian timbers ~hich iast for many years· in the open 
in their natural state, such as sal, te·ak, pyingado and deodar, but 
there are many which are· mechanically strong but do not contain 
auy natural oil or resin which will prote'Ct them against destructive 
agencies. When these' are properly treated they can be used in the: 
same way as the others, for example, as railway sleepers. Sleepers 
have been the subje·ct o'f many investigations at Dehra ·Dmi:, and · 
knowledge of the best methods of t:r~atment has been increased. 
The institute is also going thoroughly into the question of the· miner 
·forest products· <>£ India. In addition to lac, which has already 
been mentione'd, the many bamboos, canes, fodder plants, resins:, 
'()ils, gums, dye-stuffs, drugs· and so on·; need to he developed!. As · 
the President of the Institute says;' few forest spe·cies can· be found · 
which yield n'Othing· of lise to' man:, and as Bu~1Ila' alone' bias ~bout 
3,000 woody· plant's an·d ham'boos', the extent <Yf the" :field open to 
investigation· is easily imagine-d. The Institute' can now tl'a~h! · 
paper pu:lp manufacturers how to tre-at the· diffeten:t ki'nds- o£ ham- · 
boos in the· best and :inostc economical nianner; and when the; p·tice-
of pulp beMme's favourable~ there sllou:M be great wealth in the 
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enormous bamboo forestR of India and Burma. In silviculture 
some exceptionally valuable work has been done. Transplanting 
experiments with seedlings under various conditions have been 
carried out and much research on regeneration, particularly the 
difficult subject of sal regeneration, has been done. The Entomo
logical branch of the Dehra Dun Institute was the first to show that 
the large scale control of a forest insect in India could be a profi
table operation. A serious investigation into defoliators of teak 
has been carried out in lfadras and 24,000 insects have been bred 
out. The Chemical branch has of recent years confined its research 
principally to essential oils in which much work of prime import
ance has been accomplished. A scheme for the investigation of 
foreign markets for Indian timbers initiated by the Government 
of Madras has been sanctioned and the Government of India have 
appointed Mr. C. S. Martin, late Chief Forest Engineer in Madras, 
to undertake the work which he had already begun. 

Turning now to irrigation we may note that Government irri
gation works in India comprise both tanks and canals. The former 
are generally small affairs which derive their importance from their 
vast numbers. In Madras alone there are over 35,000 petty irri
gation works serving from 2t to 3 million acres. But the tanks, 
of course, are entirely over-shadowed by the canals which are the 
glory of the Indian Irrigation System. Canals are of two kinds, 
the first of which draw their supplies from perennial rivers, whilst 
the second depend upon water stored in artificial reservoirs. The 
former are mainly found in connection with rivers rising in the 
Himalayas where the snow acts as an inexhaustible source of supply 
during the dry months of the year. The latter are principally 
associated with the rivers rising in the Peninsula proper, where no 
such natural storage is available. Storage works are situated 
mainly in the Madras Presidency, the Deccan, the Central Pro
vinces, and in Bundelkhand. They range in size from small 
earthen embankments to enormous dams such as that now under 
construction in the Madras Presidency, capable of impounding over 
90,000 million cubic feet of water. Canals which draw their sup
plies from perennial rivers may again be divided into perennial 
and inundation canals. The former are provided with headworks, 
which enable water to be dmwn from a river, irrespective of its 
natural level, some obstruction being placed in the bed so that the 
water may reach the height required to secure admission to the 
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SUKKUR BARRAGE WORKS. 
Left bank cofferdam showing canal regulators looking downstream of river and upstream wing wall. 1st June 1927. 
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canal. Within this class fall the great perennial systems of the. 
Punjab and the United Provinces. Inundation ,canals .have no 
such means of control, and water only :finds its'way into thein when ' 
the natural level of the river reaches the necessary height. The 
most important inundation canals in India are those of Sind; , 
indeed, upon them depends the whole irrigation of the ~rovihce 
at present; but .they also exist in the Punjab, drawing th~ir sup
plies from: the Indus and its tributaries. 

. D,l!~i~g .. t4_es,e!ll"~1925,26.,t~""'e_"t?l.~~~~~J1~?~~~2-~{~~~~ 
mE'·.J..~...-<!;.~.a.;§,.4;~,"":-~1E.\~-W~""t~1&~.L~~~}±~~:;~~£I,~~~'~'t~l!. · repre-
sented 12·9 per cent. of the entne cropped area of tlie country, and 
was slightly below the record area of 28! million acres irrigated 
in 1922-23. The total length of main and branch cana~ ~nd. dis
tributaries in operation amo~OinTi~; ;hile the 
estim-ateo'Vallie (;'t'the~-- iUppii~<f:~ffi~~t~:'-£-:-on; G~vernnieiit 
works was Rs. 145 crores. The area irrigated was largest in· the 
Punjab where 10·4 million acres were irri ated durin the ear. 
n addition 679,000 acres were irrigated from channels, which 

although drawing their supplies from British canals, lie wholly in 
the Indian States. Next among the Indian Provinces came the 
Madras Presidency, with an area of 7·4 million· acres; followed by 
Sind with 3·3 million acres, and the United Provinces with 2·8 mil
lion acres. The total capital outlay· on irrigation and navigation 
works, including works under construction, amounted at the end of 
the· year 1925-26 to Rs. 99·84 crores. The gross revenue was Rs. 
11·46 crores, and the working expenses Rs. 4'06 crores; The net 
retlirn_on capital is therefore 7·41 per cent. In ~he first year of 
this century the irrigated area of India was 19! million acres. · By 
1922 it. had risen to over 28 .million acres and after the various 
projects now under construction are in full wor~ing order the total 
area under irrigation will, it is estimated, be nearly 40 million 
acres. _When it is mentioned that the total cropped area in India 
is over 217 million acres, the part played by irrigation in India's 
welfare needs. no further exposition~ 

'£.h~~m.or~_.isR9£t!;:..tg!...,.th~_ ~ew :R.E£t~d.~.J!.!19~f-£.~~s,tr}!ct!~n,..may 
~w be,de&cr.~b.e( ... .:, . .r~ g~:.~~~t .. ,~t~Jie~ isj~e,..§,_u,!rk3_1'..J1~JJ~g~ in 
Sin.,._i·-I1s~j-~£!..~~!Q.~iv~,~!;l>!l-"~!~!L!,~d..:.§)JP.PlY~~!;!':'~E:b.e!.t~.rul.-the 
irr~gi,lion~now _ _ero;vide~::~YzQJ-e.num_ei~!!llll,_datio_n,~"1l~ls;;i;g. . .Sind, 
2~£~,-~ie~t~_at2r frow: ~!:~J~~~.>.:.- .}~his will be. achiev:ed by 

;., . 
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'the construction of a barrage nearly a mile long between abut
ments acros& the Indus, and i · . be. h far the biggest work of 

·1 s ind yet bm t. rom above the barrage seven canals, which 
·with their branches will total nearly 1,600 miles-whilst the total 
length of the distributaries will 1m about 3, 700 miles-will take off, 
·irrigatin$ over 5 million acres. Of this area 2 million comprise 
existing inundation irrigation to which an assured supply will be 
given, but the remainder is at present entirely uncultivated. The 

·cost of the scheme will be about £12 millions. Steady progress 
·was made on this scheme during the year 1925-26. A good deal of 
work was done on contour surveying, designing of canals and so on, 
and in addition a vast amount of excavation work was accomplished. 

Second only in importance to the Sukkur Barrage Scheme is 
:the Sutlej valley project in: the Punjab. There are on either bank 
"Of the Sutlej, in British territory on the north, and in Bahawalpur 
·territory on the south, a long series of inundation canals, which 
-draw their supply from the river whenever the water is high enough 
·th permit it. These· canals are liable to all the drawbacks of irri
gation by inundation. There are no weirs at their heads, and, in 
many cases, no means of controlling the volume of water entering 
them. Consequently while the water supply is assured during the 
·monsoon months of a normal year, it is liable to serious fluctuations 
·according to the seasonal conditions. In a year of inferior rainfall, 
little water enters the canals; in a year of heavy rainfall, they are 
liable to grave damage by floods. · 

It is to remedy this state of affairs that the Sutlej Valley project 
nas been framed. This will afford the existin canals an assured 
an con ro e supply from April to October; it will enable their 
scope> to be extended so as to em hrace the whole low-lying area in the 
river valley; it will afford perennial irrigation to the uplands on 
both banks, which are at present entirely unirrigated, and, owing 
to the low rainfall, waste. The project consists of four weirs, three 
-on the Sutlej, and one on the combined Sut1ej and Chenab, with ten 
main canals taking off from ahove them. This multiplicity of canals 
and weirs seems a peculiar feature of the scheme, until it is realised 
that the project consists of four interconnected systems, each of the 
first magnitude. The canals are designed to utilise 48,500 cusecs 
·during the hot weather and the monsoon, and 7,000 cusecs during 
'the cold weather. Over 5 million acres will be irrigated, of which 
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2 million will be in the Punjab, 2•8 million, in Bah-awalpur, and 
0•34 million in Bikanir. The :real value of the project will be appre
ciated from the statement that; as a result of it, 3£ million acres win 
become available for cultivation. 

In March. 1925, the Secretary of §~te_sa~ctjp~~~.,t~e. Ca,uvery 
. Rese~rojec('ii}]1e-:_Madhii(P:r_;~~de!!~Y:·. the. estimated cost _'ot 

which: amounts to £4 millions~ The pr-oject has been framed with 
two niain objects in view. The ·first is to improve the existing 
fluctuating water supplies for the Cauvery delta irrigation of over a 
million acres; the second is to extend irrigation to a new area of 
301,000 acres,. which will, it is estimated, add 150,000 tons ~f rice 
to the food supply of the country. The scheme provides for a large 
dam at Metur on the Cauver to store over 90 0 million cubic 
fee o . wa er, .and or a canal nearly 88 miles long with a conneCted 
distributary system. .Good progress~ was made during the ·year 1925.;. · 
26 with the preliminary work of this important project. Bti~ldin.gs: 

for the staffs of all grades have been erected, a road 37 miles long 
has been metalled and bridged almost throughout, a:nd after .ext(m- · 
sive survey in the light of the experience gained after the heavy 
floods of 1924, a ilew site for the dam has been chosen one mile up
stream from the sanctioned site.· T4e.:prograiDilteAQr"'the execution 
of ~proj~ct,.,h~ll~b~en~acc~ler~ted1:;a.nd~three_~~o,r,~i~E--~! -~iv1~jons, 
have ~Cc_9.r_d:_~g~y))£en~cQnstituted. ·· · 

A~ong_<?.t!;tllt:-i.ITig~~~<?~~P!?i~~!!.;::!YPich,~d~_!>~!..~~.:.notic~,~-~-.IIlay· 
mention those w:P.ich are ~ow being. carried out in the Deccan. The: 

... .w.,. ... -.,:; :;r-· ·-::.. .... -·-- ..• ~. · ..• -. • .· .'y,~ • .- --~~---~-*-'·.,._il:< • .,.f~,.-~..!:.:""··;;.·.~ :... 

Bhandardam dam, whiCh 1s the h1ghest m I~d1a, h!j.s JUst been com-. 
pleted, and the Lloyd dam, which is the largest mass of masonry_in 
the world, is nearing completion. Irrigation from the great lakes 
formed by these dams is rapidly being developed in the valleys be
low them, the Bhandardara dam supplying the Pravara Canals and 
the Lloyd dam supplying the large Nira Canals system. Irrig~tion 
in the Pravara area has grown very rapidly, and lands on these · 
canals are now covered with valuable sugarcane crops where before. 
hardly any· crops could :be grGwn. The Nira :Valley Project, con-,. 
sisting of the new Nira Right Bank Canal and ext~ilsion of the Nira .. 
left Bank Canal, will, when completed, cominand a total culturable. 
area of about 675;000 acres, and this ·scheme ~ill then be the largest_ 
in the Deccan: T_he completion of the great storage works·at Bhan:., 
dardara and at· Bha~gar will allow a considerable ext~nsion. of the. 
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total irrigable area, and, when fully developed, the present major 
irrigation schemes in the Deccan will be capable of irrigating over 
450,000 acres annually. Almost every other province has irriga-

. tion projects in preparation, and those which are likely to be com
pleted within a reasonable time will, it is estimated, add over 6 
million acres to the irrigated area, whilst by the time the projects 
now under construction are in full working order, a total of 40 · 
million acres under irrigation is expected. When allowance is made 
lor the natural expansion of existing schemes, an ultimate area of 
50 million acres under irrigation is not improbable. 

It should not be forgotten, however, that irrigation in India 
does not end with her canals. \Vells are and always will be a vital 
:factor in Indian irrigation. Here, too, the Government takes an 
active interest, which is continually increasing. An area of ap
proximately 48 million acres is irrigated in India, a large part of 
which is commanded by wells. The improvement of their efficiency 
by subartesian bores and the installation of power pumping plants 
form one of the principal features of the programme of the engineer
ing sections of the Agricultural Department. During the short 
period of its existence, the department has been instrumental in 
increasing the capacity of thousands of existing wells and in dig
ging or sinking an equally large number of new ones. In 1925-26 
the number of wells bored by Government was 1,834, of which 1,3-11 
were successful. The number bored in the preceding year was 1,8i9 
of which 1,293 were successful. There is great scope for the con
stitution of power pumps for water lifts driven by bullocks or man 
power. Some progress in this direction bas been made, but the 
plant will require to be standardized, and capital, or at least credit, 
provided before this method of lifting water is adopted on a large 
scale. 

In our discussion of the work of the Indian Forest Department, 
we saw something of human activity displaying itself on the fringe 
of great natural processes. With Irrigation, we saw the gift of 
nature being diverted by human ingenuity to tbe service of man
kind. In studying the operations of the Agricultural DPpartment 
we see, as it were, the third link in the chain which hinds together 
human welfare :.!nd nature. The success of agriculture in India 
depends as elsewhere on supplies of water in due season. Over a 
vast and increasing area of India, the water ~s being supplied by 
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the canals, and the Indian forests help to guara,ntee the supplies of 
water for the canal engineer to ur;;e. . -

The post of Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India and 
Director of the Agricultural Research Institute; Pusa, was held, 
until 2nd March 1926, by Dr. Clouston, C.I.E., who, on being._ 
placed on special duty as Liaison Officer between the Royal Com
mission on Ag-riculture and the Government of India ,and the lpcal 
Governments, handed over to Dr. W. H. Harrison. Since October 
1926, Dr. Clouston has been carrying on the duties of Liaison Officer 
in addition to those of Agrl.cultural Adviser. 

In view of the provincialisation of the ~'Indian Agricultural Ser
vice recruitment to it has ceased and the provinces have been left 
to constitute their own superior Provincial Agricultural Services. 
Indian~ were appointed to the three specialist posts of Agronomist, 
Physical Chemist, and Second Cane-breeding Officer inthe Imperial 
Department of Agriculture during the year under review. 

The eighth General Assembly of the international Institute of 
Agriculture was held at Rome in April, 1926, and the Government 
of India us an adhering State sent two representatives to it. The 
resolutions passed at the Assembly have been considered and action 
taken where necessary. 

His :Majesty the K!ng~Emperor appointed. during the year a 
Roial_ q_"o~,~i_ssi~~ :'to _ _e_,xatp.i!le :tnd report A o~ • th;, pt:~,~~~t COIJ:di
tions_,9f Ag!js__~J_l,!ure and._ruraLeconoiny .in Briti~h.;..Ipdi~}\!~~'~'.t2 ~?-ke 
recommendations for tl;!~jlQpt:oveme,nt of a_gricultur~,and the pro-
moti~ii'~f 'th~'~·elfai:;a;-l prosp~rity 'ofth; I~f'M'uhrtio~. The 
commission is to investigate in particular:-

(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of agri
cultural and veterinary research, experiment, demons
tration and education, for the compilation of ag-ricultural 
statistics, for the· introduction of new and better crops 
and for improvement in agricultural practice, dairy 
farming and the breeding of stock; ..•. 

(b) the existing methods of transport and marketing of agri-
cultural produce and stock; · · 

·(c) the methods by which agricultural operations are financed 
and credit afforded to agriculturist~; -iu-
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(d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the welfare 
of the agricultural population; 

and to make recommendations. 

It will not be within the scope of the Commission's duties to 
make recommendations regarding the existing systems of landowner
ship and tenancy or of the assessment of land revenue and irriga
tion charges, or the existing division of functions between the Gov
ernment of India and the local Governments. But the Commission 
shall be at liberty to suggest means whereby the activities of the 
Government of India may best be co-ordinated and to indicate direc
tions in which the Government of India may usefully supplement 
the activities of local Governments." 

The Commission, since first meeting in Simla in October 1926, 
have been touring the provinces with a view to acquiring first hand 
information on the agricultural problems of India. 

The need for agricultural colleges to train the future personnel 
of the department as well as to provide education in scientific agri
culture for those engaged or intending to be engaged in farming 
was recognised as soon as the Agricultural Department was recon
stituted in 1905. In addition to the full degree or diploma course, 
these colleges provide courses of one or t:wo years in modern agricul
tural methods leading up to a certificate in agriculture. There are 
now six such colleges at Poona, Coimbatore, Lyallpur, Nagpur, 
Cawnpore and Mandalay, of which the first four are affiliated to 
local universities. One hundred and twenty five trained students 
caine' out from these institutions during the year under report 
either with a degree, a diploma, or a certificate. There has been 
this year an appreciable increase in the number of candidates seek
ing admission to provincial colleges. Thf3 Agricultural Research 
Institute at Pusa and the Imperial Institute of Animal Husbandry 
and Dairying at Bangalore provide post-graduate courses qualifying 
for the highest appointments in the Agricultural Services. There 
were 10 and 3 post-graduates, respectively, in residence at these in
stitutions.· The Bangalore Institute also conducts a two-year practi
cal course for would-be dairy managers. Nine students passed out 
during the year and were given the Indian Dairy Diploma, and 23 
out of 69 applicants were admitted. Since 1911, the department 
has been experimenting with various types of agricultural schools 
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suitable for' boy;s- who haive1 11eceived m general educatio'Ir ·up' to; _tll-e' 
ag.e- of about 13, li!: so~!U~ro¥i:m.ces<. v:o~onat sc~<?.01~ ~'ave: he'e:~'. 
opened. There are· six. such• sahools· i-n-.Bowbay· whiciriniti:a:ted! th:-e' 

,... ....... "\ ~. ~ ~ "'~ ~-"":"" ,;,. .... ~-~ .~-. ................ -.-.·......--!'!i.- .,_ . ---~ 

expe;!~~-nt,.~~w?_)n_ .. M_a1l;rm;,""anrd~.,on:e:.each in• !3e1rg~},j_~eJ,lJinit~d' 
Prov:inc~:s~ l:l;_!l;d ~~~~_,.Ce;mtral1 ~'r,o!ine:es\-· A ~more· .. recen1L a;~e:J!!p~-,. at 
agricultural~ education -.rs·,,.the· .. introductiron.of~ro~imrltut;e _as· an op· 
tional:subj e~ii'i~_t¥: -~di~~J;-)T '": ye;ooCli~a'r'~Ofi~E'g:lio';,Ye~hacufar trtiddl~ 
schools: of,'tlfeEd·iicatro~iJ)~pai;tm-;nt~-~th; _Agricuitura}~lJe{ntttment 

.~--~<::.. --- _,_ ___ -.. .... 4-- ____ .... _ '-~-<'""'"""---'~"'",.._ __ - - "' 

only assisting in the way. o£. training; sch<1ol teachers-. No' attempt 
is- made in these• sch·0ols: to; give· a. voca-tional! tmining; the ol)j;ect in 
view is. to give to the Boys; suclk run• o'Y-tlook on· rural: Hie as win' induce 
them to return t0' the·l~~d with. mind-s better prepare·d to re-ceive· 
ag.ricultura1 trruining· ~s; a: resuft of their interest in a;gricultm~'and! 
its· possibiliti:es' hav.ing p~~m-a.r.ous~d. llir.st • .im~~d.l.fc.e~~Ull,)tun
j ~~~~e,~9~~~.~~~~~}!/~tf~11,~iJ.yg.,!tg~~el}lfu:ra:l·. et~~~~s~.: _tll~s' 
s!!eces~ful.!..~!P.~T~J!!~nt,.rn,a;c1!aiptmg, ed:ucatl0:!!,·-~~..:.~r~,l..!:J!a!l' .. t9~r:ural 
needs~ i~ b~i~_2~_gi_e.!£.1[:;9~-~~r:.p!]_Yi~c,efl/ · . . _ . · 

Tu-rning· m:>w to· economic_ work on crops we may begin with rice 
which, occupying as it does on an average 35 per cent. of tlie t~f 
cultivated area is pre-emjne·ntly the most important -crop _in India. 
Nearly 9_1 per ce11L?f the produce. of.this.huge are~- is cons:umed in 
the country in a ':riormal year-;' the r~maining 9 per cent_. is exported 
abroad. The work of t~e- A.gric~~tural Department aims mainly at 
increasing the yield .per 'acre ·and thus augmenting the local food 
supply. Some of t~e v:;trieties isolated · are superior in yielding· 
powers; others are capable of. giving good· yields in .poor land liable 
to droug-ht. During 1925-26, the area under'improved.varieties. was 
approximately ~54,300 out of 82,078;000. acres,, and the averagejn,. 
crease in yield per acre is estimated to be 200-250 lbs. I~'B~rma 
which contributes three-fourths ~f the rice exported· fr<?m Jn'dia. the 
milling qualities of the selected varieties have proved -very satis
factory. To quote £rom the speech o:fthe Chairman of the Rangoon 
Chamber of Commerce; ·,~_Any one connected with. the pa<!4Y 'trade· 
now knows that the,~ultivator expe~ts and gets"a. special: pyek-ium 
for these special grains, and_ that it is:well worth·. the extra. cost. the· 
millers pay, the mill~~-knows."~ _:.- • ~ _ ·- ... · ·_.--- _ • . 

In area,, wheat stands next ·to· rice!· ·It is the st~ple·food·' of' tli-e·
people of?""'Upp~;~Jn'diit;'iiir<f1~f'g;o~n· ~n-.about '!O: per· cent·, of tlie: 
total. cultivated· area-, of tlre· couniry~ Ob.e o_f. the mO'st suec·essful 
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pieces of work of the Agricultural Department in India is the isola
tion of heavy yielding, rust-resistant wheats of good milling and 
baking qualities, similar in class to Manitoba wheats and suitable 
both for home consumption and export trade. The value of these 
wheats has been well recognised by the cultivators, and the area 
grown now runs. into the third million. It is about 12 per cent. 
of the total area under the crop in the two premier wheat-growing 
provinces, viz., the Punjab and United Provinces. The variety 
Punjab SA is gradually coming into prominence in the province of 
its origin, but there are no better known Indian varieties of any 
crop either in this country or abroad than Pusa 4 and Pusa 12 
wheats evolved by the Howards at Pusa. They are to be found in 
every wheat tract in India; their seed is in demand from Australia, 
South Africa, Kenya, Egypt, Iraq, Algeria, and Japan. Among 
the new races evolVed at Pusa, the bearded Pusa 52 has repeated, in 
large-scale tests, its performance in preliminary trials; it is parti
cularly welcomed in tracts where birds damage the ripening crop. 
Another new variety of promise is Pusa 60·5 which has given yields 
up to 22 cwt. per acre. 

Sugar is the only agricultural product in which the balance of 
trade is decidedly against India. The necessity for importing large 
quantities of refined sugar arises on account of the poor yields of 
our indigeneous canes. The quantity of refined sugar imported last 
year exceeded 700,000 tons though the area cropped with cane in 
India was in the neighbourhood of 2! million acres. 4- slight in
crease in the yield per acre would enable India to produce all the 
sugar required for local consumption. The hope of effecting such 
an improvement in outturn has received a remarkable stimulus from 
the work of the Imperial Sugarcane Station at Coimbatore which 
has made available new canes of high cropping power. The cane
grower can, by planting these hybrid canes raise his acreage yield 
by from 50 to 100 per cent. Their introduction on a large scale in 
North Bihar and the eastern portion of the United Provinces, where 
are to be found most of the factories manufacturing white sugar 
direct from cane has greatly helped the industry in providing larger 
quantities of raw material with a sucrose eontt·nt. During the yeur 
under review, the factories in these two provinces manufactured 
1,247,870 maunds of sugar, as against 673,683 maunds in the previ
ous year. In British India, the area under improved varieties of 
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canes distributed by the Agricultural Department, is reckoned to be. 
about 172,000 acres. · · 

The .interests. o£India:11 cotton ,growers and .India!l spinners ~like 
de~and~that .a larger.,.portion_ot,.the~cotton~produced~s'\lould- be o:f 
a type gen~rally accepi_~h!e~to.,.th~.¥,QiJ,2!Lsp,~~~h~~\'::~~ld. The 
Agricultural Department's work on this crop therefore aims at in
_creasing the yield per acre and at impr(}ving the quality of the lint. 
A great measure of success has been achieved in both directions, and . 
the improved strains introduced were sown during 1925~26 on over 
three million acres which represent nearly 12 per cent. of the total 
area under the crop in the country. Over three-fourths of this area 
lies in the three pmvinces of the Punjab, Bombay, and Madras 
where India's longer stapled varieties are mainly grown. The 
marketing of the produce of these superior varieties has been facili
tated by the introduction o:f the " Liverpool Empire and Miscellane
ous futures " contract against which Indian cottons equal to 
' Strict L(}w Middling American ' in staple, grade and value are 
tenderable in common with other Empire cottons. · 

The application of the Cotton Transport Act to parts ofthe Bom
bay Presidency has led to a marked improvement in the purity and 
quality of Surat, Kumpta and Dharwar cottons, and it is proposed . 
to extend it to the Broach cotton area north of the N arbada. The 
three zones of the Madras Presidency where the Act has been applied 
are the Northerns and Westerns, Cambodia and Tinnevelly. The 
cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories Act, which is considered as 
a necessary corollary of the. Transport Act, came into force during 
the year, and several instances have already come to notice which 
illustrate its particular value in dealing with abuses .. 

The facilities offered by the Technological Laboratory of the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee for ascertaining the value of new: 
cotton by spinning tests with 12 lb. samples are much appreciated 
by cotton-breeders working in the provinces. The Institute of Plant 
Industry at Indore is steadily developing the programme of work 
put forward by the Director when the provision of this central sta
tion for agricultural research on cotton was decided . upon·. The 
Committee are also financing special research schemes in the pro
vinces which promis~ to give valuable information on such pheno
mena as the shedding of bolls and buds and the wilting of cotton 
plants, and the control of spotted and pink boll-worms which do 
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·much damage to the cotton crop. Three new cotton research 
schemes have been sanctioned, namely, investigations into the phy
siology of the cotton plant to be carried out in Madras and Sind, 
and a cotton-breeding scheme for Khandesh. 

The .experimental work undertaken by the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee has resulted in a working scheme for the fumigation of 
all imported American cotton by means of hydrocyanic acid gas as 
a precaution against the importation of the dreaded pest the 
American boll weevil. 

Although Jute occupies a comparatively small area, it contri
butes 26 per cent. of the export trade of the country. This is due 
to the fact that the world's supply of this essential requisite of in
ternational commerce is drawn almost entirely from North East 
India. The high prices ruling for raw and manufactured jute indi
cate that the supplies fall short of the world's needs. Jute cultiva
tion should, therefore, continue to be a profitable industry, more 
especially in tracts where the growers have been provided with 
heavy-yielding, disease-resistant strains of the two species culti
vated. In Bengal, where lies 85 per cent. of the total area under 
jute, 332,722 acres under departmental varieties represent 13 per 
cent. of the acreage. Now that the Indian Jute Mills Association 
and the London Jute Association have come forward to subsidize 
the distribution of seed of improved strains, a large increase in the 
area under these strains is only a question of time. In. parts of the 
United Provinces, where jute cultivation has been introduced by 
the department, the organization of marketing facilities has given 
an impetus to its spread. 

The indigeneous varieties of tobacco grown on nearly a million 
acres in this country give a product which is good enough for the 
hooka and the biri, but which is not suitable for the manufacture 
of cigarettes. India requires a tobacco of the colour, flavour and 
texture of that which is commonly called Virginian. Trials with 
some well-known American tobaccos at Pusa have shown that these 
exotics can be grown successfully in this country, and that it may 
be possible to produce a bright cigarette tobacco with the curing 
methods devised. 

Oil seeds are grown on nearly 8 per cent. of the total cultivated 
area, and together with cotton seed they contribute 8 per cent. of 
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the export trade. Of these, groundnut has come into much promi-. 
neiwe in recent years. It is a good rotation crop and thrives well 
on light sandy soil._ The Department of Agriculture has, by intro
·a,ucing superior varieties, helped to _make the cultivation of this 
Cl~Op more popular. The area under groundnut is, in consequenee, 
increasing. In the year under report th~ area was nearly 4 million 
acres as against three millions in the previous year and 1! millions _ 
seven years ago. 

Owing to the ever-increasing pressure on the la~d in India, large 
areas formerly available for grazing have been brought under the 
plough and are being made to produce food for the growing popula
tion. I~_!._he strug_gle for~~~-~~e .}',eq~f~gte,nt~ .B!}~e_cattle 
popn.Iatio_:':. ~? .. bee~.~~d}~~~eg~?,!.e£:._.The provision of a good 
quahtyfooaer m suffiment quantity has, therefore, assumed para
mount importance in the agricultural economy of the country, and. 
the Agricu~tural Department has ·of late years given much attention 
to the question of both growing and "storing fodders. Luscious :fod-7. 
ders unknown in India 20 years ago, such as berseem (Egyptian 
clovei:')have been introduced and methods of storing green fodders in 
silo pits adopted, but only on a very small scale. The absence of 
irrigation facilities and the smallness of holdings may not, in certain · 
tracts, perll);it o£ an increase in the area under £odder crops; but the 
pr-eparation and use o£ sila:ge to:lea;ven the straw. diet could, it is 
believed, be practised with advantage in every province in India. 
lt has been definitely proved on Government farms that palatable 
ililsilage can be· made at 'little cost in pit sil9s from coarse grasses, 
weeds, and other herbage which are everywhere available in consider-. 
able quanHties towards the end of the rains and are not put to any" 
useful use at present. Feeding tests at Ban galore have conclusively 
-shown that while cattle eat only enough spear grass hay to maintain 
themselves, they readily consume much larger quantities o£ the 
more palatable silage made from t4is inferior grass, and profit there
by. 

In addition to economic work on crop improvement; a number
<>£ investigations bearing on land improvement and the manufacture 
<>£ agricultural products are caiTied out by the Agricultural De- . 
partment. During the year under review, some importal!-t results 
have been obtained regarding the movement o£ nitrates in the soil, 
:the utilization of waste products for the preparation of organic. 
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manure, the storage of farmyard manure, the fixation of nitrogen in 
the soil, the manufacture of hard, light-coloured gur, etc. 

It has been conclusively established at various centres that" arti
ficial " farmyard· manure of high manurial value can be prepared 
very cheaply from waste products such as straw, groundnut husk, 
sugarcane pith and leaves, weeds, etc. Expensive " starters " re
commended in other foreign countries are not necessary as a little 
cattle urine is quite a useful "starter." At Pusa~ gur of a quality 
which neither absorbs moisture nor turns black in course of time, 
has been obtained .by adding to the juice a slight excess of lime 
followed subsequently by a quantity of prosphoric acid which was 
barely sufficient to precipitate the excess lime. 

It appears from the report of the second census of livestock held 
in 1924-25, that there are nearly 151 million cattle in British India, 
and that there has been an increase of 3·5 per cent., during the 
last five years. If numbers only count, India should be considered 
rich in her cattle wealth, but unfortunately there are too many 
scrub, half-starved cattle in this country, and the average efficiency 
both of draught bullocks and milch cows is very low. The problem 
is how to produce cows capable of yielding more milk and bullocks 
capable of doing more work. This problem the Agricultural De
partment is trying to solve, in the only way in which it can be 
solved, namely, by better breeding and feeding. Cattle-breeding 
farms have been estal>lisbed in different parts of the country. On 
these farms all the distinct breeds are being improved by selection, 
cross-breeding and better feeding, and bulls thus improved are being 
issued for stud purposes. 

At Pusa, the milk yield of the pure Sahiwal herd has been almost 
doubled in 10 years by selective breeding and better feeding; while 
the result of cross-breeding with sires of European pedigree has been 
to produce cows which in milking capacity can stand comparison 
with those in some of the best herds in Western countries. With a 
view to adapting this new strain to the climatic conditions obtaining 
in the country, half-bred dams are being mated with Sahiwal bulls 
of good milch pedigree. In the Central Provinces, the introduction 
of Sahiwal blood in some local herds has resulted in an appreciable 
increase in milk yield. Selective breeding with the Hariana cattle 
at Karnal and with Kankrej cattle at Surat has given indications of 
milking strains in these popular draught breeds. There is, there-
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:fore, every prospect ~:f the department being able to fiX., in course of 
time, types of profitable dual-purpose animals. 

The prob1em.of.producing~lll.ilk)n.._r.ural,a,reasH'\Vbere.~it,.is rela
tively cheap, for t:ransporUourbap. .cent:r:~s-~wh_ere itiE!_<!ea,_rj~ being 
ta~~l~!s~p~p~aJl!is~JJiiles :-iil-h~:Ug~l;:}!ie_:_Qo~qp;}it1i~~~j_i)~i_~ent 
has su£cessfully org_ani~ed.tp_e §~le.of,viU,ltg~.JP,-!J;k .. !:'><The Telankheri 
Co-operati;;;-I}~f~y ;hiC'h ha~ for many y~ar; ;upplied milk to Nag
pur is a successful concern. In the United Provinces, two private 
s_chemes ha~e been promoted for the supply of milk to the_ cities of 
Agra and 'J]:athras, and a third one fo:r N aini. Tal is being initiated. 
Similarly, l}ljTif !r~n~p~!~ed~~ailyJr<Jill ~~1sp, -t~- }:[~7;~~~-PE •. ~ dis
tance of 2~ m~l~~-' f!P:~~ .. ~,r.e,~~Y:::-~arket.~- As. such schemes-can be 
made successful only when supervised by qualified men, arrang~ 
ments have been made at the Imperial InstitU:~ of Animal Hus
bandry and Dairying at Bangalore, to train dairy managers, 

The Indian Veterinary Seryice has devoted _a very; large par-t of 
its work duri~g the yea~~to fighting the destrU.~tf::J~~t~gi~us dise
ases to which Indian cattle are so exposed. ·Rinderpest which broke . 
out in an intense form in the latter half of 1924 after a comparative 

·respite of over three years,. raged with an almost unprecedented 
virulence throughout th~ year ending April 1926 in all major pro-
vinces, except Bihar and Orissa. The reported mortality from con
tagious diseases consequently rose to the record figure of 399,845, 
which has only once been exceeded within the last decennium._ In 
an unhealthy year such as· this, there was naturally an ab:r;torinal 
increase in the calls made on the services' of the veterinary staff,. 
who carried out 1,550,199 preventive inoculations in the field as 
against 968,431 in the previous year. The cases treated at the 
veterinary hospitals and ·dispensaries and by itinerant veterinary 

,_ offi,cers rose from 2,740,121" to 2,839,688: 

Of the two methods ~f fighting rinderpest now practised, the 
serum-alone method, on account ofits simplicity 'and absolute safety, 
has been hitherto considered suitable for India, although all that 
is· claimed for it is that it carries an animal through an outbreak: 
The other method known as the serum-simultaneous method, which 
confers· permanent immun:ity was, however, tried this year ·on a 
somewhat extensive scale in Mysore, and of the 37,500 cattle ino
culated, only 29 succumbed to the after-effects o£ this· inoculation. 
The success of the Mysore experiment encourages one to think that 
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it may be possible at some future date to ~ive, by tliis method, per~ 
·lllanent immunity on a large scale to village cattle. 

The Imperial Institute of Veterinary Research at Muktesar 
which manufactures the munitions for the campaign against cattle 
disease, issued 6,181,800 doses of sera and vaccines of all kinds as 
against 3,535,699 doses in the previous year. Such an abnormal 
demand was met promptly and completely by utilizing to the fullest 
'Elxtent the resources of the Branch Laboratory at Izatnagar. 

In addition to the saving of cattle life from the ravages of disease, 
'the Veterinary Department performs the important function of 
'emasculating inferior bulls to prevent deterioration of the breeds of 
'Cattle. During the year under review, 282,826 bulls were castrated, 
as against 195,427 in the previous year. Outside the Punjab, there 
:is great reluctance to offering scrub bulls for emasculation, but 
·unless this reluctance is o:vercome, efforts at cattle improvement by 
better breeding will be greatly handicapped. 

There are four colleges at Lahore, Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta 
:and two schools in Burma for training the personnel of the V eteri
'llary Department. It has been decided to start another colleg~ at 
Patna, and to convert one of the schools in Burma into a college. 
'The Secretary of State has sanctioned the creation of two special 
posts of Principal and Professor of Pathology for the Bihar and 
'Orissa Veterinary College at Patna on contract for five years. The 
local Government propose to appoint three other professors with 
'British qualifications for five years at a time, and to re-engage them 
'tor .further fixed periqds so long as their work continues to be sati~ 
:factory. 

The Secretary of State has also sanctioned the creation of two 
'temporary posts of specia,list officers for employment in the Civil 
Veterinary Department in Burma on special contract for five years. 
'The incumbent of one of these posts will carry out researches in 
'Connection with the diseases of elephants and draught buffaloes em
·ployed in the forests in Burma, while the other. will undertake r~ 
"Searches into the ordinary diseases of plough cattle. 

How do all these activities, ~hich we have been considering, 
·'affect the welfare of the agricultural population o£ India? Clearly, 
wherever canal irrigation extends, and wherever the agriculturists 
~re able to take advantage of the improved implements and the 
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immense amount .of valuable knowledge made available £or them by
the Agricultural and V eterin~ary Departments, there cannot but bs. · 
an appreciable improvement in welfare. But what of the many 
millions who live where irrigation schemes can never help them .. 
and those who ar.e too poor or too ignora~t or too. apathetic to take. 
advantage of the n.ew agricultural methods and implements? Can. 
we say that their condition has improved or is improving? This. 
question we ·,cannot answer definitely owing to the lack of data on 
which we have already commented. ,But.-there_,are,,.gener.al,,,i,ndi~. 

cations that the lot.·of th.e Indian agriculturist,is,now,,};J~~t~r"',than it. 

w~~~n,.!,1t!.P~t~~n.J~<E!t~~<?..WP.!t.J~#!E!~YJ.~~t~t.pa§t. . The multi-. 
plicatwn of third class passengers on the railways durmg the last· 
decade or so indicates th~t more money is now available after the. 
bare nec-essaries of life have been procured than there was previously. 
The increase ofbullockcarts and other wheeled traffic in most Indian 
districts· is !).nother sign -which points in the same direction, as also. 
does the increased absorption of rupees, which has taken place of· 
late years. aAgaiiri; ·during the last· period of wide~spread scarcity· 
in 1921 less ·than 3 per cent. of the total population· in the area, 
affected was in ;receipt ·of relief and' •even the poorest classes were. 
able to purchase corn when its ·price was highest instead of having
to live on wild roots mid seeds and .other jungle produce. Such, 
·direct evidence _as we can collect, slight though it is, supports these
ccinClusions. At ·the end .of last century the average income for ·alh 
India was estimated at Rs. :30 per head per annum. This, however,. 
was hardly"Jllore than a guess, but even a guess to-day ·would ha~e. 
to put the figure ·11uch higher. In Madras, for example, the ·Statis•. 

, tical Branch ,Of the Department of Agriculture published a few· years . 
. ago ·a Cilreful estimate of the income earned by agriculturists in the. 
form 9f agricultural products throughout the presidency. Accord
ing to this computation the average income per head worked out at 
a little over Rs: lOO for the 42·3. million persons of .the Madras_ 
Presidency. Investigations pursued in Bombay have yielded re ... 
suits not dissimilar. The net per capita annual income, arrived at 
by dividing the gross income of a family, minus agricultural an& 
busine'ss expenditure, by the total nuinber of persons iri the family, 
works out at about Rs. 100 for urban localities, and for rural areas, 
at about Rs. 75. The.time.is,Il',lorejh_an ripe for furthf.}r.investiga~, 
tio~s. of.thl&_.s<?IfJ?y~prqv._~c,i~;Lg~Y..~~~~~~f8;"'£of:1i~<I~~~!a ·con-. 
~erni!lg .. ~g!;ic.!lltu~t.}~Jg~_ an~.i~l~a,!:!l~-generally.;qt J}~ "'present; 
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time would be very valuable as providing a starting point from which 
to measure the progress, which, it is to be hoped, will result in the 
future from the work of the Royal Agricultural Commission. 

Earlier in this chapter it was said that famine is no longer the 
dread menace which it was in former days, and it will interest the 
reader to see how conditions of local scarcity are now handled by the 
authorities. During the year 1926 conditions throughout India 
were generally favourable as the result of a good monsoon. But 
owing to the unfavourable agricultural situation in the Merwara 
district, test works were opened on March 1st and scarcity declared 
from the middle of that month. The 1926 monsoon was, however, 
generally sufficient and all scarcity works were closed by August 
Zlst. Conc"ession rates for the carriage by railway of consignments 
{)f fodder booked to stations situated in Ajmere-Merwara were with
drawn in December. There was a partial failure of crops in certain 
parts of the Buldana district in the Central Provinces, but no scar
city or famine was declared and no gratuitous relief was given. The 
ordinary Public Works Department programme of works was, how
ever, expanded to meet the situation wherever the failure of crops 
necessitated the provision of employment to labourers. All such 
works were closed down in the first week of July on the advent of th~;>. 
monsoon. In January at the instance of the Famine Relief Com
mittee, Hyde1·abad, the Government of Bombay sanctioned the in
troduction of concession rates for the carriage of fodder from railway 
stations in Sind. Grants of Rs. 50,000 and 2,25,000 were placed 
at the disposal of the Baluchistan and the North-West Frontier 
Province administrations respectively during the year for distribu
tion as takavi advances to cultivators. During the year, the price 
of foodstuffs showed a slight downward tendency and there was a 
very notable fall in the amount of wheat exported from this country. 

Turning now to life in the towns of India we may at once note 
that of late years much has been done both by the state and by 
private agencies to improve the conditions of industrial labour. 
Many of the bigger employers for example now have undertaken 
housing and other wel:fare schemes for their employees, and a full 
survey of such schemes would provide material for a really im
pressive narrative. It is particularly pleasant to note that, of late 
years, special attention has been devoted by many employers to the 
weHare of women workers and their children. Maternity benefit 
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;chemes are numerous, and the practice. of providing creches for 
nfants is growing. l:qdeed, in some places private employers have 
~ot ahead of the municipalities in the provision of some of the more 
iecessary amenities of life for the urban working classes. In the 
Jities where l~bour is most congested, that is, in Calcutta and Bom
lay, the efforts of the more enlightened employers to provide healthy 
1ousing accommodation are hampered by difficulties in a~quiring 
and, but in Bombay, single stories tenements have been built in 
:>r~ference to the. unsatisfactory chawls in spite of the very high 
)rice of land there. . . 

When we turn .. t~, th_?_~e~ ~~tivjt,~e~~-~J~£'~111~~~!!llt~~~-,devoted 
GO improving -tlle condit!~~s :o_tini\l.iS,~ial labo:!lr we see t:a_at .much . 

~-_..._- ...... ~---~~ ...... --- ·"""-~- ....... ~....,.:t-- ----~~~~~:-- . 

ias ·be~~.!~~p~~~~!~~~~.ss~~TY.~~11·-': 'T~£t.ori.es 
~ct~lias mtroauced a 60 hours week, and ha.s P!ov1deq for ~he ex-

~~-~~--~~~~~-~--

nlusionfrom factEn:ies q_f c_h.ildrep.J~.!llo~ _th~ agf) o~ 12, the abolition 
.... ~>t--- ..... ~~~ .......... 'l"!:'"'* -~'~-'f, ... _,._ ":"~- "!',,...-_~---~- ~~~'-""- -_- -~- • 

)f_!l~g!tjv~r!,.!z~~~o~~~~~~d~~r~teJ£;~!!;;:r,rh£M~ .. e.s~~ of 
1923 prohibited t11e em_ployment. of 9hildren .und~r J? yea~s of age 

.. ...._.,j;;; _; .. 4._--~-. -·-- ., .f!-<..T -~~-~ #'" ... ··-·....oJI,.....··J:<..'""~ -~ ... N..;._~ .~.,.4_: -~-:- • 

an·d-tlieir presence below ground. Eours of work have.been limited . 
to 60 a week above ground a~d to 54 below ground, and a weekly 
aay of rest has been prescribed. 'J'he Act has_.also enlarged the 
ilefinition .of mine and made possible the prohibition of the employ
ment of women under ground. Draft regulations for the exclusion 
)£ women from the underground parts ·of mines have been drawn 
Lip and are being referred to mining boards for opinion. Aiso, a 
Bill has been introduced into the Legi~lature to amend the Mines 
A.ct of_1923 so as to limit the daily hours of work in mines to twelve, 
11nd to require, where a mine is worked continuously, that work shall 
be carried on by a system of shifts. , 

In addition to the e:bove t;v? ,pil!~l'~ "<:~ .. 5nJ.~~t.fi~l)eg~slation in 
[ndia; 't];te -~o_r.~~~~,S,_~C.~~p~n .. ~~It.,!g!.P}s~~j~l!E.3~~2d'!lced 
f~~~!_~~~i~~ ~ C.?,.U2,:Y..,:1""~tst!in .!~~-~~~ia~tjl}.g_J:~r~_ship 
~a used by industrial. a.cciqe~ts, whilstthe Indian 'J'rade.U nions Act, ----~~~~-..,..:~~~~.- . ~ '.' '"'~-,· ..... ,;· · ... ..: -... _ ;:..• ...... · .. -..... ·.~' 

wliich was ~esig_ned,,t<?·~~~S.~'!l'~g~,;}Ead~ !:~H_i2P~Pl..:;:gp._f7s~U:~d Jines, 
was passed by the Indian Legislat11re in. the_ Delhi S~ssion of 1926. 

- ------.~ --~~·""· ~ <---~-.-~-~~-.:.,..: .. :-. h .• _ -~ ...... < •• _· ••• /_,. 

rlie Act will come into force on the 1st June 1927. 

TJ:!e_J.ra,2t2.~~~..,c~..Q"'f!;~~;"'i~d!~.p~~~P-.t-~!1~W~:,..,ti«?,W...rJ,uly.1922. 
Dwing to the change in conditions brought about by the passage _of 
Gime it was realised that new legislation was necessary; and;. accord
ingly, a _new Factories Bill was introduced. in t~e Legislative 

P. 
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Assembly on the 1st March 1921, containing among others the fol
lowing proposals :-

(1) Provision of a 60 hours' week and the limitation of the 
daily hours for men in all factories to 12. 

(2) Limitation of hours for all children to 6 and the raising of 
their upper age from 14 to 15. 

(3) Reduction to 20 of the number of employees necessary to 
constitute a factory and grant of powers to local Govern
ments to include factories employing as :few as 10 whether 
machinery is used or not. 

(4) Repeal of the provision allowing women to work in ginning 
factories at night. 

(5) Raising the interval from half an hour to an hour and 
tightening the provision relating to holidays. 

(6) Abolition of certain existing exceptions and the substitu
tion of exempting clauses based on defined principles. 

A Joint Committee of both houses of the Indian Legislature :re
duced the daily limit of hours for men from 12 to 11, and provided 
that " at the request of the employees concerned, two half hour in
tervals might be substituted for an interval of an hour." Later, 
some difficulty was experienced in working this condition, and this 
and a few other minor practical details were set right by an Amend
ing Act passed in March 1926. By this Act, power was given to 
the local Governments to prevent the cleaning of machinery in 
motion and to secure better reporting of accidents. A section was 
added making it an offence for a parent or guardian to allow a child 
to be worked in two or more factories on the same day. Also, the 
definition of factory was improved. The bill as originally drafted 
contained a clause requiring that a reasonable temperature be main
tained, but it was felt that this gave too wide powers to the Inspec
tors, and the majority of the Select Committee of the Legislative 
Assembly which considered the Bill deleted it. It was clear how
ever, that their views were not shared by a large section of the 
Assembly and an undertaking was given to bring the matter up at 
the next session. In August 1926, accordingly, an Amending Bill 
was introduced to give local Governments power to prescribe stand
ards of temperature and the methods to be used to attain those-
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standards with a view to safeguarding _the health of the operatives. 
The Bill died with the dissolution of the Legislative Assembly but 
it has been circulated for the purpose of obtaining the opinions of 
provincial gov~rnme~ts on it and these "opinions are no~ being con• 
sigered by the Government of India. The bulk of the responsibility 
for the enforcement of the Factory Act now rests on a well qualified 
whole-time staff. The growth of interest in factory legislation on 
the part of the· educated public and. those whom that legislation is 
designed to protect gives to the administration a s~ppo:t which is 
more valuable than is generally realised. 

' -
It is no insignificant commentary on the interest taken by ~he 

State in the welfare of the workers tha]:~,}he number of persons in
jured for every 10Q,OOO employed in 192.~ as compared w~th th~ cor
responding figures for 1892 was not und~ly high .w:)len regard is paid 
to the increased complexity o£ the plant and the r_egrettable lack of 
progress in the Indian workman's ability to recognise the dangers 
which are not inseparable from the use of modern ~ac~inery. 

The latest report on the work1ng of"the F1ctories' ~ct ~el~tes to 
the year. 1925 during which the number of factories rose from (},406 
to 6,926 and the factory populatidn increased from 1,455,592 in 1924 
to 1,494,958 in 1925, that is,· an increase of over 39,090. The in
creased employment of women which was noticed in last year's report 
continued during 1925, when. the number of women employed :was 
247,514 as compared with 235,332 during the previous year:· But 
there has been a further decline in the number of children employed 
in factories from 72,531 in 1924 to 68,725 in· 1925·, and it is prob~ 
able that the growing demand for women's labour is partly due to 
the restrictions on the employment of children which have recently 
been made effective·~ The ·percentage of facto"ries maintaining a 
week of 48 hours for men is 27; in 12 per cent. more the men employ
ed worked. for 54 hours or less; the number working more than 54 
·hours is 61 per ~ent. For women the corresponding percentages 
are 32, 11 and 57. These figures show that the progr_ess whic]?. was 
noted in last year'·s report in respect of hours of work has not been 
maintained during the year 1925. The number of factories in 
which the employees are worked for the maximum hours' permissible 
under the Act shows a tendency to increase. An unsatisfactory 
feature o£ the year is the increase over last year in the number of 

F 2 
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factories in which the majority of operatives are exempted from tne 
various sections of the Act. The largest number of exemptions was 
granted in Assam. Provincial Governments have been asked tore
view the existing exemptions with the object of reducing them wher
ever po'Ssible. The total number of accidents recorded rose from 
over 10,000 in 1924 to 12,645 in 1925. Fortunately, the increase is 
largely due to the rise in the number of minor accidents reported, 
and the reports of Chief Inspectors give good grounds for believing 
that this rise is largely due to better reporting. The introduction 
in 1924 of the Workmen's Compensation Act has apparently had an 
important e:ffect in this connection. Not only has the Act given 
operatives an interest in seeing that accidents are not ignored, but 
it leads those employers whq' are insured against compensation claims 
to report to the insurance agencies and the factory inspectors acci
dents of a type which were formerly regarded as too trivial to be 
worth reporting. At the same time, the number of fatal accidents is 
distressingly high. It is lower than the figure for 1924, but that 
year's :figure was swollen by two accidents involving large loss of 
life and the total number of accidents resulting in fatalities in 1925 
is probably at least as high as in 1924. The prevention of accidents 
is, to a considerable extept, beyond the powers of employers, but 
greater attention to safety methods would in all probability have an 
important e:ffect in reducing accidents. In particular, the placing 
of unskilled persons in charge 'of dangerous ~achinery-a practice 
to which attention is called in one provincial report-shows either 
extraordinary ignorance or a callous disregard of the dangers to 
which operatives are subjected, and the Government of India have 
asked Provincial Governments to take stringent measures against 
employers who neglect to take all reasonable precautions to secure 
the safety to their employees. 

One cause of serious accidents to which special attention· is called in 
more than one provincial report is the faulty construction of fact(jries. 
Under the law as it at present stands, power to control the construc
tion of new buildings is ordinarily limited to municipalities, and 
even within municipalities buildings which were not intended as 
factories may be so used without previous sanction from any author
ity. Further, the scrutiny of building proposals conducted for 
municipal purposes is not primarily directed to ensure that the build-
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ing will be suitable for purposes of a factory. In consequence,- wo1·k 
is frequently begun in buildings which' have been constructed in 
entire ignorance of the requirements of factory law and not in
frequently, a serious accident occurs before the Factory Inspector 
becomes aware that the building. is being used as a factory. Also 
the construction of many existing factories. is such as to make it 
difficult to sec~re reasonable standards of comfort for the operatives -
employed in them. :Much can, however, be secured by co-operation 
between the municipalities and the factory inspection staff. In the 
Howrah Municipality a number of plans for proposed factory build~ 
ings were sent to the Chief Inspector of Fa~tories for approval, with 
the result that in many cases it was discovered that the buildings 
were not designed to secure adequately. the safety and health of the 
operatives. · · · 

. The number of convictions obtained during the yeiu: for con
travention of the Factories Act, was 998; 271 persons in all were 
convicted. The corresponding figures for 1924 were 615 and 223. 
The increase in the figures may be taken as· a satisfactory indication 
of increa~ing strictness in the enforcement . of the provisions of the 
Act. Complaints as to the inadequacy· of fines in some cases are 
unfortunately repeated in provincial ~eports although there are 
signs of improvement in this respect.:· There are, however, still a 
few cases in which a merely nominal fine has been imposed for _the 
illegal employment of women and children. · 

The most satisfactory feature of the year's working was the 
increase ·in the percentage· of factories inspected. The number of 
inspections made was substantially in excess of the number in any 
previous yea~ and the percentage of factories uninspected fell to-
14. As the factory inspection staff is not yet adequate in' all pro-
vinces, the figures are dis~inctly creditable. · · 

The Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines on the work
ing of the Indian Mines Act during the year 1925 .shows that dur:
ing that year the daily average number of pe:r;sons employed in 
mines _was 253,857' !!- decrease of 4;360 persons . as compared with: 
the preceding year. Of these' persons 169,554 worked· underground 
and 84,303 on the surface; 165,47'9 were adult males,_ 84,243 adult 
females and 4,135 were children. The number of persons employe~ 
in coal mines was 17'3,140 or 13~948 les; than the number empioyea 
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in 1924. In coal mines 39,618 women worked underground and 
18,913 on the surface, the corresponding figures for 1924 being 
41,616 and 21,994. The output of coal was 19,969,041 tons or 1·42 
per cent. less than in the previous year. On the other hand, there 
were substantial increases in the output of iron-ore, nh..:a and man
ganese. The average number of tons of coal obtained per person 
~mployed was 115 an increase of 7 tons per person over the preceding 
year. For this, the increased use of coal-cutting machines was 
mainly responsible and the Chief Inspector estimates that about 15 
per cent. of the total output of coal was obtained by means of 
these machines. 

During the year 1925 there were 200 fatal accidents 233 lives 
being lost. The death-rate from accidents was 92 per 100,000 per
sons employed, which is the lowest rate recorded for many years. 
One hundred and fiftyseven of the fatal accidents occurred in coal 
mines. Increased attention is being given by owners of mines to 
welfare work and " safety first " propaganda amongst the labour 
force and several large groups of collieries in the Jharia coalfields 
have taken steps for instructing the resident labourers on health 
matters. 

Reports from the provinces showed that the Indian Workmen's 
Compensation Act has worked smoothly during the year under re
view. There was a marked increase in the number of claims made 
under the Act and in the amount of Compensation paid by the 
employers. Some labour organisations have assisted workmen to 
put forward their claims under the Act, but there are indications 
that workmen generally are not yet fully aware of the financial re
lief to which they are entitled under it. 

The downward trend both in the number o£ strikes and in the 
number of successful strikes continued during the year. The total 
number of strikes reported in 1926 was 128 as against 134 in the pre
vious year. There was no strike of outstanding importance and 
most of the strikes were short-lived and unimportant. The percent
age of strikes during the year which were unsuccessful from the 
point of view of the employees was 82 as against 67 in the previous 
year. 

Indian labour is very poorly organised. The Directory of Trades 
Unions compiled towards the end of 1925 by Mr. R. R. Bakhali, 
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Assistant Secretary to the All-India Trades Union Congre;;s showed 
eight federations and 167 trade and labour unions in India. Nearly 
half of these, however, were organisations either of Government ser·- · 
vants or of pe:~;sons connected in some way or other with Go>ernment 
employment whilst some of the others were ephemeral or obscure. 
Trade Unionism has met with some success among Railway and 
Postal employees but haf! not hitherto progressed well in the great 
organised textile and mining industries. So far there. has not been 
much co-ordination between the different trade unions in this coun
try although the All-India Trade lJ nion Congress was started in 
Bombay in 1920. However it is possible that there is some slight 
tendency in the direction of co-ordination, and its officials claim 
that the Trade Union pongress represents over 100,000 organised 
workers in, this country. There have hitherto been far too few or
ganisers of the right type, and many so-called Trade Unions have· 
been formed in the past by political agitators who have instigated 
strikes in pursuance of purely political ends often with a callous dis
regard of the subsequent sufferings and losses of theil- ignorant and: 
hapless dupes. The Indian Trade Unions Act, which was discussed 
in last year's report, now provides the conditions under ·which a 
healthy and valuable development of Trade Unionism may take place 
and there is no -reason to doubt that it will produce the results which.. 
are hoped from and expected of it. 

The problem of unemployment wherever it exists is primarily one
for the provincial governments to tackle, but the Government of 
India have drawn their attention to its grav~ty. Unemployment in 
India is not an easy question to deal wit\~ because practically none· 
of the data required for an adequate treatment of the subject are
available. It is quite certain that the problem of unemployment 
differs in important respects from the problem as it is understood in· 
Western countries .. Thus, although unemployment occurs sporadi-· 
cally among particular classes of workers and may be a regular· 
feature in a few. industries such as shipping, there is n'o reason to
believe that general unemployment is a normal feature of the Indian 
industrial. system whilst on the other hand it is certainly true that 
in a number of Indian industries the demand for labour is generally 
greater than the supply. Unemployment in Indian industries, in 
fact, only occurs on a wide scale when scarcity or famine produces:. 
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partial or complete stoppage of agricultural operations over wide 
areas and thus throws into the market agricultural labour 
and labour employed in industries subsidiary to agriculture. 
But here it is necessary to draw a distinction between conditions in 
India at such times and analogous difficulties in Western countries, 
for a situation of this kind is met in India by the institution of a 
system of famine relief which has no parallel in the other countries 
referred to. When we talk of unemployment in India, what we 
have in mind usually is unemployment among the educated classes 
and there is not the least doubt that this constitutes a problem 
which is becoming more and more serious every year. The educa
tional system of India is such as to produce persons qualified almost 
exclusively for clerical occupations. The average educated Indian 
looks first to Government service as a means of livelihood, and, fail
ing that, to clerical work under some quasi-official or public body. 
Government service, the railways, municipal and other local bodies, 
Port Trusts and the like, can only absorb a percentage of the candi
dates for employment and the rest are left in a very difficult position 
indeed. Undoubtedly, more facilities for scientific, technical and 
industrial education are necessary. The growing industrialisation 
d India ought not only to absorb increasingly large numbers of 
qualified men, but the provision of such men will speed up the deve
lopment of Indian industry. It is satisfactory to be able to report 
that certain notable steps in this direction have already been taken. 
On the 9th of December, 1926, His Excellency Lord Irwin opened 
the School of Mines at Dhanbad and in his speech on that occasion 
he expressed the hope that India would see the Schools activities 
reflected in the development of Indian industries. The University 
of Rango·on is not neglecting its duty to provide competent engineers 
for the exploitation of its rich oil and mineral fields and industrial 
and technical schools which spring up in different parts of India. 
It is greatly to be hoped, therefore, that the years to come will see 
new avenues of employment opened up for the educated men and 
women of India. 

In last year's report the case of the Anglo-Indian community, 
which is an almost entirely urban community was discussed in some 
detail. Not a few of the difficulties of the Anglo-Indian community 
have arisen out of its anomalous status .. At different times it has 
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been ineluded in the category o£ "statuto~y nati~es o£ India,' 1 

" European British subjects," and, lastly, according to _the Railway 
Budget for 1927-28, as "other classes." This uncertainty· of status 
has undoubtedly helped to re~der the position of the Angio-I~dia:n 
community precarious, and, since the inauguration of the ReformS' 
and the consequent Indianisa.tion of the different services, particularJ 
ly of the Railways which has taken place, the economic conditions 
o£ the community have undoubtedly deteriorated. This worsening 
of their conditions has led the Anglo-Indians to organise themselves 
for the improvement of their lot. 4-nglo-Indian Relief Committee& 
have been formed in many places in India and the All~India· and 
Burma Anglo-Indian and Domiciled European Associatic;m under 
the Presidentship of Lieutenant-Colonel Gidney, who represents the 
community in the Legislative Assembly, has t~ken up among other 
things the question of Anglo-Indian education with a view t~ making 
it more adequate to the circumstances of the present day. · Some 
Provincial Legislative Councils have shown a tendency to· reduce the 

·grants for European education which includes Anglo-Indi!tn educa
tion, and Colonel Gidney and his Association have therefore started 
an educati~n Fund. Owing to the general poverty of the !3ommun
ity subscriptions necessarily flow in slowly, but after .less than a. 
year the fund has reached the figure of Rs: 15,000. A trust deed 
has been executed in respect o:f this fund and trustees have been 
appointed. As was pointed out in last year's repott the restriction 
of the. empl<?yment of Anglo-Indians in the railways and Govern
ment services renders it absolutely imperative that the children of 
the commu!lity should receive an education which will enable them 
to compete with others in the learned .and com~ercial and other pro-
fessions. Improvement in this respect is already apparent and 
whereas only a few years ago hardly a single Anglo-Indian Univer
sity graduate was to be found. in the country' there are now over a 
hundred. students in Calcutta alone going up for University degrees. 
and other important centres report in the same strain. In addition. 

. to making these efforts towards communal organisation and educa
tion, tile Anglo-indians a.re seeking to identify themselves with the 
other communities which own Indi~ as the4' mother country, and. 
are claiming the rights and privileges and accepting the. duties per-:
taining to such a status. The· Anglo-Indian Deputation under 
Lieutenant-Colonel Gidn~y, whose actiVities were described in last 
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year's report, has already produced one beneficial result, for Anglo. 
Indian unemployment is less to-day than it has been during the few 
preceding years, a result which must be ascribed in part at least to 
the work of the Deputation. One of the main efforts of Anglo
Indian endeavour at the present time is to obtain employment in the 
Indian Army in whose records many memorable pages have been 
written by members of the community. 

No account of the relations between gove~~~al_~gvit!es and 
public welfare in this ~o~ii:§r..iv2:i@ be-somplete without some men
tion of the effol'ts_.:wP.i~lt ,!tre beJng. Ju,ad.,e_~l"-th~ ll:t&.!~L to J:n:P.:ove 
sanitary ~itions and....P..,~}>Lic ];te1:lfl~ ,g.~n~r!l.!!y. Quite apart from 
their influence on the alleviation of human suffering, these efforts 
have an economic importance which is direct, even though it can
not be calculated statistically. To illustrate this we need onlv con
·sider the evil effects of the most common disease in India, namel:y, 
malaria. No part of India is free from this scourge and the number 
-of days of work which are lost every year on its account must run 
into many millions. The members of every class and occupation in 
India are affected. And not only the actual days Io·st are to be 
-counted but the weakening effects of malaria on the human system 
must also be taken into consideration, for it saps the energy and 
reduces the efficiency of its victims. In other parts of India, com
monly prevalent diseases like hookworm, beriberi, etc., supplement 
the havoc wrought by malaria, whilst destructive epidemics like 
·cholera, plague and small pox which so frequently sweep different 
areas of India, take heavy toll. It must be remembered that a 
.death in India may be a very ruinous thing for a family s'ince it may 
result in extravagant expenditure on funeral ceremony, may lead to 
the un-economic partition of land, and produce a number of other 
disastrous effects. Sanitation and public health are now provincial 
transferred subjects and so their main treatment in this report will 
be found in chapter VII. But the Government of India retains 
~ertain powers in respect of infectious and contagious diseases to 
such extent as may be declared by any Act of the Indian Legisla
ture; controls the pilgrim traffic outside India; and controls emi
gration. The Indian Government also directs central medical re
search work and assists in the work of.the International Bureau of 
_Public Health in Pari~. which they allow their Public Health Com-
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m1ss1 er to attend during at least one season of the Bureau each 
·year. 

that the financial' outlook in Indi~.!..®,m,oved,w<fo~~,. 
ment as been able to g~v!_increasing~..Jo' .M!d_i.~r;~ Resea_:c_ll· 
Durin the ear 192 - the Indian Research Fund Association re,. 
ceived a total rant of Rs. 6 75 000 from the Government of India 
and fi anced 47 different enquiries in the field of medical research, 
includ 'ng investigations into various aspects of malaria, plague, 
choler , helminthology, kala-azar, leprosy, nutritional diseases, 
tuberc losis, ·dysentery, diarrhma and other intestinal disorders, 

. skin d seases, relapsing fever, dengue and sandfly fever and diabe
tes. he Association also continued its contributions: towards the 
cost of two professorships at the Calcutta School of Tropical Medi
cine a d Hygiene, the pay of Dr. Muir employed on the leprosy 
enquir at the same School; and the up-keep of the Imperial Bureau 
of Ent mology, London, and also sanctioned :ri.ew grants towards a 
perma ent central malaria organisation and the Bio-Chemical Sec
tion at the Ha:ffkine Institute, Bombay. ~~g
ference of Medical Workers in India was held at Calcutta from the 
1 · _ · ______ :~-j£ry:£;;;.r"J~i";g~t~~·~tteD.aea~·and 
each re earch worker gave a brief account of his· investigations. A . 
progra me of work for 1927-28 which would absorb almost the 
whole f the Indian Research Fund Association's income, was re
comme ded for the consideration of the Scientific· Advisory Board 
and w finally approved by the. Governing Body. Further, the 
scheme for establi 'n an Im erial Medical Research Institute at 
Delhi, hich was ost oned in 1923 in deference to the recommenda
tions of the Indian Retrenchment · itttee, has now been revived. 
It was uggested to the. Secretary of State in September 1926, that 
the sch me should be reconsidered and that as a preliminary the · 
whole q estion should be re-examined by_ a committee consisting of 
four ex erts, . two .selected from India and two from abroad. The 

' '~ . . ' -

of the Secretary of ·state was receive,d and steps ar!') being 
taken t appoint the members of the Committee. In commemora
tion of he visit to India of Sir Ronald Ross\U: J a~~a;y ,ig"z7~~''an 
~~~-~~ -.¥i&tii~i~t:Uill!t~~:~C2,iiiE~-
t1ie a us ICe .of the~Rese_llr,ch Fu~~ :Associ~tion a~d 'Yill be 
named- fter him. - --~·~-~"""""'"-"""'""-· 
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India was represented at the International Sanitary Conference 
held.in Paris during May and June, 1926, which met at the invita
tion of the French Government to consider a revised text of the 
International Sanitary Convention signed in Paris in January 
1912. The Conference agreed on a convention which tne leading 
representative of India was able to sign with only one reservation of 
minor importance. This convention is distinguished from that of 
1912 by better arrangement, clearer enunciation of the main prin
-ciples and the removal of several provisions which had little or no 
protective value and were irksome tO' trade and shipping. The Con
vention now awaits ratification by the Government of India. 

During the year, the Indian Goverp.ment has devoted consider
able attention to the safety and comfort of persons proceeding on the 
pilgrimage to the Hedjaz. It has taken steps to amend the Indian 
Merchant Shipping Act, 1923, so as to do away with the vexatious 
delays to which at present pilgrims are sometimes subjected. In 
order to meet the convenience of pilgrims from Bengal and the ad
joining provinces, the Government of India decided to reopen the 
port of Calcutta to pilgrim traffic and to meet from the central re
venues the cost of the protector of pilgrims at Calcutta and his staff. 
Lastly, simultaneously with the revision of the International Sani
tary Convention at Paris, His Majesty's Government and the Indian 
Government have come to an agreement with the Government of 
the Netherlands for joint control of the quarantine station at Kama
ran in the Red Sea by the Indian and Nether lands East Indian Gov
ernments. Pilgrims arriving from India will be treated by a Medi
cal Officer appointed by the Government of Indra. On the conclu
sion o£ the Raj Pilgrimage of 1926, the Government of India sanc
tioned the repartriation of 487 destitute Indian pilgrims from Jed
dah. 

The question of the continuation of the recognition of Medical 
degrees of Indian Universities by the general Medical Council is one 
of some importance at the present time. In connection with this 
subject it was arranged that Sir Norman Walker accompanied by 
Colonel R. A. Needham, I.M.S., should come to India in the cold 
weather of 1926-27. Colonel Needham came out in advance and 
inspected the university examinations falling due in October and 
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N vember 1926. Sir Norman W al.ker reached India towards the 
of December and he and Colonel .Needham visited and inspected 
various Indian Medical Colleges .. ·Their report had not been 

mitted at the end of the year under revi~w. 

n · July 1926, a revised scheme for the re-organisation of the 
ical Services in India was submitted to the Secretary of Sta~e. 

The main features of the scheme are that Provincial Civil Medical 
Se . ces should be constituted and recruited by Local Governments, 
that the suggested unification of t;he Military Medical Services in 
Indi should be abandoned, that an Indian·M.edical Service consti
tute on the same broad lines·as at present; should be retained pri
mari for the purpose of meeting the needs of the Indian Army and 
that i order to maintain ·the necessary war resetv'e o£ military 
medic l officers and to. provide European medical attendance for 
Europ an Officers of the Superior Civil Services and their families, 
provin ial Governments should be required to employ a stated num
ber of ndian Medical Service Officers in addition to Officers of the 
Provin ial Medical Service. 

The uestion of medical relief for the women of India calls for 
·. --~·-- -~~~~F'M""': _.f.ll"'""W~~L'I'M GO!'il!i'f --- _..--

SEeci!!L oiJJ:& .. ~<?E. . .X!~ll:!~--past, knowledge of the conditions under 
which s · many of theni live and give birth tcf their children has 
been gr wing in the outside world, particularly in England, as 
well as a ong those responsible for the government of the country. 
With this knowledge has grown the conviction that something must 
be done to· alter these conditions and the will to do it; bur official 
and non-official action must go warily, for relief in this matter finds 
'itself confronted at every step with customs and practices which 
have acquired religio!Js sanctions and the· prestige which comes 
of age-~ld observance. The custom of child marriage ainong 
the Hindus, . and the purdah system cause, or at any rate cloak, 
immeasurable suffering and also. make d'ifficult the approach of 
medical practitioners, particularly men, to the suffering. women; 
but while purely governmental.action ·is brought to a halt by the 
wall of religious and traditional usage, other agencies can manage 
to find a foothold in the cracks and crannies, and come at least. to 
the threshold of the territory on the other side of the wall. 

Medical relief for women in India is the special c~re of three 
<jUasi-official institutions, ne,ither " centraV' nor . .'·' provincial," 
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which have grown up out of the interest taken by the wives of suc
cessive Viceroys in the matter. 

The first of these_il1.§1i.tJ!ti.Qn,s,,.JpJ.ll!f~-bi, th~ .Qp!!,~t~oi_Duffe!
in and commonly known b.xJer name, has f9:r: !ts o}ie_c_t ~the trajn
ing of women as--doc~or_s,-h~.ls£.ita~ assistants, nurses and midwives as 
well as the provision of dispensaries. wards and hospitals. This in
stitution did excellent work; but, after some years, it became clear 
that its income had become insufficient for the fulfilment of its 
objects and that the remuneration which it offered women doctors 
was inadequate. This resulted, in 1914, in the establishment of a 
Woman's Medical Service and the Government of India now pays 
the Countess of Dufferin's Fund a subsidy of Rs. 3! lakhs. It has 
a cadre of 42 officers (with a training resel've of 8) scattered through
uut India, working chiefly in women's hdspitals and teaching in the 
Lady 1Iardinge Medical College, Delhi, and the Medical Schools at 
Madras and Agra. It is recruited in the proportion of 50:50 from 
among Europeans and persons domiciled in India; but the present 
strength of the service is proving unequal to the demand for train
ed medical women. 

The second institution working in this field is the Victoria 
Memorial d raised b the late Lad r Curzon. Its 
o Ject is the training of local dais or midwives so as " to enable 
them to pursue their hereditary calling in the light of modern sani
tation and medical knowledge." Anyone familiar with the crude 
and dangerous conditions in which births take place in India will 
readily realise the pressing need for some such training. The Fund 
began to furnish this training in 1902, but owing to the ignorance 
and stubborn prejudices of the class for whose welfare it was estab
lished, progress has been painfully and lamentably slow. Never
theless, a great deal has been accomplished, but progress must de
pend as much on the education of public opinion as on the provision 
of well-trained dais. There are signs of an awakening conscious
ness, due probably to the propagandist effects of such movements as 
Health Visitors in the Punjab, the innovation of providing quarters 
for dais willing to receive a nine-months' intensive training in Dera 
Ismail Khan, and the exertions of the Municipal Wel:fare Scheme 
in Simla. 

T~~ti~J;i.gJ;!.~~cu:k~.& ~9J;. the welfare of In,_rli!in women is 
tee~ ~a~Gheb!;J,.sJ_grd_ Jte_aE,.l1~. Lol!~di.i{Jo < 'j)~q~te-.M~ t.es»it~ End 
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9hild Welfare generalll. in I¥,~:.,.~'!'he high rate of inf!J.nt mor-
tality in Indi~ was felt to be a blot on her health ad:rp.inistration-; 
b'ut " lack of funds " was the official excuse for not 'tackling the 

• p'r.oblem. ~d;y C~lni!!2~~!~ilt7...£~,_,~JlS~$.~ed 
.a ~~~!l.~4~-.~~..!.2f~~~~Je . .2i!~P~.~~· 

The League has done admirable work, though its developments 
ha.ve. not been quite those which were anticipated, this rather in its 
methods of work than in its objects. 'rhe work undertaken by the 
Red Cross Society with its surplus income after the war, has resulted 
in the League devoting the largest part of its income to the educa
tion of Health Visitors, the. remainder being expended on propa
ganda and on work outside Governors' provinces. Schools for the 
important work of educatmg Health Visitors have been opened in 
Delhi, Lahore, :Madras, Calcutta, and N agpur; while some training 
is given also at Poona under the Seva Sadan. :The first four are 
assisted by the Lady Chelmsford League, though the Punjab Gov
ernment has lately decided to take over the one at Lahore. It is 
discouraging to note, however, that despite the good work being 
done by these schools, candidates do not come forward in sufficient 
numbers. 

The League's p:ropaganda consists in publishing leaflets. pamph
lets, books, and posters in various languages and in providing travel
ling Exhibitions OT Maternity and Child Welfare. 'l'he r;eague also 
acts as a bureau of information for the whole of India and is in 
touch with Child-Welfare all over the world. In February 1927 the 
League called an im ortant conference for the· discussion of mater
m y an child-welfare problem. Delegate.s from all parts of I~dia 
and Burma and even from Ceyhn~. attended and the results achieved 
were highly satisfactory. · 

"Baby Week" is a development of one side of the League's 
activities, and was organised in its present form ·by Lady Reading. 
It would be difficult to exaggerate the practical importance of the 
stimulus afforded to the Infant Welfare movement by Baby Week. 
The exhibitions, lectures, and baby shows which annually take 'place 
in all the most important cent.Tes of India have aroused public .in
ierest in an unprecedented degree. ·The lomil operations are direct
ed by-Provincial Committees of the National Baby Week, whose 
memlbel\S display t'he keenest enthu.s'i~lsm. Year by year the .number 
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of new towns applying for assistance in organising a Baby Week 
inereases. There is an ever-growing demand for leaflets, pamph
lets, model lectures, cinematograph films, and magic lantern slides .• 
Various benevolent institutions such as the Poona Seva Sadan So
Ciety, "'have-tllrown -the~~ei~~s ;ith enthusiasm int6 the· task. of 
furt"her!ng tllecampaig~:Th~·-P~onii.._Seva s-a<Ta.ll-Soc!ety"-has a
nuuilier (>r Tnfant"W'e1!are- centres ana ante-natal clinics working in 

_ con:junctloii wlilitlie-'"t~o maternity hospitals it conducts .. In short, 
a great national organisation has been creat~d for the diffusion of 
knowledge concerning the requirements of babies both before and 
after birth. The new Baby Week movement is supplementing the 
efforts of older institutions such as the National Association for 
Supplying Female Medical Aid to the Women of India. Further, 
Lady Reading has initiated a scheme for training Indian nurses and 
doctors in larger numbers, which, as time-goes on: should do much 
to in:l?rove t~e s_it_p-~!i£Jh •. J!~1' .Exc~llency Lady Irwin has contin~ed 
the-work oi her preaecessor and th1s year's Baby Week aroused Im
mense enthusiasm. As a means of focussing attention on the prob
lems of motherhood and in£ancy it is unrivalled and more than main
tains both its popularity and its efficacy. The Silver Challenge Shield 
donated by the " News of the World, London " for annual competi
tion for the Iiest " Baby Week Campaign " held throughout the. 
Empire (excluding the British Isles) was awarded in 1926-27 by 
the National Baby Week Council to the Baby Week Committee at 
Bellaxy, Madras Presidency. Amongst those who were highly com
mended in the competition were Simla Committee, Delhi Committee 
and Secunderabad Deccan Baby Week Committee. 

This chapter may fitly close with an account of the policy of the 
Government of India and the different provincial governments to
wards the consumption of Opium and Alchoholic Liquors in India. 
As far as opium is concerned, the sphere of the Government of India 
is practically confined to its international obligations in connection 
with the export of Indian opium to foreign countries and to the 
control o£ the cultivation and manufacture of opium in British India. 
Otherwise, the control of the opium traffic in British India is entire
ly in the hands of the provincial governments. What is commonly 
called " the Opium evil ,. ·is unknown throughout the greater part 
of India, and only in Burma and· Assam dGes opium smoking attain 
any appreciable dimensions·. In Burma a system of registration 
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and rationing is in force. On the 31st of December 1926, the num
ber 'of Burmans and non-Burmans registered as smokers were 761 
and 15,118 respectively. No new names may be added to the regis
ter and with the gradual disappearance of the persons now on it,. 
opium. smoking will c~ase to exist in Burma. The Assam Govern-
ment have recently taken most active steps to control the practice
and ultimate'ly extinguish it, and a Bill to penalise opiu:~p- smoking 
was under consideration at the end of March 1926. In the Punjab, 
Delhi, North-West Frontier Province, -B,aluchistan, and the United 
Provinces opium smoking in assemblies is a penal offence .. The Go-y-' -
ernment _of Bihar and Orissa propose to undertake legislation on the· 
lines of the United Provinces Act and the Government of Bengaf 
have under consideration a draft bill to control op~um smoking at· 
public gatherings. The Government of Madras intend to p-rohibit 
opium smoking ·altogether and the Government of Bombay have de
cided to prohibit absolutely the poss~ssion of chandu: 

The policy o£ the Iridian Government in the matter of opium 
exports is governed by international agreements. The export o:£ 
opium to• any non-Asiatic country other than the United Kingdom is
prohibited.- The export to the latter is for medicinal purposes only 
an~ is strictly controlled by the Import Certificate system. The direct 
control over exports of raw opium which the Government of India 
had assumed in 1923 was extended to the other dange:cous drugs 
covered by tlie Geneva Convention in 1926. In June, 1926, it was-
announced that the extinction of exports o·f opium for other than 
medical and scientific purposes will be -accomplished in. ten years, 
that is, no opium will be exported for purposes other than medicinal 
and scientific after December 31, 1935. The exports in 1927 will' 
be 90 per cent. of the exports in 1926, then in 1928 80 per cent. of" 
the exports in 1926, and so on. With effect from the 12th of Febru-
ary 1927 the transhipment at any port in British India of any of 
the goods covered by the Geneva Convention ;has been prohibited' 
unless covered by an export authorization or diversion certificate· 
issued by the exporting country. 

Naturally, the present opium policy of the Government of India· 
has not been adopted without considerable financial-s~crifices the' 
extent of which is a measure of the Government's sincerity. During 
the last ten years, that is, between 1916-11 and 1926~27, the area' 
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·under POJ>PY cultivation in India has been reduced by more than 73 
per cent. And not only have the Government of India devoted their 

. attention to reducing poppy cultivation in British India, but they 
have entered into prolonged and earnest negotiations with those 
Indian States in which opium is produced. As a result of these 
negotiations they have already been able to reduce the total quantity 

. of crude opium to be purchased from Indian States from about 
11,400 maunds in 1924-25 to 6,500 rnaunds with effect from the 

. season of 1925-26. The Government of the Punjab are trying to 
induce the Simla Hill States to assimilate their excise policy with 
that of the neighbouring British districts in the Punjab. Since 
January 1926 the Government of India have prohibited the cultiva
tion of poppy in Ajmer-Merwara and.it is now confined to a limited 
area in the United Provinces. On the 20th March 1926, a Confer-

. ence was held in Ajmer to consider the arrangements which ought 
to be taken by the· Indian Government to check opium smuggling 
from Rajputana and Central India into British India. As a result 

. of the recommendations of the Conference a special preventive staff 
under the control of the Government Railway Police at Ajmer has 
been appointed to control the illicit traffic. The Government of 
India also decided to convene a Conference between representatives 

. of the Government of India and of the Indian States concerned to 
discuss the possibility of the abandonment of poppy cultivation in 
the Indian States, or the adoption of some other policy that will do 
away with the smuggling of opium from the States into British 
India. 

The efforts of the Government of India to reduce the production 
. of opium in the Indian States and to prevent its smuggling from 
these places into British India have been accompanied by equally 

,determined efforts to reduce still further the consumption of opium 
in those parts of British India whose people are specially addicted 
to its use. In September, 1926, a Conference of Ministers charged 
with the administration of Excise was hel"d at which certain out
standing problems relating to the co-ordination of Excise policy in 
India were to be discussed and it was expected that the presence of 
the Ministers would provide a suitable opportunity for the examina
tion of questions relating to Opium policy. After the Conference, 

~-in October, 1926, the Government of India addressed the local Gov-
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ernments in regard to the cleansing of ' black spots ' and placed the' 
following specific suggestions before them for ~heir consideration:__:_ 

(1) The appointment of ,Committees to conduct separate local 
enquiries .in . areas where' the average consumption of 
opium exceeded 30 seers per 10,000 inhabitants. 

(2) The investigation of the special problem presented by the 
large industrial areas. 

(3) The application of a system of rationing and. registration 
of consumers in areas of excessive consumption. · 

(4) The possibility of organising a system of liaison between the 
Government of India and the Provincial Governments 
for the purpose of• assisting the latter i.n their local in
vestigations. 

It is interesting to notice how the use of opium in India has 
declined within the past few years in the different provinces. 
Between-1910-11 and 1925-26 the consumption has fallen in Madras 
from 1,039 maunds to' 890 maunds; in Bombay fi·om 1,435 maunds 
to 754 maunds; in Bengal from 1,626 maunds to 999 maunds; in 
Burma from 1,444 maun~s to 712 maunds; in Bihar and Orissa from 
882 maunds to 626 maunds; in the United Provinces from 1,545 
maunds to 550 maunds; in the Punjab from 1,584 maunds to 941 
maunds; in the Central Provinces from 1,307 niaunds to· 794 maunds; 
in Assam from 1,509 maunds to 838 maunds; and.in the North-West 
Frontier Province from 69 maunds to 48 maunds. In Ajmer-Mer
wara the Government of India are considering the desirability of 
special enquiry into the local circumstances that are responsible for 
the Telatively high avemge mte of consumption peT head of ·the 
population .in that area and have Tecently called for the views of 
the Chief Commissioner of .Ajmer-Merwara. In 1910-11 the con_. 
sumption for the whole of India was 12,527 :niaunds; in 1925~26 it 

·was 7,282 maunds. At the same time the revenue derived from 
opium in the various provinces of India, owing to .the -enhanced 
price at which the drug is sold, has risen· from R.s: 1~63 crores in 
1910-11 to R.s. 3:4.1: crores in 19'25-26. 

There is reason to believe that. the use ~of cocaine and allied drugs 
is increasing in· the big•gities of India, but Excise· staffs every~ here 
are fully alive to the -d·angers from 'this source and-ari; iixa:mination 
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<Of the criminal statistics will show that the traffic in these noxious 
drugs is becoming daily more dangerous. The extent of this traffic 
is sometimes exaggerated by newspaper reports as the following 
-example will show. An article appeared in a Calcutta newspaper 
of the 29th May, 1925, in which it was stated that the coca plant 
was growing wild all over the country, that Indians were learning 
the habit of chewing the coca leaf, and that there were secret fac
tories of the drug cocaine in India. Detailed enquiries by Pro
vincial Governments proved that the whole thing was a mare's nest. 
In September 1926, the Government o£ India however requested the 
Provincial Governments to undertake legislation to prohibit the 
cultivation of the coca plant and action in this direction has beeri 
taken by the Governments of Bihar •and Orissa, the Central Pro
vinces and Assam. 

The allied problem of the consumption of alcoholic liquors is 
also receiving close attention both from the Government of India 
and from the Provincial Governments. Except in those few places 
where industrial labour is thickly concentrated, there is no " drink 
-evil " in the sense that this phrase is understood in Western coun
tries. Indulgence in alcoholic liquor is, strongly reprobated by 
practically every section of the Indian people, and, of course, for 
Muhammadans the use of alcoholic liquor is prohibited by religion. 
For some time past Prohibition has been advocated by various in
-dividuals and schools of opinion in different parts of India. In 
some cases this advocacy was based on purely political grounds, but 
jt i;; quite certain that much of its strength comes from a sincere 
-desire to wipe out the evils inseparable from the use of liquor by 
the poor and ignorant classes, who are the people mainly addicted 
to it in this country. There are some important practical difficul
ties in the way of the satisfactory enforcement of a policy of prohibi
tion in India. In certain places the presence of the toddy palm en
;mres a natural supply of liquor, whilst any thorough-going attempt 
to abolish distillation in innumerable lonely and remote parts oi 
the country would require very numerous and enormously expensive 
preventive staffs which would certainly fail to achieve their object 
in its entirecy. Nevertheless, both the Government of India and 
the Pro~incial Governments have a'dopted policies which aim at en
-suring the utmost moderation possible in the use of alcoholic liquors. 
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These policies may be conveniently, if somewhat loosely su.m.ID.ed 
up in the one phrase" minimum consumption, maximum revenue." 
The production of liquor is controlled as efficiently as circumstances 
permit, and increased excise duties discourage excessive indulgence. 

· · The different legislative bodies in India do not lag behind the Indian 
Government in their interest in this matter of Prohibition, which 
came up for discussion in the Council of State on February the, 9th, 
1927,.when the Hon'ble M.r. Rama Dass Pantulu moved a resolution 
recommending Prohibition in the local administrations under the 
direct cantrol of the. Government of India. To this resolution, the 
Hon'ble Mr. Bray~e, Secretary in the .Finance Department, moved 
an amendme~t recommending to the Governor General in Council 
that a policy designed to prqmote and ensure mo·deration in the use 
of alcoholic liquors ·should be adopted in the said local administra
tions. The resolution, as amended, was carried by the Council and 
Mr. Brayne's amendment epitomises the po'licy which the Govern
ment of India have followed since many years before the Reforms. 
The Governments of Bombay, Madras and the United •Provinces 
have accepted Prohibition or '~abstinence" in general terms as the. 
goal of their policy, whereas the Government of ~he Central Pro
vinces have adopted as their goal the ultimate extinction of the 
consumption of country-made spirit. There is some reason to be
lieve that the policy now pursued 'by some provincial Governments 
of raising the· retail price of alcoholic liquor to. a_ high :figure may 
defeat their object by indirectly (mcouraging'the production and 
consumption of deleterious illicit spirit. Towards the end 'of 1926, 
the Government of the Punjab found it necessary to reduce with 
effect from the 1st of April, 1927, the ·dut},: on country spirit from 
Rs; 12-8 to Rs. 10 per imperial proof gallon. In Assam a Loca'l 
Option Bill was passed during the year under review. 

It is thus clear from the abave that the exe·cutive Governments, 
both Central· and Provincial, and th!:l various 'legislative bodies in 
India are fully alive to t~eir duties in the matter of controlling and 
reducing the consumntion of· drugs: and ·:~Jcoholic liquors in .this 
country. . ". ..- ' · .. . . . 

.. 



CHAPTER IV. 
Communications, Trade and Commerce. 

In the two preceding chapters we have been studying various 
sides of Indian life, and diverse activities of thE- Government of 
India and of certain political and other public bodies, whet\ any 
estimate of the amount of progress achieved or benefit conferred 
depends much on individual opinion or even prejudice. To some 
persons, for example, the proceedings· of the Central Legislature 
during the last session may appear to register considerable pro
gress over those of the corresponding .session, three years before, 
when the Swarajists first entered the Legislatures. Others, how
ever, of more extreme views, may doubt whether the word progress 
is rightly used in this connection. Again, there are persons in 
India who regard :Factory Acts, welfare work in cities, and such 
like things as at the very best only inadequate palliatives to 
conditions and discomforts of life which might have been avoided 
by revitalising the village community and fostering and develop
ing cottage industries. But in this present chapter we can apply 
the test of measure to progress and discover how many more 
miles of railway l1ave been added during the year, and to how 
many more places telegraphs and telephones have been extended 
and what new roads have been built and where. But it should 
not be :forgotten that the prosaic figures of miles of railway road, 
telegraph wires and so on, represent ultimately more than mere 
mechanical achievements. For the developments during the past 
hal£ century or so, of railways, roads, and telE-graphs, have made 
all British India into a closely knit economic unit with one part 
sensitive to the circumstances of the other, and with the capacity 
to redress speedily adverse conditions in any one of its divisions 
with the resources of any other part or of the whole. 

The value of the railway system in counter-acting the effects 
of famine is obvious enough whilst its contribution to the economic 
development of India-the roadless and C'analless India of a 
century ago-is probably greater than the corresponding contribu
tion of railways in most European countries. During the past 
seventy years or so, there has been immens~ activity in road build-

( 160 ) 
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ing also. The Grand Trunk Road has been extended from the 
Ganges valley to Peshawar, good metalled arterial and district 
roads have been driven over the plains and through the hills c;>fevery 
part of India, and thousands of miles of serviceable ' kacha ' or 
non-metalled roads and useful bridle-tracks have been made. It 
is true that this activity needs to be speeded up and magnified 
to many dimensions before India can be said to have a thoroughly 

·adequate road system, .but this is no more than saying that India 
is a country of .almost continental dimensions, starting late and 
with scanty resources on the process of economic and general mate
rial development. There can be no question that every district in 
India has immensely increased the amount of wheeled transport 
within its limits, even during the past two or three decades, and 
the extent of this expansiozr is a measute of the growth of India's 

. road-system and of its economic value to her people. ~ut altR.ough 
so~ much.,has,.,..keD;...,~~<lQ~pli§~~g,.,it ~is. roea~ily,.a_dm#Jed, t]lat ~this 
represents h~rdly more than ,t:Q..e . begi:r.miAg _of , t4e . develc;>pment 
t?'f _ro~ads~a~d.;Ia~lway~):;tJ~.is c,c~;Intry .. .__, .. --~· "·:~-r""·--
~ . • ~ ' - ...... " ... ., ..... ,t'::· .• - - "· - -

Railway finance and the relations between the legislatures and 
the railways have been. already discussed,. but before we go on 
to examine the chief features of the year's work it might be as 
well to consider briefly railway organisation at headquarters and 
on the railways themselves. The,..ag,e.r,t~y..,.~~l.r<~RiPJ?.~ih~,..,G;~:ryern~ .· 
~!:~~-q~.Jp.Jli!;.,~'!-P~U".i~.Jhy]l...£!.~,d:lU~,~y~sy~t~~El:JMLc~untry 
i~ · ~tE-~;:;;g~Q~N'~?-~:@:,~~i~J:·,~.2xt<l~~st!!~te~," -.c.~1l~ists .. of;. a 
Q.hl~~C.oW:.mi~l9.,~~f, .. a~,~~I:l~_ncJ!L-.<2~~ksiE,R:~1:.~2~1~.2.Jt~E!!>-~.s. 
A proposal of the Acworth Committee that the Indian . Railways 
should be sub-divided into three territorial divisions with a Com
missioner in charge of each was not accepted, and the work of 
the Members of the Board is now divided on the basis of subjects. 
One Member deals with technical subjects, and the other with 
general administration, personnel and traffic subje-cts, the Financial 
Commissioner representing· the Finance Department on the Board 
and dealing with. all financial questions. _ The Board is assisted 
by :five Directors for Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, 
Traffic, Finance and . Establishment. ' Each Director has definite' 
charge of certain particular aspects of the 'Board's active and 
constructive policy, and l::>y disposing of matters excepting those 
affecting policy or of major importance relieves the Chief Com
missioner and Members of the Board of much current work thus 
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enabling them to devote their attention to larger questions oi rail
way policy, to tour over the various railway systems and to main
tain personal touch with Local Governments to a greater extent 
than was previously practicable. 

The present constitution of the Railway Board is the result 
of a re-organisation carried out during 1924, during which als() 
certain changes in organisation were made on the railways them
selves. For some years before 1924, it had been evident that 
the increasing mileage of some of the railways, the growing com
plexity of traffic problems and the modern advance in the science
of transportation necessitated some adjustment in the controlling 
agency. The departmental system of administration had become 
unsuited to the working of an increasipg traffic over large areas; 
and the burden falling upon the headquarters staff of the larger 
railways was so heavy as to render efficient control difficult. A 
careful aJl._alysis of the problem had indicated that the remedy 
lay iii divisional organisation. The main object o:£ this organisa
tion is to fix the responsibility for the whole of the railway work 
in a certain sectio:ij of the railway (called a "Division ") on one
officer called the Divisional Superintendent. A " division " may 
he--or any length according to circumstances, but is generally a 
good deal larger than what used to be known as a railway district 
in which under the departmental system there were three or more 
officers each responsible to the head of his department at the 
headquarters of the railway. Each Divisional Superintendent is 
directly responsible to the Agent, the Administrative Head of the 
whole Railway, who has on his ' staff ' experts in the several 
branches of railway work, who would under a departmental system 
be called " the Heads of Departments." This is not the place 
to enter into a complete description o£ a Divisional organisation 
but while the above is a brief general outline of the system, which 
has been adopted extensively in America, South Africa and in other 
countries, it must be understood that, as applied to individual 
railways it takes forms differing considerably in detail. A form of 
Divisional organisation was introduced on the Great Indian Penin
sula Railway in 1922 and al).other form was brought in on the 
North Western Railway in 1924 and shortly afterwards, in Janu
ary 1925, on the East Indian Railway. These improvements in 
organisation were the administrative counterparts of the very 
fruitful change in the system of railway finance which, as we have 
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already seen, resulted from-the convention concluded in September, 
1924, between the Govermrient of India and the Legislative' 
Assembly. · ' 

. A_ g}~~~~ at t.!?-~ .. .nJ,.~Pl-o,n.l4e~Qppos#~ . .,.,pfige""'wjll,.,giy~, ... some' 
Idea~ ~'§.~)~~~ress JV~«~.,}a,.~!?.~el!:El_a .. de~.§v~g~~P!:_st: s~ntury 
in -t~e .. ~~;r~~~f"tth~,Jndia,_:p.. ~~J~Y.:;;§YSt~.ID:~ and, 5t must 
be rememl:ierea, the pace of development has been increasing 
during the past' few years help~d by the thoroughly sound fip.anciaf 
organisation described below, and is likely to develop with con
tinually increasing momentum in the future. Up to end of March 
1927 the tota~ Capital at charge on all r~ilways including. those
under construction ''amounted . to. Rs. 788·67 crores o£ . which . 
Rs. 701·07 Qrores was capit~l at charge on Sta,te~o'Wn.ed·'~aihyays 
inclusive of premia paid in the purchase of companies lines. The: · 
remainder, 87·60 crores, represented capital raised by Indian States, 
Companies arid District Boards.- Q.~t~e~3lst:-'M.a!_~~:.r!~,g], .. , the 
tot~l.,r.?J!~m}J~~-Et,.~~!!dl~~~·-r~~Y~.!l!P~~~.Jmat2];Y~48,. 
cons1stmg of 19;367 miles of broad gauge, 15,932 miles of ~et:r,e · 
gauge and 3,749 of narrow gauge. During the year under review 
421 miles .of new lines were opened for public traffic, whilst. ab9ut 
2,254 miles w.ere under colJiStruction at its .close. Of tEe total 
route mileage 28,004 .miles "or n·r pe:r cent. 'are owned hy the 
State and 15,745 miles or 40·3 ·per cent. are directly managed by 
the State. . It would be absurd, of course, to contrast the railway 
mileage· of agricultural Indi~ with her vast moun~ain .ranges, 
great river estuaries, and widespreading deserts and barren places, 
with that of highly industrialised, compact England who~e every 
square mile, almost, is made to contribute something to the 
national income. But when it is realised. that Great Britain and' 

·Ireland, less than one-thirty-fifth of the area of India, have 24,000' 
miles· of railway it is clear that. there is both scope and need for 

·as rapid an extension as possible- of the Indian railway system. 
That the Government of India recognises this need and is doing

all in its power· to meet it is made clear by the following fac~s. 
The· capital ·expenditure to be devoted to the construction of· new 
lines during 1927-28 is Rs. 7'62 lakhs (at the present rate of ex
change, a lakh of rupees is equal to £7',500 sterling). During the· 
year under review, the Railway Board hav~ made a distinct adv:ance· 
in organising the progra~me of future work and have' been· a Me
to make a number of technical improvements which will simplify· 
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the preparation and execution of new construction projects. Also, 
:a regular procedure has been devised for periodical consultation 
with provincial governments regarding local needs for new com
munications, and in their active policy of new l'Onstruction the 
Railway Board are receiving the closest co-operation and assistance 
from all Provincial Governments. The Government of Burma in 
partieular have been very helpful in assisting the Railway Board 
to work out their programme and speed up the construction of lines 
which have the primary object of developing the backward areas 
of this province. During 1927-28, 650 miles of railway will be 
·under construction in Burma out of their total programme of 
1,636 miles. As a result of all their work of preparation, examina
tion, and consultation, the Railway Board have been able to put 
forward a concrete programme of construction work which promises 
.not only an early considerable addition to railway mileage in 
India but also steady additions from year to year for many 
years to come. The programme of construction during the year 
may bl:l summarised as follows. It is expected that during 1927-28 
about J.OO new projects will be in hand, costing about Rs. 60 
erores (1 crore eqnals 100 lakhs) and amounting to 4,640 miles. 
"'rhe mileage which will be completed during the year 1927-28 
ls expected to total between 900 and 1,000 miles provided that 
rea.sc:nahle progress is assured and no serious hindrances occur. 
Unless the present programme of the Railway Board comes in 
for drastic revision from financial or other causes, there is no 
J'eason to anticipate any serious dropping off from this figure of 
.approximately 1,000 miles as the annual addition of new railway 
mileage for some years to come. 

One feature of the Board's programme stands out prominently, 
.and this is the absence of ambitious projects of trunk-line con
struction. The explanation is that India is already well served 
by trunk lines which :follow the outlines of a railway '>y~tem
'Jaid down for her by Lord Dalhousie in the fifties of last century. 
He foresaw a system of trunk lines connecting the interior of 
.each Presidency with its outlying parts and the different Presi
dencies with each other. This scheme was to include a trunk 
'line from Calcutta to Lahore, another from Bombay to the North
West of India, another from Madras to Bombay, and a fourth 
from Madras to the Malabar Coast. Building on that main skele
-ton a large number of subsidiary trunk lines have been added from 
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time to t.ime and there are now only a few gaps left in the main 
net-work. The important gaps still to be filled are not in fact
more than 4 or 5, and of these, three are in progress-of being filled,. 
one by the Central India Doalfields Railway which will cross the· 
gap lying between the East Indian and Bengal N agpur. Railways 
in Chota N agpur and the Central Provinces, another by the Rai-
pur-Parvatipuram· line which will complete the link between the· 
Central Provinces and the East Coast, and the third by the E:azipet· 
Bellarshah Railway now being built by His Exalted Highness the~ 
Nizam's Government which will effect a saving of ~ome 200 miles • 
in the journey between Madras and Northern India. There ar~
two other main trunk routes to be constructed before· it can be' 
said that the main net-work of trunk lines is completed. ·One" 
is the Bombay-Sind connectio·n, and the other is the 'broad gauge 
connection between Karachi and the United Provinces. The: 
former, becaus~ it is to some extent short-circuited by an easy 
sea-route, has never been considered a very promising undertaking· 
hom the :financial point of view, but it is believed that its con-
struction will become a matter of some importance as the effect 
of the contemplated extensive irrigation operations in Sind is felt 
in increased production. -The Government are, therefore, having 
its financial prospects re-examined, and in order to complete their 
knowledge of the topography of some of the uninhabited country· 
which has to be crossed, an aeroplane survey is to be undertaken 
shortly.. As rega:r.ds the broad gauge connection between Karachi; 
and the United Provinces, it is felt that the time is not ripe 
for undertaking the expenditure involved. There are two reasons· 
for this, first that a metre. gauge connection exists, which is nol 
seriously overstressed with traffic, and secondly,,that there is greater 
need for using such funds as are available for remunerative branch· 
and feeder lines elsewhere. To this category of main lines may 
perhaps be added the proposed connection between India and' 
Burma, regarding which a recent investigation of the possibility 
of discovering a more favourable route· through · the Arakan 
mountains has proYed unfruitful, and "the Government are there-
fore left with the two routes formerly surveyed, neither of which
can ~t p1~esent be 1·eg~rded a remunerative proposal. 

The key-note of .the programme, to which :the Government of 
India are now working, is the filling i.n of the interstices of the· 
net-work of' trunk lines with useful branches and feeders so thatr 
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ihe benefits of railway service may be brought right to the doors 
.o£ the agriculturists and the rural population. It will be seen that 
omitting the two main connections already referred to, namely, 
the Raipur-Parvatipuram line and the Central India Coalfields 
Railway, the Government have in their programme nearly 100 
projects which average not more than 49 miles apiece and the 
longest of which is about 100 miles. These are in fact lines 
designed primarily to serve the interests of the agriculturist and 
to enable produce to be moved and marketed. The programme 
may, therefore, be described as an agricultural railway programme. 
But to fulfil this character it has been necessary to devise cheaply 
-constructed lines, because construction to the ordinary standards 
would have meant either that the lines did not earn a fair return 
~n their capital, or that they imposed an insupportable burden 
on the carriage of produce and passengers in the very places where 
they wished to encourage traffic. Whether these new lines with 
their low speeds and low standard of amenities will escape severe 
criticism remains to be seen, but if they are successful they will 
pay for gradual improvement up to the standard of the older lines. 

In addition to their expenditure on new construction the Rail
way Board and the Agents of the different railways are under
iaking more outlay on improvements in open line facilities, which 
includes large sums for the improvement of rails and sleepers, for 
the re-modelling of station yards and marshalling yards, and 
for electrification. During 1927-28 no less than 2! crores of 
rupees are to be expended in improving the standard of comfort 
for lower class passengers, attention being paid particularly to water 
supply, waiting rooms and halls, refreshment rooms, booking 
arrangements, sanitary arrangements and improvements to coach
ing stock. 

The foregoing discussion will enable the reader to understand 
something of the scope and objects of the Government of India's 
railway policy, and it is clear that the reproaches which have so 
~£ten been levelled in the past against that policy will lose their 
force ·year by year. The Government of India's achievements in 
this matter of the improvement and development of the Indian 
railway system will also be more adequately appreciated when it 
is realised that they are the achievements of the Government. 
We have seen that no less than 71·8 per cent. o£ the total route 
mileage of Indian railways are owned, and 40·2 per cent. are 
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directly managed by the State. The e-ffort of financing, control
ling, and developing the railways of India falls very largely, 
therefore, on the Government, and through its Railway Board it 
controls the policy of construction and developments throughout 
the whole of India. 

After this general survey we may now turn to the work of the 
year under review and here we may notice a reduction, doubly 
welcome· in, these post-war days, in passenger fares. The strength
ening of the financial position which has resulted from the sepa
ration of Railway from General finances and profitable working in 
1923:.24 and 1924-25 enabled the majority of railways to consider 
reductions in passenger fares, with the result that three railways, 
namely the Bengal-N agpur, .East Indian, and South Indian made 
certain reductions during the year 1925~26. In 1926-27 further 
reductions took place on the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India, 
and on the Burma, Great Indian Peninsula, Madras and Southern 
Mahratta, South Indian, East Indian, ..... and North-Wes.:tern Rail- ":. 
ways. These reductions in respect of first and second classes 
gen~rally amounted to about 25 per cent. over varying distances 
short of 300 miles, whilst reductions in third class fares amounted 
to between 12 per cent. and 14 per. cent. over distances from 50 
to 300 miles, and from 14 per cent. to 30 per cent. over longer 
distances.. Another development during the year has been the 
creation of a Rates Advisory Committee. In their terms of refer-
ence the Acworth Committee were directed to report inter alia 
" whether the present system of control by Government of rates 
and fares and the machinery for deciding disputes between Rail-
ways and traders are satisfactory, and if not. to advise what modi
fications are d·esirable ". The Committee recommended the estab
lishment of a Rates Tribunal to adjudicate upon disputes between 
Railways and the public in the matter· of rates and fares levied 
by the former. After careful consideration it was decided, with 
the sanction of the Secretary of State, to set up a Rates Advisory 
Committee consisting of a ·Prf!sident, one. Member :I'epresentative 

. of Commercial interests, and one Member to represent Railway 
interests. The Committee was accordingly constituted, with e-ffect 
from the 1st April 1926, to investigate and make recommendations 
to Government on the follo'Ying subje?ts: _: · 

(1) Complaints of undue preference. 
(2) Complaints that rates ar~ unreasonable in themselves. 

6 
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(3) Complaints or disputes in respect of terminals. 
(4) The reasonableness or otherwise of any conditions as to

the packing of articles specially liable to damage m 
transit or liable to cause damage to merchandise. 

(5) Complaints in respect of conditions as to packing attached' 
to a rate. 

(6) Complaints that Railway Companies do not .fulfil their 
obligations to provide reasonable facilities under Sec
tion 42 (3) of the Indian Railways Act. 

Sir N arasimha Sarma, lately Law Member o.f the Executive
Council of the Governor-General, agreed to serve on the Committee· 
as President, and Mr. S. D. Manson who was working as Director 
of Traffic with the Railway Board wa.s appointed as the Railway 
Member. It was also decided to select the commercial representa
tive for individual investigations from a panel consisting of mem
bers nominated by the various Chambers of Commerce and Trades
A.ssociatio~s. 

It was first laid down that applications for a reference to the 
Committee should be addressed to the Agent of the Railway 
concerned with a deposit of Rs. 100 and that within 3 months
of the receipt of such application the Agent should prepare a 
statement of the case and submit it with his observations thereon 
to the Railway Board. In the light o.f. the experience gained 
and on the recommendation of the Rates Advisory Committee, the 
Government of India reviewed the above procedure and decided' 
that in future applications should be submitted direct to the Rail
way Department of the Government of India, copies being for
warded to the Agent of the Railway concerned, that the deposit 
of Rs. 100 be reduced to Rs. 10, and that the period of 3 months 
allowed to the Agents of Railways for the submission of the state
ment of .their case be curtailed to 2 months. The revised proce
dure was introduced with effect from the 24th January 1927. 

Complaints submitted to the Committee were slow in coming
in, but by the end of March, 1927, 15 cases had been submitted· 
out of which six have been referred to the Committee. 

In last year's report an account was given of the efforts which 
were being made to relieve the congestion of passenger traffic 
round Bombay by electrifying certain portions of the railway 
system in that area. So far, the Bombay electrification scheme
is the only one which has been taken in hand, but certain other 
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schemes. are under consideration. The schemes for electrifying 
railway lines in the Bombay area which are now in himd com
prise, on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, the suburban lines 
up to Kalyan and the main lines to Igatpuri and Poona; on the 
Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway, the suburban lines 
between Church Gate and Borivli, and the main line between 
Grant Road and Bandra. Tlie work on the Great Indian Penin
sula Railway has reached an advanced stage and electrified services 
have already been opened between Victoria Terminus and Kurla · 
and Thana via the Harbour Branch and between Victoria Terminus 
and Bandra. These services ha~e become highly popular and 
promise to be entirely successful. 

·With a view to inaugtttating electrifi.ed. services on the whole 
of these sections as early as possible the work on the uncompleted 
portion of the schemes is being· vigorously pushed forward. By 
the op·ening of these electrified services not only will Bombay 
.derive a great benefit. in the matter of a better distribution of its · 
population but a considerable reduction in the operating expenses 
of the railway will be effected. 

Investigations regarding the electrification of suburban lines 
in the vicinity of Calcutta and Madras were also completed during 
the year. The results of these investigations are at present under 
-consideration. Proposals for the electrification· of the Trichinopoly
Madura and other sections of the South Indian Railway have also 
been under consideration by the Railway Board in view of the possi~ 
bility of the supply of cheap power from -hydro-electric sources. 
The investigation of hydro-electric schemes in the Madras Presi
dency was completed during the year and the results of -these in
vestigations were under discussion with the Government of Madras 
at the end of the year. Here it may be interesting to notice some 
of the financial results of electrification in the Bombay area. 
The section between Victoria Terminus and Kurla, a· distance of 
9t miles, was electrified with effect from February 5th, 1925; and 
it has been reported that by January, 1927', the train mjles on the 
section had increased seven-fold and passenger traffic and earnings 
. were twenty times as great as in the period before February, 1925. 
Dn February 3rd, 1926, the electrification of the Mahim chord, 
an addition of 2t miles was completed and the whole of the Harbour 
Branch railway was operated by electric service. A comparison 
between the statistics of January, 1926, with those of October, 

G 2 
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19~6, shows that the train miles have increased four~fold, the 
passenger traffic has doubled and that earnings have trebled. 

A part from electrification, many important open~line works 
were undertaken during the year and amongRt those on which 
good progress was made may be mentioned the following:-

(1) Elimination of the reversing station at Bhor~Ghat, Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway, between Kalyan and Poona. 

(2) Mahalakshmi Overbridge at Bombay (Bombay, Baroda 
and Central India Railway). 

(3) Quadrupling between Bandra and Grant Road (Bombay, 
Baroda and Central India Railway). 

(4) Provision of additional tracks •and improved facilities on 
the Madras Suburban Section of the South Indian 
Railway. 

(5) The doubling of the Grand Chord of the East Indian Rail~ 
way is nearing completion. 

(6) Good progress was made with the work on the Vizag:a
patam Harbour Construction during the year. 

The whole question of the capacity of the workshops of the 
State Railways and the possibility of their re-organisation and 
improvement on co-ordinated lines was investigated during the 
cold weather of 1925-26 by the State Railway Workshops Com
mittee, an expert committee presided over by Sir Vincent Ravan, 
formerly Chief Mechanical Engineer, North Eastern Railway, 
England. The results of this investigation have indicated the 
imperative necessity, at any rate for some time to come, for hea\y 
expenditure on the remodelling and improvement of State Railway 
Workshops in general. The recommendations of the Committee 
concerning the lines on which re~organisation and improvement 
should proceed have been examined and, in the main, accepted 
by the Railway Board. These recommendations with the Railway 
Board's views thereon have been communicatied to the Railway 
Administrations concerned and a special officer has also been 
appointed to see that effect is given to them as early as possible. 

The most important schemes of workshop construction and 
remodelling on which work was in progress during the year under 
review were as follows :-

(1) Kanchrapara-Remodelling of Loco.-shops and machinery 
(Eastern Bengal Railway). 
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{2) Dohad-New Loco.-shops (Bombay, Baroda and Central 
India Railway). 

(3) PeramJ:mr-Remodelling of shops (Madras, and Southern 
Mahratta Railway). 

(4) I"ucknow-Extension to Loco-shops (East Indian Railway}. 

(5) Trichinopoly-N ew Workshops (South India~ llai!way). 

As in other countries, road motor traffic is now entering into 
competition with Indian Railways in certain localities. The exist
ing motor services are however practically all in the hands of 
small owners, and, owing to the unreliability o:f their services 
and want of capital, the effect of their competition on Railway 
earnings has not yet been serious. At present the motor services 
have tended- to become feeders to, rather than competitors with 
Railways, except where the road journey materially short circuits 
the rail route as between Kohat and Peshawar, Kohat and Bannu, 
Poona and Ahmednagar. In places where competition does exist, 
it is being met by alterations in train services, by increasing tJ:te 
number of stoppages wherever this is feasible, and by the running. 
of light trains or self-propelled units such as rail motors or sentinel 
coaches. 

As a result of experiments on existing girqers in use on 51 611 

gauge railways in India carried out by the Indian Railway Bridge 
Committee over a period of about 4 years, and as a result also 
of the labours of another Committee which was appointed in 
1925 and which studied and drew conclusions from the .results 
of the experiments carried out by the previous Committee, it has 
been found possible to introduce revised rules governing the 
designing of bridge girders for 51 611 gauge railways, and regu
lating their loads. Among other changes introduced, the allow-_ 
ance to be made for the impact effect of a moving load running 
over a girder at hjgh speed has been appreciably reduced. As a 
result of this change many existing girders which would have 

·required renewals- under the- old ·rules can be· kept in use; somn 
existing girders over which the speed of trains- has been ;restricted 
in the past will be permitted to take the same tr-ain-loads with
out restriction of speed in future; and on other bridges, greater 
loads than were permissible under the old rules will be permitted to 
run at unrestricted speed over the existing girders. Moreover, all 
new girders will be lighter and therefore cheaper than if the :rules 
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had not been revised. The Railway Board's Bridge Standards 
Committee carried out experiments during the year on existing 
girders on metre gfluge railways in India, as a result of which it 
is hoped to revise the rules governing the designing of metre 
gauge girders also. 

Another very interesting development which deserves to be 
noticed in this report has taken place during the year in Railway 
Publicity. In other countries it has been recognised that pub
licity plays a very great part in attracting business to Railways, 
but in India, little attention has hitherto been given to it except 
on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway which, in co-operation 
with the Canadian Pacific Railway successfully attempted by means 
of pamphlets and advertisements to &ttract American tourists to 
India. Their publicity efforts not only added to the earnings o£ 
the Railway but also helped the business of the country generally. 
Their work was however directed towards attracting upper class 
tourist traffic, but now publicity methods have been adopted to 
appeal to the large bulk o£ the people of India from whom the 
Railways obtain their most paying business. The people are 
largely illiterate and the circulation of papers and handbills, even 
in the vernacular, or advertisements in the press, scarcely touches 
them. Therefore, in order to reach this class, the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway's Publicity Bureau introduced in November 
1925 a travelling cinema which gives exhibitions in the open air, 
showing films of fairs and festivals and so on. The Railway Board 
considered that it was advisable to develop the system introduced 
on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway and to extend it to the 
other three State-worked Railways. After full discussion with the 
Agents of State-worked Railways it was decided to establish Pub
licity Bureaux on the North Western, East Indian, and Eastern 
Bengal Railways. Sanction was accorded to the creation of a 
post of Publicity Officer for each o£ the three Railways, for three 
years in the first instance, with a requisite staff of photographers, 
cinema operators, clerks, menials·, etc. The necessity for a central 
-organisation to co-ordinate and direct the methods on the several 
:Railways has also been recognised by the Board, and the Board 
have :sanctioned a temporary post of Chief Publicity Officer for 
a peri-od of three years from March 1st, 1927. His Headquarters 
will· be at Bombay. The new business that this publicity pro
paganda is expected to bring to the ~ailways will ultimately, be 



The following table shows the distribution of the number of Railway 
employees on 31st March 1925 and 1926, amcng the various 
communities:-

STATUTORY 1:-~DIA.NS. 

Year. Europeans. GRAND 
TOTAL. 

Hindus. Muslims. Other TotaL classes. 

1924-25 . 5,567 542,4.30 164,389 32,830 739,649 745,216 

1925-26 . 4,986 534,474 166,365 36,035 736,874 741,860 
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very valuable, and the expenditure incurred will be small in com
parison to the extra earnings. Moreover' the Publici tv Bm;eau· will 
be in charge of the work connected ~ith pubiic a"dverti~ing on 
Railway property, and it is anticipated that the income from 
this source alone will more than cover the e~p~~diture on the estab
lishment charges of the Bureau on m.ost of the Railways. 

Something has already been said in an earlier chapter about 
the attention devoted to the Indianisation of the railway services. 
The actual figures of European and Indian employment are shown 
in the diagram on the opposite page. The Railway Board are 
fully alive to their responsibilities in this matter and as· far as 
the State Railways are concerned they have already done much to 
extend training facilities ~hich are a1_1 essential preliminary to 
the Indianisation of the services. The various Railway Companies 
managing State and 9ther Railway lines have also followed the 
lead given by the Government and have accepted the recom
mendations of the Lee Commission that the extension of existing 
training facilities should be pressed forward as quickly as possible 
so that recruitlil.ent in India may be advanced as soon as practicable 
np to 75 per cent. of the total number of vacancies in the Superior 
Railw~y Seni~es. . ·: . · . • · ' . 

The Secretary of State's app~~val to the schemes of recruit
ment and training of superior officers of the St!1te Railways in the 
four main branches of the services, namely Civil Engineering, 
Transportation, Commercial and Mechanical Engineering, were 
received during the year and Regulations for recruitment to these 
services were issued in July 1926. Schemes of recruitment for 
the Electrical Engineering and Signal Engineering Depart~ents 
have been drawn up and submitted to the Secretary of State in 
Council; Schemes for other branches of the service are still under 
consideration. Certain Company-worked Railways have expressed 
their desire to join the Railway Board in their schemes of recruit
ment, and others in their schemes for train~g Superior Railway; 
Officers. · · · . ' · · 

The extensive programme of new construction on which a start 
is now being made calls for the employment of a large number of 
engineers over and above the regular Engineering staff employed 
by railways. Many Indian youths who have qualified as Civil 
Engineers from Colleges or Institutions in Great Britain or,in India 
have difficulty in obtaining that initial practical experienp~ which 
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is an essential complement to their college course before they can 
hP- considered competent to practise as engineers. The Railway 
Board have therefore decided to take up to 17 students annually 
and give them practical training on railwav construction for 
one year. The facilities for practical trainin"g thus granted to 
the students will not give them any claim to appointments on 
railways either permanent or temporary but they will be granted 
a stipend of Rs. 100 a month whilst under training. 0! the 
17 student-engineers, 9 will be taken from Indian colleges and 
8 from amongst those who have qualified from British colleges 
or institutions. 

The provision of an institution to give practical training to 
junior officers on railways has been a long-felt need. The Rail
way Transportation School at Chanda~si, which was intended :for 
ihe training of subordinates only, could not be suitably extended 
io provide a college for officers nor could it afford the facilities 
necessary for their purpose. The Railway Board have, therefore, 
-decided to establish a Railway Staff College at Dehra Dun, a place 
.eminently suited for the purpose owing to its climate, situation 
and proximity to other similar institutes like the Forest Research 
Institute and the Prince of Wales' Royal Indian Military College. 
The lay-out of the Railway College is under preparation and it 
is expected that work on it will soon be started. The scheme is 
estimated to cost .about Rs. 20 lakhs. 

But whilst all this attention has been given to the recruit
ment and training of the higher branches of the services, the 
training of subordinate staffs has not been overlooked. The more 
important railways either have, or are developing, schools for 
training their subordinate staffs. During the year under review 
considerable progress was made with the improvement of the train
ing school for the North-Western Railway at Lyallpore. A tem
porary training school for the Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
has been established at Bina and a scheme for starting a similar 
school at Gomoh on the East Indian Railway is being considered. 
These schools will provide classes to train probationers in the sub
ordinate ranks before they are allowed to take up regular duties, 
and members of the subordinate staff to enable them to qualify 
for promotion to the upper grades. In addition to these classes. 
separate refresher classes will be provided through which the suh
()rdinate staff will be passed at specified intervals. 
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Civ_il Aviation _is. not y~L!t. ~~-t9-!J.~Ind~n.Ji.2~~P!PIJli<?~~ions,. · 
b~ t, _:~ _!he~ ~eserip,~~O!J._. ofA~~.r d~ bate, on . thi~.c-S.'U. 9j ep!; !1!.· the Legis
lative Assembly during the Delhi Session has shown, fu~~I¥dian 

Go~!n~-~~ a_~_(l~~~,gj_~~!it~rf:r.~,;.~t,_fC?~g:~j;f-~tl 1 9L t~e: -·~~Jra}>~ity 
of mov~ng ~br~ast J~pt~~·~?1b~W-~.~~!1Jl!J~ ~a~e:; ~~,~~he ~J?-POI,nt.:. 
~~ h_as now b_~en ~a~~-·~t ~--:!hr_~~F9r_ .<~J,.Pivit 4 ~!~-tio~),U ~ndia. 
Rapid progress is being ..:niade~in, ... tlie ~- esta:l!_!i~!tw~ent_..,9l, J.he . air
ship. base "a~. !C~~;;~~jl}$Ccgn~~pj~n with the' Imperiaf Air-ship 
scheme· aria if is hoped- that experimental :flights to India wiH 
~ake place in 1928. .'J]~..e-Q:.,<?..v~~~~k~~!~f'}~~R- helping 
m th~,--e!lablis~~eat ,,of..,..!)l~ ... ~2:P~~"-~gypt tn 
Karachi by providmg the necessary aerodrome at the latter place 
including a hanger and its. subsidiary services. They have alsa 
made arrangem~:nts for. tJI.e. requ~site :rp~tE)o~ol?gical an~ wireless 
farili~~-Tnreeort1ie"AirLinei:s-to.beeiiiployed on this .route 
leitEngiand towards the end of t'he year, and. as we have seen, 
·k~er: _i~est __ was. ,evinced_. ip.. the )na~~l.~~g;~~o,,. !~dj~. ?Y 
~.!r · Saw.,~::l,..,l!9J~:fft•lll"t~~,.?eCI:~t~FY~2f'l'§.!&f-£g,~ Air:....;;'!'..~~.§er;v:t~ 
wili.,.cipel'ate_.b~tw,e~n""Cair.ot>and.Basua,.Jn...,the,;Jlrst_i:rtJ~~~,9-~' ~~d 
wi11 be extended to_ Karachi when a. suitable route along the 
Persian G::i!.ff ha;"'~~ J:fd~it~- Q2J ·• · ''"'"*46

x·''""b.hi:! .s • · -
- ..... ~~. ~·4•--:-__..._...-=~~--~ . . 

It is hoped in the near future to acquire the site selected for. 
the seaplane base £or the Calcutta-Rangoon service, at :Monkey 
Point, Rangoon. Owing to certain technical objections the site 
selected. for the seaplane base in Calcutta has been abandoned and 
the question of an alternative site is under CO:f!.sideratiori. The 
acquisition o£ sites near Bombay ·and Calcutta for subsidiary air.:. 
ship bases has, also been decided upon, subject to the provision 
of the necessary funds. · 

T!'-,e .. next link £..!~~~~1~.o~ ... ~~sl~~- 2-2~W;'!J!J.<.l!~~2~s ~s the 
P~.!!n(L1'e.J£g!l:~,J)~p.!l;!..t~~~,r;w.hwh.,-~n .ad.d1t10n to Its. pnma:y 
functiOn o£ providmg the I~dmn pubhc with easy. and rap1d 
means o:f intercourse, is, owing to. its ubiquitji,. called upon to 
act as the agent of the Government in carrying. out other essential 
services not directly connected with its basic activities. it act's :. 
as the banker· and agent of the people, enabling them to do their 
shopping £rom all distances. It collects customs charges on duti- · 
able articles coming to India by post. It insures the lives of 
Government employees; and it pays the pensions of retired officials 
o£ the indian Army. It is the custodian of Postal and T.elegraphic 
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Stores held in reserve for purposes of Military mobilization, and 
finally, among a host of miscellaneous activities it sells quinine. 
The e~tent to which these useful functions are carried on may 
be estimated from the fact that in November 1926, there were 
nearly 21,000 post offices in India with more than 1,07,527 postal 
officials and over 1,58, 700 mi-les of mail lines. 

In pursuance of the policy of extending postal facilities in 
rural areas, 707 experimental post offices were opened during the 
year 1925-26. At the end of that year, of the total of 20,108 
:post offices in existence, 15,675 were in rural areas, while, out 
-of a total of 52,665 Jetter boxes, 36,638 were situated in such 
-areas. So far as telegraph facilities generally are concerned, in 
-addition to 163 telegraph offices proper, 3,688 of the post offices 
in existence at the end of the year 1925-26 were combined post 
and telegraph office!l, while 3,686 offices were receiving offices for 
telegrams which could be booked there for transmission to the 
nearest telegraph office. 

. " 

Of the total length of 1,58,694 miles of mail lines, motor mail 
services, which began with a length of 356 miles in 1914-15, 
embraced 6,883! miles. The Department avails itself of every 
opportunity to utilise the more rapid means of transmission a:fforded 

- ' by. motor transport wherever this can be done at little or no extra 
cosfby co-operating in combined mail and passenger services. 

During the year there has been steady progress in all branches 
of postal business. 1,273 million articles including 542 million 
letters, 551 million post-cards, 77 million registered newspapers, 
87 million packets and 16 million parcels were posted, an increase 
of 29 million articles over the figures for 1924-25. About 36 
million money orders of the total value of Rs. 880 millions were 
issued and a sum of Rs. 11 millions was realised as commission. 

Delivery which is the principal work of the Department, and 
by which it should mainly be judged, shows that out of about 1,309 
million articles, including money orders, which were posted during 
1925-26, 9·9·94 per cent. were actually delivered or paid. The 
percentage of articles which the Department failed to deliver 
is ·06, the lowest on record since 1915-16. This percenta~e 
includes a large number of articles which could not possibly 
be delivered. In Bengal, Bombay and Madras alone an average 
of 102 articles were posted every day with no address whatever. 
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The limit of wetght of parcels exchanged with Iraq, the Fede
!l'ated Malay States, the _Straits Settlements, Siam, France and 
Switzerland has been raised to 20 lbs. The value payable system 
has been extended to parcels exchanged with J ohore. The_ money 
()rder service with Syria has been resumed. The telegraphi' 
money order service has been extended to Kedah. A direct money 
order service has been established with the Irish Free State. 

A new ep?_ch • is ~p~-~aci:~n~.,2.:t;. ~; ~!l_ry_.._oi_ ~-~!f-P.!l.i:cations 
betw~~~2~dJ;~;.a¥~~~~ll~West~!~!/:,...~1l~.p£op~d-~~;~~~S!On • to 
~ar~<~f fu -~4_,.._AirrM~il.Ser.vice!~~~Y.,.!_ ~avin?' 
ni'hme t<?J:o~~o¥; IS ,exp~~cte«1.tQJ:e§l1Jt1gJ;.,.~_bo.ut"'7""days ,for Karachi, 

~~,.;_.. . 

5-days for Lahore, 3 days for Lucknow, 2 days for Bombay, 2 
to 3 days for Calcutta and ~ days for Madras. 

The total aerial line and cable mileage at the end of the year 
1925.:z6 wa; 96,578"' carrying49Z78'6~i~~f~~~-"".The total 
_ •. _ -..-..:-~:JI!illlllle·~u·Mt? 211:11 ttm ... ~¥~ · . 

caole mileage at tne ena of the year was 1,020 carrymg J5,360 
miles of cable COI)_ductors. 

The value of stores purchased locally rose from Rs. 12,04,000 
in 1924-25 to Rs, 15,60,000 in 1925-26. At the same time the 
value of stores obtained by direct indent upon England fE!ll from 
Rs. 18,51,000 in 1924-25 to Rs. 13,39,000 in 1925-26. , The local 
purchase includes such important articles manufactured in India 

_as hard-drawn copper wire, glass battery jars and insulators. 

The Baudot system continued to give satisfaction during the 
year. The quad or fourarm Baudot working was introduced 
between Calcutta and Madras. 

The Murray or Mechanical Baudot system of working was 
extended during the year to the following circuits :-

Bombay-Nagpur. 

Bombay-Delhi. rt. 
· The growth of the Telephone Branch continued. q~~t 
M~rE! J~~6,rt.pe,.,tp,!al~-~l!~~,__e!~J3~,..t,.~pJ!~on.e_e!9~~g:~p_ed _l:tnu 
m~i~t~.ed .... by_g.,o~~I.EEJ-~~""'!"~~,::~go:,~j1~ 1A5._.93,6.;,.~~?-_}~l"'~~~ioris~ ill. 
addition t~~!e_ we_re _20_"Lice~sed Te~epho:ne Exchanges with 28,189 _ 
~~ .. :,:-;._.;!,-~...._:::...·---· .... -a::tA:r a< .....,..~~Y*"'-'• ..... , .............. o...;,'~~ ~~· ~·.-.~~£;~..._~·~-:=. . .->·~·· ! 

connections._ 
• . .. ~;~-<~ ..... ~~ y· 

Great progress has been made in establishing Automatic Tele
phone""'EfCli:ang~~ii~tlie:''l)~parynent, and 'th""e~-flilinoer- ·or such 
exchang~s has increased from 2 in 1920-21 to 22 at the close of 
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the year under review. The Licensed Telephone Companies have 
also ren:J.odelled their systems at Calcutta and Rangoon from 
Magneto to Central Battery and at Madras and Bombay from 
Manual to Automatic. 

Considerable extensions have also been made in the Trunk 
Telephone Lines, and the following new Trunk circuits were 
opened:-

Mandalay-Maymyo. 
Pegu-Thanatpin. 
Rangoon -Syriam. 
Syriam-Kyauktan. 
Lahore-Sialkot. 
Patna-Gaya. 
Calcutta-Patna. 
Pa tna-Ben ares. 
Luclmow-Benares. 
Agra-Delhi. 
Agra-Uharatpur. 
Kathgodam-N aini Tal. 
Quetta-Pishin. 
Karachi-Hyderabad (Sind) Sukkur. 
Suklmr-Shikarpur. 

Experiments were made during the year and are still in pro
gress for the introduction of composite worldng (i.e., simultaneous 
telegraph working on each wire of a telephone loop). 

The revised estimate of gross receipts of the Indian Postal and 
Telegraph Department during the year 1926-27 amounts to Rs. 10·51 
crores which is higher by about Rs. 30 lakhs than the actual 
gross receipts of 1925-26. The revised estimate of working expenses 
:for 1926-27 is Rs .. 10·05 crores which is higher than the actual 
working expenses of 1925-26 by Rs. 67 lakhs. Taking into account 
the interest charges which the department has to pay for its 
capital assets, the revised estimates indicate that there will be a 
net loss o:f Rs. 7 lakhs on the working of the department for 
the year 1926-27 as compared with a net profit of Rs. 37 lakhs 
in 1925-26. 

.. 
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Excluding abnormal non-recurrent items the normal net profit 
for 1925-26 is approximately Rs. 22 lakhs. The apparently fal
ling off in the prosperity of the department during 192G-27 is
attributable partly to heavy expenditure on new measures designed 
to improve the conditions of service o£ the staff and partly to the
disappointingly small improvement in revenue owing to trade 
depression. · 

The wireless station at Karachi has been remodelled and a• 
continuous-wave set has bee~ installed; this set will provide cnm
munication both by telegraph and by telephone· with aeroplanes 
and airships for Civil Aviation purposes. Satisfactory tests were
carried out and this installation was used for communication with 
the first " Hercules " Air Liner " City of Delhi," which arrived· 
at Karachi in January 1927, and left in ·February. In connection 
with this project the wireless receiving installation at Karachi 
is being transferreJ to a site near the civil aerodrome, and wiU 
also provide a direction-finding service for ships and aircraft. 

Considerable progress was made with the new coast station· 
at Bombay, which is in course of construction near Santa Cruz. 
and will replace the present station at Butcher Island. A direc-. 
tion-finding installation will be included. 

New continuous-wave installations ar~ being erected at Allaha-- · 
bad, Lahore and Quetta in connection with the re-modelling of/ 
those stations~. 

Wireless communications between Peshawar and Kashgar have, 
been carried out satisfactorily and the service is now available for· 
private as well as official telegrams. 

Tht> direct wireless service between Madras and Rangoon showed: 
an improvement in working over the previous year, and proved, 
extremely valuable ()n occasions when the land-line routes between. 
!Ldia and Burma were interrupted. 

An experimental direction-finding station was erected on Saugor . 
Island at the Mouth of the River Hooghly, on behalf of the Com
missioners for the Port. of Calcutta. Wireless bearings furnished' 
by thi~ station to ships entering and leaving the river have been 
very satisfactory and the question of erecting a permanent station, 
is under consideration. · , · · · · 
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In order to 1·educe the shortage of wireless operators, a number 
Qf telegraphists were given wireless instruction at Calcutta and 
posted to various stations to obtain further experience. 

The opening of the Imperial Wireless Station at Rugby at the 
end of 1925 caused a great improvement in the reception o·f the 
British Official Wireless messages. With very few exceptions, 
these messages were received regularly twice daily throughout the 
year and were forwarded to Messrs. Reuter's Limited for distri
bution to newspapers in India. 

The Marconi " Beam " stations which the Indian Radio Tele
graph Company has been constructing near Kirkee and Dhond, 
.are approaching completion. These will provide direct high-speed 
·communication between Bombay and ~ondon in conjunction with 
·COrresponding stations in Lincolnshire, which will be maintained 
.and worked by the BTitish Post Office. The charges for telegrams 
forwarded by this route will be much less than those by the 
-existing routes. 

After further negotiations, an agreement was concluded with 
lhe Indian Broadcasting Company covering the erection and 
working of stations for commercial broadcasting near Bombay and 
Calcntta in the first place. These stations are due to start work 
in June, 1927. In the meantime certain radio clubs are permitted 
to broadcast experimental programmes as a temporary measure. 

In connection with wireless licenses, arrangements were made 
for Broadcast Receiver Licenses to be issued from all Head Post 
{)ffices in India. The number of Import (Wireless Telegraphs) 
Licenses increased considerably. Temporary Permits for the im
portation of wireless receiving sets were instituted and are now 
issued by Customs Officers at six ports, thus greatly facilitating 
the clearing of sets by passengers arriving at those ports. 

The work of the Indian Meteorological Department is properly 
-described in this chapter because of its very intimate relations with 
.aviation and wireless. During the year under review the depart
ment has been much occupied in making internal changes in several 
respects. Action has been taken towards the transfer of head
-quarters from Simla to Poona; the organisation has been hegnn 
for Indian collaboration with Britain in Empire air-transport; 
the cyclone-warning duties for the Bay of Bengal, which had 
'been brought up to Simla f:rom Calcutta in 1922, following orders 
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for ret~enchment~ have been returned to Calcutta with an increase 
of responsible staff .. The superior staff of the department has also 
been strengthened by the addition of 4 posts of Meteorologists 
and 3 of Assistant Meteorologists. The part time posts of Meteo
rologists at Calcutta and Madras were abolished. 

In preparation for the re~oval of headquarters to Poona, a 
suitable site has been acquired and the construction of the build
ings was started during the year. The removal will enable. the 
Department to start on an active programme of investigation of 
upper-air characters and ot:her matters.which will enable'the Gov
ernment of India to give a full . measm:·e of aid to projects of 
Empire and internal Ind~an flying and of general ·improvement 
in weather forecasting within the country. The present position 
in regard to Empire flying ·is that India has undertaken to co
operate with the Cairo-Karachi aeroplane service to. the extent of 
. providing a meteorological station and responsible staff at the 
Karachi terminal. Their function at present w1ll be to issue fore
casts and reports on the final flying sectoronly, Karachi~Chahbar. 

Following this aeroplane service there is to be the greater pro
jected air-ship scheme, due to start, it is hoped, in 1928. The 
meteorological assistance to be rendered by India for this service 
is now under the consideration of the Indian Government. 

In May 1925 the department was asked to . undertake for the 
Air Ministry the exposure treatment o.f some 80 samples of air
ship fabric, intended for the hydrogen containing ballonets of 
the new airship. The object was to determine the relative suit
ability of the fabrics to withstand tropical conditions of tempera
ture and humidity. for prolonged periods "with· minimum deterio
ration in gas permeability. This work was done in. Agra and 
took about seven months to complete; :its value has been acknow-
ledged by the Air llfinistry. · 

'rhe work of Agra and its few outstations on upper-air condi
tions has continued satisfactorily throughout the year., ·as also 
has that at the Royal Air Force stations at Quetta and Peshawar, 

·under their Flight-Lieutenant Meteorologists. In view of the im
portance of the extension of U ppm·-Air Work, Government agreed 
to sanction a scheme for the establishment of 13 more Upper-Air 
Stations throughout India .and at Aden and the Seychelles in
volving an additional recurring cost of about Rs. llakh per annum. 
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The services of stol'Ul-warning to ports and shipping, and o£ 
flood warning to officers in the Irrigation, Railway and other 
Departments were carried out as usual, and were as satis
factory as present circumstances allow. Warnings for the Arabian 
-8ea were issued for 39 periods of disturbed weather. They related 
to depressions forming in the Arabian Sea, squally weather due 
to advances of monsoon, winter disturbances passing eastwards 

. across northern India, and depressions fl'Om the Bay of Bengal 

.passing westwards through the central parts of the country to 
give squally weather in the north-east Arabian Sea. On four 

·occasions the disturbances developed into moderate or severe storms. 
The warnings were in general timely and satisfactory, but in the 
case of the Arabian Sea storm, which pas~ed from the neighbour
hood of Ceylon to the Gulf of Adep between the 6th and 17th 
_November, the exact location and intensity could not be ascertained 

· ·during the period of four days from the lOth to the 13th owing 
-to complete want of observations from the sea area involved. The 
storm was located again in the course of the 13th when it entered 
the region of shipping routes from Aden. Warnings for the Bay 

--of Bengal were issued from Calcutta. During the year warnings 
·were given for 25 periods of disturbed weather. The disturbances 
developed into moderately severe storms on 3 occasions and into 
a cyclone once. The warnings were, in general, timely and 

-satisfactory. 
Last year's report mentioned the inauguration of schemes of 

'harbour development for Vizagapatam and Cochin. Good pro
gress is reported to have been made during the year on both these 
schemes. At Vizagapatam the new harbour has been planned to 
allow of six docks with berths for about 50 steamers and accom
modation in the basins for possibly another 20. But for the pre-
sent it is proposed to build only a wharf 1,500 feet long capable 
of taking three or four steamers with moorings for 2 vessels in 

·the harbour plus accommodation at the oil jetty for one oil tank 
_or oil burning steamer. During the year under review work was 
in progress on the whole length of the wharf. The '' Waltair" 
a rock breaker anrl dipper dredger was employed on dredg-ing and 
the " Vizagapatam " a suction dredg-er has also arrived but un
fortunately soon after she reached Vizagapatam at the beginning 

co£ ~larch she was driven ashore by a storm the occurrence of 
,_,which at that time of the year is almost unprecedented. The 
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" Viza.gapatam " was refloated just before the ~lose of the. year 
under review, but the unfortunate accident which necessitated her· 
reruovai to Calcutta for repairs, will probably cause some delay, in 
the completion of the scheme. Good progress was made ori the land 
works. Some of the bunds were completed and the reino~ltl of 
the rock of Durga Hill was finished, thus rendering the area 
available for the re-modelling of the wharf station lines. The 
levelling and draining of the site for bungalows was nearly com
pleted and a dispensary was opened. · A malarial and a marine 
sun~y have al<>o been undertaken. 

Further progress has been made with the Cochin Harbour deve
lopment scheme which contemplates in the first instance the pro
vision of a channel across the bar at the mouth of the backwater 
lo allow ocean going steam~rs access at all tides and in all weather 
conditions. to the inner harbour. The dredging of the chan~~l is 

· now in progress, a_nd if access through the bar can be established 
all through the year, a portion of the backwater will then· be 
dredged. · 

An Indian Lighthouse Bill which seeks to bring the adminis-
. tration of lighthouses, lightships and beacons directly under the 
Central Government, was· introduced in the Council of State on 
thv 11th February, 1927, and·referred to a Joint Committee of the 
Council and the Legislative Assembly .. It is hoped that the Bill 
will be passed into law at the. next September Session. Mean
while a Lighthouse Engineer was brought out from England to 
report on the condition of the lights on the Indian Coast and to 
make suggestions for their maintenance in good order on an econo- · 
m1c basis. He was stiil engaged on his tour of inspection at the 
close of the year: 

The Government of India have decided to utilise the Royal 
Indian Marine vessel " Dufferin " as a training ship for deck officers 
o~· the Indian Mercantile Marine and the necessary steps have been 
taken to refit her. It is hoped that she will be ready to take in 
cadets lowards the .end of the year 1927. 

Three quarters of the work. th.at devolves. on the Archaeological 
Department is concerned with the p~eservation of ancient monu
ments and to summarise or review its.many activities.in this field, 
is beyon,d the compass of this brief review. Inindia.the monuments 
of antiquity are to be numbered by thousands, and the task of 
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reclaiming them from the jungle, of making good the ravages 
of time or of beautifying their precincts is going on in every part 
of British India, as well as in many of the Indian States; nor 
does the public which has learnt to take a pride and delight 
in the monuments themselves care to pause and learn of the pro
cesses by which they are being saved to posterity or of the infinite 
labour and care expended upon them. On the other hand, the 
work which the Archaeological Department is doing in this field 
ought not to be passed over without a word as to its effect upon 
the education and welfare of the people. :For the monuments of 
the past are not to be appraised merely for their historic or anti
quarian interest; nor is their worth to be estimated by the crowds 
of wealth-bringing visitors whom year. by year they attract from 
overseas. These constitute, no doubt, arg11ment enough for the 
pains and money spent upon their prese-rvation; but a stronger 
argument by far is the educative influence that they exert upon 
the people around them. Modern Indian architecture is £or the 
most part decadent and meretricious a hindrance rather than an 
aid to aesthetic development; nor, with a few notable exceptions, 
do the European buildings in this country appeal to Indian senti
ment or help towards raising the standard of public taste .. For 
this reason the monuments of antiquity are an even more valuable 
asset here than in countries where architecture is still a living 
and flourishing art. That all classes of the community are now 
awakening to their value and are taking advantage of the ameni
ties which their effective preservation affords, is increasingly evi-

. dent; but it should be added that little disposition is yet apparent 
on the part of Indians to contribute either towards the repair 
of their ancient monuments or towards the exploration of buried 
remains. 

As to this latter sphere of archaeological activity, the past year 
has been notable for many striking discoveries alike in the historic 
and in the prehistoric field. At Mohenjo-daro in Sind, ~he veil 
has been lifted still further from the remarkable civilisation which 
flourished on the banks o£ the Indus and its tributaries· during 
the Chalcolithic age. In the uppermost of the several cities that 
succeeded one another on this site, building after building has 
been systematically laid bare and a singularly rich harvest of 
antiquities recovered from them. The visitor to Mohenjo-daro can 
now walk through the ancient streets of the city of some 5,00Q. 
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years ago, can observe their well devised system of underground· 
-drainage; can enter the dwelling houses of the inhabitants and 
reconstruct for himself a fairly detailed picture of thei~ daily 
life, of their arts and their crafts, of the implements and utensils 
that they used, of their personal ornaments and even-with the 
help of the statues and skeletons brought to light--of the personal 
appearance of the people themselves. Owing to its close connec- · 
tion with the Sumerian civilisation of Mesopotamia, this newly 
revealed civilisation of the Indus valley has hitherto been designat- . 
ed by the name Indo-Sumerian. With the progress of exploration, 
however, it has become evident that this connection was due not 
to actual identity of culture, but to the intimate commercial inter
course between the· two countries. The Indus ·culture, in fact,.was 
as peculiar to the Indus Vl?lley and neighbouring tracts, as the 
:Mesopotamian culture was. to the valley of the Tigris and 
Euphrates. For this reason the explorers have now discarded the 
term Sumerian, and designate this civilisation simply by 'the name 
HIndus,._ · 

What has been done at :M:ohenjo-daro has been done also, though 
on a smaller scale, at Harappa, another city-or rather· series of 
cities-of the Chalcolithic age, in the Montgomery .District of 
the Punjab; and here, owing to th~ widespread destruction wrought 
in modern time~ among the uppermost strata of remains it has 
been easier for the ·excavators to penetrate to the earlier cities 
unde.rneath, and to throw welcome light on some of the preceding 
stages of this culture. One of the minor finds at Harappa: .that 
deserves special mention was a copper vessel containing over 
ninety copper weapons and other objects, namely, celts, double 
axes, spear-heada, daggers, choppers and a mace and arrow-head. 
Three of these weapons, viz., one dagger and two celts are inscrib
ed with pictographic legends. 

Simultaneously with the excavation of these two sites, a super
ficial survey was undertaken alo11.g that part of the North-Western 
Frontier which extends from south of the Kurram River to the 
Zhob and Loralai Political agencies and trial diggings were also 
carried on the banks of the Zhob River in Baluchistan. As a 
result of this survey abundant evidence was found of Chalcolithic 
settlements in these regions ·and interesting data were recovered 
regarding the bnrial customs in Vogue there. · 
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Coming down to the historic period, a discovery that has 
already excited widespread interest was the location of the famous 
mountain of Aornos, which Alexander the Great captured on his 
way into India proper. This mountain fastness has now been iden
tified with the high and precipitous ridge of Pirsar abutting on 
to the right bank of the Indus, while the fortresses of Bazira and 
Ora which are also mentioned in the Greek accounts of Alexander's 
campaign have been indentified with two 1·uined strongholds near 
the villages of Bir-kot and Udegram. In Upper Swat a series 
of Buddhist sanctuaries were discovered which bear striking testi
mony to the flourishing condition of Buddhism in that region during 
the early centuries of our era. Another spot famous in connec
tion with Alexander's Indian compaign is the city of Taxila, on 
the border of the Rawalpindi and Hazara Districts, where the 
Archaeological Department bas recently been paying special atten
tion to the Scytho-Parthian city of Sirkap. Among the many 
finds made here during the past twelve months was a remarkable 
cache of gold ornaments and silver plate. From a dated inscrip
tion on one of the silver vessels it appears to have been the pro
perty of a local Satrap with a Greek name. 

Later by a couple of centuries than this unique find at Taxila. 
is a magnificent array of Buddhist bas-reliefs unearthed at Gum
mudiduru in the Kistna District of Madras, and a group of Buddhist 
monasteries, stu pas and pillared halls of the same age at N agarjuni
konda in the Guntur District. The former are specially welcome 
additions to the extant monuments of early Buddhism in that 
they belong to the Amaravati school of sculpture which from an 
artistic point of view is the most attractive of all the early Indian 
schools but which has hitherto been represented almost exclusively 
by the well-known reliefs from Amaravati. 'I'he latter have already 
yielded a numbeT of historically important· inscriptions referring 
to certain rulers of the Ikshvaku Dynasty and mentioning also the 
country of " Vanavasa ", which in Ptolemaei's Geography appear:; 
under the name of Banabasi. 

In Eastern India, too, new light has been thrown on a later 
stage of Buddhism by the excavation of two imposing monuments 
of the mediaeval period-one at Nalanda in Bihar, the original 
home of Buddhism; the other at Paharpur in the Rajshahi Dis
trict of Bengal. N alanda was the site of the great Buddhist 
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University which was visited by the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Thsang 
in the middle of the seventh century, and was still vigorous in the 
eleventh. Outstanding among the many edifices recently un~arthed 
is a stupa of vast proportions, _which proves' to have been recons
tructed. and enlarged on six occasions, each of the successiv~ ·enve
lopes added to it being more imposing than its predecessor. The 
fifth in this succession is remarkable for :the almost perfect state 
in which its stucco . bas-reliefs ~nd ornaments, including many 
admirably modelled ~gures of Buddha~ and Bodhisattvas, have 
survived. Rarely, indeed if ever in the history of excavation has 
so. well preserved a monument- at once so vast and so fragile__:_ 
been dis-interred from the . ground. In this· stupa at N alanda, 
be it 9bserved, the images are of a strictly orthodox character. 
At Paharpur, on. the contra;y, the images which adorn th~ plinth 
of the new found stupa are exclusively Hindu, comprising figures 
of Siva, Ganesha, Indra, Agni, Yama, Yamuna, etc., etc., and they. 
go to show that by the sixth or seventh century A. D. Buddhism' 
as practised in this part of Bengal,. liad already become- largely· 
Hinduised. .• 

,· .. ! 

Not co¥ tent with these manifold discoveries in In9,ia and 
beyond the North West Frontier, the Archaeological Department 
has also made at Old Prome (Srikshetra) in Burma a find which 
must rank as perhaps the most valuable hitherto recorded in that 
country. This was the untouched relic chamber of a' pagoda, 
containing a votive stupa of silver with inscriptions in the ancient 
Pyu characters, a manuscript of twenty gold leaves between covers 
of gold with an extract from the Pali Buddhist scriptures in 
characters of the 5th or 6th century A.D.; a gold· stat~e· of the 
Buddha ·and 63 smaller ones of gold and silver, 4 ~smaV stupas 
of silver; and a number of inscribed gold and silver finger'rings, 
ear ornam·ents, miniature boats, terracotta reliefs, ·and' coins of 
various denominations. At Pagan also were 'exhumed over a 
thousand terracotta ·tablets some 800 t>£ ·which bear I'ecords in · 
ancient Burmese, while the remainder are inscribed in Pyu, 
Talaing, Pali and Sanskrit, the. whole affording most' useful d~ta 
towards the stud.y of Burmese history and philology. 

In order to carry on such archaeological e~plorations, the 
Government of India have decided to :make an increased1 recurring 
grant of Rs. 2,50,000 a year, with effect from the y~ar .~926-27, 

J' 
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and to appoint a wholttime staff consisting of one Deputy Director 
General of Archaeology for Exploration, three Assistant Superin
tendents, Archaeological Survey, and a subordinate staff. The
superior posts have been created for a period of 2 years in the 
first instance. It is hoped that with the increased grant and the 
whole-time staff, the work of archaeological explorations will be
placed on a sound and satisfactory basis. 

From the subject of communications to that of trade and com
merce is a natural transition and we may begin this part of the 
chapter with an account of the work of the Indian Tariff Board 
during the year. The Tariff Board of course is the body which 
advises the Indian Government on matters connected with the 
application to particular industt·ies ot the policy of discriminating 
protection on which India has recently embarked." 

The Tariff Board conducted a number of enquiries during the 
year the most important of which, the statutory enquiry into the
ccnditions of Steel Industry has already been discussed. 

Limits of space forbid anything like a detailed account o:f all 
the activities of the Board but some of them cannot be.passed over 
in silence. Hardly, if at all, inferior in importance to the steel 
protection enquiry, was the enquiry concluded at the beginning 
of 1927 into the causes of the depression in the Bombay Cotton 
Textile Industry. In last year's report, reference was made to the 
abolition of the excise duty levied at 3t per cent. ad valorem on 
cotton goods produced in Indian mills. In May 1926 the Govern
ment o£ India received an application from the Bombay Mill 
Owner's Association asking that the Tariff Board or some other· 
committee similarly constituted and with similar powers might 
be directed to make the enquiry already mentioned and suggest 
any measures which might be taken to restore the Bombay Cotton 
Industry to prosperity. As the Tariff Board was :fully occupied 
with the steel enquiry the·Government of India decided to appoint 
a second Tariff Board consisting of Mr. F. Noyce, I.C.S., who had 
special knowledge of the cotton industry, as president and 
Rai Bahadur Pandit (now Raja) Hari Kishen Kaul and Mr. N. S. 
Subha Rao, Principal o:f the Maharajah's College at Mysore as 
members. This Board was directed to investigate the conditions of 
ihe Cotton Textile Industry in India with special reference to the· 
industry in Bombay and Ahmedabad, to examine the causes of the· 
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existing depression in the industry, and to report whether they were 
temporary or permanent. In particular the Board was directed 
to consider the question: whether the depression was due to the 
<!ompetition of foreign countries in the home and export trade. It 
was also asked to report wh~ther, having regard to the fact that. 
the industry had long been firmly established in India, and looking 
:also. to the interests of the consumers and to all other interests 
affected, the cotton industry stood in need of protection and if it 
.did in what form and for whl}t period protection· should be given. 
It was further left to the Board to make any other, recommendations 
germane to the subject. After a full enquiry lasting for some 
months, the· Board submitted its report in January 1927, but it 
!had not been published by the end of the year under review. 

• • _. r • 
Whilst we a~e on the subject o£ the cotton industry it is con

venient to record here two decisions of the. Government of India 
<Connected with the cotton. trade. In last year's l'eport it was stated 
tha,. the abolition of the cotton excise duty necessitated the repeal 
.of the Cotton Duties Act, 1896, but that in order to avoid a break 
in the continuity of· the statistics compiled under_ the Act fresh 
legislation was in contemplation to provide for the compulsory pre
,pa.ration and submission of returns of quantities of cotton goods 
.and cotton yarns manufactured in mills in British India. Accor
·dingly,, in March 1926, the Cotton Duties. :Act :~as repealed and 
ihe Cotton Industry (Statistics) Act, 1926, was passed. Rules to 
give effect to thE) provisions of the latter Act have also been issued. 

By their second decision referred to, the Government of India 
decided to revive the compilation of certain statistics relating to 
.rav. cotton. In March 1923 after consulting local Governments, 
the .compilation of the publication issued by the Director of Statis-
iics entitled "Inland Trade (Rail and River-borne) of India," was 
.discontinued. At the instance of the Indian Central Cotton Com
mittee, it has, however, been decided to revive; with effect from 
the 1st October 1926, the statistics relating to ra;il and river-borne 
tradl' in raw cotton, as these statistics are considered to afford 
valuable assistance. to Directors of Agriculture in checking ihe 
accuracy ·of crop forecasts. The method of registration adopted 
is briefly as follows. Provinces are divided into separate trade 
blocks and the railway and inland steamship companies concerned 
.are required to furnish the Director General of Commercial Intel
il.igence and Statistics direct, for publication in a consolidated form, 
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witl. monthly returns of exports of raw cotton from each trade 
block. An estimate of production for any particular trade block is 
-reached by adding the figures of consumption to those of exports 
anci subtracting therefrom figures of raw cotton imported into the 
block. The system assumes that imports into a trade block are 
largr\ only where there are consuming mills within the block. It 
has accordingly been decided not to obtain from railways and steam
shir companies returns of imports, but to leave it to the various 
Directors of Agriculture, who use the statistics for the purpose of 
estimating the figure of production, to obtain from the mills figures 
of consumption distinguishing between cotton produced within a 
block and cotton imported from an outside block. 

In addition to conducting the ste~l and cotton enquiries, the 
Tariff Board during the year under review concluaed their investi
gations into the claims for protection of the coal, wire and wire 
nails, and ship-building industries. They also :finished their 
enquiry into the question of removing the duty on spelter and the 
enhancement of the duty on imported galvanised hardware. 

Of these other enquiries that into the circumstances of the ship
building industries was closely connected with the enquiry into 
protection of the steel industry. In its first report on the Steel 
Industry the Tariff Board recommended that the duty on unfabri
cated steel should be raised from 10 per cent. ad valorem to Rs. 30 
per ton. They recognised that this increase would send up the 
cost of ship-building in this country. Nevertheless they decided 
that there was no necessity to increase the revenue duty of 10 per 
cent. ad valorem levied on " ships and other vessels for inland and 
harbour navigation, including steamers, ~aunches, boats and barges 
imported entire or in sections," that is, that in spite of the increased 
cost of ship-building in India caused by the protective duty on 
unfabricated steel, ship-builders in India require no protection 
other than that afforded them by the normal revenue duty. Until 
1924 " ships and other inland vessels" had always been subject to 
the same rate of duty as iron and steel and so long as this held 
good, it was a matter of indifference to all concerned whether the 
duty was levied on the hulls as " ships " or as fabricated steel. 
It was not foreseen that when the duty on fabricated steel was 
raised to 25 per cent. a question of interpretation might arise as 
to the meaning of the phrase "entire or in sections". In this 
.matter of interpretation the Central Board of Revenue gave 
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a Ruling 1\he effect of which was that unless the hulls of vessels
are importM entire or in built up sections which can be launched' 
separately ~nd fastened together in the water, the fabricated steel' 
from which the hull is made is liable to a protective duty of 25-
per cent. ad valorem. Representations were received agains.t thi~· 

ruling from two prominent Inland Steam Navigation Companies 
in India and these were referred to the Tariff Board. The Board' 
took the opportunity of re-examining the whole matter and their· 
:final recommendations were intended to correct the position in 
which matters had been left by the .Ruling of the Central Board' 
of Revenue. They found that the Indian Ship-building 'Industry· 
did not require protection except so far as it was •affected by the· 
protective duties on iron and steel. They recommended that the· 
duty on ships and other vessels for inland and harbour navigation, 
when imported in parts should be 10 per cent. ad valorem subject' 
to a minimum of rupees 35 per ton on protected iron and steeL 
The Government of India agreed with the :finding and the r!'lcom-· 
mendation. The Board however pointed out that the minimum 
which was based on the existing rates of duty might have to be
modified as a result of the statutory enquiry into the iron and steel~ 
industry which was in progress when their report on the ship-build
ing industry was published. The Government of India therefore· 
decided to postpone legislation on these recommendations until the
result of the steel enquiry was known. They decided, however, to-
exempt in the interim, by notification under the Sea Customs Act,. 
the iron and steel in ships and other vessels imported for inland and' 
harbour navigation frO'ID so much of the protective duties as was
in excess of 10 per cent. ad valorem or Rs. 35 per ton whichever 
was higher. Before the end of the year under review the Statutory· 
Enquiry into the Steel Industry was completed. In their Report· 
on the Steel Industry the Board recommended that the previous· 
minimum compensatory protection of Rs. 35 per ton on the materials
used in ship-building should be reduced to Rs. 23 per ton. T,his · 
recommendation was accepted by the Government of India andi 
effect was given to it in the Steel Industry (Protection) Bill of 1927 
which was passed into law during the last Delhi Session of the
Legislature. 

. There i.s no need to go into details of the enquiries into the pro-· 
tection of wire and wire nails, and spelter.·. Af.ter their enquiry· 
into the coal industry the Board reported that there was no case· 
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for general protection, but they considered that a <Jlty at the 
rate of Re. 1-8-0 per ton would be justifiable. Th~ majority 
considered that it was inadvisable to impose a cointervailing 
duty on South .African coal. Mr. Ginwala differed from this view 
and wrote a minority report recommending that a counter
vailing duty of Re. 1-8-0 per ton, in addition to the existing duty 
of 8 annas per ton, should be imposed on South .African coal. The 
Government of India accepted the unanimous finding of the Board 
tliat the case for a protectjve duty on all imported coal had not 
been established and they accepted the finding of the majority of 
the Board that in existing circumstances the imposition of such a 
duty was not advisable. 

We can now turn to a discussion oi the trade of India for 1925-26 
the latest period for which accurate statistics are available. But 
before doing so we ought to notice certain changes which have taken 
place of late years as a result partly of conditions during and after 
the war and partly of the policy of discriminating protection which 
India recently adopted. Imports of manufactures tend to fall off 
whilst exports of manufactures are on the increase. .At present, 
about three quarters of India's exports consist of agricultural pro
duce and the same proportion of her imports is made up of manu
factured goods. With the existing disparity between the prices of 
agricultural and industrial products, it is obvious that India has to 
make a .greater productive effort than she formerly did in order to 
secure the same volume of imports. · 

Last year's report mentioned that the year 1924-25 was one of 
records in the Indian export trade. During' the year ending March 
31st, 1926, the total figure of exports of merchandise fell by 13 crores 
of rupees, owing chiefly to the reduced shipments of food grains 
and tea. The value of Indian imports and merchandise also fell 
from 253 crores of rupees to 236 crores. The loss was accounted for 
chiefly by smaller imports of cotton piecegoods and also by the lower 
prices of imported sugar. An examination of :figures on the basis of 
inland values in 1913 shows that since 1923-24 the volume of export 
trade has regained its pre-war level whilst corresponding figures for 
import trade show that recovery ·is still very far from being complete. 
The balance of trade in merchandise in favour of India which in 
1924-25 reached the record figure up to that date of 155 crores of 
rupees increased further during the year under review and amounted 
to 161 crores of rupees. The pre-war average was 78 crores. The 
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netimpo s of private treasure fell sha.rply from 94 crores of rupees 
·during th preceding year to 52 crores, but even this 'figure is well 

··above the verage pre-war importation of 36 erores. Thus although 
a good monsoon gave India another year of good crops her trade 
continued to be hampered by certain features outside her own ~an
tral. 0£ these the disturbed political and financial conditions in 
va~ious parts of the world which were the outcome of the war 
continued to be of decreasing importance during the year. The 
various conferences, committees and re-construction scheme~ which 
have been working to ameliorate conditions in Europe since 1920 
have now resulted in the stabilisation of most European currencies 
in relation to gold. With the notable except{on of China, political 
conditions are. now reasonably stable. But the gap between the 
prices of agricultural produ<!ts and those of industrial products is 
still very wide, a •circumstance of intimate concern to India since the 
b:ulk of her exports cori~ist of agricultural produce whilst n;tost of 
her imports are manufactures. A striking example of this is afford-;· 
ed by the price of cotton manufactures which are far and away the 
largest item in Indian imports. During the calendar year 1925 the· 
index figure for cotton manufactures was 210, whereas the greater 
part o:findian agricultural produce, with the exception of raw and_ 
manufactured jute, registered a much lower level. Cereals were ~ 

at 136, pulses 128, oilseeds 146, hides and skins 104. Raw jute 
rose from 102.to 154 and manufactured jute from 159 to 177. It 
is clear, therefore, that until this gap closes, Indian imports will 
continue to lag. On the· import side cotton piecegoods· decreased; 
by 259 million yards to 1,564 million yards and their value fell by 
15 crores of rupees to a total of 54 crores. Imports of grey, white 
and coloured goods all fell heavily. The quantity of sugar im-
ported increased again by 76,000 tons 1:iut because of lower prices its 
value fell by 5 crores to a total of 16 01·ores. Iron and steel imports 
fell by 10,000 tons in amount and 1! crores of rupees in value. The 
value of machinery of all kinds imported was almost stationary at 
nearly 16 crores of rupees whilst the imports of railway plant and 
rolling stock on private account fell' slightly. Hardware, motor 
cars, and mineral oils all increased whilst importations of foreign 
coal and raw cotton and cotton twist and yarn fell off. On the 
export side the total value of raw and manufactured cotton rose 
fr.om 103 crores of rupees to 105 crores, and of raw and manufactureq 
jute from 81 crores of rupees to 97 crores. In raw jute there was 
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a fall of 7 per cent. in the quantity exported but on acco 
·very high range of prices the value rose by 30 per cen . over the 
preceding year to 38 crores. Shipments of husked rice r e slightly 
but exports of wheat decreased from 1,112,000 tons va ued at 17 
crores of rupees to 212,000 tons valued at 3! crores. Shipments of 
tea were reduced from 340 million Ibs. valued at 33 crores to 326 
million lbs. valued at 27 crores. The quantity of oil seeds and 
dressed hides and skins exported :fell slightly but raw hides and 
skins improved. 

An analysis in greater detail of India's import and export trade 
'~luring 1925-26 presents some features of interest. As usual, cotton 
manufactures represe'nted the most important item in India's im
port trade since their value was well over a quarter of the total 
·value of all imports. Yet, as concerns imports. o~ cotton manufac
·tures the year under review was disappointing. The prices of raw 
cotton showed a large downward movement during the year but 
these did not stimulate imports of cotton manufactures because 
dealers found it difficult to liquidate the large stocks of high priced 
·goods which remained on hand at the close of the previous year, 
and, also, uncertainty as to when minimum prices on a falling 
market in raw cotton would be reached led to cautious buying. As 

1'it compared 'with the previous year the value of the imports fell by 
16 crores of rupees and of the total import trade of India cotton 
>manufactures represented only 29·1 per cent. whilst in the previous 
year the percentage had been 33. Piecegoods showed a decrease 
of 15 crores and twisted yarn of nearly two crores on the imports 

·of the previous year. The decrease in the import of cotton twist 
and yarn was mainly at the expense of the United Kingdom which 
sent to India 16 million lbs. valued at 314 lakhs of rupees as against 
"20~ million lbs. valued at 455lakhs in the preceding year. Imports 
from Japan increased by over 1 million lbs. to 33! million lbs. 
indian mill production of twist and yarn fell from 719 million lbs. 
to 686 million lbs. The share of Japan in the total quantity of 
twist and yarn imported increased :from 57 to 65 per cent. while the 
share of the United Kingdom fell from 37 to 31 per cent. Japan 
is concentrating on yarns of counts above No. 30 in which her chief 
rival is Lancashire .. The vahie per lb. of grey and coloured yarn 
·numbers 31 to 40 imported from Japan were Re. 1-2-6 and Re. 1-8-6 
respectively while the United Kingdom yarn grey and coloured of 
,similar grades were valued at Re. 1-5-6 and Re. 1-10-5 respectively. 
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The shar~ of other countries exporting to India fell during th~ year 
under re-iiew except Italy's which increased from 215,000 lbs. in 
1924-25 t1 nearly 410,000 lbs. during 1925-26. Turning now to 
cotton pie~e goods we notice that the total quantity including' fents 

·imported decreased by 14 per cent. in quantity to 1,564 million yards 
and by 22 per cent. in value toRs. 54 Cl"ores. · The decline wns com
mon to all three major classes of piece goods. Grey goods fell 'by 16 
per cent., white goods by 15 per cent. and coloured goods by 10 
per cent., the quantity imported being less by 136·4 million yards, . 
83·8 million yards, and 41·2 million yards respectively. The total 
production of cotton piece goods in Indian mills also decreased by 
16 million yards. The share of the United Kingdom in the imports 
showed decreases in all the three classes the largest decrease being 
in coloured goods. In the import trade of both grey. and coloured 
goods the growin&' participation of Japan is very definite and a ·few 
further details of her progress during ·the year may be found 

. interesting. 
The imports of grey goods from the United Kingdom fell by 23 

per cent. in quantity and 29 per cent. in value from 727 million 
yards, valued at Rs. 24 crores, to 561 million yards, valued at Rs. 
17 crores. Japan again increased her shipments from 110 million 
yards, valued at Rs. 4 crores, to 143 million yards, valued at over. 
4! crores. In white (bleached) piece goods, the United 'Kingdom 
was, as usual, the chief supplier, her shipments amounting· to 96 
per cent. of the total quantity; but her imports showed a· reduction 
of Hl per cent~ in quantity and 22 per cent. in vaiue, ·and fell. from 
533 million yards, valued at Rs. 19 crores, in the preceding ye~r 
to 446 million yards, valued at Rs. 15 crores. The Nether lands,. 
Switzerland and Japan further increased their supplies in the year 
under review. In coloured goods shipments from the U nihid· King
dom fell from 338 million yards, valued at Rs. 16f crores to 2G7 
million yards, valued at nearly lis. 12 crores, while Japan increased 
her supplies from 41 million yards, valued at Rs. It crores, .to 69! 
million yards, valued at over Rs. 2 crores. · 

Second in importance to cotton manufactures but following 
them at a long distance come metals and metal manufactures. The 
imports under this head when compared with. those of the. preced
ing year. show a decrease in quantity of 10,090 tons and in value· 
of It crores of rupees. The year 1925 was (:me of the worst on 
record ·for the iron and steel ipdustry in the. United Kingdom. 

H 
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Foreign competition, mostly from Belgium and France, :t;~sulted i~ 
continuously falling prices and the system of minimum steel price& 
which had been in operation from the end of 1923 becaJne ine:ffec
tive in the early part of 1925. The fall of the Belgian #nd French 
franc gave these two countries a temporary advantage over the· 
United Kingdom but inspite of these adverse circumstances the 
latter increased her imports of manufactured iron and steel into
India to the extent of 16 lakhs in value, whilst Belgium's share 
fell by 90 lakhs. Galvanised sheets accounted for 42 per cent. of 
the total imports of iron and steel and the supplies as usual came
chiefly from the United Kingdom. Altogether under the head 
of iron and steel the United Kingdom's total share of imports rose· 
by 5 per cent. while supplies from Belgium and Germany fell. 
The share of the United States incre~sed slightly. 

Third in order of importance came machinety and mill work 
which beat sugar by 4 lakhs. Imports of cotton and jute mill 
machinery again showed decreases, whilst on the other hand the
imports of prime movers, electrical machinery, and boilers increas
ed. The value of all textile machinery imported fell from· 
Rs. 3,81 lakhs to Rs. 3,29 lakhs, of which 96 per cent. came from· 
the United Kingdom as compared with 95 per cent. in the preced
ing year. Machinery for cotton spinning fell from Rs. 1,51 lakh& 
to Rs. 1,21 lakhs and for weaving from Rs. 69 lakhs to Rs. 64 
lakhs. Jute manufacturing machinery decreased from Rs. 93 to
Rs. 82 lakhs. Wool manufacturing machinery reached the low 
level of Rs. 2 lakhs from Rs. 6 lakhs in 1924-25 and Rs. 11 lakhs
in 1923-24. Imports of electrical machinery almost reached the
level of 1923-24, the value rising from Rs. 2,02 lakhs in 1924-25· 
!o Rs. 2,22lakhs in 1925-26. Of this, the United Kingdom's share 
amounted to Rs. 1,84 lakhs, an increase of Rs. 7 lakhs over the· 
value of the previous year's supplies, while the imports from the 
United States of America came to Rs. 20 lakhs, an increase of· 
Rs. 5 lakhs. Prime movers (other than electrical) rose from 
Rs. 1,86 to Rs. 2,12 lakhs, oil engines increasing from Rs. J ,l ()
to Rs. 1,14! lakhs and steam engines from Rs. 68 to Rs. 84 lakhs. 
Imports of mining machinery other than coal decreased slightly 
whilst those of metal working and coal mining machinery increased. 
The number of sewing and knitting machines imported increased 
to 70,835 of which 76·7 per cent. came from the United Kingdom. 
·As compared with th.e previous year the share of the United King-
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(2a) Variation& in the values of principal articles in the import trade of 
British~ndia during the last eight years as compared with averages 
of the ~re-war and war periods. 
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dom under this head fell by 4·5 per cent. whilst Germany improved 
her position. . 

The world's production of sugar during 1925-26 wns e~timated 
to be even higher than the record production during 1924-25. Its 
price therefore naturally fell and the consuD?ption of . s11gar 
in India during 1925-26 was. accordingly unusually high. These 
circumstances ~re reflected in the :(igures of imports of sugar into 
India which were the largest recorded since 1921-22, the quantity 
of sugar of all kinds including molasses and ·confectionery import
ed amounting to 732,600 tons as against 671,000 tons in 1924-25. 
Last year sugar had ranked second in value in India's imports and 
her declin.e to the fourth place this year is due to the fall in prices. 
As usual, by far the greater part of. imported sugar came from 
Java which sutJplied 659,000 to"ns. Imports of sugar. from 
Mauritius decreased from 133,000 tons to 19,100 tons owing to the_ 
restoration of the original preference given to Empire sugar in the 
United Kingdom. 

Next in order of importance come mineral oils. India imports 
little petrol from abroad as she produces her own and. the chief 
items under the head of mineral oils are kerosine oil, fuel oil, and. 
lubricating oils. Imports of all thes~ three classes increaseq 
during the year under review, roughly 70 per cent. of the kerosine 
oil coming from the United States. Of the total quantity of fuel 
oil imported 77 per cent. came from Persia whilst the United 
States supplied the bulk of the lubricating oil. 

The value of the imports of railway plant and rolling·stock on 
private and government accounts combined (exclusive of rails7 

chairs and fish platP.c; for railways which are included in iron and 
steel) increased by 16 per cent. from 700 lakhs to 814 lakhs .. 79·9 
per cent. of the total imports under this head'came from the United 
Kingdom, Belgium being ne:st largest supplier with 9·2 of the total. 
The share of the United Kingdom in this trade has fallen steadily 

· dur!ng the past three years. In 1923-24 it was. 94·6 per cent. of. 
the total, in 1924-25 87 per cent., a:nd in 1925-26 as stated above. 
Although the total·value of the imports of hardware as compared 
with the preceding year showed an increase of 2llakhs or 4 per
cent., the imports from the United.Kingdom fell whilst those from 
Germany, the United States of America and Japan rose. Sin~e· 
the year 1922-23 the share of. the United liingdom m hardware 
imports into India has steadily fallen from 50. per cent.. to· 38 
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per cent. whilst that of Germany has risen from 22 per cent. to 
27 per cent. 

The trade in motor vehicles has been growing steadily during 
the past few years and the reduction in the rates of duty on motors 
:and certain of their accessories which we noticed in our examina
tion of the budget proposals for 1927-28 combined with the interest 
which is now being taken in the development of roads in 
this country will, in all probability, lead to an ·acceleration of im
ports of motor vehicles. It may be of interest therefore to give 
some details of this branch of India's import trade. 

The year under review saw a further expansion of the imports 
of motor vehicles which had been steadily growing during the pre
vious three years. Various causes have been oper61-tive in bringing 
about this expansion of imports but the increase may be attributed 
largely to the general lowering of prices and to the extension of 
motor transport. The number of motor cars imported during 
1925-26 was 12,757 which was the highest recorded since 1920-21, 
and represented an increase of 36 per cent. over the previous year's 
figure of 9,380. With the lower prices, the value of the imports, 
however, increased only by 28 per cent., from Rs. 2,20 lakhs in 
1924-25, to Rs. 2,82 lakhs in 1925-26. The average declared value 
of cars imported from Canada was Rs. 1,518 {Rs. 1,657) as com
pared with Rs. 2,185 (Rs. 2,365) for each car from the United 
States and Rs. 3,239 (Rs. 3,620) for each British car. The values 
per unit in the preceding year are shown in brackets. Of the total 
imports Canada supplied 37 per cent., the United States 32 per 
cent., the United Kingdom 19 per cent., and Italy 7 per cent., as 
compared with 42, 33, 18 and 3 per cent., respectively in the pre
ceding year. Bengal had 30 per cent. of the trade, Bombay 29 
per cent., Sind and Madras 15 per cent. each and Burma 11 per 
cent. The table on the opposite page shows the imports of motor 
cars during the past 13 years. During the last few years there 
has been a steady increase in the imports from the United Kingdom 
as will be seen from the table. In 1923-24 she supplied 1,005 
.cars, valued at Rs. 45 lakhs, in 1924-25, 1,682 cars, valued at 
Rs. 61 lakhs, while in 1925-26 the supplies amounted to 2,399 cars, 
valued at Rs. 77! lakhs. The cheaper makes of British cars are 
beginning to hold their own against American and Canadian built 
models. It may be interesting to compare with the figures given 
.abov.e, the production of motor carsin the United Kingdom, which. 
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Diagram showing the imports of motor cars during the past 13 yearg;.. 

From From 
' the the From ·From From From 

. - United United other TotaL 
King- States Canada. Franoe. Italy. oountriea 
dom. (a) 

·-- -
Ye ~~or 1913-14 (pre- 1,669 868 .. Ill 7 225 2,88() 
trJ •. . f 

Y r 1914-15 • 1,350 510 54 19 72 2,00& . .. 
, 1915-16 . 787 . 2,136: 126 57 15 3,12lt 

. , . 1916~17 . 4.89 4,169 .. 62 44 14 4,7781 

, 1917-18 . 39 1,222 .. 1 18 2 . 1,282' 

, 1918-19 . 21 368 .. .. 1 10 4oo 
-· , 1919-20 . 448 9,353 20 3 17 84 9,925 

, 1920-21 . 2,541 10,120 1,938 192 218 423 15,431 

, 1921-22 790 802 "576. 158 222 347 2,895 

.. 1922-23 . 449 1,386 1,846 61 131 450 4,323 

.. 1923-24. . 1,005 2,865 3,290 153 370 SOl 7,984 

., 1924~25 1,682 3,106 3,956 160 231 241 9,38() 
+ .. 1925-26 . 2,399 4,143 4,775 367 860 213 12,757 

(a) The country of origin of many of the cars imported from the United States during 
the years previous to 1920-21 is Canada. • 
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in 1923 was 67,000, in 1924, 107,000, while the output in 1925 was 
133,500. The imports of Canadian cars increased in the year unde1· 
review from 3,956, valued at Rs. 65! lakhs, to 4,775, valued at 
Rs. 72! lakhs. The nU:mber imported from America rose from 
3;106, valued at Rs. 73! lakhs,' to 4,143, valued at Rs. · 90! lakhs. 
Italy, whose supplies had fallen in the previous year to 235 cars, 
more than regained her position and supplied 860 cars. The num
ber of cars imported from France rose from 160 to 367. . 

'rhe imports of motor cycles in.creased by 12 per cent. in number, 
from 1,456 in 1924-25 to 1,629 in 1925-26: The value of the ·im
ports however advanced only by 2 .per cent., from Rs. 9;56,000 in 
the preceding year to Rs. 9,86,000. in 1925-26.-. The U nhed 
Kingdom's share in the imp6rts was even larger than in .the pre
vious. year, the Ifumqer supplied by her -rising from 1,201, which; 
represented 82 per cent. of the total number imported in 1924-25, 
t~ 1,458, which represented 89 per cent. of the imports ·in: 1925-26. 
The United States reduced her share to 113 ('I' per cent.) from 
180 (12 per cent.) in the previous year, while France Supplied 18 
and Germany 6 cycles. 

In the heavier section the increase in imports was striking, ·the
number of motor omnibuses, vans and lorries imported rising· by 
124 per cent., from 2,162 to 4,840, and the value of the imports,. 
by 128 per cent., from Rs. 39, to ·Rs. 88 lakhs. ·Canada and the
United States of America, the two principal sources of supply/ 
sent 2,378 and 2,014 respectively, as compared with 1,225 and 782 
in the preceding year. Though the number imported from Canada 
was larger, the value of the supplies was less than the value of 
thoee from the United States, .the figures being Rs. 30 and Rs. 41 
lakhs respectively. The United Kingdom supplied 338 vehicles, 
valued at Rs. 14 lakhs, as compared with 100 vehicies, valued. at 
Rs. 5! lakhs in the preceding year. The increaserl use of motor 
vehicles for passenger and goods traffic, both in the cities and in 
the mofussil, explains the large increase in the im}•Orts. · Imports 
of all classes of ·motor tubes and covers increased during the year 
under review with the exception of solid rubber tyres which showed 
a small decrease in number. The greater part of this trade is with 
the United Kingdom. , 

Turning now to the export trade of India we notice that cotton 
as usual keeps the leading position. The qu.antity of raw cotton 
exported from India showed an increase_ of 25 per cent. from 
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3,326,000 bales, to 4,173,000 bales but owing to the 'downward 
movement in American prices which were followed as usual by the 
trend of Indian prices, the value of these exports rose tmly by 4: 
per cent. from 91 to 95 crores. Japan was the largest customer 
for India's raw cotton and took exactly hal£ of it. China was the 
next best customer and during the year under review nearly 
Goubled her takings of the P!evious year. Exports to the conti
nent of Europe and to the United Kingdom increased. On the con
tinent, Italy was India's largest customer as Indian cotton is 
largely used there for the manufacture of cheap coloured cloth. 

The total production of cotton yarn in Indian mills fell during 
the year under review to 687 million pounds weight, a drop of 4·4: 
per cent. as compared with the prevtous year but an increase of 
~·6 per cent. as compared with the output in 1913~14. The largest 
.decrease was in the lower counts 11-20 while the production of 
.:yarns of counts 21-30 also fell. The production of yarns of counts 
.above ~0 was more than maintained at the previous year's level. 
.Exports of yarn further decreased during the year to 32,000,00() 
pounds. The average of the exports during the :five years ending 
1913-14 was 193 million pounds while the war average was 130 mil
lion pounds and the average of the post-war quinquennium 82 mil
lion pounds. These figures are striking evidence of the competition 
-which India is experiencing in foreign markets. The demand from 
China contracted further from 14! million pounds in 1924-25 to 9i 
.million pounds in 1925-26. In cotton piece goods the year was 
not a good one. Measured in yards, there was a slight fall of 8 
,per cent. as compared with the previous year's output in India's 
mills and the exports of Indian-made piece goods also decreased by 
"9 per cent. It may be noted however that only a small part of the 
total production is usually exported, the percentages in 1924-25 
and in 1925-26 being 9·2 and 8·4 respectively. The decrease in 
exports was largest in the case of coloured piece goods but grey 
.and bleached piece goods also decreased, both Mesopotamia and 
Persia the two largest markets for this class of goods reducing their 
.demands. 

Second in importance to cotton among the articles which India. 
exports are jute and jute manufactures. During the year the jute 
market experienced extraordinary fluctuations in prices owing to 
varying estimates of .the year's crop. The total weight of raw and 
.manufactured jute exported decreased :from 1,508,000 tons to 
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DIAGRAM. 

(26) VariatioDS in the values of principal articles In the £sport trade of :British India dnri111 
the last eight years as compared with averages of the pre .. war and war periads. 
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1,458,000 tpns; while, owing to the higher prices which' ruled, tlie 
value increased from Rs. 81 to Rs. 97 -crores. Of this, raw. jute 
accounted for 39 per cent., and jute manufactures for 61 per cent. 
The quadtity of raw jute exported was 1 per cent. less than in the 
preceding year and 16 per cent. less than in the pre-war year of 
1913-14. The number of bags shipped was however the same as in 
the preceding year while the yardage of cloth exported showed a 
small increase of 5 million yards. In the year under review, 
3,624,000 bales of raw jute were exported as against 3,898,000 hales 
in the previous year, but the value rose on account of higher prices, 
.by 30 per cent., from Rs. 29 to Rs. 38 crores. Owing to violent 
fluctuations in the price of jute during the year, heavy losses were . 
incurred by many and a considerable portion of the jute was shipped 
under contracts made at ru."uch lower prices than those prevailing 
.at the time of export. The largest customer of jute was the United 
Kingdom, which took 27 per cent. of the total quantity exported; 
while Germany, which had ranked first in order·of importance as 
purchaser of raw jute in the preceding year reduced her takings 
to 22 per cent. Exports to the United Kingdom rose from 967,000 
bales to 977,000 bales while the value realised rose by 46 per cent. 
from Rs. 7,23 lakhs to Rs. 10,57 lakhs. Germany took 810,000 

· bales as compared with· 1,060,000 bales in the previous year, the 
value improving from Rs. 7,98 to 8,16 lakhs. France increased 
.her takings from 453,000 bales to 496,000 bales: The United States 
took 388,000 bales .as compared with 332,000 bales in the ·previous 
year, the values being Rs. 3,87 and 2,46! lakhs respectively, in 
1925-26 and 1924-25. Italy took 275,000 bales, almost the simie 
quantity as in the preceding year. Belgium, Spain; Japan and 
China took less, the last country considerably · reducing her 
demands, but the Netherlands, Brazil, the Argentine Republic and 
Egypt increased their takings. The takings of ·the Continent o£ 
Europe, excluding Germany, have exceeded the pre-war level 
while the United Kingdom and America have not yet reached their 

·pre-war standard of consumption. The increa~e in the takings by 
the United Kingdom during the year was due to the fact that 
Dundee spinners and manufacturers secured large orders for yarns 
as well as for twill sackings from the Continent, the Continental 
firms finding it frequently more profitable to. buy than to spin. 
As in the four preceding years the Indian mills-continued the short: 
time working of fifty-four hours per week .• The agreement entered 
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into by mills early in 1924 not to add to their productive machineryj 
so long as the short-time agreement continues still exists. 

Next in order of importance in the list of Indian exports came 
food .grains and flour. There was a heavy decrease in exports 
under this head during the year as compared with the previous year. 
The most important decreases as compared with 1924-25 were in 
wheat which showed a reduction of 900,000 tons or 81 per cent., 
barley which decreased by 407,000 tons or 90 per cent., and pulses 
which fell by 150,000 tons or 52 per cent. Rice accounted for 83 
per cent. of the total quantity of food grains and. flour exported. 
Rice not in the husk improved by 276,000 tons. Almost the :whole 
of the Indian rice exported comes from Burma. Ceylon was the 
largest purchaser of rice during the year with Germany second to 
her. Japan, the Straits Settlements and China increased their im
ports of Indian rice whilst the United Kingdom, IJelgium, Portu
gal and Austria took less. The sudden drop in the exports of wheat 
during the year requires a little explanation. The exports of 
Indian wheat in 1924-25 were usually high because a series of suc
cessive excellent harvests gave a surplus over local requiremenb 
and high prices were obtained for wheat in foreign markets owing 
to a fear of shortage of supplies. In consequence there was a con
siderable reduction in stocks in India and as the 1924-25 crop was 
smaller than that of the years immediately preceding, supplies in 
India were not large. Indian prices therefore did not compare 
favourably with prices outside, especially as in other wheat-grow
ing countries the crops gave a good yield. Throughout the year 
there was no shortage of wheat in the principal consuming coun
tries, though there was some scarcity of supplies in near positions. 
Little export business was therefore done, and the few shipments 
made in the first half of the year' consisted mostly of forward 
business entered into in December, 1924, and January, 1925. 

During 1925-26 oil seeds displaced tea from the fourth position 
in the list of Indian exports in spite of their decline both in quantity 
and in value as coiQ.pared with the previous year. This was due to 
the fall which. took place in the exports of tea. Groundnuts con
tinued to show the same marked improvement as in the previous 
year, and exports of castor, cotton seed and sesamum also increased. 
The Indian oil seeds which are exported in large quantities are 
linseed, rapeseed, groundnuts, castor and cotton seed. These 
formed 95 per cent. o.t the total quantity of oilseeds exported, 
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groundnuts contributing .36 per cent., linseed 25 per cent., rape
-seed 9 per cent., castor 9 per cent., and cotton seed 16 per cent. 
Exports of rapeseed fell in quantity by 57 per cent. whilst the 
exports of linseed also fell appreciably during the year. Rapeseed 
which is used in the manufacture of margarine on the continent 
is losing ground in competition with groundnuts and Indian linseed 
which is used for the manufacture of oil and cake is being replaced 
by home grown linseed in Germany and other European countries. 
As usual France was the latgest purchaser of groundnuts but Ger
many, increased· her imports considerably during the year taking 
20 per cent. of the total exports. The Nether lands and Italy also 
increased their takings. 

The Indian_ tea industry enjoyed another prosperous year 
during 1925-26 but not to the same extent as in 1923-?4 or 1924-25. 
The climatic conditio~s were very favourable ,to the crops at the 
start and free plucking was ind~lged in during the earlier months 
o£ the season. This resulted in much inferior tea being pl~ced on 
the market. Production by the end of July stood at 22 million' lbs. 
ahead of the previous year. Prices naturally slumped, there was 
a general depression and producers therefore decided on limitation 
of outturn to prevent a repetition of the disaster· of 1920. The 
effect of this decision was immediate; confidence was re-established, 
the quality of teas improved and prices recovered. But an excep
tionally early cold weather and shortage of labour soon rendered 
any artificial restriction unnecessary and forced many estates to 
leave considerable areas out of the plucking round. The balance 
between production and consumption was restored and a very weak 
position was c~nverted into an exceptionally strong one. The total 
prQduction of tea in India during 1925 was estimated at 364 million 
pounds as compared with 375 million pounds in 1924 and 1923. 90 
per cent. of the total production was exported, the United Kingdom 
as usual taking by far the greater part. Direct. shipments of tea 
to the United States and Canada fell from 6 and 9 million pounds 
respectively to 5 and 8 million pounds, but on the .other hand re
exports from the United Kingdom to these two countries increased 
from 3! and 2t million lbs. respectively in 1924-25, to 7t million 
pounds and 5 million pounds respectively in 1925-26. 

The shipments of raw hides and skins during the year under 
review increased slightly as compared with•the previous year and 
amounted to 50,800 tons valued at Rs. 7,23 lakhs as against 47,700 
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tons valued at Rs. 6,77lakhs in the previous year. This increase 
is mainly due to larger exports of raw skins. Exports "of raw cow 
hides decreased both in quantity and value and there .;as also a 
fall in the exports of tanned and dressed hides and skins. 

Seventh in value in the list of India's exports during the year 
comes lac in which India still has virtually a monopoly, although 
competition from the only other sources of supply, namely Siam 
and the Straits Settlements, is increasing. The total quantity ex
ported increased from 427,000 cwts., ·in 1924-25 to 540,000 cwts. 
during the year under review but although this represents an 
increase of 26 per cent. in quantity, the value decreased by 9 per 
cent. The United States maintained J:ter position as India's best 
customer for this commodity. • 

Among other commodities we may notice that exports of raw 
wool declined to something .over 43 million pounds valued at 380 
lakhs as against 53! million pounds valued at 507 lakhs in 1924-25. 
The United Kingdom took 87 per cent. of the total quantity ship
ped as compared with 90 per cent. in the previous year whilst the 
United States increased her share from 8 to 11 per cent. Exports 
of rubber rose from 18 million pounds in 1924-25 to 22! million 
pounds during the year under review, whilst the average declared 
value of exports per pound increased from 12 as. 8 p. to Re. 1-5 as. 
Exports of unmanufactured tobacco receded in amount by 6 million 
pounds and in value by 13! lakhs. 

The direction of India's trade in the year ending March 31st 
1926, may be studied summarily in the diagrams opposite this page. 
Except in the case of the United Kingdom, India's exP.orts clearly 
exceed her imports from all countries with which she has 
large dealings. 

The excess of imports over exports in the case of the United 
Kingdom amounted to 34 crores of rupees in 1925-26 as compared 
with 31 crores in the previous year and 41 crores in 1923-24. 
India's import and export trade with the whole British Empire 
including the United Kingdom almost balanced each other in the 
year under review. . The outstanding feature of this as of the p-re
vious year is the progressive decline of the United Kingdom's per
centage share in the imports into India and Japan's continued 
absorption of a large p~centage of the exports from India. During 

·the last few years Germany's return to both the import and export 
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trade is also noteworthy.· During the .year under review the share 
of the United Kingdom in the import trade further decreased from 
54•1 to 5l·4 per cent. and her share in the export trade also fell 
from 25;5 to 21 per cent. The share of the rest o£ the Empire in 

_India's imports £ell by about t per cent. and their share in her 
exports rose by about 1 per cent. The United States increased their 
share in imports from 5·7 to 6·7 per cent. and her share in the 
export trade also rose from 8·8 ,to 10·4 per cent. ~he participation 
o£ Japan in imports also increased from 6·9 to 8 per cent. and on 
the export side from 14·3 to 15 per cent. · 

. We may now briefly review· the direction of. trade in _a few of 
the more important deta:ils: In iron and steel imports the United 
Kingdom increased her "ihare ·£rom 63 to 67·7 per cent. whilst that 
of her chief ri~al Belgium fell from 19·6 to 15·6 per cent. The 

· United States improved her position slightly while Germany's share 
decreased: In imports o£ machinery the United Kingdom's share 
fell from 84·1 to 79·7 per cent.; the United States' share remained 
steadily at 9·5 per cent. and both Germany and Belgium improved 
their position under this head. · 

Hardware trade seems to be passing into ·German hands, for 
during the year under review, Germany's share improved to 27·5 

-per cent.· whilst that of the United Kingdom further decreased 
from 40 to 38 per cent. Japan's share increased and the United 
States retained their previous amount of the trade, that· is 15"6 
per cent. of the whole. Under the head of motor vehicles tile 
United Kingdom receded to 27·6 per cent. whilst the United States 
advanced to 36·6 per cent. Both Italy and France improved their 
position whilst Canada's share in the motor trade fell from 27·1 to · 
24·8 per cent. In Railway plant and rolling stock the United 
Kingdom's share decreased again and felt this year to 85 per cent. 
whilst the United States, Belgium and Germ·any improved their 
position. Lastly the share of the United Kingdom in imports of 
cotton manufactures fell from 80·5 to 74·6 per cent. while Japan 
increased hers from 13·8 to 19 per cent. 

On the export side the United Kingdom reduced her share in 
the tea trade from 89·2 to 87·6 per cent. In raw jute the United 
Kingdom increased her takings to 27·9 per cent. whilst Germany's 
share fell to 21·5 per cent. In jute manufactures the shares o£ the 
United States and the United Kingdom rem6ined.almost stationary 
at 36·5 an~ 6·5 per cent. respectively. Japan took 50 per cent. 
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<Of India's exports o£ raw cotton as she did in the previous year. 
In foodgrains the share of the United Kingdom was considerably 
'reduced from 25·8 to 7'·4 per cent. and in hides and skins .her share 
was reduced from 47·5 to 45·3 per cent., India's next best customer 
'for this commodity being the United States who took 24·3 per cent. 
'Qf the exports. 

The general tendencies outlined in the last few paragraphs may 
be illustrated by an examination of the import and export trade 
between India and her various principal customers. Taking first 
the United Kingdom we may notice that the imports therefrom 
into India were less by 18 .crores and the exports thereto from India 
!by nearly 21 crores as compared with 1924-25. The value of cotton 
manufactures imported from the United Kingdom decreased from 
'66 to 49 crores. Cotton piece goods decreased both \n quantity and 
value from 1,614 million yards valued at 60 crores to 1,287 million 
yards valued at 44! crores. Grey piecegoods decreased by 166 
million yards, bleached goods by 87 million yards and coloured 
goods by 71 million yards. The important groups of metal and 
metal manufactures, machinery and railway plant and rolling stock 
which accounted for 27 per cent. of the value of the imports from 
the United Kingdom declined in value by 1! crores of rupees. 
Imports of iron and steel increased in quantity by 50,000 tons and 
in value by 32 lakhs. Woollen piece-goods fell from 6 million to 
5! million yards. Imports of synthetic dyes into India increased 
,O.uring the year. 

The total value of the imports from other British possessions 
decreased from Rs. 21 to Rs. 19 crores whilst the value of India's 
~xports to those countries increased by 2 crores to 54 crores. Trade 
with Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, Canada and Australia increas
~d while that with Hongkong, South Africa and Mauritius 
odecreased. 

As in the two preceding years Japan ranked second in im
portance in India's foreign trade. The total value of Indo
Japanese trade increased by over 2 crores of rupees to 76 crores, the 
rise being mainly accounted for by increasing imports into India 
.of Japanese cotton manufacture, but Japan increased her import 
into India under a number of heads including glass and glassware, 
~arthenware and porcelain, haraware, haberdashery and millinery 
.and woollen goods. Exports from India to Japan were almost 
~ntirely of raw cotton which increased in amount during the year 
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under review to 2,084,00.0'bales.l' Japan,aiso'incre!lse'd her takings 
of husked' rice, but most other~classes of c;mmodities exported fmm 
India to Japan fell off slightly;·."· -- · . - 4 

As in .the fo~r preceding years ~the Uriited States ranked third· 
in order of importance~ in: India: s foreign trade. The total value
of the trad~ ·with this cou~try increased by over 6 crores ts> a total 
of 55 crores _of, rupees. Imports i~'to In.dia increasing ·by_ 1. crore 
and .exports by 5 m·ores. ·The principal articles imported from the. 
United 'States were mineral oils (5} Qrores), machinery arid mill 
work (1! crores), motor vehicleS' (li crores) and iron.a.nd steel and· 
hardware (about 81 lakhs each). ·Exports from India of':raw jut& 
increased £rom 59,300 to 69,200 tons: During 1925-26 Germany 
stood fourth in order of import.ance in India's foreign ._trade for· 
the fourth year in successiO!l~ a1though the value of India~s total 
trade with her c:tecreased this year from 43! to 40 crores of r_upees. 
Imports· from Germany decreased ·by over Rs. 2 crores and exports 
by nearly 1! crores. 'The principal articles imported from ·Germany 
are alizarine ·and aniline· dyes, hardware and· brass and copper. 
This year imports of alizarine an·d aniline dyes fell to 5!' m~illion 
pounds as·compared with 13! million pounds in the previous year. 
Iron and steel and brass and copper also declined. A'; already 
noted exports of raw jute from India to Germany declined in quan
tity as compared with the· year 1924-25 but shipments of lac in
creased i:ri quantity and there were iarger exports o£ manganese or& 
and unmanufactured toba·cco. 

Of the other countries with which India conducts overo 
seas trade we may notice tliat the va~ue of her commerc·e with Italy 
and Belgium de-creased in the year under review while .that of 
France, the Netherlands and.China increased. Imports of coloured 
cotton piece-goods, artificial silk yarn and motor cars from Italy 
increased. 

As was noted in previous year's report the old system,ol regis~ 
tration of trade across the land frontiers of India by means of clerks 
posted upon important trad'e-routes has been abandoned. and ar 
new system introduced under which traffic is registered. in selected 
commodities at certain ~railway stations adjacent to the more im

. portant of the frontier routes.:. Stations have been selected at which 
it is estimated that the bulk of the inward traffic is intended to be 
transported beyond the frontier and the bulk of the outward traffic 
consists of goods which have come from •beyond the' frontier •. 
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Though it is impossible to say with complete accuracy how much 
of the traffic of a railway station adjacent to the frontier is frontier 
traffic, yet under the new system, the figures recorded are accurate 
statistics of the trade to and from stations at which a hi~h percen~ 
tage of the traffic consists of frontier trade. 

Last year's report also stated that some modification of the 
system newly introduced for the registration of the external land 
frontier trade of India proper would be necessary in its application 
to Burma and that the matter was under consideration. As a 
result of the discussion of the question with the Burma Government, 
the Burma Railways and the Irawaddy Flotilla Company, it has 
been decided that statistics of the trade passing across the Burma 
frontier should be recorded at Bhamo in the north, to catch that 
trade which is entirely river-borne as well as the trade despatched 
from or to the rail-head Katha; the rail-heads ~ashio and Heho 
in the Shan States; and Thingannyinaung in the south, through 
which the bulk of the trade with Siam passes. This will include 
all the trans-frontier trade of Burma which is of importance. The 
new system came into force from the 1st April 1926. 

The coast-wise imports of coal into Burma increased during 
the year but imports of cotton piece goods of Indian manufacture 
decreased by over 1 million yards owing to smaller imports of cotton 
goods from Bombay and to larger arrivals from Japan.. Exports 
of rice not in the husk from Burma to India increased by 346,000 
tons, exports of kerosine oil to Indian ports fell by 11 million 
gallons as compared with 1924-25; shipments of benzine and petrol 
further increased by 1 million gallons to 25 million gallons. Ship
ments of teak wood increased owing to larger demands from more 
important Indian railways for their carriage and waggon construc
tion. 

Among miscellaneous matters in connection with Indian trade 
affairs we may notice the provision of suitable office accommoda
tion in London for the High Commissioner for India, the appoint
ment of a Trade Publicity Officer in England and the conclusion 
of a commercial modus vivendi with Greece. 

The High Commissioner's present office has been found to be 
unsuitable both by reason of the inadequacy of the accommodation 
and the locality in which it is situated, and in November 1925 he 
submitted a scheme for its abandonment in favour of more com
modious premises in •a better locality. The main object of the 
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scheme is to have in London a building which can, like the offices 
of the Dominion High Commissioners, be treated as a centre in 
London hy visitors from India and others interested in India, and 
which W'ill be more easily aceessible to business callers and the 
general public. The site which has been selected is on land 
belonging to the London County Council adjoining Bush House, 
and having its main frontage on Aldwych with a return frontage 
on Montreal Place which connects Aldwych with the Strand. The 
building, which it is proposed to erect on this site, is estimated to 
cost £!300,000. The cost involved is large, but it is unavoidable if 
the building to be erected is to be worthy of India. It is hoped 
that "the provision of such a building will go a lorig way to improve 
India's commercial relations with the Empire arid foreign coun
tries, and stimulate the export of her products. 

Early in l~'?G a Trade Publicity Officer was appointed as an: 
experimental measure for one year to assist the Indian Trade Com
missioner, London, in utilizing the opportunities which occur in 
England for commercial publicity of India's economic interests. 
This has proved a step in the right direction, for since the appoint
ment was made, the display of Indian goods at some of the import
ant exhibitions on the Continent has led to useful results. It has, 
accordingly, been decided to continue the appointment for another 
year, and to arrange for particip'ation in Exhibitions. and Fairs on 
a larger scale than hither~o. 

ln order to regulate commercial relations between India. and 
Greece, a modus vivendi was concluded with the Greek Govern
ment by an exchange of Notes on the 11th September 192G. This 
agreement provides for the grant of reciprocal mpst-favoured-nation 
treatment of the goods produced or manufachmid in the respective 
countries, the extension to Indian goods imported into Greece of 
the benefit of the conventional rates o.£ duty accorded to United 
Kingdoin goods and the exemption of· currants, the produce of 
Greece, from payment on importation into India of duty in excess 
o.£ 2 sh. per cwt. A notification under the Sea Customs Act, 1878, 
reducing th~ import duty on currants from 15 per cent. ad valurem 
toRe. 1-4-0 per cwt. has been issued in discharge of this obligation. 



CHAPTER V. 

Finance. 

Since no previous number of this Report has given a separate 
chapter to Finance, the reasons for the innovation this year may 
with advantage be stated. Some of the most important problems 
now confronting the Government o£ India are problems of finance 
and these are likely to retain their eminent position for the next 
few years. Those who studied with any care the report of the Royal 
Commission on Indian Currency and Finance which was published 
last August cannot have failed to perceive that it foreshadowed 
important and far-reaching developments in the ba:dking and gene
ral financial systems of India. Further, the immense betterment 
in the financial position of the Central and Provincial Governments 
in this country durmg the past fou_r or five years deserves as com
plete an exposition as the size of this report will allow, because it 
is the result not only of skilful and courageous handling of what 
seemed to be at one time an almo·st desperate position, but because 
a number of technical improvements in the financial machinery of 
this country also helped to bring it about. And lastly, the story 
of Indian finances ~uring the year cannot be adequately or clearly 
told unless the reader has some knowledge of the broad outlines of 
the financial relations between the Central and Provincial Govern
ments in India. For all these reasons it has been thought necessary 
to deal with the finances of the year separately, and to expound 
them and the system of which they are the product as fully as the 
limits of space will allow. · 

It was said in this report last year that the Budget Statement 
. for 1926-27 was the most favourable whicli had ever been presented 

to tlie Reformed Indian Legislature and was one which would make 
India tlie envy of the whole world. The Budget Statement for 
1927-28 is as prosperous as its predecessor and announces permanent 
remissions of most of the provincial contributions and a temporary 
remission, which with reasonable luck should be made permanent 
next year, of the whole of the provincial contributions. The mean
ing and the importance of this statement will be shown by this 
chapter. • 

( 210 ) 



DIAGRAM. 

How each Rupee of Revenue was made 
up in India 1925-26. 

(Provincial and Central Together.) 

CUSTOMS 0.21. • 

RAILWAYS 0.15 

The Rupee of Revenue 1925 .. 26. 

[The basis of reckoning is the same as that on which the accounts and 
estimates are prepared; working expenses of the Railway. Irrigation, Posts and 
Telegraphs Departments, refunds and the like being deducted :from, revenue and not 
treated as expenditure.] 
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A study of the Budget Statement for 1927-28; which was pl;e
sented by Sir Basil Blackett to the Legislative Assembly on Febru
ary the 28th, 1927, takes the mind back irresistibly to his first 
Budget, which he introduced ·.on March the 1st, 1923. In his 
speech on that occasion he said " for five years in succession India 
has had a deficit. The accumulated total of these deficits amounts 
to no less than one hundred crores (i.e., one thousand million rupees) 
. . ... ... .. . .. . .. ..... Moreover, besides the deficits of the Central Gov
ernment, the recurring deficits of the Provincial Governments and 
of many local bodies throughout India must not be forgotten.'' 
The outlook, both for the Central Government and for the Provm
cial Governments, was at that time a black one, and if any person 
had prophesied then that four years later Sir Basil Blackett wouM 
be able to present a surplus budget after remitting hundreds of 
lakhs of rupees. of provinc{al contributions, that the Indian, Gov
ernment would bw able to borrow money at cheaper rates than the 
British Government, and that .the provinces almost without excep~ 
tion would be free from their more pressing financial troubles, he 
would have beeri regarded as a very ·hardy optimist indeed. Yet 
his prophesies would have been 'true ones, for•all·these things have 
come to pass. Fortune has certainly smiled on the Government of 
India during these years by granting a series of good monsoons; 
but even these would have :wailed little had the conditions they 
provided not been employed with skill and courage. Great ·econo
mies ·have been effected, particularly in military expenditure, debt 
charges have been vastly reduced, the financial machinery has been . 
overhauled and improved, and the enhancement of the salt-tax 'in 
1923 at last closed the gap between revenue and expenditure. One 
of the benefits, which have falJen to India from the restoration· of 
her financial health since 1923 is the reduction of the salt-tax to 
half the amount imposed in that year. 

Far and away the most important ·of all the improvements in 
the financial machinery of India during these years is the separa
tion of Railway Finance from the General Finances. This state
ment requir.es the following explanation. The proposal for separa
tion sprang in the first place from the fact, forcibly pointed out by 
the Committee under Sir William Acworth which investigated the 
Indian Railway system, that the annual allotments for railway ex
penditure were determined from year to year with less regard to 
actual Railway requirements than to the general finanCial position 

• 
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of India. The unhappy results of this arrangement from the rail
way standpoint were very clearly demonstrated in the Acworth Re
port. After investigating the matter fully, the Government ol 
India came to the conclusion that the suggested separation would 
be entirely advantageous. Not only would it enable the railways 
of India to be financed as a business und~rtaking hut, in addition, 
it would relieve the Government of many difficulties and doubts. 
Wilen the general budget incorporated the gross receipts and work
ing expenses of the railways, the difference between good and bad 
trading seasons and good and bad monsoons meant a difference of 
several crores of rupees in the budget figures. Accordingly a 
sclieme was devised separating Railway Finances from the General 
Finances of India and ensuring to the latter a definite annual con
tribution from railways which was to be the first charge on their 
net receipts. This contribution was settled on the .basis of one per 
cent. on the capital at charge o:E commercial lines in the penulti
mate year, plus one-fifth of the surplus profits in that year, interest 
on capital at charge o:f strategic lines and loss in working being 
deducted. The Legislative Assembly stipulated that if, after pay
ment of the contribution so fixed, the amount available for transfer 
to railway reserves should exceed Rs. 3 crores, one-third of the 
excess should be paid to General Revenues. This railway reserve 
is to be used to secure the payment of the annual contribution, to 
provide, if necessary, for arrears of depreciation and for writing 
down capital, and to strengthen generally the financial position of 
the railways. The effect of this arrangement upon the finances 
of the country is that the Indian tax-payer is now assured of a regu
lar and growing ('Ontribution in relief of taxation from his invest
ments in railways; while the task of maintaining a continuous finan
cial policy and of distinguishing between a temporary and perman
ent surplus or deficit in accounts i!J imm·ensely facilitated. It was 
not easy to get the Legislative .Assembly to agree to this arrange
ment, for many members feared t.hat the control which they had 
hitherto exercised over railway policy might in some degree be 
weakened. The scheme was laid before the Assembly in the Delhi 
session of 1924, but no decision was reached. In the following 
September, however, after the project had been fully discussed in 
all its aspects in the public press, a final settlement was made in the 
terms already mentioned. 

Although this separation of railway finances from the general . 
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financE's is the outstanding improvement in India's financial machin:. 
ery of late years, it is not the only one, and of the others the more 
important mny be bl'iefly summarised. Changes have heen made 
in the forni of the demands for grants witll the object of !';implif~·ing, 
bu!';iness and enabling members of the Leg-islature, official!'?, and th~ · 
public to understand better the scope and meaning of the financial 
transactions to ·which 'they refer.· 'Further, the total number of • 
grants has been increased and i_nstead of orie omnilnis grant for 
General Administration each department of the Government of 
India now has its own separate grant-a change which obviously 
makes. for greater precision and responsibility in the departments 
themselves, and for more effective control by the legislature. 
Again, territorial grants ha.ve been more logicaHy arranged and· 
important items .have been withdrawn from the grant of the High 
Commissioner for India in London and· attributed to the grants of 
the different govert1ment departments concerned. This latter 
change resulted from an Act passed in 1924 which made imported 
Government stores liable to customs duties, the idea of this be·111g 
to encourage the purchase of stores in India. This made _it neces
s~ry for spending departments to· take ·the customs duties into ac
count when considering the comparative cost of goods imported 
from outside and those purchased in India. By including the co!st 
of stores together wit~ customs duties in the departmental grants. 
this comparison was _made more real and departments 'Yere enabled 
to use their grants for purchases in India. Not the least important 
of all these changes ar_e the. improvements which are continually 
being made in the income-tax. agency and administration which 
have stopped a good deal of leakage and have benefited correspond
ingly the finances of the country. This part of our review of India's 
financial system may fitly .close with a few words about the Public 
Accounts Committee.. Tliis Committee is modelled on the corre
sponding Committee Of the House of Commons, a~d its scope and 
e;xperience are growing· year by _year. Membership of this Com
mittee is highly prized, for its influence on financial procedure is 
real and it is a first rate school in which to learn the methods of 
parliamentary procedure and control. Its members have from time 
to time made useful suggestions out of which, indeed, some of tho 
improvements already noticed have arisen. 
, We can now turn to the relations between Central and Provin

cial finances in India. Anything like an adequate account o~ these. 
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would, of course, be far too lengthy for this report, but if existing 
relations are to be understood, something must be said about their 
·growth and development. Until the viceroyalty of Lqrd Mayo, 
that is until 1870, the provinces exercised in their own right none 
·but the pettiest financial powers. All the revenues collected in 
India were credited to the Central Government and out of these the 

·~xpenses of provincial administration were paid. The Provincial 
'Uovernments, in fact, were just the stewards of the Government of 
India. Impressed as they were with their own needs, the chief 

"-Concern of the Provincial Government was to get more and more 
:money until as Sir Richard Strachey wrote :-

" The distribution of the public jncome degenerated into some
thing like a scramble, in which the most violent had 
the advantage, with very little attenti~n to reason; as 
local economy brought no local advantage, the stimulus 
to avoid waste was reduced to a minimum, and as no 
local growth of the income led to local means of improve
ment, the interest in _dey_eloping the public revenues was 
also brought down to the lowest level." 

To remedy this grave defect Lord Mayo introduced the system 
"()£ making a fixed grant to each Local Government for the admini
'Stration of the Provincial services, requiring. it to provide for any 
~additional expenditure by the exercise of economy and the imposi
tion, where necessary, of local taxes. The change had the desired 

--effect; economies were effected without loss of efficiency; small local 
-cesses were imp'?sed in several Provinces; and the ·supreme Govern-
"Dlent was relieved of a portion of the annually increasing drain on 
its resources. Unfortunately, this state of equilibrium did not last 
Ion and betw~en 1870 and 1877 famine and fallin exchan e were 
!t'esponsible for fres financial embarrassments, which in turn led to 
·further reforms in the svstem. These reforms cover the period 
1817-78 to 1882-83 and included the resettlement on a wider basis 
-'Of the system of Provincial finance, a scheme for meeting the peri
"'dical loss due to famine, the equalization of the salt duties, and 
ihe abolition of the general import duties. In the Provincial settle
ments of 1870-71 a fixed sum had been made over to each Local 
'Government to defray the cost of Provincial services, but by these 
'Subsequent reforms a share in the revenues was substituted for the 
-.fixed grant. This g;ve a margin which might be increased by 
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careful management with which to meet growing expenditure. 
The settlements were made liabie to periodical revision and the 
system thus established existed with modifications until the end of, 
the first decade of this century. This is the beginning of the divi
sion of revenue heads into central rovincial and divided-a s S<>

tem w 1c las e until the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. The
heads of revenues which were made over to the provinces were be
lieved .to be capable of expansion by -careful management and thus 
likely to meet provincial needs. But, of course, revenue and expei;l .. 
"diture in the provinces could not be made to _meet exactly, and so.. 
the Government of India used to make contributions to the provl.nces.. 
by allowing them a percentage of the very important heads of land 
revenue which had remained with the Central Government. This. 
settlement was revised from time to time, usually without giving 
satisfaction to t)le provinces, and, even, being the cause of much. 
irritation. But in time land revenue became a divided head pe-. 
tween the provinces· and the Central Government and . the latte:&~· 

·used to make fixed cash assignments to the former. ' 
The Montagu-Chelmsford Report contains an excellent descrip-

tion of the last changes which were made in the financial relations. 
between the Government of India· and the Provincial· Governments. 
prior to the reforms of 1919_. In the year 1904 occurred a very im-. 
portant development-the introduction of the system of quasi-per
manent settlements. Thenceforward the revenues as~igne~ to a pro-
vince were definitely fixed, and were not subject to alteration by 
the Central Governmen:t save in case of extreme and general .neces-. 
sity, or unless experience proved that the assignment made was. 
disproportionate to normal provincial needs. The object was ." to-. 
give the Local .Governments a more independent positio:r1. and a 
more substantial and enduring interest in the management of theil' 
resources than had previously been possible." Under the old sys
tem it happened occasionally that the supreme Government were
forced by financial stress to resume balmJCes standing to the credit. 
of the provinces when "the settlement expired. This . killed any 
motive for economy, as Provincial Governments knew that if theyr 
econoinised in one direction in order to accumulate money for other. 
needs their savings were imperilled, while-their reduced standard
of expenditure would certainly be taken as the basis for the next: 
settlement. Imp~ved financial conditions and a more liberal out
look combined to'remove these difficulties. Local Governments. · 
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could count on continuity of financial policy, and were able to reap 
the benefit of their own economies without being hurried into ill
considered proposals in order to raise their apparent standard of 
expenditure. But the Government of India were also gainers. 
Their relations with the Provincial Governments were smoothed by 
the cessation of t.he standing quinquennial controversies, and they 
were also left in a better position to calculate their own resources. 

A little later on the provinces gained still further. Hitherto 
the liability for famine had lain upon them, and the Central Gov
ernment stepped in only when their resources were exhausted. 
There was devised instead a new famine insurance scheme by which 
the Government of India placed to the credit of each province ex
posed to famine a fixed amount on which it should draw in case of 
famine without trenching on its normal resources. When this 
fund was exhausted, further expenditure,,.would b~ shared equally 
by the Central and Provincial Governments, and in the last resort 
the Government of India would give the province further assistance 
from central revenues. In 1917 this arrangement was simplified 
by making famine relief expenditure a divided head, the outlay 
being borne by the Central and Provincial Governments in the pro
portion o£ three to one, which coincided approximately with the 
actual incidence under the previous system. 

The Decentrahzation Commission of 1907 went into the whole 
question of the financial relations of the Central and the Provin
cial Governments. and proposed no radical change, but I~ord 

Hardinge's Government decided to take the final step in the devel
opment of the system, and in 1912 they made the settlements per·· 
manent. They further improved the position by reducing the fixed 
assignments and increasinp: the provincial share of growing revenue, 
and they conferred a minor but still important benefit on the pro· 
vinces by curtailing their intervention in the preparation of pro
vincial budgets. Thus, at the time o£ the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms the financial relations between the Government of India 
and the Provincial Governments were broadly these. The budget 
of the Government of India was made to include the transactions 
of Local Governments, the revenue enjoyed by the latter being 
ma.inly derived from sources of income which were shared between 
the Government of India and themselves. Generally speaking,_'?er
tain ];lea.Q.JLQf'revenue, such as the land revenu~, ·excise, salt, income 
tax, and the profits from productive irrigativn works, were divided 

. . 
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between the Provincial and the Central Governments. The Pro
vincial Governments took the receipts from Forests and Registra
tion, as well as from Courts and Jails. To the Government· of 
India went the revenue from opium, ~ustoms; railways, posts and 
telegraphs, and tributesfrom the Indjan States. The Central Gov
ernment out of these incomings was responsible for defence charges·, 
for the upkeep of railways, posts and telegraphs, for the payment 
of interest on debt, and for the Home charges. The provinces from· 
their· incomings met the expenses connected with land revenue and 
general administration, with forests, ·police, courts and jails, with 
education and with medical services. Charges for irrigation and 
ordinary public works were common to both the Central and to the 
Provincial Governments. 

This state of. affairs has· now ~assed awa as a result of the 
changes mtro uce ·by the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. The • · 
authors of the Report had urged the necessit of the com lete sepa
ration o . t e overnment and those of the 

outlined a 
sc eme. Their main recommendations were that no heads of re
venue should continue divided, but that land revenue, irrigation, 
excise and judicial stamps should be completely provincialised, and 
that customs, income tax, and general stamps should becoine ci:m
tral heads of revenue. Inasmuch as under this re-arrangement the 
Government o£ India would lose heavily, the scheme proposed that 
contributions for the benefit of the Central Government should be 
levied on the provinces to make up the deficit. For the purpose of 
fixing the provincial contributions, th'e authors of the Report chose· 
an assessment proportionate to the gross surplus which each pro
vince would enjoy under the new allocation of resources. In order 
to fix the standard on an equitable scale of contribution a Co~ee 
was appomted m January 1920 to investigate the financial relations 
between the new Central and Provincial Governments. This Com
mittee consist~d of Lord Meston, Mr. Charles Roberts, and Lieuten
ant-Commander H1Hon Youn . It was particularly concerned to 

etermme rst the contribution~ which w,ere to be' paid by the 
various provinces t? the Central Government .fol:' the financial year 
1921-22, and secondly the modifications to be made in the provin
cial contributions with a view to their equi,table distributions. The 
Committee proposed that receipts from General Stamps should be 
credited to the provinces and not to the Central Government, and 

I 
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suggested a plan by which the Provincial Governments were to con
tJ·ibute 983 lakhs to the Central Government in 1921-22. The 
standard contributions of the provinces :for the succeeding years 
were also fixed as proportions of the total contribution necessary to 
make up the deficit of the Government of India, this proportion 
being 19 per cent. from Bengal; 18 per cent. from United Pro
vinces; 1 '7 per cent. from :Madras; 13 per cent. :from Bombay; 10 
per cent. from Bihar and Orissa; 9 per cent. :from the Punjab; 6! 
per cent. from Burma; 5 per cent. from the Central Provinces; and 
2! per cent. :from Assam. The Committee recommended that con
tributions should be readjusted to this standard percentage by equal 
increments extending over a period of seven years. Naturally this 
settlement did not please everybody and, indeed it leased ver 
ew. A predominant y agncu ura provinces Jike the Punjab 

.. gaJ.ned appreciably by having the whole of the land revenue instead 
of only a part as hitherto, but provinces like Bengal and Bombay, 
with considerable industries, were in a far less happy position. 
They provided the bulk of the Indian revenue :from income tax and 
yet they could uot hope for anything except a very small fraction 
of the revenues thus provided, and that only under certain condi
tions which were not likely to be realised until trade showed a mark
ed revival. Madras, too, had special cause of complaint against the 
settlement. Far and away the heaviest initial contribution, namely, 
348 lakhs, was demanded from her and her people and the Madras 
Government felt this sacrifice all the more keenly since if their 
standard of public expenditure had not been kept by them in the 
past at a comparatively moderate figure, their windfall under the 
reformed system of finance would not have been so great, nor conse
quently would their contribut.ions. Bengal and Bombay, on the 
other hand, complained that they were now faced with the neces
sity either for reducing their standard. of public living or else run
ning into debt-a process which the Government of India was not 
likely to allow to proceed too far. However, the Government of 
India under the stress of its own over-ridin necessit had no alter
native but to a tere to the Meston Awar , and so the Reforms 
opened with what some of the rovinces re arded as a cri linO' leyy 
on t eir revenues._ It must be admitted that the years immediately 
following the Meston Settlement brought little happiness to the 
provincial financial departments, but it must also be admitted that 
the payment of provincial contr-ibutions was only one contributory 
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cause of this. India, like every other belligerent country, had h'ad. 
to divert her energies to the prosecution of the war and therefore 
during these ()arly post-war years there was much reconstruction. 
and de.velopment work to be done. The greater part of this now 
fell to the lot of the Provincial Governments, which also had" to 
incur large expenditure in increasing salaries to meet the increased 
cost of living and in adding new staffs and new departments in 
accordance with the expansion of their activities a~d responsibili
ties. Thus, the years following 1920 were years of fimincial loan
ness fo.r the provinces as well as for the Government of India. Later· 
in this report we shall see something of the ·political effects of this 
financial stringency, particularly its effects on the working of 
dyarchy. The P.oint on whi~h we have to concentrate here is that 
the circumstances of these years were such as to force the provinces 
into heavy expenditure whilst leaving their revenues comparatively 
inelastic. Thus, Provincial Governments were forced· to look for 
relief primarily to the remission of the provincial contributions, 
and the record of debates in the Central arid Provincial Legislatures, 
and the output of newspaper articles and platform oratory shows 
how strongly the demand for remission was pressed during theyears 
immediately succeeding the Meston Award. Obviously, however, 
the balancing of the central budget without the aid of provincial 
contribut!ons was the over-riding condition of such remiSSion. 
Something has already been said of the economies practised and the 
improvements made in financial machinery which· at last brought 
about a balanced budget, and in his budget speech for 1925-26 Sir 
Basil Blackett, after showing a surplus . of 324 lakhs of rupees, 
made the welcome announcement that he proposed to distribute the 
large sum of 250 lakhs to the permanent remission of provincial 
contributions. To give a full account of the system according to 
which the remissions of provincial contributions are to be made 
would weary the reader. It is enough to say that according to the 
system certain provinces have priority over other provinces. Mad
ras, the United Provinces, the .Punjab, and Burma were given the 
first claim on remissions and not until almost haJf o£ the total con
tributions had .been remitted could any other province claim to 
enter the fortunate circle entitled to relief. · Thereafter every pro
vince in India was to share in the relief according to the measure' 
laid down for it. until the relief became al>solute. ·By this first 
r-emission,, therefore, Madras received the handsome gi!t of 126 

1 I2 
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lakhs of rupees, the Punjab 61 lakhs, the United Provinces 56 
lakhs and Burma 7 lakhs. In the next Budget Statement, that for 
1926-27, Sir Basil Blackett announced that a further sum of 125 
lakhs would be permanently remitted to the same provinces and 
accordingly, of the 125 lakhs, 57 lakhs went to Madras, 33 to the 
United Provinces, 28 to the Punjab and 7 again to Burma. If 
these figures are considered for a moment they will show what these 
remissions mean to the provinces in terms of increased spending 
power, in increased opportunities for development and progress, 
both moral and material, and the reader will be in a position to 
appreciate the incalculable importance of that part of the budget 
of 1927-28 which deals with the further remission of provincial 
contributions. • · • 

Anothe1· tangible benefit to the provinces from the improvement 
in central finances comes from the reduction in the charge on the 
latter for interest since this reduces the rate which the provinces 
have to pay for their borrowings from the Central Government. 
That this is no light benefit can be seen from the extent of the bor
rowing by the provinces from the Central Government which in the 
financial year 1925-26 amounted to over Rs. 98! million. The 
(\stablishment by the Government of India in 1925 of a Provincial 
Loans Fund will further benefit the provinces. In the first place 
it will subject their borrowing to definite principles by which the 
auangements for interest and repayment will be regulated. The 
Provincial Governments natm:ally desire to spend large sums on 
various schemes of development and the expansion of their useful 
activities, and the Government of India, regarding this as a healthy 
and inevitable result of the Reforms, wish to help them to fulfil 
their desire. One of the fundamental principles of the Provincial 
Loans Fund is that the Provinces shall be enabled to borrow with 
comparative freedom, but under conditions which will safeguard 
the position of their creditor and give preference to the more desir
able objects for which loans are asked. In the second place the 
Provincial Loans Fund contains the germs of an important develop
ment, for it is possible that the future will witness the administra
tion of the fund by an Indian body corresponding to the National 
Debt Commissioners and the Public W or1.:s Loan Commissioners in 
England, the money required by the controlling body being obtained 
on the security of its o~n assets. It io clear that considerable bene
fits will accrue to the finances of India and her provinces if the 
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advance made by the Central Government to the Provincial Gov
ernments can be excluded from the Public Debt of the Government 
of India in the same way as advances made on the guarantee of th& 
British Tteasury to public bodies in the United Kingdom are ex
cluded from the British Public Debt. The real facts regarding the 
Puhlic Debt in India will be more obvious .. and the facilities for 
raising n~w capital will be widened if so large a portion of. the 
money required for capital development of all kinds is not to be 
raised as at present by a single borrower, namely the Hovernment 
of India, on the sole security of the Indian revenues. 

Tl}.is prolegomenon will seem to those who have made a;study of 
Indian :financial affairs unduly drawn out, whilst to others it may· 
possibly appear obscurely and tantalisingly brief. But it-is to be 
hoped that it will give, at any rate, a fairly intelligible background 
against which to view the present :financial condition of India as 
shown in the Railway Budget and the General Budget for 1927-28. 
As the Railway Budget comes earlier in time than· the ·General 
Budget and is one of the tributaries of the. latter, we may discuss 
it before we turn to the general :finances of- the country./- · 

The :final :financial results of 1925-26 showed that the railways 
had contributed 549 lakhs of rupees to general revenues and 379 
lakhs to railway reserves-these :figures being better by 17 lakhs 
and 34 lakhs respectively than the revised estimates. The probable 
:financial results for 1926~27 were, however, disappointing: A net 
surplus of 594 lakhs was now expected .instead of 871 lakhs, the 
gross receipts having fallen shmt .by four and a quarter crores, 
while total charges were less by 157 lakhs. The gain from com:. 
mercial lines was 175 lakhs instead of 1,045 lakhs•and the loss on 
strategic lines was 181 lakhs instead of 17 4 lakhs. Explaining 
these :figures, the Railway Member said that factors beyond human 
control had· operated to produce them. The decrease under passen
ger earnings was 137 lakhs and under goods earnings 242 lakhs, 
the latter being due to dislocation of traffic caused by severe floods 
in Burma and several parts of India, the partial failure of the cotton 
crop in the Punjab and the late movement of cotton in Bombay and 
elsewhere. Only Eastern. Bengal and the Assam-Burma 'Railways 
had done better than expected.. As for passenger ·earnings; while 
the slackness in trade. had no doubt affected them, it w:as possible 
the railway authorities had been a little too· optimistic in· their 
estimate of the effect of red:ucing fares. While it was too early to 
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judge of the effect of the reduction in long distance coal freights 
the railways had carried more coal and had not lost any money by 
the reduction. 

The drop in earnings was partially counterbalanced oy a reduc
tion of 171 lakhs in working expenses, though there was a· slight 
increase of 14 lakhs under other he~ds including ten lakhs 'under 
surplus profits. The savings were generally accounted for by a 
decrease in the cost of operation consequent generally on a decrease 
in traffic. rrhe most important saving, 64 lakhs on fuel, .was due 
both to lower prices and to economy in coal consumption. 

The Commerce Member, commenting on the disparity between 
the revised and the budget estimates, believed that these illustrated 
the strength of the railways' position and justified the wisdom of 
the Railway Board's policy. For tliey had had .a comparatively 
poor year marked by exceptional floods, partial failure of crops 
amounting to scarcity in certain areas, and a slackness of trade 
proved by the fact that the total foreign trade was less by fify and 
sixty crores respectively when compared with the last two years. 
Nevertheless it was hoped to earn this year a net return of 4·77 per 
~ent. enabling the railways to pay interest charges and face a 
deficit of seven lakhs which would be made good by withdrawals 
from the Railway Reserve in order to pay a contribution of 601 
lakhs to general revenues. If the loss on strategic railways, was 
included, the contribution would be 760 lakhs. 

Sir Charles Innes then presented a more cautious estimate for 
1927-28. Gross receipts were estimated at 100·40 crores and ex
penditure at 91·47 crores leaving a net gain, after deducting loss ou 
strategic lines, •of 710 lakhs. Of this 548 lakhs would be paid as 
the contribution to general revenues and 162 lakhs of surplus were 
expected to be transferred to railway reserve. Tlius, next year, 
two crores more of receipts over the revised estimate of the current 
year with a corresponding increase of only eight lakhs in working 
expenses were expected. The estimates reflected a spirit of sober 
optimism and a hope that on the whole the railways would be free 
from the misfortunes of the present year. Sir Charles Innes ended 
his speech by saying that the figures given in the above statement 
form, when properly considered, a striking proof both of the essen
tial soundness of the whole policy of railway working and finance 
now being followed by the Government of India, and also show in 
an illuminating fashio11 the importance of the contributions made 
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to the general revenues of this country by the railways, and the 
high value of the latter as an asset to the_general economy of India. 

At the beginning of his speech introducing the general budget 
for 1927-28 Sir Basil Blackett was able to announce that the final 
results o:f the financial year 1925-26 revealed an improvement of 
over ~ crores of rupees on the revised estimates for- that year, and, 
reviewing the current year's working,.he said that-custom,s receipts 

. had i!llproved by 130 lakhs mainly uiider. sugar and protective 
duties, the latter owing to larger exports. Taxes on .income -and 
salt showed decreases of_29 and 20 lakhs.respe~tively. :Military ex
penditure was 67 lakhs more on account of larger purchases and 
increased manufacture of .ordmince and other .stores. In. the end, 
the Budget figures showed a realised surplus o£ 810 Iakhs,. a. surplus 
for_ the fourth year in succession. - . : . - -
, _ The position of W:ays a"bd: Means, and the Public Debt, con
tinued Sir Bas~l, was- extremely gratifying. The Gov:~rnment 
hoped to -finance their entire capital programme amounting to 27 
crores, and that of the Provincial Governments, and to redeem 
maturing debt with less than ten cro~es of new ~oney: ·.They also 
hoped that this money would be forthcoming on favourable terms. 
They had avoided external borrowi11g si~ce_ :May 1923 -and nex~ 
year's budget provided for no such borrowing. The total sterling 
remittance programme for the next year was 35! million pounds 
against 27-! million pounds in the current year. 

The estimate of revenue for 1927-28 comes to 128·96 c:rores or 
129 lakhs less than the revised estimat_e o£ 130·25 crore~ for 1926-27. 
This takes into account the reduction of forty lakhs in p;rotectiv~ 
duties which will be one result of the new Steel Protection Bill, 
and a reduction under Opium in accordance with the. policy 
announced last year. The estimated aggregate expenditure w~~:s 
125·26 crores. This figure included a net military expenditure of 
54·92 crores which, the Finance Jl.fember said, seemed to be very 
nearly the mimimum which is absolutely essential to mal.ntain in a 
state of fuli e:ffieiency an army of _the strength at present autho
rised. The Posts and Telegraphs Department was being worked 
on the· fundamental principle that it should not be a burden on 
the general tax-payer, and therefore no reduction in postaland tele- _ 
graph rates could be expected till revenues improved. The surplus 
of rev.enues over expendit~re expected is 370 _lak~s, a figure arrived 
at on the assumption _that there. will be no departure -from ~the 

. ~ ' .. 
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established eighteen pence ratio. But with a sixteen pence ratio 
there would be a total worsening of the position by 526 lakhs which 
would result in· a deficit of ·156 lakhs. The surplus of 370 lakhs is 
based on existing taxation. 

The Finance Member next announced the abolition of the ~xpm·t 
duty on hides, as recommended by the Taxation Enquiry Committee 
(costing nine lakhs), and the abolition of the export duty on tea, 
costing fifty lakhs, but the basis of the assessment of tea companies 
to Income Tax was to be altered in a manner which was expected 
to yield 45 lakhs. Further, it was proposed to reduce the import 
·duty on motor cars from 30 to 20 per cent. ad valorem, and that on 
tyres from 30 to 15 per cent. The removal of the import duty of 
:fifteen per cent. on rubber seeds and stamps was proposed in compli
ance with special representations fro~ the Burma Government 
which saw in this step a means of helping an important adolescent 
industry. The stamp duty on cheques and on bills of exchange 
payable on demand would be abolished with effect from July 1st 
1927'. Lastly, the proposal was made to raise the import duty on 
unmanufactured tobacco from one rupee to one and a half rupees 
per lb., the expected yield of this change being 18 1akhs. The net 
effect of all these measures would be a reduction of revenue by six 
lakhs, bringing down next year's surplus to 364 lakhs. 

This surplus the Finance Memoer regarded as recurrent and 
one which should normally be used for the remission of provincial 
contributions. It falls short of the amount required to make ». 
clean sweep of all contributions by 181 lakhs, which, by a coinci
dence, represented the amount given up by abolishing the unla
mented Cotton Excise Duty. But an appeal for help had been re• 
ceived from Bombay and as it was inexpedient to favour one pro
vince at the expense of others the Government of India had decided 
to divert a portion of the current year's realised surplus from the 
usual debt redemption to the remission of all outstanding provin
cial contributions for the next year only. The extent of the relief 
thus afforded to the provinces by this statement of the Finance 
Member will be readily understood when it is realised that the follow
ing amounts in permanent and temporary remissions r~spectively 
will be distributed among the provinces. Madras 116 and 49 lakhs, 
Bombay 19 and 37, Bengal 9 and 54, the United Provinces 99 and 
62, the Punjab 60 and 26, Burma 31 and 19, the Central Provinces 
8 and 14, and Assam 8 and 7 lakhs. To make the story complete 

• 
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the miniature province of Coorg is relieved of her annual contribu
tion of Rs. 12,000. Besides the above, Bombay gets a special-relief 
of 28 lakhs, this bejng half of the full contribution which she ought 
to have paid during the current year. The total amount thus 
diverted tb the provinces is 545 lakhs which will be available for 

.the development of the " nation-building " se1~vices which all true· 
friends of India have at heart. A balance of 101 lakhs from the 
current year's surplus is to be kept as a nest egg for use in connec
tion with the inauguration of the Gold ·BullioJ!. Standard and the 
Re~erve Bank. 

Unfortunately the atmosphere bot!J. o(the Assembly and of cer
tain parts of India at the time of tile presentation. of the Budget 

. was vitiated, as we have seeh, by the cont~oversy over the stabili~ 
zation of the 'rupee, ~nd th~oubted merits of the above st_atement 
were thus not occlanned as frahkly as they would otherwise .have 
been. Stili, in spite of the charges made in some 'quarters that the 

·Budget for 1927-28 had been framed as a ~onumental defence of 
the Government proposal to stabilize the rupee at· ls. 6d. gold, 
criticism was softened to some extent by the jubilant realisation 
in the provinces that the burden of proviiwial contributions had 
. at last been rolled from their backs, and that eve:p. that part which 
was only temporarily remitted by this budget stood a good chance 
of being permanently remitted by the next. At any rate, few will 
be found to deny that this budget is a worthy result of the efforts 
and sacrifices of the past four years or to hope that it will prove to 
be the prelude to a period of financial prosperity and developni~nt. 

The Report of the Royal Commission on Indian Currency and 
Finance promises to prove the herald of ·this hoped for period .. 

We have already seen that the report was given great political 
importance in this country by the powerful agitation which was 
raised against one of its recommendations, namely, the recommen·da
tion to stabilize the value of the rupee at Is. 6d. gold. At this 
point we shall have to study the report as a whole, and, in con
sideration of its importance and comprehensive.character, at some 
length. But before doing so a few words may be said about the 
circumstances· in which the Commission was appointed. India, 
like every other country in . the world, had ·her currency system 
severely tested by the Great War. Silver ros.e to a highpricealid 
the metal contained in her token coin, the rupee, became worth far 
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more than its nominal value so that the Indian Government found 
it difficult to continue their unlimited offer of rupees at the old rate. 
Again, throughout the war the balance of trade moved heavily in 
India's favour and exceptional payments had to be made on behalf 
of the British Government. The demand for internal• currencv 
could not be supplied on the pre-war terms and the Indian Go;
ernment had to let the value of the rupee follow the course of silver 
prices with the inevitable result of a rapid rise in its exchange 
value which in December 1919 reached 2s. 4d. sterling. In May 
1919 a Commission was appointed to examine the effect of the war 
on the Indian Currency System and to make recommendations re
garding the policy which ought to be adopted to meet trade rtlquire
ments, to maintain a satisfactory monetary circulation, and to en
sure a stable gold exchange standard. The Committee's terms of 
reference in effect compelled the~ve the greater part o£ their 
attention to re-establishing the exchange value of the rupee, and, 
in view of the high price of silver and the importance of safeguard
ing the token character of the rupee they recommended the stabilisa
tion of exchange at 2s. gold. The Committee further recommended 
that the Indian Government should be given the authority to sell a 
fixed am~unt of Reverse Councils weekly when exchange was weak. 
Owing to circumstances which are sufficiently well-known, the 
attempt to maintain the 2s. rate failed as also did the attempt to 
keep it at that rate by the sale o£ Reverse Councils. World prices 
were falling and the Government of India were unable to contract 
currency in sufficient quantity to keep pace with the fall of prices. 
Some contraction they did effect, but not enough to stop the fall 
in exchange, which early in 1921, reached the low level of 1s. 3d. 
sterling and 1s. gold. However, two years later the rupee exchange 
began to show signs of strength and by October, 1924, it had reach
ed 1s. 6d. sterling and about ls. 4d. gold. From that time until 
the Currency Commission began their sittings in 1926, the rupee 
exchange continued to strengthen and was prevented from rising 
above 1s. 6d. only by free purchases of sterling by the Government 
of India. As sterling returned to parity with gold about the middle 
of 1925, the exchange value of the rupee has been kept within the 
gold points corresponding to that rate ever since. The object o:f 
the Hilton Young Commission then was to examine the existing 
eurrency system of India, to determine its advantages and defects 
and to make proposals for remedying the latter. 
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The report deals with the following main topics :-

. (a) The establishment of a gold standard for India; 
(b) the creation of a Central Bank, its organisation imd res

• • ponsibilities; 
(c) the ratio of the rupee to gold and 
(d) the arrangements to be adopted during the period which 

must elapse before the Central Bank can be brought into 
being. 

It was signed by all members of the Commission and contained 
a minute of dissent by Sir Pur~hotam Das Thakurdas, which 'Yill bP 
mentioned in due course. . 

The first part of the report-about one quarter of the whole
is occupied by a discussion~existing currency system of India 
and its defects ~nd may be summarised as follows :-In the first 
place, the system is far from simple and the basis of the stability 
<>f the rupee is not easily intelligible to the pubFc. lt is quite true 
that, as Mr. Keynes said as long ago as 1913 in his book " Indian 
Finance and Currency." "In the Gold Exchange Standard and 
in the mechanism by which this is supported, India .................... . 
is in the forefront of monetar-y progress." . But only students could 
appreciate the merits of this mechanism and therefore, if it could 
be replaced by something easier for the ordinary citizen to under
stand, it would be advantageous to do this. The Indian Currency 
consists of two tokens in circulation paper notes and silver rupees
which are mutually convertible and there is also the unnecessary 
excrescence of a third full-value coin-the sovereign-which does 
not circulate at all. Further; the rupee token, into which there is 
an unlimited liability to convert the note to)<en, is very expensive 
and is liable to· vanish from circulation if the price of sil~er rises 
beyond a certain ·level. Secondly, the Commission criticises the 
system of reserves with its cumbrous duplication into the Paper Cur
rency reserve . and the gold standard reserve and the dangerous and 
antiquated division of responsibility for control of credit and cur
rency between the Government of India and the Imperial Bank. 
The Government control currency a~d the credit situation is con
trailed, so far as it is controiled at all, by the Bank. Thirdly, tht: 
expansion and contraction of currency are wholly dependent on the 
will of the currency authority and do not expand or contract auto
matically. Lastly, the system is inelastic .• 
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" In consequence of these defects," the report says, "the system 
has not the confidence of the public.'' After exhaustive enquiry 
the Commission found that there were three methods by which the 
defects in the system might be remedied, namely, (1) the !Jerfection 
of the sterling exchange standard, (2) the adoption of a gold ex
change standard, and (3) the adoption of a gold standard proper, 
with or without a gold currency. Against the sterling exchange 
standard, however perfect it were made, the Commission objected 
that the silver curreucy would still remain subject to the danger 
implied in a rise in the price of silver and also that if sterling were 
once more to be divorced from gold, the rupee would also be .simi
larly divorced. Should sterling be heavily depreciated Indian 
prices would have to follow sterling prices, however high the latter 
might go, or else India would ha~sorb some portion of the 
rise by raising her exchange. A gold exchange standard, the Com
mission reporteu, could be secured by providing that the currency 
authority should undertake an obligation to buy and sell at the 
upper and lower gold points respectively unlimited amounts of the 
currency of any of the principal foreign countries with a gold 
standard. This system, however, would suffer from the drawbacks 
that the silver rupee would vanish as soon as the price of silver rose 
above the melting point of the coin, and also that it would be too 
complicated for the public to understand. Somewhat naturally the 
people suspect the mechanism of an exchange standard and want 
some link not only real hut conspicuou_sly visible between their cur
rency and gold. 

Before describing their own solution of this problem the Com
mission dealt in their report with the proposed scheme for the estab
lishment of a gold standard with a gold currenc.y which had been 
prepared by the Finance Department of the Government of India. 
The details of the scheme need not be described here, but it assumed 
the transfer of the management of the paper currency and the 
conduct of the Government of India's remittances to the Imperial 
Bank of India, and when the scheme came fully into operation, that 
gold coin and bank notes should be unlimited legal tender and 
rupees up toRs. 50 only. The Government would be under a statu
tory obligation to give gold coin in exchange for gold bullion, the 
btt.nk would be under a statutory obligaHon to buy gold, and bank 
notes would be payable &n demand in gold coin. The chief objects 
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of this scheme were to eliminate the threat to the currency inherent: 
in the possibility of the rise in the price of silver and also to cure
the uneconomic habit of the people of holding the precious metals-
as a store M value. The chief objections'which the commission found: 
to this scheme were the insuperable difficulties which must be en-· 
countered in obtaining the necessary credits. For, to introduce the · 
scheme in all its stages would require £103 million!! of gold, whilst 
the annual cost of the scheme would be considerable. Again, the: 
Indian Government would have for disposal about 200 crore's of 
silver rupees and the effects of this on the silver market throughout 
the w.orld are obvious. Other silver using countries, particularly~ 

China, might follow India's example and in any case the large extra
demand for gold from India would cause increased competition for· 
gold among the ~ountries o~orl_d and lead to a substantial fall' 
in gold prices and a substantial curtailment of credit which, m, 
their reaction on India, would on balance be unfavourable; 

The standard which the Commission favoured may be described~ 
as a Gold Bullion Standard, the essence of which is that the ordin
ary medium of circulation in India should remain, as at present, 
the currency note and ·the silver rupee, and that the stability of the
currency in terms of gold should be secured by making the currency 
directly convertible into gold for all purposes, but that gold should"' 
not circulate as money. An obligation should be imposed by statute
on the currency authority to buy and sell gold without limit at rates
determined with reference to a fixed gold parity of the rupee but in 
quantities of not less than 400 fine ounces, no limitation being im- · 
posed as to the purpose for which the gold was required. Since gold' 
bars are to be given in exchange for notes or silver rupees, I,l.Ot for· 
export only) but for any purpose, this is not an exchange standard 
but an absolute gold standard. In order, however, to protect the· 
wholesale bullion market, it 1was essential that the currency au tho-· 
rity should not become the cheapest market for gold in India or' 
provide gold .for non-monetary purposes and the Commission propo
sed that the conditions governing the sale of gold should be so· 
framed as to achieve these purposes. This could be done by fixing· 
the selling prices of gold at rates which would enable the bank to
replenish its stock of gold without loss by importation from London.> 
There is no. need to detail the various technical recommendations
which the Commission made in relati<:n to this main .proposal, for.' 
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its scope will be appreciated the more clearly by those who have 
not made a special study of finance if they are omitted. 

It is when we come to the Commission's third recommendation, 
the creation of a Central Bank, that we reach the most original and 
valuable part of their Report. The proposal is not a new one, but 
the Hilton-Young Commission was the first to advocate it whole
heartedly and to demonstrate effectively, after thorough examina
tion of the subject, the connection between the function of gold in 
India and credit control and the correcting mechanism generally. 
The Gold Bullion Standard controlled by the Central Bank would 
give India a monetary system which would be complete and w;hich, 
when properly understood, would satisfy opinion in this country. 
Later in this chapter, the legislative measure which comprises the 
Commission's proposals for a Centi~1ik will be described in some 
detail. Here it is only necessary to point to its importance as 
another step in India's progress towards autonomy. Hitherto, her 
currency policy has been subject to control by the India Office act
ing through the Government of India, which, as we have seen, is 
the currency authority in this country. It was inevitable that, 
sooner or later, the measure of political autonomy already attained 
through the Reforms of 1919 should be balanced by a measure of 
autonomy in currency affairs, and the Reserve Bank Bill is the in
-strument by which this measure of autonomy is to be gained. Its 
·ultimate effect would be to remove the control of Indian currency 
from Government to a Central Bank established in India. 

The Currency Commission's Report is full of interesting and 
valuable discussion of various technical problems such as the hest 
means for ensuring elasticity of the reserves, the question of inter
nal stability, and the problem set by the silver rupee, but to go into 
these would be to weary the general reader and obscure the outlines 
.of the main themes. 

To the Report Sir Purshotamdas appended a minute of dissent 
in which he differs from his colleagues on two main points, namely, 
on those relating to the formation of the Reserve Bank of India and 
the stabilisation of the rupee at 1s. 6d. gold. He admits the bene
fits of the Reserve Bank, but argues that in view of the special con
-ditions of India, the purpose of the Commission in this regard would 
be best served by developing the Imperial Bank of India into a Cen
'tral Bank. As regards the rupee ratio he recommends stabilization 
.at 1s. 4d. gold on the grounds that the greater part of the general 
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adjustment of prices to ls. 6d~ was still to come, that no adjustment 
in wages had taken place, and that until the general adjustment o£ 
prices is complete, the 1s. 6d. ratio gives the foreign manufacturer 
an indirect bounty of 12-l per cent. He also believed that the 1s. 
4d. rate .should be regarded as the natural rate for -the rupee and 
that ~ny alteration would have serious .political effects in India. 

It is unnecessary to undertake any elaborate comment on this 
summary of. the Royal Commission's Report, for the reader will 
immediately perceive that its proposals, if carried into effect, will 
be literally epoch-making, for those which ,relate to the proposed 
Reserve Bank and its functions will start a.new·epoch in the history 
of Indian banking and the organisation- and administration of 
Indian currency and finance generally. These proposals have been 
embodied in a Gold Standard and Reserve Dank of India Bill which 
was introduced in the Le"g'isl~~·e Assembly on.January the 25th, 
1927, and, aft~r_heing circulated, was referred to ~ Joint Select 
Committee of the two houses of the Central Legislature, by whom 
it is now being co:q.sidered. One very far-reaching consequence of 
this Bill, namely, the large measure of freedom' in currency policy 
which it would confer upon the proposed Reserve Bank o£ India; has 
been already noticed and here its contents may be examined more 
closely. Before doing this, however, we shall find it an aid to ou.r 
understanding of the contents of the Bi!l and their implicat.ions if 
we review as briefly as possible_ the existing organis~tion of banking 
in India. · · . · · -

Indian banks fall into four well-defined classes : First there is 
the Imperial Bank of India; with its many ~ranches all over the 
country, numbering over 160, in addition to about 20 sub-age_ncies. 
Next come the exchange banks, which are really branches in India 

· of banking corporations whose main interests ar~ in Europe or the 
Far East and who finance the Indian export trade as an important 
addition to their main operat~ons. Next. come the Indian joint
stock banks, and lastly the numerous 'and heterogeneous· group of
Indian bankers, brokers, Marwaris and so on, whose operati~ns are 
almost entirely confined to the interior of India. It is the mell:!-
bers of this group who fimince the movement of crops. to the ports 
where the exchange banks, so to speak, tak,e them over and begin 
their operations. It is well-known that India is woefully short ~£ 
banks and it has been calculated that there are still appt:oximate_ly-
500 towns in India with populations of 10,000 and ·upwards which. 

' .· .. . 
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·enjoy no modern banking facilities at all. The circumstances of 
.India and the evc>nts of. her history throughout long centuries have 
implanted certain habits, they might even be called instincts, in 
,the breasts of the Indian people in connection with the disposal o£ 
their money. Over large stretches of India at all times th~ security 
-of property was slight before the Pax Britanica ensured order and 
safety. The banking habit, therefore, had no chance t~ develop 
and the habit of hoarding grew up in its place among those who 
were fortunate enough to have anything to hoard. Moreover, the 
-<>perations within recent years of unscrupulous promoters of bogus 
banks have not tended to increase the confidence of the Indian pub
Jic in banking. Every province in India has suffered from the Jllale
::factions of these criminals with consequent injury to the develop
,ment o£ banking within its limits. 

In order to provide more ba~gfacilities i!l India and to 
;remove as :far as possible the disabilities arising :from the absence of 
.a central bank, the Imperial Bank of India was brought into exis
tence in 1920 by the amalgamation of the three Presidency banks. 
In granting the Imperial Bank certain privileges the Government 
o£ India took from it an undertaking that it would open one hundred 
.new branches wiihin five years of its inception, This condition was 
fulfilled and the importance o£ the Imperial Bank's contribution to 
,the progress of Indian banking can thus be readily appreciated. 
By recruiting numbers of young Indians to be trained as bankers 

·the Imperial Bank is rend.ering further services of immense value 
.to Indian banking. Although the Imperial Bank holds a large part 
-of the Government o£ India's balances and acts for it in many ways, 
it does not exercise some of the most important :functions o:f a true 

-·central bank. In particular, it has no control over the currency 
system and only an inadequate control over credit. The Gold Stand

. ard and Reserve Bank Bill sets out to remedy all this by proposing 
to give to India a central bank with functions appropriate to such 

. an institution. As the name o£ the Bill suggests, its contents can 

. be conveniently divided under two heads-the Gold Bullion Stand
ard and the Reserve Bank; but, of course, though these two subjects 
can be divided for purposes of study, they are intimately bound up 
one with the other. The new gold bullion standard introduced by 
the Bill throws upon .the curren<:y authority certain important and 
very difficult duties which render imperative an improvement in 

;the organisation and control of the currency machinery and also a 
• 
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unification of the control over the reserves. Under the Bill, it was· 
proposed that the Iridian Currency standard should· between now 
and 1931 be a gold exchange standard. By this Bill the Reserve 
Bank would take over from the Government the position of. currency . 
authority~ ;:tnd would also take. over the undertaking to give gold 
exchange for legal tender in India an·d to accept legal in exchange 
for gold. But after India and to accept l~gal tender i_n exchange 
for go~d. But alter 1931 there would be laid on the Reserve Bank, 
as currency authority, an absolute obligation to give gold in ex-

. change for legal tender and to pay out legaLtender £01· gold at prices 
fixetl in relation to the parity .of the rupee. 

We can now turn from the gold bullion stimdarq to the question 
of the Reserve Bank, whose importance for India it is difficult to 
exaggerate. Clearly the ~ese~e Bank wou~d represent an enor-

. mous step forw!!rd in the deveTopment of India:'s financi.al and mone
tary machinery" and would, as Sir Basil Blackett said when intro
ducing the Biil, " assist that gradual silent revolution in India's. 
economic life which promises to bring higher opportunities of life 
and higher standards of living to every one in the country." . The 
Imperial Bank of India would be able to continue with greater 
freedom than at present its task of extending banking facilities all 
over India whilst the Reserve Bank would be able to take over from 
the Government of India many o£ the essentially banking functions 
which they at present perform. The Government's · remittance 
business and their responsibility-for the note issue would be taken 
over by the bank, whilst the Secretary o£ State has made known his 
willingness to introduce into Parliament the necessary legislation 
to enable the c01itrol of his balances to be handed over to the new 
Reserve Bank in London. In addition to taking over all the Gov, 
ernment business, the Reserve Bank would concentrate the banking 
and currency reserves of India and would enter into special rela-· 
tions with the other banks in the country. It is proposed to make 
it obligatory on other banks in India to keep with the new Reserve 
Bank 7i per cent. of their demand liabilities and 2! per cent. of 
their time liabilities. The rediscounting facilities offered by the 
Reseive Bank would ensure to the assets of these banks much greater 
liquidity than they can have under existing conditions. Their 
credit should be, therefore, greatly improved and the Reserve Bank 
would be able to secure that control of the money market which is 
an essential ingredient in a p1·oper monetary system. In addition, . 
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the Dill proposes that the other banks sp.all make certain specific 
monetary returns to the Reserve Bank-a provision which should 
undoubtedly tend to strengthen public confidence in the banks. All 
the Finance Member said towards the end of his speech introducing 
the Reserve Bank Bill, the adoption of the system, which•it contem
plates will ensure that " India will move forward towards thaf finan~ 
cial and economic development with the granting of additional 
financial and banking facilities for Indian agriculture, Indian com
merce, and Indian industry, which has been the theme and object 
of one commission and committee after another. We shall see the 
development of a discount market and an acceptance business of 
increased :facilities for the marketing of produce and, in sh:ort, a 
gradual mobilization of India's immense potential capital for the 
development of India's own resources." · 

Of some importance in connecti<m. with the extension of Bank
ing in India is a recommendation of the External Capital Com
mittee of 1924 that an Institute of Bankers should be formed. At 
a meeting of representatives of various banks held in Bombay it wa& 
unanimously agreed to appoint a sub-committee to go into the de
tails of the scheme. In view of the interest displayed in this matter 
by the banks there is good reason to hope that the scheme will come 
to maturity within the near future. 

In the introductory part of this chapter an account was given 
of the Provincial Loans Fund, from which some idea of its import
ance in the financial organisation of this country can be gathered. 
During the year 1925-26, the latest year for which audited accounts 
are available, the Fund advanced Rs. 9,82,64,000 to variou!'l pro
vincial Governments, of which Rs. 842 lakhs were advanced for 
productive purposes. During this year the cost to the Government 
of India of new borrowing was estimated at 5·5 per cent. and this 
rate of interest was, therefore, charged for advances to provinces 
for productive purpos.es. It was decided during the year, with the 
approval of the Secretary of State, that advances taken from the 
fund by Provincial Governments for the purpose of granting loans 
to local bodies should be regarded as advances for productive pur
poses. A. similar classification will be applied to advances taken 
from the fund for the purpose of granting loans to agriculturists 
and to co-operative credit societies . 

. During the year under review the Government of India issued 
a Rupee Loan which took the form of a 4 per cent. tax-bearing 

• 
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issue repayable at par on the 15th September, 1970, or at the option 
of Government on or after the 15th of September, 1960, at three 
months notice. The issue price was Rs. 88 giving a yield of nearly 
4! per ceil.t. Subscriptions to the loan were payable in cash, in 6 
per cent. Bonds 1926, 6 per cent. Bonds 1927, or 5t per cent. War 
Bonds 1928. These Bonds were accepted at Rs. 101, Rs. 102-4-0, 
and R£. 106-8-0 respectively, per Rs. 100 nominal as the equivalent 
of cash in subscription to the loan. 

In the Loan Notification it was announced that the loan would 
open on the 7th June, 1926, but would be closed without notice to 
subscriptions in cash and in the form of 1926 Bonds as soon as the 
total subscriptions in these two forms amounted to approximately 
25 crores, and, in any cas.e, not later than the- 26th June, 1926. 
The loan, how~ver, remained- open for subscription in the form of 
6 per cent. Bonds 1927 and &t per cent. War Bonds 1928 without 
limit of amount up to the 26th June 1926. 

Conditions were extremely favourable for the floatation of the 
·loan. The public distrust of industrial issues brought about by the 
large losses incurred in industrial investments during the last three 
or four years still continued, and for some months there had ·been 
a growing demand for Government ·securities, while 'the supply of 
such securities was less than n()rmal owing to the absence of a cash 
Government loan in 1925 .. Moreover, the monetary case during the 
busy seas<'n of 1925-26, when the bank rate did not rise above 6 per 
cent., indicated that interest rates were likely to decrease. The 
appreciation in the price of Government' securities, which was the 
natural result of ihese conditions, was accelerated by heavy specula
tion in Bombay from January onwards, and this speculation reached 
its height just about the time when the loan notification was issued. 
Three or four days after the issue of the notification the new loan 
was quoted freely at a premium of Rs. 3 as a result of heavy forward 
buying, but before the loan actually opened for subscription it was 
-clear that the speculators in Bombay were beginning· to find diffi
culties in financing their large holdings of securities, and on the 
'Tth June the premium had fallen to ten annas. In these circum
stances, the Government offer met with a response unique in the 
history of Government loans in India. There was a rush of sub
scribers on the opening day, and the loan was cloied to subscrip
tions in cash and in the form of 6 per cent. Bonds 1926 within about 
2! hours of the ti:r~.e of opening. After t'he loan had been closed 
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to subscriptions in cash and in the form of 1926 Bonds, it soon be
came apparent that the speculators in Bombay were overloaded and 
the loan went to a discount, which at one time was as large as 
Re. 1-8-0 and was not below four annas at any time before th" 26th 
June, the date up to which subscriptions in the :form of 1927 and 
1928 Bonds were received. For this reason conversions of these 
Bonds amounted only to a little over four crores of rupees. . 

In last year's report an account was given in some detail o£ the 
• findings of the Taxation Enquiry Committee, which had been OCP.Il

p!eaoetween the tnd o£ 1924 and the beginning of 1926 in enquir
ing info the whole scheme. of taxation--eentral, provincia1 and -local 
-in india with the object of determining how the burden of taxa
tion was distributed between the di:ffere~t classes o£ thP people and 
considering whether it was equitable and econ9mically sound. 
From what has been said already in the earlier part of this chapter, 
the reader will perceive that no enquiry into the distribution of 
taxation between the central, provincial and local governments 
could be carried on without the Meston Award coming within its 
purview, and, of course, some of the Taxation Enquiry Commitiee's 
recommendations, notably those concerned with the re-transfer of 
c•ertain stamp ·duties to the Central Government, and with the allot
ment to provinces o£ a share of the. income tax receipts affect the 
Meston Award very directly. In the ~imla session o£ 1926, Sir 
Basil Blackett moved a resolution recommending to the Governor 
General in Council that he be pleased to take into consideration the 
report of the Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee. The object o£ 
this resolution was merely to fulfill a promise o£ the Government 
o! India that before they took any action on any o£ the recommenda
tions of the Committee they would give the Legislative Assembly 
full opportunities for discussmg them. In his speech on this occa
sion Sir Basil Blackett explained clearly to the House the relation!! 
between the Taxation Enquiry Committee's Report and the Meston 
Settlement and showed that the latter had laid down finally the 
broad outlines of the financial relations between the Central Gov
ernment and the provinces and that alterations in it would be in 
details and not in principles. Further, he emphasise.d that the cen
tral revenues could not be called upon to make any new concessions 
to any of the provinces until they had fulfilled their primary obli
gation o£ getting rid of the provincial contributions. After a brief 
discussion, consideration of the ~eport was adjourned sine die. 
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This,.however,,did,not.mean,that .the Committee~s recommendations 

;;;;; ;-;;~ sh~\~~4~-:thi)~q$2:(:!i(:}-~;2 .. 7~~~~S,oJlJ,~~~ pr?po~ 
sa.Is for c:hanges,.in • .taxation.bas~d on .the Report. Tliese clianges 
,.....,s·---: _A&fi -~ ~~~~~~·""i'"'",'¥· ... ~--.~ #0 $d.P--- ~ 

r:I~:';.~)<::-,\~e:,~;b"o~!tiqn,,?~Jp~~;~~~~!-~ty~,~:~\~J!~~~g~Jl.t red_uc~ 
tion o'f tlie Import duty on motor cars and vanous motor accessones. 
]Jte. fi~t-~rt~ese~propo~aJB;:H~·~;]~f~)y 
the le§~l~~~,~'l1~~~e~~~~~i~t~!J?~~~~ ~ _ . 

Tlils <liscuss10n of nnanmal afiaus durmg the year may be closed 
:by a reference to the scheme for the separation. of Accounts and 
Audit of which, a full account was given in last year's Report. The 
schefi?.e is reported to have worked fairly ~ell during'the year, but 
its extension from the United Provinces to the other provinces in 
India does not appear as a step likely to be taken in the immediate 
future. Before this can happen, its success in the United Provinces 
will have to be lully established. Experience of the scheme in this 
province has shown. that although it involves extra expenditure, 
this is counter-balanced to a considerable degree by the .economies 
which result from the closer check on expenditure and from reduc .. 
tions in establishment eharges. 



CHAPTER VI. 

External Relations, Military, Aerial and Naval Mf~irs .• 

The traditional isolation of the East and particularly of India. 
is now a thing of the past. Thir. remark has all the appearance of 
a platitude, but it is a platitude only as far as it relates· to the 
physical and geographical isolation of the east, for it is obvious 
to the most casual mind that the latest developments of mechanical 
invention have brought Karachi within 60 or so flying hm~rs of 
London, whilst the submarine cable has long since anninilated time 
and space as far as the interchange of news and information between 
England and India is concerned. Railways, steamships, and the 
immediate transmission of news, long ago joi:r:ed India to the 
general economic system of the world and made her one of the 
constituel!-ts o£ the world market. In these material things, then. 
the evidence of our senses is proof of the assertion with which this 
chapter opens. But its deeper meaning is not quite so obvious. 
For years after the establishment of British Rule in India she re
mained an eso;;entially isolated, self-centred political and cultural' 
system. With the affairs of the outside world, and even with those 
of the rest of the British Empire she had no concern, and it was. 
not until after the assumption of the Government of India by the 
Crown that her educational system and the growth of a habit of 
over-seas travel by her people gradually broke down some of the 
barriers to mental and spiritual intercourse with the western world. 
Of the forces which have shaped the events of Indian history and' 
determined the conditions of Indian life during the past hal£ cen
tury, the most vital have been the process of mechanical invention, 
which, by making travel and communications between the West 
and the East speedy and certain, has brought India within the orbit 
of western ideas, and India's reaction to this process with many 
results political, cultural, racial and economic, to· trace which will 
be the task of some historian of the future. And of this process n~ 
part is more important than the steady growth of India's intere~t 
in affairs, particularly political affairs, outside her own borders. 
In a sense she has been concerned with the external affairs of the
United Kingdom and iJ:le British Empire ever since her government 
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. passed into British hands. But this cqncern was only remote and 
accidental. Until recently the people of India could not feel that 
they 4ad "any living interest in such matters since they had no 
voice in them and were not even in direct· contact with thent. 
Since the war, however, her improved international status, her 
growing economic stake in the world, and her representation in. the 
Imperial Conferences have provided her with both the incentive 
and the need for taking a close i;nterest in world politics alid affairs." 
In particular the presence of large numbers of her nationals~ in 
variotts parts of the British Empire has forced her to take an in
terest in the domestic politics of the Dominions-and Crown Colonies 
and in .Imperial politics in general, especially· when these are con
cerned with theN ear East and Asia, Thus, as one of the memlbers of 
the British Commonwealth, India has found her interest insensibly 

. ~idened and attracted outwards until very. few parts of the world 
are left in which she has no interests of any kind. In fact India's. 
importance in international affairs is steadily growing ~nd is al
ready far from negligible. But, interesting as it ·would be. to de-. 
velop this theme, it is outside the scope o£ the present chapter. 

Turning now from this wider topic, we see that <India has her 
own external interests which are peculiar to herseif and which fall 
broadly into two classes sharply distinguished from each. other. 
There ar-e first her relations with her immediate neighbours on her 
landward side, and secondly her guardianship of the interests of. 
her people overseas, most of whom are living in some part qr other 

·of the British Empire. The problems raised by this second class, 
as already indicated, are ultimately problems of Imperial politics, 
whilst the former resolve themselves primarily into problems of de
fence. This latter dictum does not mean of course that India con
stantly apprehends danger from all her neighbours across 1ier land 
frontiers. Such a notion is far from the truth as a brief descrip
tion of India's frontiers and her neighbours will show .. The land 
frontiers of India are about 6,000 miles in length, and over the 
greater part .of that distance she touches only comparatively weak 
and undeveloped States. Here and there, however, her borders 
march with those of powers of some importance. In a. far away 
.corner of Baluchistan, from the Koh-i-1>Ialik to the sea, .the Indian 
.and Persian borders meet, whilst Afghanistan and. India join in 
northern Baluchistan. From Baluchistan the Durand line runs 
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northward for some hundreds of miles to demarcate the boundary 
between Afghap.istan and the belt of tribal territory, which, since-
1894, has been formally included within the boundaries • of.India. 
From the Khyber we have to undertake the immense journey to the 
north-eastern confines of Burma. before we reach a spot where the 
boundaries of India again touch those of a really important inde
pendent" power. There, for about a thousand miles, the frontier 
divides Burma from China. South of the Chinese frontier, Burma 
touches part of French Indo·China for a hundred miles and theu 
marches for 600 miles with Siam. The remoteness of the· Smo
Burmese frontier from the centre of Chinese Governm~nt has 
hitherto prevented this frontier from• acquiring any importanee, 
and the north-eastern frontier problem, therefor~, has up to the 
present been nothing more formidable than how to deal with the 
incursions of occasional bands of brigands, a task which the Burma 
Military Police have found themselves competent to handle. Thus
when mention is made of the Indian frontier problem what is really 
meant is the north-west frontier problem. 

Any study, however brief, of North-West Frontier history and 
policy will show the frontier problem becoming more and more 
complex and difficult as communications improve and weapons of 
precision are perfected. It is usual to regard the North-Western 
Frontier problem as being concerned only with the relations be
tween the Government of India and the war-like tribes who inhabit 
the stretch of difficult mountain country between the administra
tive border and the Durand Line. But in truth these are nothing 
more than one factor in a problem of far wider scope. Leaving 
aside the domestic question of the most desirable form of govern
ment for the North-West Frontier Province, a question about wh1eh 
there has been some controversy since the inauguration of the re
formed constitution in the other provinces of India, there is also
the international aspect of the problem provided by the relations 
between India and Afghanistan and finally there is the military 
aspect of the problem, the defence of the frontier, which in the last 
resort embraces all the other factors and is the frontier problem 
par excellence. 

From the dawn of historv the North-West Frontier has been the 
gateway into India through which have poured Persians, Greeks, 
Seythians, and M:ohammadans. Before the keys of the gate passed 
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in:to British hands with the conquest of the Punjab in 1849, t1Je
threat of an invasion by. Napoleon: Bonaparte and the ambitious
schem~s ol the Emperor Paul of Russia had caused the British to· 
look anxiously to the North-West and begin their North-We!'!t 
Frontier policy untimely with embassies to Persia and Afghanistan. 
Malcolm and· Elphinstone were the forerunn~rs of a long line of: 
distinguished " politicals" who for the past three or four genera
tions have been both the instruments and the makers of Bl'itish:· 
policy on the North-West Frontier. The ill-starred military ad- · 
venture known as the first Afghan War was the first overt moveo 
in the long duel between Great Britain. and Russia in Asia. Con
ducted for the most part by diplomats, the duel led to no armed' 
clash between tke two principals, although iJ?. .1885, following tile-. ~· 
incident at Penj deh, war between Great Britain and Russia seemed 
inevitable. 'rhis, however, proved to be the last of the really danger-:. 
ous war scares between the two countries, ~nd with: the Anglo-· 
Russian Agreement of 1907 a period of less troubled relations began. 
and continued to the downfall of the. old Russi~n ·Empire in 1~17 . • ' 
Since the change of, the regime in Russia Ca'}ses for anxiety in .~his- ... 
quarter, though of a different character from those of forty years-· · · 
ago, have been renewed. The· North-West Frontier is still"the.;olar · 
plexus of the'British power in Asia and the military problem of the· 
frontier is rightly described as the frontieq)roblem par excellence in: 
the present circumstances. ·. • . . · 

But although the iliternatio:iial and. the main military c~nsidera-
tions connected therewith form ultimately the most important ele
ments.of the frontier problem, these are not, so to speak, the day
to-day frontier problem. . This is provided by the relations between• 
the Government of India ~nd the tribes who live between the ad
ministrative border and the Durand Line, and is a problem partly 
diplomatic, or, as it is call;d in India, "political," and partly: 
military.· . The politicat officers guide, the tribes as far as they can 
along the path of peace aiJ.d friendliness with India, wh.ilst the army 
and various armed .civil forces ~n· the frontier stand by to repel r~ids
or more ser~ous aggressive actions ~y the tribesmen .. The military'> 
history of the frontier has been ade_quately written more than.on~e, · 
but its " political" history still remains unchronicled ·as a whole, 
Its outlines were attempted in last year's ·!'eport and on:ly 'the gist· 
of what was there written need be ~epeated here.. ButJ}.rst it will bel'' 

........... 
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as well to describe briefly the physical features of the North-West 
Frontier. . 

The word frontier as used in India means the whole tract of 
country which runs from the Hindu Kush in the north down to 
Chaman in the south and is bounded on the West by Afghanistan 
and on the east by .the river Indus. The Hazara District', it is 
true, lies east of the Indus, but geographically and ethnically it 
belongs partly to Kashmere and partly to the Punjab, and the 
tribes on its border, who are mostly somewhat backward off-shoots 
of the great Yusafzai tribe, do not present such a formidable pro
blem as do the war-like anq well-armed people on the borders of 
the four trans-Indus Districts. In this large area we distinguish 
the five settled districts of the frontier province a11d the so-called 
transborder, that is, the stretch of mountain country between the 
administrative border and the Durand Line whose inhabitants 
provide what we have called the day-to-day problem of the fron
tier. Stretched all along the administrative border and, thrust 
forward into the hills here and there, as in the 1falakand, and in 
the Khyber, Kurram, and Tochi valleys, and along the Zhob Road 
which runs through the Sherani country south of Waziristan are 
military cantonments, or posts held by regulars, militia, Frontier 
Constabulary, scouts or khassadars, whilst at the north and south 
respectively of the long line stand the two great bastions-Peshawar 
and Quetta. 

The trans border tribes are linked to each other from North to 
South, and military operations against any one of them are apt to 
produce sympathetic effects among the others. These tribes are 
among the hardest fighters in the whole world and only picked and 
h,ighly trained troops can compete with them on anything like 
equal terms in their own hills. They are believed to number nearly 
three millions, of whom at least half are males and of the latter 
close on three quarter of a million are regarded as adults and 
fighting men.. Their armament has vastly increased within the 
last few years, and as long ago as 1920 there were believed to be 
not less than 140,000 modern rifles in tribal Territory. The 
Mahsuds alone can arm effectively about 12,000 men, out of a total 
of 16,000, whilst the Wazirs can similarly arm 10,000 out of a total 
of 23,000 fighting men. The difficulty of the military problem 
presented by the frontier tribes c~n thus be appreciated. All these 
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tribes have historical connections with Afghanistan and in some 
places are bound to the neighbouring tribes of Afghanistan by ties 
of blood. The importance, therefore, of our relations. with Afghanis
tan to the" state of the North-Western trans-frontier, is obvious. 

It • is possible to distinguish two different parts of the trans
border which present two somewhat dissimilar sets of conditions. 
One part is the .territory;hich stretches from north of the Kabul 
River to Waziristan, whilst the second is Waziristan itself. The 

, < 

relations between the Indian Governl)lent and the tribes inhabiting 
the. first of the above. divisions have in recent years been satisfac
tory ()n the whole. North of the Kabul River are great chiefs like 
tlJ.e Mehtar of Chitral, the Nawab of Dir, and the Mi~n Gul of 

· Swat. These may fig:P,t a~ong thems~;Jlves, but they all desire 
friendly relatioJtS with India. Trade between this section of the 

I 
trans-border and India is acti-ve and the Swat River canal finds 
employment for many hardy spirits who would otherwise make a 
living by committing crime inside British India. South of the 
lands of these great chiefs are the Mohniands, Afridis, and Orak
zais, all of whom have far too many connections with India to fight 
except on any but the most serious grounds. Waziristan, however, 
presents a very different face. Its people are fanatical and intract
able to a degree, and have come less under British influence than 
any other of the great transborder tribe\. The Indian Govern
ment have conducted seventeen acti-ve opef,ations against them since 
1852, and four since 1911, the latest of· :tvhich provided the most 
desperate and costly fighting in all the history of the North-West 
Frontier. Also as one goes from north to s?,uth of Tribal Territory, 
one finds that the constitution of tribal society grows steadily more 
democrat.ic until it reaches the extreme in•,Mahsud countrv wher~ 

·until the last few years a state of chaotic license pr~vailed i~ which 
every man was a law to himself and a ":'ell-aimed bullet was more 
effective than any consideration of right'and justice. 

From .the Sikhs, the British inherited o:n.ly a haphazard, un
scientifi-c, and ill-defined frontier line. They took over no policy 
or system of under~tandings or agreements, an4 for a whole genera
tion the Indian Government limited its frontier:policy to abstention 
from interference in the troubled affairs acrost the administrative 
border tempered by fleeting punitive expeditio~~' against individual 
tribes when necessary. But the advance of Rus1;ia in Central Asia 

i,··\ 
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and the ambiguous behaviour during the seventies of last century 
.of an Amir of Afghanistan emphasised once again the importance 
.of the latter country to Indian frontier policy, whilst the long and 
mostly scholastic dispute between the supporters of the ·riv~l ' £or
ward ' and 1 close border ' policies had at any rate made clear the 
importance of the transborder tribes in the event ()f India's having 
to conduct military operations west of the administrative. border.' 
These things fortified by Major Sandeman's striking success in con
ciliating the hitherto hostile Baluch tribes to the' south, a success 
which had already become evident by the end of the seventies, 
brought about a change in the Government of India's views on 
frontier policy. They began to realise that they ought at any rate, 

·to know something of what was happening in the frontier hills 
and that they ought if possible to try to keep b'iendly relations 
with the tribes. The establishment of the Khyber Agency at the 

·end of the seventies was the first step in a new policy which has 
:arrived, via Lord Ourzon's memorable Frontier settlement, at the 
policy which is now being followed in W aziristan, that is, in the 
most intractable and difficult part of the frontier. This policy is 
a development of Lord Ourzon's policy, which, in its turn was an 

.adaptation o£ Sandeman's methods in .Baluchistan to the different 
-conditions of the North-West Frontier. The essence of Sande
,man's system was friendship with and support of the tribal chiefs 
so long as they behaved well, and the provision of employment £or 
·the tribesmen in levies, police, and other forms of service. Sande
man, in fact, gave both the Baluch chief and his followers material 
incentives to good behaviour, and a stake in peace and order. A 
part of Baluchistan was taken under direct British control and 
British influence was established throughout the rest of the country. 
Lord Ourzon's settlement has been well described as a mixture of 
·the Sandeman and 'close border ' systems. The tribesmen were 
·paid to protect their own country and the Indian border, and re
·gular troops were withdrawn from advanced positions and replaced 
by tribal militias. But there was no occupation o£ tribal country 
and no attempt at any administration however loose up to the 
Durand Line except in the \V'ana, Tochi and Kurram Valleys 
where an informal administration on lines suitable to tribal condi

·tions met with much success. Thus the North-West Frontier was 
mot " Sandemanised "• by Lord Ourzon. The third Afghan War 
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sent- along the whole frontier a wave of unrest which broke in 
W a~iristan in the bitterest and most determined fighting which 
the Government of India have ever had to undertake on the North-

. -W ~st Fronti~r. When · peace was res~ored once· more it was 
realised that the time had come to try to settle the " political'' 

'part o,f the Frontie• problem once and for all, and that the attempt 
should· begin in the old frontier storm-centre Waziristan. 

The new policy Is essentially positive and constructive in 
character. It is a forward policy in· the very best meaning of the 
word, for it is not a po'licy of military conquest but of civilisation. 
Its central features are the opening of W aziristan to civilising in
fluences and giving to the tribes a stake in the administration of 
law and' order. Since 1920, .fine highroads have been driven 
through the ·hills of W aziristan linking the trans border posts with _ 
military posts in the rear, arid tribal levies or Khassaiiars, finding 
their own rifles and ammunition, have been enrolled to police the 
country. Thus the spirit of self-government among the tribes of 
Waziristan and their sense of responsibility will .be kept alive, 
whilst British influence and economic forces win work steadily to 
destroy the causes which for centuries have kept these virile people 
as murderers and robbers. We shall see shortly what' measure of 
success has already attended this policy, but ·first we may· glance 
quickly at the existing system of border defence in o~der to com
plet~ this part of our survey of frO. tier policy. 

The Civil Defence forces of the North-West Frontier Province 
fall into two main categories1 those which- are established on the 
settled side of the border and. those which are definitely a trans
frontier corps. Of the former, there are first the v:illage pursuit 
parties, or Chighas, who are obliged both by law and by custom to 
turn out f~r defence or purs-tiit whenever a raid occurs. Govern
ment provides each village in the raiding area with a certain 
number of rifles for the use of members of the Chighas, but these 
are otherwise entirely unorganised and are not in any way in the 
service of the Crown. -

To co-operate with tnese Chighas when more prolo11ged opera
tions are_ necessary, selected members of the village communities 
were organised into levies, drawn from the same sources as the 

· Chighas but pledged to full or part time service, and receiving 
arms, ammunition and pay from the Gover:ritn.ent either directly 

J[ 
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or through the local Khans who often act as both officers and 
organisers of the corps. 

The District Police of course exist on the Border just as in 
every other part of British India, but the unsetHed conditions 
there render it necessary" for them to be better armed than other 
civil police forces, otherwise their work di:ffers_little from that of 
the District Poliee in other provinces .. 

But the back-bone of the defence organisation on th~ adminis
tered side of the Border is the Frontier Constabulary. This force 
stands between the District Police and the regular military forces 
and its main function is the prevention of raids and thl} captm·e 
of raiders and outlaws. It patrols the border and ensures the safety 
o£ roads and communications generally. The British officers are 
members of the Imperial Indian I'olice seconded from their own 
service. Its posts are mainly on the edge of ·administered terri
tory, but the larger part of its operations take place across the 
border. 

The Trans-Frontier Corps are three-the Kurram Militia, the 
Tochi Scouts and the South Waziristan Scouts. The Kurram 
Militia is a force mainly raised locally to preserve order in the 
Kurram Valley, which is only a semi-administered area and con
tains no other Forces of the Crown except those connected with a 
small air base at Arawali near Parachinar. 

The Tochi Scouts and the W aziristan Scouts are intended to 
maintain British political control in North and South W aziristan 
respectively and to prevent raiding through W aziristan into the 
settled districts. They are also Militias, but are not locally raised. 
All three corps are officered by British officers seconded from regi
ments of the indian Army. 

The Khassadars are tribal levies raised for the Agency tracts 
to act as tribal police and to protect communications through their 
tribal territory. They are much more highly paid than either the 
Levies or the Police or Constabulary, the idea being to attract men 
to the service and to secure the .good behaviour of themselves and 
their fellow tribesmen through fear of loss of a considerable income. 
They are employed so far only in the Khyber Agency where they 
number nearly 1,400 men and in Waziristan, where the length of 
the new communications and roads makes it nef\essary to employ 
over 3,500 men. • 
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The position with regard to the strength, organisation, etc., of 
all Civil Armed Forces in the Province came under the examination 
of a Committee specially appointed for the purpose. .The Com-. 
mittee stlbmitted their report in June 1926 and it is under consi· 
deration. 

The history of the North-West Frontier during the year under 
review has been one of almost absolute peace, a very welcome and 
striking contrast with the state of affairs a few years ago 'Yhen 
tribal raids into the settled district~ of the Frontier Province were 
things 'Of aimost daily occurrence and when there was constant 
fighting between the regulars, militias, constabulary and police, 
and hostile tribal forces. Th.e present condition of W aziristan is 
a very powerful tltibute to the beneficent and effective character of 
the policy described above. The new roads are being more and 
~ore widely used for ordinary traffic, and, what· is almost incred
ible to those who knew Waziristan only a few years ago, taxis and 
other traffic can now go unprotected along the roads in Waziristan. 
In short the working of economic forces which was contemplated 
by the new policy is in operation and is producing results. On the 
whole, relations with the tribes in Waziristan were extremely satis
factory during the year. Political officers have moved about the 
country freely and have visited its remoter parts such as Wana at 
the head of the Gomal Valley where before the Afghan War of 
1919 the headquarters of the Southern Waziristan militia were 
located. The economic development of the country is receiving 
attention, schools have been opened, and arrangements for the 
conservation of forests in the vicinity of Razmak are in hand. In 
last year's report it was said that the history of Waziristan since 
1921 is a record 'of an important movement in human progress and 
it cannot be denied that the year under review has seen that move-
ment continued and advanced. . 

Elsewhere on the frontier, as far as the Indian. Government is 
concerned, the same peace prevailed as in Waziristan. In the 
Khyber there has been a certain amount of unrest among the Zekka 
Khel Afridis who have recently made two raids into Afghanistan. 
British territory however remained immune from raids throughout 
the year and there is no reason to doubt that ,the Khyber Railway, 
the opening ,of which was chronicled last year, will play the same 

K2 
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part as the roads in Waziristan in opening the Khyber to civilising 
influences and the freer play of economic forces. 

In the Kurram Valley a dispute arose during the ~ear over the 
exact position of the Indo-Afghan border in the neighbou.'thood o£ 
Peiwar Kotal. The Indian and Afghan Governments agreed that 
their representatives should meet to decide the• exact position of 
certain pillars which had been erected in accordance with ihe terms 
of the demarcation carried out in 1894 and which had since been 
demolished, and also to settle the position of the border clearly. 
The representatives met on the 3rd December 1926 and ~ispersed 
towards the end of February 1927 after reaching an agreement on 
most of the points at issue. Of late years much attention has been 
given to the development of fruit farming and arboriculture in the 
Kurram Valley and it is satisfactory to know tnat very good pro
gress was made in this direction during the year. 

· In the far north of the Frontier in Dir, Swat, and Chitral, the 
year was one of profound peace so far as the Government of India 
was concerned. The Mian Gul was recognised as the Wali of Swat 
:in May 1926. At his request arrangements are beirig made for the 
opening of schools and also for a post office in his country. 

His Excellency Lord Irwin made a tour of the North-West 
Frontier in October 1926 during which he saw the whole Frontier 
from the 111:alakand in the North to W aziristan in the South. He 
came into close touch with all classes on the Frontier including 
Jirgas of some of the Frontier Tribes. He flew over a good deal 
of the Frontier and visited the head of the ·Khyber Pass and also 
the Military garrison at Razmak in Waziristan where he was able 
to study the new Frontier policy at work. Everywhere he went 
he was most cordially received, and, as one writer put it " The 
Frontier has met Lord Irwin and accepted him." 

British Baluchistan remained quiet throughout the year and 
there is no event of outstanding importance to be recorded. Persian 
Baluchistan was the scene of a certain amount of excitement during 
the year but nothing happened to cause the authorities of British 
Baluchistan any very serious concern. But one very interesting 
development in Kalat, which is an Indian State in Baluchistan, 
ruled hy its own Khan, should be mentioned here. This was the 
abolition of slavery. throughout the State. From ancient times 
there has existed in Kalat, a :form of domestic servitude undel 
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which in· its most aggravated form, men servants (Ghulams) and 
maid servants (Kaniz) were the absolute property of their masters, 
who coul<l part wife from husband, arid children from parents. 
IndeM, short of the actual taking of life, the master's powers over 
his Ghulam or .Kaniz were absolute. There were, however, no cor. 
responding obligations on the part of the masters, who were not 
oblige"d to feed or clothe their slaves; and could even cast them out 
into the world to earn their own living, without in any way re
linquishing their rights to resume absolute power over them at 
any .time. 

From time to time it was found possible to mitig~te the rigour 
of this system~ and by 19~4 its worst features had been abolished 
in the part of Jralat known as Makran. In the wild tract known 
as Jhalawan however, progress was· slower and more difficult. But 
. the Baluchistan Administration consistently worked for total 
abolition and su9ceeded in -1925 in awakening the active interest 
of His Highness the Khan in the movement. His Highness· then 
gave the Agent to the Governor General an invitation to assist in 
putting an end to all forms of slavery in his State, and thus sup
ported, His Highness has at length~ been able to overcome the 
opposition of his more backward tribal Sirdars. On the 4th 
November 1926 His ·Highness signed a decree declaring that from 
that date the existence of private property in slaves had ceased to 
exist in Kalat. 

There has never been any question of compensating owners for 
the freeing of their slaves. Such slaves-and these are the. 
majority-as are content ·with their lot will remain with their 
masters, receiving as wages what they formerly received as main
tenance. Of those who are not content, the men will be able to 
leave openly instead of having to .abscond ·as they used to do, and 
many absconders now living in Sind will be able to return to their 
homes without fear ci£ mole~tation. As for the women, the new decree 
prohibits the abuses under which they suffered. No Kaniz is now 
liable to be bought or sold, .gifted or inherited, nor will the owner 
o:f a Kaniz be permitted tci sell her. away from her parents undnr 
the guise of marriage. The masters merely lose their prospective 
profits from the sale of women, and for this no compensation is 
required. • 
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Quiet as the year was for the North-West Frontier and Balu
chistan, it was no less so for her important neighbour Afghanistan 
where internal tranquility prevailed. Progress has been. made in 
the spread of education on a wide scale and in the general de~elop
ment of public services. The reorganisation and ~raining of the 
army is proceeding smoothly; cavalry, infantry and artillery schools 
have been established; the Harbia Cadet School has been reopened; 
and a number of young Afghan officers have been sent to Turkey 
and Russia to complete their military studies. Three senior officers 
of the Afghan Army attended the Western Command manre~vres, 
held in the neighbourhood of Quetta in October 1926, as guests of 
the Army in India. The King visited Kandahar in November 
1926, and inspected the various works projects in and around the 
city. The reforms inaugurated by His Majesty on.the occasion of 
his previous visit appear to be bearing fruit. A marked improve
ment in road communications between Kabul and Kandahar is indi
cated by the fact that the King, who was accomp-anied by a consi
derable following, was able to perform the journey by motor car 
in a single day. The most important achievement in the develop
ment of communications during the period under review has been 
the completion of the telegraph line between Kandahar and the 
capital. The town of Herat is now lighted by electricity and 

schemes for the supply of electric power in Kandahar and Jallala-
bad are well advanced. Several road construction projects are un
der consideration, and work on a road from J allalabad to Asmar 
is expected shortly to begin. During His Majesty's visits to 
Kandahar and J allalabad, communication with the Capital was 
successfully maintained by aeroplane. 

A number o£ German engineers employed in the construction of 
Dar-ul-Aman, the new Capital, who proceeded on leave to Germany 
during the winter months, returned with their families and with 
some additions to their ranks. 

The British Legation at Kabul was gutted by fire on the night 
of the 22nd December 1926. The fire, which was due to the fusing 
of an electric wire, started near the main entrance, and this render
ed the removal of property extremely difficult. Valuable assistance 
was rendered by Afghan officials and by the Police and Fire Bri
gade. Sir Francis Rulll-phreys- and his staff have moved into the 
new I_jegation buildings which are still in course of construction. 
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Readers of last year's . report will remember the seizure of the 
Island of Urta-Tagai, an. Afghan island in the Oxus River, by 
Soviet troops and the peaceful decision of the dispute which ensued 
by a mixed commission. During the year under review a treaty 
of neutrality and non-aggression was concluded between the .Afghan 
and Soviet Gover~ments. It was signed at Paghman on August 
31st 1926 but up to the end of 11-Iarch 1927 its ratification had not 
been al!.nounced . 

.A German-Afghan treaty arranging for diplomatic :elations and: 
mutual friendship between the. two countries was sjgned at Berlin 
on the 3rd :March 1926 and ratified by _both Governments at Pagh
man on September 15th. 

Relations between India and .Persia remained cordial through
out t_he year. A message of -congratulation was sent by the Govei·n-
ment of India ro His Imperial Majesty Riza Shah Pahlyi on the " 
occasion of his coronation in· .April 1926. His Imperial Majesty 
replied expressing his sincere thanks and high appreciation to His 
Excellency the Viceroy and the Government of India. No deve-
lopments of any great importance took place in the Persian Gulf, 
but on the 4th .August 1926 a Muscat Baluch sepoy of the Bahrain 
Ijevy Corps ran amock killing the Indian officer (a Subedar) a·nd alsn 
a Havildar. ~e also wounded Major Daiy, the Political Agent,.. 
though it would seem that he intended the shot for the Subedar· 
whom he subsequently killed, as the latter was standing near Major· 
Daly's table at the time. The murderer was tried and shot. .As a 
result of the enquiry into this incident it has been decided to re-
cruit the Levy Corps (police) from India. The Gulf Baluchis of 
whom it was previously composed have been discharged. 

The relations between India and Tibet continue to be most 
·friendly. .It is difficult to g,auge what advance modern civilisation 
is making in Tibet for although the Dalai . Lama's. palace 
in Lhasa is now lighted by electricity there remains l'll 

strong .prejudice· against modern innovations. The Tibetan 
Govemment have decided to . close the school which they 
opened at Gyantse in 1923 for the education of the·sons of Tibetan 
officials underthe headmastership of a graduate of an English Uni-. 
versity, but it may be hoped that their decision is only temporary. 
During the year some Tibetan officers received artillery training in 
India. 

• 
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Under the wise and statesmanlike administration of His High
ness Sir Chandra Shumsher Jung, Prime Minister of Nepal, the 
relations between the Government of India and the Nepal Govern
ment continue to be of the most friendly character. Th~ outstand
ing event of the year under review was the complete abolition of 
the system of slavery which had hitherto prevailed in Nepal. The 
successful solution of a problem which had ba:ffied •his predecessors 
in office ma:r:ks out His Highness as one of the ablest administrators 
of the day. Another outstanding achievement of His :a:ighness's 
administration was the opening of the Military Hospital in Kath
mandu. The hospital, which is intended as a memorial to the 
Gurkha soldiers who fell on the battlefields of Europe and. Asia 
dUTing the Great War, is built on modern lines and is fully equip
ped, particularly for the treatment of fuberculosis which is preval-
ent in all parts of the country. • 

Western Arabia is fast settling down under the rule of Ibn Saud, 
who was elected King early in the New Year. With the exception 
of the pilgrimage of 1925, the last Raj was the smallest numerically 
that has taken place for some years, owing, no doubt, to the troubled 
conditions prevailing in the Hedjaz. It was, however, most success

ful as no untoward event occurred and the measure of public secu
rity afforded was greater than ever before. 

The process of liberating slaves in certain 'tribal areas on the 
Burmese frontier has been carried a step further since the great 
liberation in the Hukawang Valley as recorded in last year's re
port. In view of the stir caused among the chiefs and people of 
the area known as the Triangle by the liberation of the Hukawang 
slaves, it was considered that the sooner similar measures were un
dertaken there the less likelihood there would be of any opposition. 
The Triangle is a tract of country on the northern border of Burma 
lying between the Mali Hka and the H'Mai Hka rivers which are 
the two main tributaries of the Irrawaddy. This area which is un
administered and is surrounded by tracts under loose political con
trol is the only one of any importance on the Burmese frontier in 
which slavery still exists. At a durbar held at Myitkyina on lOth 
January 1927 His Excellency the Governor of Burma announced 
to the Kachin Chiefs of the Triangle the intention of the Govern
ment to liberate the slaves in that area in the same manner as 
those in the Hukawa~ Valley were liberated the previous year. 
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On the 14th January the last part of the expedition for the liberation 
of the slaves left for the Triangle. The number of slaves in the 
Triangle i~ believed to be not less than 5,000 persons, and the. cost 
of emoocipation alone is estimat.ed at Rs. 3,00,000. 

There is little to report concerning the relations during the year 
between the Go.;ernment of India and the Indian States. These · 
were miiformly cordial although in the late summer of 1926 nego
tiations between tp.e Government of India and His Exalted High
ness the Nizam of Hyderabad concerning the introduction of cer
tain reforms in the administration of the State were magnified by 
sensation-hunting newspapers into an attempt on the part of Gov
ernment . at unwarranted interference in the internal affairs of 
Hyderabad. 

The only surliving son of Her "Highness. the Begum of Bhopal, 
was, on the strength of certain precedents, recognised as her heir 

·in preferen~e to the son of her deceased eldest son. Her Highness . 
the Begum then voluntarily abdicated in favour of her son. The I 

Kharita intimating His Majesty the J{ing Emperor's recognition 
of the succession was delivered by the Agent to the Governor 
General in Central India at a Durbar .in Bhopal on the 9th July 
1926. 

The record of the year in the first of the two sections into which 
we divided Indian external affairs is thus seen to be almot?t wholly 
satisfactory. The record in the other half, that which is concerned 
with affairs of Indians overseas, is equally satisfactory since it 
includes the latest agreement reached with the Government of 
South Africa as well as certain developments in. the position of 
Indians in Australia. But before he tu~ris to the events of the year 
the reader may find it useful to recall the outstanding features of 
Indian emigration overs.eas. . 

There are at present about It million Indians settled in the 
Empire outside India and it is well known that Indian emigration 
has been brot\dly of two kinds.· The :first was that of unkilled 
labourers either under indenture, as to Fiji, Mauritius, Natal and 
the West Indies; or under some special system of. recruitment, such 
as was adopted for emigration to Ceylon and Malaya. The second 
is the spontaneous emigration of persons belonging to the profes
sional, commercial and artisan classes. The J3econd. has naturally 
followed the first, but it has also extended to places where there 
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has never been any indentured emigration. This is true of the 
Self-Governing Dominions, with the exception of South Africa, 
and also of certain Crown Colonies, particularly of .the East 
African Territories. In British Guiana, Trinidad and jamaica 
Indian settlers have exactly the same status as a.ny other British 
citizen. In Ceylon and Mauritius also, under their presen~ consti
tutions there is no discrimination against Indians on the ground of 
race. So far as Crown Colonies and Mandated Territories are con
cerned, ;the place where the interests of Indian emigrants and 
those of other settlers have recently come into conflict is Kenya. 
The whole emigration policy of the Indian Government was alter
ed during 1922 by the Legislature and embodied in a new Emigra
tion Act which proclaimed assisted e~igration of. unskilled labour 
to be unlawful except for such countries and on such terms and 
conditions as may be specified by the Governor General in Council. 
Any notification made by the Governor General in Council under 

( the Act must be laid in draft before, and approved by, both 
Chambers of the Legislature. A. Standing Emigration Committee 
composed of 12 members of the Legislature is appointed every year 
to advise the Government of India on all major emigration ques
tions. Thus the Indian Legislature can now effectively control 
the organised emigration of unskilled labourers whose conditions 
have markedly improved since the passing of the Act. 

As is well known, the most delicate and difficult of the negotia
tions which the Government of India have lately had to undertake 
·on behalf of their nationals overseas have been those with the Gov
·ernment of South Africa .. But four years ago, a situation hardly 
1ess grave than that in South Africa arose in Kenya Colony, whilst 
problems of some intricacy for the Government of India have for 
several years past been provided by the position of Indians in Fiji. 
It would be idle to deny that there are some parts of the British 
Empire where the treatment of Indians is not consistent 
with the position of India in the Empire or with their 
dwn status as British subj~cts. Naturally enough this is peculiar
ly irritating to proud and sensitive people like the Indians and its 
t'e-actions on the internal politics of India have been serious in the 
. past.· The Self-Governing Dominions, of course, are themselves 
~~spoiisible for the wtty in which Indians within their confines are 
treated, bnt the people of India can hardly be expected to appre-
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. ciate this fact dispassionately, and their irritation at the grievances 
of their fellow-countrymen in. the Empire is apt to be expressed 
against Great Britain and the Indian Government. More parti~ 
cularly i!J, this so when grievances arise among Indian settlers in 
the 0!-own Colonies whose governments occupy a different position 
from those of the Dominions vz"s-a-vis His Majesty's Government. 
The importance to the whole Empire of the problems which have 
arisen "in connection with Indian Emigration has received recogni.,. 
tion in successive Imp~rial Conferences from that of 1921 onwards, 
and ·a hasty Survey of the recent history of Indian emigration 
affairs as far they concern other parts of the Empire will help to~ 
wards an appreciation of their present state. · 

The denial of their right to the franchise, and the conditions 
under which they are allowed to immigrate and obtain and retain 
domicile, and, In certain parts of Africa, their right to hold land, 
to enjoy trading facilities, and to escape from compulsory segre
gation have been ;orne of the principal grievances of Indian settlers 
in other parts of the Empire. As far as the self-governing Domi
nions are concerned, the Reciprocity Resolution passed, at the 
Imperial War Conference of 1918 affirmed the right of each commu~ 
nity of the British Commonwealth to control by immigration 
restrictions the composition of its own population, and this position 
has been accepted by reasonable Indian opinion, although it is not 
prepared to accept the policy of exclusion from these territories 
which have not yet attained Dominion status. .Apart from the 
conditions of actual immigration, Indian opinion has of late pro~ 
tested against certain disabilities such as inadequate representation 
upon Legislative bodies, ex~lusion from the Municipal franchise 
based upon a common electoral roll, and the non-payment to Indians 
of a minimum wage proportionate to the cost of li~ing, to all of 
which Indian settlers have for long been subjected in some part or 
other of the British Commonwealth. The delegates to the Imperial 
Conference of 1921 agreed, South .Africa dissenting, to a resolution, 
which admitt~d in principle the claim of Indians settled in other 
parts of the Empire to equality of citizenship and the important 
suggestion th~t lJ?.dia should negotiate direct with South .Africa in 
regard to the ~xisting position, was also registered. Subsequent to 
the Conferenc~, the Right Honourable V. S. Sriniva·sa Sastri visited 
Canada, New :Zealand, and Australia in order to consult with those 
Governments as to the method of putting t~e resolution into efiect, 
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and he achieved much success in directing the attention of those 
Governments to the disabilities to which Indians resident in those 
dominions were subject. 

We have seen that in most of the Crown Colonies the position of 
Indian settlers is satisfactory. In the Fiji Islands their 'griev
ances formed the subject of representations by the Colonies Com
mittee of the Government of India in July 1924. • The results of 
these negotiations are summarised below :-

1. Repre.sentat"ion in the Legislative Council.-Indians have up 
to the present been represented in the Fiji Legislative Council by 
one nominated non-official member. Three seats are now to be pro
vided for elected representatives of the Indian community as· soon 
as the necessary alterations in the constitution can be effected. 

2. 'Municipal franchise.-The question of facilities for the re-
• presentation of Indians on the Municipal Councils will be referred 

to the Government of Fiji for examination in the first instance by 
a local committee on which the Indian community will be adequate
ly represented. 

3. Appointment of a special officer to loolc after lndians.-The 
Secretary of State for the Colonies has been unable to agree to the 
appointment of an Agent of the Government of India in Fiji, but 
has recently appointed to the Fiji Government Service an Officer 
possessing special Indian experience and language qualifications to 
act as Adviser to the Governor on matters affecting Indians in Fiji. 
He will be given a seat in the Fiji Legislative Council. An autho
rised representative of the Government of India may also visit the 
colony occasionally to examine and report upon specific questions of 
interest to that Government. 

In last year's Report certain causes of disagreement between 
the Indian settlers in Tanganyika and the local Government there 
wert> detailed. It was also mentioned that a Committee had been 
nppointed to examine these causes of disagreement and the trades 
lict>nsing ordinance remains in abeyance pending the receipt and 
consideration of the Report of this Committee. 

In Kenya some years ago relations between Indian and European 
settlers became strained owing to the prohibition against the transfer 
to Indians of Agricultural lands in the hig-hlands of the Colony, and 
the inadequate representation of the Indian population upon the 

• 
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C~lonial Legislat~ve Council, their consequent political helplessness, 
despite their very large stake in the economic ·life of the Kenya 
Colony, and the threat to their interests through proposals restrict~ 
irig immigriJ.tionl Deputations . both from the Kenya Europeans 
and Intlians, ana from the Indian Legislature, waited upon the 
Colonial Office, dnd towards the end of July, 1923, His Majesty's 
Government annbunced their general policy towards the country; 

• I .. 
At the Impe,rial Conference of 1923, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 

pleaded powerfu[ly for an examination of the position of Indians 
I . . 

in the Dominions and Colonies by a Committee to be appointed by 
the Government I of India. The Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
on beh~lf of His/ Majesty's Government, cordially accepted the sug
gestion, and accordingly a Committee was formed which assembled 
in London early/ in April, 1924. ·The results of the representations 
made by this Cof'ID:ittee on the subject of Kenya was announced by 
Mr. J. H. Tholl:)a·s in the House of Commons on August 7th, 1924. 
On the question of franchise and of the Highlands there was no 
change in the position, but as regards immigration, the Secret.ary 
of State for the ;colonies decided that an Ordinance which had been 
framed on the liJnes of re;;triet.ed immigration should not be enacted, 
though he rese~ved to himself the right to enact the Ordinance at 
any time should native African interests appear to be threatened by 
the influx of immigrants from abroad. As regards Indian Coloni
zation, Mr. Thdmas announced that it was proposed to set apart an 
urea in the loJ·lands for agricultural emigrants from India, but 
before the sclH~~e took final shape, an officer with experience of the 
needs of the l~di?n settlers and agricultural knowledge should be 
sent to report ojn the areas to be offered for colonization. The Gov
ernment of In4ia, however, thought it inadvisable to proceed any 
further with t4is idea. The work of the Colonies Committee did· 
much to abate the bitterness which existed in the relations between 

· the different classes of settlers in Kenya, mid the situation was fur
ther improved ~y the deeision of the l~dian community to relinquish 
their attitude 6f non-co-operation and to select five members. for 
nomination by/ the Governor to the Legislative Council. This, 

· roughly, wa~ the position in Kenya at the end of March, 1926. 
Turning now to a brief account of recent affairs in South Africa, 

we may note the following as the salient points. 

In 1919, the Union Government appointed a Commission to 
enquire into the whole question of Asiatics tra~ing and holding land 
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in the several Provinces in South Africa. The Commission recom
mended the retention of a law prohibiting the ownership of land 
by Asiatics in the Transvaal, and another of its recommendations 
threatened the right which Indians had previously ~njoyed of, 
acquiring and owning land in the Uplands of Natal. The -Govern
ment of India protested against this particular recommendation. 
In 1923, the Union Government introduced a "mea:sure entitled 
" The Class Areas Bill " containing provisions which could be used 
in urban areas for the compulsory segregation of Asiatics, but in 
consequence of the unexpected dissolution of the South African 
House of Assembly in April, 1924, the Bill lapsed. Towards the end 
of December, 1924, news was received that the Governor General 
of South Africa had given his consent to the Natal Boroughs Ordi
nance, a measure which, while safegvarding the rights of Indians 
already on the electoral roll of Boroughs, will pre"ient further enrol
ment of Indians as burgesses. The Bill became law in December, 
1924. The Government oi India, however, did not cease to protest 
against it. Towards the end of January, 1925, the Union Govern
ment gazetted a Bill to amend the Mines and Works Act in order to 
take power to refuse certificates o£ proficiency to natives or Asiatics 
in certain occupations. By this series o£ events, the position of 
Indians in South Africa was seriously worsened, and it would be the 
merest euphemism to describe the feeling to which they gave rise 
in India, other than by saying that it was one of profound anger 

-and resentment. At once the Government of India made suita:ble 
representations and a deputation from India visited South Africa 
during the winter of 1925-26 under the leadership of Mr. (now Sir 
George) Pa:ddison. The brief reference to the visit of this deputa
tion which is contained in the opening chapter, shows how it contri
buted to a better understanding of the Indian problem in South 
Africa by both the Government of the Union and by the leaders of 
public opinion. 

After the return of the Paddison deputation ·to India in May, 
1926, the Government of India, at the request of the Union Govern
ment, agreed that the conference on the Indian question in South 
Africa should be held at some convenient centre in the Union in 
December, 1926. But they a:lso extended a cordial invitation to the 
Ministers of the Union to send a representative deputation to India 
before the conference so as to enable its members to study at first 
hand the present day .conditions in India. It was felt that such a 
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visit might help in a friendly solution of the questions at issue bet
ween the two countries. The invitation was accepted- by the 
Ministers a;p.d a: Deputation consisting of :-

(lr The Hon'ble F. W. Beyers,- K:C., M.L.A., Minister of 
Mines and Industries;· · -

(2) The Ho~'ble Patrick Dun~an, K.C., C.M~·G·.~ (Minister of 
· • the Interior in the previous Government); 

(3) W. H. Reed, Esq., M.L . .A'.; 
{4) 0. S. Vermooten, Esq., M.L,A.; 

' (5) A. C. Fordham, Esq., M.L.A.; 
(6) J. S. Marwick, Esq., M.L.A.; 

........ 

(7) G. Reyburn, Esq., M.L.A.; . • ~ 
(8) J. R. Hartshorne, Esq., P'rincipal Irrigation Officer· and 

Regis~ar of Asiatics, Transvaal'(to act as Secretary) · . . . 
arrived in India: on the 18th~September, 1926, and ret~rned ~o South 
Africa on the 13th October, 1926. The. party thoroughly enjoyed . 
their visit, and both its· leader and· the Union Government sent· 
messages of appreciation to His ... Excellency the ~vic-eroy for th~; . 
courtesy and attention shown to the visitors:.' · ' -, · 

The personnel of the Indian· Defegatio~ t;·south- Africa was 
announced on the 16th October; 192.6, ~:ri.d ~o~~isted of:-

(1) The Hon'ble Khan Bah~dur .Sir Muhammad Habibullah. 
Sahib Bahadur; K.C.i.E.; Kt., Leader. . 

(2) 'rhe Hon'ble Mr:· G. L. Gorbett, C.I.E., I.C.S., Deputy· · .· 
Leader. · ~ 

(3) The Right Hon'ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, P.C., Member. 
(4) Sir D'Arcy Lhidsay, Kt., ~.B.E., M.L.A., Member. 
(5) The Hon'ble Sir Phiroze C. Sethna, Kt., O.B.E., Member. 
(6) Sir George Paddison, K.B.E., C.S.I., I.C.S., Member. 

(7) G. S. Bajpai, Esq., ~.LE:, C.B.~., I.C.S., Sccreta!Y· 

In it~ selection. every :endeavo~r w~~ made to' choose men who· 
commanded public confidence 'in· this ·country ·a!ld, would carry . 
weight in South Africa and the.reception•accorded·to it. by the press 
of both countries provided ·ample .pro_of that the t~sk of selection had 
been well done. · · · · • · · 

The Delegation sailed for s'outh ~Afti~a. Oil. the 24th November. 
~ ' ... . ' 

1926, and reached Cape Town on ·December, 17th .. It i·eceived a . 
~ ,. . . .. ~ ~ . ~ 

~ ... "" p .. 

~ .. . : .... ~ ~ ! .. ... 
. ..,. . 

,·. 
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warm welcome on arrival and unstinted hospitality from the Union 
Government and important public bodies, official and unofficial, 
European and Indian, during its sojourn in the Unipn. At the 
Conference which was opened by the Prime Minister oi South 
Africa, General the Hon'ble J. B. M. Hertzog, on December 17th, 
the Union Government·were represented by:- • 

The Hon'ble Dr. D. F. Malan, M.L.A., (Chairman)." 
The Hon'ble F. W. Beyers, K.C., M.L.A. 
The Hon'ble l!"'. H. P. Creswell, D.S.O., M.IJ.A. 
The Hon'ble T. Boydell, M.L.A. 
Mr. C. F. Schmidt. 
Mr. H. N. Venn. 
Mr. H. Pring. 

Its session lasted till January 13th. A proV"isional agreement 
was arrived at between the two delegations and the Indian repre
sentatives started on tlie return journey to India on January 13th 
to submit the results to the Government. The agreement, after 
ratification by both Governments, was announced in both countries 
on February, 21st. In India statements were made in the Council 
of State and the Legislative Assembly respectively by the Hon'ble 
Sir Muhammad Habibullah, Member in charge of the Department 
of Education, Health and Lands, and Mr. J. W. Bhore, C.I.E., 
O.B.E., I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of India in that 
Department. In South Africa, the task fell to the Hon'ble Dr. 
Malan, Minister of the Interior, who made an announcement in the 
Union House of Assembly. 

The broad outline of the settlement was set out in a statement 
which was read out by the Government spokesmen in each house of 
the Indian Legislature and its details are embodied in an appendix 
to this book. Both Governments re-affirm their recognition of the 
right of South Africa to use all just and legitimate means for the 
maintenance of western standards of life. 

The Union Government recognises that Indians domiciled in the 
Union who are prepared to conform to western standards of life 
should be enabled to do so. 

For those Indians in the Union who may desire to avail them
selves of it the Union Government will organise a scheme of assis.ted 
emigration to India or other countries where western standards are 
not required. Union. domicile will be lost after three years' conti
nuous absence from the Union in agreement with the proposed 
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revision of the law relating to domicile which will be of general 
application. Emigrants, under the assisted emigration scheme, 
who de;;ire to return to the Union within three years will only be 
aHewed to do so on refund to the Union Government of the cost of 
assistance received by them. 

The Gove~nment of India recognise 'their obligation to look afte~ 
such emigrants on their arrival in India. 

Admission into the Union of wives and minor ohildren of Indians 
permanently domiciled 1n the u~ion will be 'regulated by paragraph 
3 of Resolution :XXI of the Imperial Conference of 1918 which lays 
down tha.t India:ns already permanently domiciled in the other 
British countries should be allo:wed to bring in their wives and 
minor children on condition (a) that not more than one wife and 
her children ·shall be admitted for each such Indian and (b) that 
each individual so admitted shall be certified by the Government of 
India as being the lawful wife or child of such Indian. · 

In the expectation that the difficulties with which the Union 
has been confronted will be materially lessened by the agreement 
now happily reached between the two Governments, and in order 
that the agreement may come into operation under most favourable 
auspices and ha·ve a fair trial the Union Government of South 
Africa have decided not to proceed further with the Areas Reserv
ation and Immigration and Registration (Further Provision) Bill. 

The two {lovernments have agreed to watch the working of the 
agreement now reached and to exchange views from time to time 
concerning any changes tha;t experience may suggest. 

The Union Government of South Africa have requested the Gov
ernment of India to appoint an agent in order to secure continuous 
and e.:ffect~ve co-operation between the two Governments. 

Both in the Council of State and the Legislative Assembly 
supplementary statements explaining the salient points . of ·the 
agreement were made by Sir Muha;mmad Habibullah and 
Mr. Bhore. In India, .the settlement was on the whole well-received 
and the general impression of it is best expressed in Mr. Gandhi's 
phrase " an honourable compromise." · · 

In South Africa the more responsible newspapers, both English 
and Dutch, e.g., the "Cape Times" and "Die Bu~ger," paid 
handsome tributes to both delegations for the statesma:nship which 
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'they had brought to bear on their work, and the eminently reason
-able and practical character of the results achieved by them. It 
would be untrue to say that European opinion throughou_t South 
Africa has accepted the agreement in that spirit. A certain seotion 
views it with suspicion and a few individuals with unconcealed 
hostility. But it is to be hoped that like those per§ons in India 
who regard the settlement as quite unsatisfactory, their numl1\lr is 
·small. The majority of people in both countries doubtless regard it 
oas a good first step in the solution of a complicated problem and the 
-spirit, of which it is the outcome, as the best guarantee of a progres-
-sive and friendly adjustment honourable to both parties. 

During the year under review Inaian.s settled in Australia were 
.admitted to still more of the privileges enjpyed by their white fellow 
-citizens. By the Commonwealth electoral Act No. ~0 of 1925 aU 
resident British Indians in Australia were granted the Common
wealth franchise and by Acts which have recently been passed by 
:the Commonwealth Parliament, British Indians in Australia have 
:been admitted to the benefits of Inva-lid and Old Age Pensions and 
-Maternity allowances from which they were hitherto excluded as 
-Asiatics. Old Age Pension is payable to men above 65 years of age, 
·or above 60 years if they are permanently incapacitated for work, 
and to women above 60 years, provided such persons are of good 
-character and have resided continuously in Australia for at ·least 20 
_years. 

An Invalid Pension is obtaina01e by persons, who, being above 
16 years of age and not in receipt of an Old Age Pension, have 
·whilst in Australia, become permanently incapacitated for work by 
reason of an accident or by reason of being an invalid or blind, pro
vided they have resided continuously in Australia for at least five 
_years. 

Maternity Allowances to the amount of £5 are given to a woman 
. ·for every child to which she gives birth in Australia·, provided the 
'<!hild is born alive and the woman is an inhabitant of the Common
wealth or intends to settle there. This legislation removes the last 
grievance of the Indian community in Australia which was remedi
;:able by the Federal Government. In Western Australia amd 
Queensland they are still subject to certain disabilities of which ex
'Clusion from the state franchise is, perhaps, the most important. 
·rrhe liberality with which. the Commonwealth Government has met 
;an imperial obli~ation may, it is to be hoped, stimlll31te the respons-
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ible authorities in these states to place their Indian nationals on a 
footing of complete equality with other classes of His Majesty's 
Subjects. 

Earlier in this chapter we reviewed the position of Indians in 
Eam Africa· which in last year's report was described as quiescent, 
but in November, 1926, information reached the Government o:t 
Iitdia that the Government of Kenya contemplated undertaking 
legi~lation at an early date in order to make the European and 
Indian communities responsible for the net cost of their education. 
It was originally intended to give effect to this decision by levying 
from Europeans a tax on domestic servants in their employ and 
froin Indian a poll-tax. The Indian community resented this 
differentiation and, ultimately, the Colonial Government decided 
that both communities sb.ould pay the same form of tax, viz., an 
adult poll-ta~. For Europeans this has been fixed at 30 shillings 
and for Indians at 20 shillings. An Ordinance giving effect to this 
decision was passed by the Kenya Legislative Council and came into
force from 1st January, 1927'. But for the excitement over this 
episode, events seem to have moved smoothly in the colony and there 
is no indication that the process of racial appeasement which started 
a couple of years ago is likely to be interrupted. 

From Tanganyika there is little to report for the year mider 
review. The East African Commission, of which the Hon'ble W. 
Ormsby-Gore, M.P., was Chairman, recommended in their report 
that a· Legislative Council should be established for the territory. 
A Legislative Council was accordingly created for Tanganyika in 
March, 1926. Of the seven un-official members of this body two
will be Indians. 

The question of the fixation of a standard minimum wage for 
Indian esta·te labourers in Ceylon and Malaya has been under consi
deration ever since emigration of Indian labour· to. these colonies 
was declared lawful in 1923 under the provisions of the Indian 
Emigration Act, 1922. So far as Ceylon is concerned, full agree
ment has now been reached between the Government of India and 
the Government of Ceylon and the latter ha·ve prepared draft Legis
lation to give effect to the terms of the settlement. The necessary 
ordinances are now before the Ceylon Legislative Council. The 
details of the settlement will be found in the Government of 
India's communique, dated the 29th September, 1926, a copy of 
which will be found reproduced as an. appendix. As regards 
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Malaya,· negotiations between the two Governments are still 
proceeding. 

On the whole it may with justice be said that the year under 
review has witnessed more solid progress in the improvement o£ the 
relations between India and other parts of the Empire than any 
other year since the treatment of Indians overseas became a political 
question of the first magnitude in this country. It m:!y also safely 
be said that India's point of view is now well understood by- the 
Government of every country in the Empire which receives her 
children as settlers or labourers, and there is no reason to doubt that 
with the growth of understanding there has been a growth of 
sympathy also. · 

The most cursory examination of the questions which are asked 
and tne speeches which are made in the. Indian Legislature will 
sliowthe great and increasing interest which members.cif all shades 
of political opinio~ are now taking in army matters in this country. 
The lessons taught by the War, and their own ambitions for Domi
nion Status for India have compelled Indian. politicians to give 
serious thought to the problems of national defence, the importance 
o£ which they now perceive, although adequate recognition of their 
complexity and difficulty is yet to come. At any rate Indian poli
tical leaders fully understand that responsible self-government for 
India necessarily connotes the assumption of certain military 
responsibilities and the ability to sustain the burden of self-defence. 
Since the War the ideas of the educated classes in India on this 
subject of military defence have led to the formulation of two defi
nite demands. The first is for the rapid Indianisation of the 
Commissioned ranks of the regular army and the second is for the 
extension of the fn:cilities which now exist for training Indians in 
the territorial force. In connP-ction with the first, the Legislature 
displays unabated interest and the Government has not been un
responsive, for the progress achieved in this direction, though far 
from satisfying the demands which have been put forward, is consi
derable. 1Ve may explain that there are two main categories of 
officers in the Indian Army, holding respectively the Viceroy's 
Commission and the King's Commission. The majority of the 
former are men promoted from the ranks. They have a limited 
status and power of command, both of which are regulated by the 
Indian Army Act. It is only since the war that King's Commis
sions have been granted to Indians. Every unit of the Indian • 
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Army includes officers holding the Viceroy's Commission, while In
dian Officers holding the King's Commission are now admitted to 
the Indian Army under a regular system, a feature of which is that 
in the ordinary course they are posted to certain selected units of 
Cavab·y ~p.d Infantry. It is with the increas~ in the latter 
claRs that Indian opinion is principally concerned. King's 
Commissions are now to be obtained b Indian entlemen ualif ing 
t erosE:! ves as ca e s m e oyal Militar Colle e, Sandhurst or 
l:iy onorary grants to In Ian o cers whose age or lack of education 
preciude them from holding the full commission in the ordinary 
sense. Commissions in this second category are granted· honoris 
causa and are not regarded as augmenting the authorised establish
ment of commissioned _officers. It, therefore, follows that if an 
Indian is to enjoy the ful~est opportunity of adopting a military 
career on ~erm~ of absolute equality with the British .officer, he 
must pass through Sandhurst.: ~e:q*v~ca:~~~~~~~~N~~~e~q 
~~a~HY~~~~'-<1JiN!i:~~"'!~~a~~~!? ... ~~<\6m;;w.d~_r,..to,.§e_~~re .fl. 
sm!a!lle sur,pJy: of.rec:nhts forthesevacancies_,_ the_re )J,as beene~!ab~ 

~i~74~iJ~g~~-.t4~~rj~~J!~~~tJ~l~~~~--
at Dehra Dun~n tli1s mstitutwn tlie normal course of eaucatio:ri 

wo-o""""...,_-r_ d t 11: $}..~...... ~- _,.__ . • 

has been planned to occupy six years, and the. arrangements so. far 
made will enable a maximum of 120 boys to be in residence together. 
The college has already proved to be a great success and there is 
every hope that it will amply achieve the intention for which it 
was created. Indian political- opinion, however, was not satis:fi~d 
with the scope of the college and demands were made for the estab
lishment in India of some institution which would have the same 
functions as. the Royal Military College at Sandhurst. A debate · 
on this sub· ect took lace in the Le(}'islativ:e Assembly durin the 

elhi Session of 1925 after which, in response to t e _ eeling on the 
subject then expressed, the Government of India offered to appoint 
acommittee to investigate the whole question of the establishment of 
an Indian Sandhurst. This committee was appomted later m the 
year with Lieutenant General Sir Andrew Skeen as President. _The 
terms of reference to the Committee were as follows: 

" To enquire and report:...:._ 

(a) By what means it may be possible to improve upon the 
presen~ ~upply of. Indian candidates for the King's 
Commission both .m regard to ~umber and quality. 
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(b) Whether it is desirable and practicable to establish a 
Military College in India to train Indians for the 
commissioned ranks of the Indian Army. 

(c) I£ the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, how soon should 
the scheme be initiated and what steps shoul"d be_ taken 

. t • to carry 1t ou . 
(d) Whether, if a Military College is established in India, it 

should supersede or be supplemented by Sandhurst 
and Woolwich so far as the training of Indians for the 
commissioned ranks of the Indian Army is concerned." 

After the Committee had held a number of sittings in India a sub
committee of its members went to Europe to investigate the systems 
of education by which military officers are at present produced in 
England, Canada, the United States of ·America, and France. The 
Committee finished their work in November, 1926, ~nd their report 
was ublished in India in April, 1927, after the close of the eriod 
with which this report dea s. • 

Before we lea·ve the subject of Indianisation we may notice the 
progress made during the year under review in Indianising the 
Cantonments Department and the Ordnance Factories. The extent 
to which it is proposed to Indianize both these departments was 
fully described in last year's report. During the year under review 
one Indian officer holding the King's Commission has been ad
mitted into the Cantonments Department to fill the a·ppointment of 
executive officer, Class 1, whilst three officers holding the Viceroy's 
Commission have been appointed in the grade of executive officer, 
Class 2, in addition to the three officers already serving in the 
Department. An Indian gentleman was taken as probationary 
Assistant Works Manager last year in one of the Ordnance Fac
tories. The experiment represented by this appointment is 
cont~nuing, but it will take two or three more years before the 
result can be satisfactorily gauged. Systems of apprenticeships and 
boy artizans training have been carried on for some years in these 
factories with promising results. Schemes are now under consi
deration to fully regularise and consolidate these systems with a 
view to the better provision of workmen and junior staff. Schools 
and other educational arrangements that have been found necessary 
are included in these schemes. 

Turning now to the second of the demands which we said had 
been formulated since t}le War by educated Indians, whilst there 
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is nothing of alJ.y particular:-inte;re!lt ,to~ep_~rt"~s.~nQe,I'!ling the pro
gress- of .. the terri torilil 'force-~ durin--t~~-ear...,.un''der~e~ie\-V the 
rea er may n it interesting to consider the present constitution of 
the iorce. Twenty provincial battalions are now in existence, the 
~d strens-th being over 12,000. Most of the battalions are 
nearl;y full, although some units _still fail to attract the sanctioned 
quota of recruits. One of the great problem!l connected with the 
development of the force is the provision of adequately trained 
~· For the command of battalions and companies, officers of 
the regular army are provided. QpportJmities have also been 
afforded for the further trainin of Indian Territorial Force officers 

y attac mg t em for limited periods to regular battalions. 
Annual special courses of ·instruction are also held for the officers 
and non-commissioned officers of the Indian Territorial Force. In 

~dQitiq_n, ~o~.~f:tl?E21'~. gial pa. H~J~gp-3--~.e .. t~!3~Jf:niyer~~!~.j~f~g~ 
Corps, . !'..hi2!!.. ~,a!_~- ~:~ -~~~'*::.J:rg-~~~~~ul~rity. 
Tliere are at present s1x battalions whose headquarters are located 
at Bombay, Calcutta·, Allahabad, Lahore, Madras and Rangoon, and 

! two separate Companies have been constituted at Patna and Delhi. 
' The Territorial Force is meant to be a second line to, and a source of f 
1 reinforcement for, the regular army, and its membership carries 

with it a liability for more than urel local service. ;r'~Ia2ian 
Territorial Force t us 1 ers in scope from the uxiliar Forc.e, 
w~is so ar con ned to European ntish subjects. T-h-i!h,O y 
~ap on1J.: be called out for serv1ce locally,,..beingjp.tended.~arily 
~·1~;s;:;h~ ~ iitarrt:k~ilitirv""tr~aiTitig·-oii~~i~il~i~-P-are 

:=t •. :n~ .. - SW<iil)'ii;~~~:-~~~!~~. 

t.~m! a:n_d __ ~~re .l!nab~~- !o~ a~grd }~~ ~or.~Jt:l~g~~y: P!lrw~i?al_ ·.training 
w hich"''Consti tute"ft the" o blig'fti~n ~f'~!thftiidi~'T~fi.itoina Force. 
In~n~;:PoHtL~1~iili6nhrs~Tgii~xn1i'?fh~~rih?~rmary 
for_ce_~lvid_en~~ot:aci~l:d,L:irif!i1WitiWalia.!'1Fr9241':h~Legislative 
--=="--~--""'""'""" -~t., .... ; ... ,... .... ····"J'h>~~~~~,-- ... ~ r-:--•.·. 

Assembly discussed a motion recommending its~amalgamation with 
iliWdian Territorial Force. ·In deference to the feelings expressed 
on this point. the Indian Government appointed a Committee to 
enqui1e into and report what steps should be taken to improve and 
e~pan1 the Territorial Force so as to constitute it an efficient second 
~~ the Regular Army and to remove all racial distinction in 
~ustitution of the non-regular military forces in India includ
ip.g the Auxiliary force. _This Committee, which was presided over 
by Sii John Shea, took evidence· in November, 1924. and the report 
~ying its recommendations was published on ·February 23rd, 
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1925. The Committee re arded the functions of Universit Train
mg Corps as pr1man y educational and those of the Territorial 
Force as the means of imparting military and patriotic.ideals in 
order to lay the foundations upon which the national army collld be 
built up. They, however, considered that the growth of a national 
military spirit should not be forced by any application of compul
sion; that the University Training Corps should not have any 
liability for military service; that the members of the Corps should 
be drawn from the staff and students of Universities and Colleges as 
at present; and that the cadre must be allowed to expand up to its 
natural limits without arbitrary limitation by the military autho
rities, provided the educational authorities could guarantee a fixed 
minimum of members and arrange for .suitable officers. ~ir 
report the Committee su"'gested that units should "be organised in. 
ever res ect on the same lines as those of the re ular Indian Army, 
while the Auxiliary Force should e organised as regular British 
Units. Both the Territorial and Auxiliary Forces should, it was 
recommended, be liable for general service including service in aid 
of the civil power, liability for service beyond the limits of India 
being enforceable only in case of emergency and under the special 
order of the Governor General in Council. The Committee 
sug ested that in future the Territorial Fore uld consist of two 
c asses, one recruited from the ru eas as at resent· and the 
ot er drawn from the urban areas, in such fashion tha.t the educated 
aasses should enjoy suitable opportunities for military training of 
the kind practised in the Auxiliary Force. In course of time1 the 
Committee hoped, recruitment to urban battalions would be limited 
to those who have had previous military training in the University 
corps. The Committee further suggested that the minimum period 
of training must be three months in the first year and two months 
in . subsequent years. When the provincial battalions attain a 
higher standard of efficiency, an attempt should be made to raise a 
few. cavalry squadrons in districts where it is possible to recruit 
cavalrymen, who could be trained for·six months in the first year 
and three months in subsequent years. The Territorial Force, the 

. Committee agreed, should not be extended bevond the limits of a 
second line force in strength and no extension of the Auxiliary Force 
was considered necessary at present. The Committee also made a 
number of subsidiary recommendations of a technical and adminis
trat~ve kind. All these ·recommendations were considered by the 
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Government of India in consultation with provincial governments 
and the considered recommendations of the Government of India 
have since been ap:groyed by His Majesty's Government. 

Before. leaving this general discussion of the Indian military 
organ1.sation a few words may be said about the attitude of India!l 
politicians towards the expense of military defence to this country. 
One of the cont;ibutory causes of the demand for rapid Indianization 
is to be :found in the present cost of India's military defence. India 
!:lpends upon her military organisation, including the Royal Indian 
Marine, a sum of between 50 and 60 crores of rupees out of a total 
net central and provincial revenue of about 220 crores. The per-

. centage of India's revenues spent on military and na·val defence is 
thus seen to be a high one but the annual per capita cost works out 

. to less than Rs. 2 that is l-ess than 1 f 20 of the per capita cost of 
defence in the United Kingdom. Moreover the percentage of the 
total revenues of the country devoted to defence has decreased 
annually for some years past.. In 1921-22 · it· was 41·95 per cent. 
of the whole, in 1922-23 it was 36·01, in 1923;.24 it was 28·84, in 
1924-25 27·27 and in 1925-26 it was 27 ·37. For the year 1926-27 
it works out at exactly 25·0 or !· These figures show beyond any 
possibility of ·dispute that the Government of India have made 
rlerious efforts to meet the continually repeated demand of"retrench
:-:nent on military expenditure. But they do not tell .the whole 
ntory~ Not only are the .sums now spent on defence a smaller 
percentage than formerly of the total revenues, but they are a 
Emaller. percentage of smaller revenues. Thus the final figures of 
{;entral revenue for the year 1924-25 showed a total of 137·5 crores, 
for 1925-26 133·32 crores, whilst the r~;Jvised estimate of revenue for 
1926-27 is 130·25 crores and the total estimate of revenue for 1927-
~8 is 128·9 crores. The truth is that expenditure even on the most 
Yital military services has now been pruned to the sap, and as Field
Uarshal Sir William Birdwood told the Legislative .Assembly last 
year, purchases of improved war material necessary for the full effi
ciency of the Indian Army have had to be deferred until funds · 
become available. Chief amongst the necessities which are lacking 
i11 the increase in mechanical transport. There is no question but 
that the solution must be found in an increase of mechanical trans
p')rt in civil life in India, which will render possible a scheme of 
subsidis~tion for war purposes. Until that has been achieved the· 
a:·my will be forced to maintain in peace mo;e transport than it ean 
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usefully employ. Moreover the Indian Military Budget includes 
a number of items which are not, strictly speaking, of a milita·ry 
character, such as expenditure on the Prince of Wales' College at . 
Dehra Dun and the King George's Military Schools at !ullunder 
and Jhelum in the Punjab, Customs duties, War Pensions, which in 
England are borne by the Ministry of Pensions and not by the 
Army, and Transportation, Post, and Telegraph cha~es, the greater 
part of which are returned to the 'Indian Revenues through ·the 
Railways and the Posts and Telegraphs. All together these items 
account for the large total of roughly 4l crores of rupees. It is 
quite obvious therefore that much of the criticism directed against 
military expenditure in India does not take account of all the·rele
vant facts, and it also suffers because those who advance it do not 
appreciate the fundamentals of the sulJject. It is true that com
pared with other countries which have a heavy lllilitary budget 
India is poor, but it is impossible to argue that her military expen
diture should bear only the same proportion to her total revenues as 
it does in some richer countries. The soldiers argue that the defence 
expenditure of every country is necessarily regulated by certain 
constant and fundamental factors, the chief of which is natural 
vulnerability. At any rate, the foregoing discussion of military 
expenditure in this country shows that the authorities have, to say 
the least, made every effort consistent with the safety of India to 
reduce their expenditure on military and naval services to the 
lowest possible point. It must be borne in mind that developments 
in equipment may produce an increase or decrease in expenditure. 
An army cannot afford to stand still. Fortunately there was no 
need for abnormal expenditure on the army during the year under 
review. The Frontier, as w~ have seen, was peaceful and though 
on a large number of occasions troops had to be called out in many 
parts of India as wide apart as Burma and Quetta in aid of the 
civil power, the occasions for their use were not prolonged and on 
nearly all occasions the actual moral effect of the presence of the 
troops was sufficient to ease the situation and very seldom had they 
to resort to the use of fire-arms or bayonets. The value at which 
the civil authorities estimate the use of British personnel whether 
of the regular or auxiliary force, on these occasions, can be seen 
from their demands for these troops especially in such places as 
Calcutta. Armoured cars also have, merely by their presence, 
repeatedly proved their value in maintaining law and order. The 

• 
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force sent from India to China was a comparatively small one con
sisting of a mixed brigade of two battalions of British Infantry, 
two battaEqns of Indian Infantry, a pack battery, a Medium battery 
Royal Artillery, and a company of sappers and miners with ancil
lary troop!l. Since their arrival at Shanghai their duties have been 
confined entirely• to protecting the lives of those for whose safety 
the British Empire- is· responsible. 

Forth,~ Air For?e the year· has been a peaceful one. No active 
operations were carried o_ut by it on the Frontier, but it has success
fully c_o-operated with the Razmak mobile column on two occasions 
and also during the relief of the Chitral garrison.· A opportunity 
was afforded of photographing the Swat Valley during the Darbar 
held to instal the Mian Gul" of Swat. The results obtained were 
highly sa tisfactofy. 

Many requests were made to the Air Force to carry out aerial 
survey, tl:.e value of which in conjunction with ground operations 
is becoming increasingly appreciated in a country of the size and 
topographical character of· India. Among the more important 
services carried out may be mentioned- . 

(a) :Mirpar Khas-Nagar-Parkar Line for the· North-Western 
Railway. 

(b) Multan City for the preparation of a new 1/20.,000 map by 
the Survey Department. . 

(c) Sulemanke Headworks-Sutlej River Survey of a reach 80 
miles down stream f'rom Ferozepore 8 miles long and 2 
miles wide for the Punjab Irrigation Department. 

(d) Jumna River Survey of an area 13 miles by 6 miles for the 
North-Western. Railway in the area of the Jumna 
Bridge at Kalanur, to enable data to be obtained for 
defensive mea·sures on the right bank. 

(e) Continuation of the Survey of the W ana and Pir Gul areas 
in W aziristan. 

This year the Royal Air Force organised an Air Display in Delhi 
for the first time for the benefit of the Royal Air Force Memorial 
Fund. Detachments from every Royal A1r Force unit in India 
were concentrated at Delhi with -;rtain new types of machines 
loaned b;;r the Air Ministry and a Vickers Victoria lent by the Air 
Officer Commanding, Iraq. Also Messrs. St¥ks and Leete gave an 
exhibition on the two Moths which they had . flown out from 
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England. The display was a great success in every way and passed 
off without a hitch, including the concentration and return of 
machines. It was witnessed by huge crowds and among other dis~ 
tinguished spectators were Their E:s:cellencies the Viceroy arrd Lady 
Irwin, and His Excellency the Commander~in~Chief and Lady 
Hirdwood. • 

The visit of the Secretary of State for Air as well as tne visits 
of other British and certain foreign aviators have been already 
chronicled. Sir Samuel Hoare whilst in India made a tour of 
inspection of the Royal Air Force Units on the Frontier by air in a 
service aeroplane. · 

During the year Vice Marshal Sir Edward Ellington, K.C.B., 
C.~f.G., C.B.E., relinquished the command of the Royal Air Force 
in India. to take up that of Iraq and was succe&ded by Air Vice 
Marshal Sir Geoffrey Salmond, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.S.O. 

The proposals for the re-construction of the Royal Indian Marine 
as a combatant Indian Navy to enable India to enter upon the first 
stage of her naval development were detailed in the last year's 
report. Considerable progress bas been made during the year under 
review towards the ina · of the Ro al Indian N av The 

ombay Dockyard has been busily engaged on the equipment of 
the Depot Ship, and only one sloop remains to be a-cquired in order 
to complete the initial strength in ships. Details of recruitment1 

organisation and finance have been worked out, and the most import
ant of the proposals of the Government of India under these heads 
are already in the hands of the Secretary of State. The necessary 
legislation in Parliament has been undertaken and the consequen
tial Indian legislation in regard to the discipline of the new force 
will be introduced in the Indian Legislature as soon as possible. 
When the latter legislation is passed, the Royal Indian Na·vy will 
come into existence . 

• 



CHAPTER Vll . 
. . 

Dyarc:hy. 

DfARCHY AND THE RESERVED DEPARTMENTS. 

'' Dyarchy" -is a compound of two Greek words and means 
government by two authorities. The dyarchic system has been 
applied in India onlyto the provincial governments and not.to the 
Central Government: Its fundamental aim is the gradual deve
lopment of " responsible " government through the education of 
the people in the use of . democratic institutions and the actual 
handling of power. It i~ also meant to subordinate historic feuds 
and communa-l diffeninces to a sense of common nationho.od. There 
is no need to enter here into the reasons for its adoption, or for its· 
restriction to the provincial governments. It is enough to say that 
in the circumstances amid which India found herself at the time 
of the Reforms those responsible for her welfare and safety decided : 
that dyarchy offered the best method of combining stability with 
progress; 

The outstanding feature of the Government of India Act, 1919, 
and of the rules made thereunder is the division of. the field of 
government in the provinces between two .authorities-one amenable 
to the British Parlia-ment and the other to the Indian electorate. 
This has necessitated a prior classification of the subjects of Gov
ernment into the two spheres of Central and Provincial, by which 
a number of very important administrative subjects, henceforth 
technically known .as "Provincial" s{Ibjects, have been entrusted 
to the reformed Local Governments. These include ;Local Self
Government; medical administration, public health and sanitation; 
education; public works and water supply, with certain reservations; 
land revenue administration; famine relief; agriculture; fisheries 
and forests; co-operation; excise; the administration of justice, 
subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature; registration; indus
trial development; police; prisons; sources of provincial revenue; 
and many miscellaneous items. This cleared the way for the divi
sion, within the Provinces, of the functions of Government between 
an authority responsible to Parliament and an authority responsible 
to the electorate. Under the reformed ~nstitution, therefore, the 
Provincial Executives now consist of two portions. The first half 
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is the Governor, working with Executive Councillors nominated by 
the Crown; the second is the Governor, working with Ministers 

. "Selected from members of the Provincial Legislature. The first half 
-administers certain subjects known as "Reserved" and is resl'on
'Rible for them to the Central Government and ultimately to 
Parliament. The second half deals with " Transferred" subjects 
:and is amenable to the Indian electorate. Among the most imiJOrt
-ant of the subjects so transferred to popular control are Local Self
Government; medical administration, and public health; education; 
public works, under a number of important heads; agriculture; 
1orests and fisheries; co-operation; excise; registration; industrial 
-development; and other minor items. Thus a very large proportion 
'Of those administrative subjects on the dev-elopment of which India's 
progress depends have now been made over directly to Indian 
-control. 

The history of the first few years of the Reforms with its record 
'Of dangerous agitations, unrest, and untoward financial conditions, 
both in the Central Government and in the provinces, is an oft told 
tale and one which need not be repeated here. It is enough to say 
that the reformed system of government in India has ridden out the 
various storms which beset it and that the ship of State has pro
:gressed some distance towards her appointed goal. The history of 
the Indian provinces during the year under review will show this 
·progress being on the whole maintained and furthered. 

Of the "Reserved " subjects, which are suitable for description 
in this report, irrigation and forests have already been discussed, 
-and this chapter will be confined to the work of the police through
'OUt India. Earlier numbers of this report have given accounts of 
the wave of crime which swept .the whole country during the years 
immediately following the Great War. During this period we 
·see a great increase in serious crime against the person and property, 
-an increase which cannot but be ascribed largely to the effects of the 
;great agitations and occurrences mentioned above. The four or 
five years which followed the year 1919 were probably as difficult 
·and dangerous for the Indian Police as any they have experienced 
-since there have been organised police in this country, but, apart 
from the above-mentioned great causes of crime, there were other 
conditions tending to make these years a time of records in criminal 
statistics. Some of thoslj, who returned from the War found them
:selves disinclined to take up agam the humdrum pursuits which 
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they had left, and· many of these men found their way into, 
the criminal ranks. Again, quantities of fire-arms were smuggled: 
into India and the possession of these either gave the incentive or-
provided the means for many potential crimina-ls to. take up a life. 
of cl'ime·. Lasi1y, the years which followed the War were for India, 
as for every other country, years of financ~al stress and economic 
pressure, botlt' of which produced their results on the criminal statis-. 
tics.• It is possible that the years between 1920 and 1924 witnessed 
the greatest wave of crime which has ever swept British India. 
Crimes of violence reached their peak in 19.22 and no province in 
India escaped the fell effects of the wave. Murders and dacoitie& 
increased to an alarming extent, and in all too ll}any cases the 
weapons used to commit-the crime were fire-arms. Thus the police
were taxed to the very li111it of their powers at a time when India, 
was more dif,turbed internally than she had been for at least a, 
couple of gen.~rations. Law and order, which are the very found-. 
ations of settled government, were being powerfully assailed at· 
the very time when the whole thought and energy of the Provincial 
GovernmentE were required for the immensely difficult and import-. 
ant work of translating the provisions of the· Act of 1919 int(}. 
realities of Indian politics. . · 

At the best of times, crime in India tends to throw a greater· 
strain on the administration and to d·evelop "more ·easily, more fre-. 
quently; and more rapidly into situations which call for the use of· 
other than ~erely police power than it does in Western countries. · 

The Hindustani word for criminal, in the se:n,se of "criminal"· 
·law or "criminal" administration, is faujdari. Under the. 

Moghuls the officer entrusted with the criminal administration of a, 

district was called the fauj dar ~nd he was a military officer with a, 
force at his disposal strong enough to enable him. to keep the unruly 
elements within his jurisdiction in check. Going a little further· 
into the meaning of "faujdari" we note that "Fauj " is the
Hindustani word for army and so the present' Hindustani word for 
"criminal" carries us straight backto the days wh~n every investi-. 
gation into a serious offence was a military operation. · And to this. 
day widespread arid prolonged disorder such as the Khilafat, Non
Co-operation and Akali Sikh agitation· may give rise to situations, 
which call for the use of troops, whilst every-day crimes like dacoity, 
or gang robbery with violence, may necessitate the undertaking by
the Police of operations of quasi-military. character like those now-
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being carried on aga,inst the formidable bands of dacoits in the 
United Provinces. Again, the story of the Thugs throws a :flood of 
light on the conditions of the police problem which faced the early 
British rulers of India, and over vast stretches of this coup.try the 
physical conditions which made possible the prevalence of Th\lggi 
remain unchanged since the days of the famous Major-General 
Sleeman, who in the thirties of last century first Mgan to tackle· 
this abominable crime. It is not so very long ago that over a great 
part of India there was no security for life or property, and to this 
day Indian society contains many potential·criminal elements which 
need only opportunity to come to the fore. Thousands of villages 
and hamlets lie far remote from their nearest police station and 
from police help in times of danger. The basic unit of police organi
sation in this country is the Thana, or pQlice station, and there are 
rural police stations in India with jurisdictions as Jarge as some 
English counties whose staffs do not number more than about a 
dozen men. The Rivera-in tracts with their vast areas and tall 
grasses and dens·e undergrowth, and the immense jungles and moun
tain ranges of India afford ample protecti~n for fugitives from the 
law. In such circumstances it is ohvious that Indian criminals 
have many opportunities which are denied to them in other civilised 
countries. The mere possession of a lethal weapon, particularly a 
fire-arm, is often enough to start a man on a career of crime, and 
the Hindustani equivalent of the English proverb" Might is Right" 
is an illuminating commentary on this. "Jiski lathi uske bhains ", 
it runs, that is, ".Whoever holds the stick takes the buffalo ", and 
the strong man armed still takes the buffaloes of his weaker and more 
law-abiding neighbours. Cattle theft is still rife all over India and 
from what has been said in Chapter III about the part played by 
cattle in the rural· economy it will be readily perceived what the 
loss of his cattle means to the Indian agriculturist. Also a very 
large percentage of prosperous Indians do not bank their super
fluous cash but bury it in some secret spot or put it into the form of 
jewellery for their wives and daughters. The dacoit has many 
effective methods of persuading his victims to reveal the where
abouts of these hoards of coin and jewellery and thus •a dacoity or 
a cattle theft in an Indian home is often to the sufferer what bank
ruptcy is to the tradesmen or professional man of the West. The 
day-to"day problem of the Indian police is far from being an easy 
one and it is certainly not becoming less complicated with the 

• 
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passage of time. Increasing education· together with jts· beneficial 
effects has the drawback of making many criminals more clever at 

· their work and of introducing them to new and sophisticated forms 
of crime. • The railway, the telegraph, the motor car and _so on 
have Oeen pre"ssed into the services of the criminals of this COJID;try, 
whose greater mpbility and knowledge as compared with some years 
ago makes them ever more serious antagonists for the Indian Police. 
In fact; the criminal elements in Indian society are pressing all the 
time on the latter's defensive arrangeini:mts a·rrd when circumstances 
favour them, they"break through and cause widespread havoc and 
ruin. The typical problem. of the Indian Police. is not concerned 
with the sophisticated •crime in the cities but of securing to the 
dwellers in the widespread and remote rural areas protection and 
security. This task the police are coping with successfully after 
the storm and !!tress of the years of disturbance. In last year's 
report, a receding of the crime wave was noted and if it were not 
for the Hindu-Muhammadan troubles the condition of India would 
JJOW be more peaceful than it has been for years past. No great 
political agitation is now on foot and crimes of all sorts eontii:me 
to decrease. · 

Dur~ng the year under review every province in India with the 
exception of the Central Provinces saw an actual decrease in crime, 
particularly. in serious crime. In the Central Provinces the figures 
for 1926 were soinewhat higher than those of the previous year, but 
the rise, .which was very' :slight, was due to economic causes. 
Serious crime remained low. ··The police authorities in Delhi, the 
Punjab, the United Provinces, the Central Provinces, and Bengal 
all comment on the tension existing between Hindus and Muham
madans and its results in the increased difficulty of police ·work. 
The Senior Superintendent of Police in Delhi reports that through
out the year the state of inter-communal feeling was such that it 
was unsa·fe to permit even_a marriage procession to proceed through 
the city without police protection, and that there were countle1:1s 
occasions when disturbances were only prevented by the timely 
intervention of a police officer. Yet, in spite of this diversion of 
ihe activities of the police from their normal functions, the measures 
taken to cope witlr crime in· Delhi were distinctly successful, and 
Quring 1926 serious crime showed the smallest figure of any in the 
past five years, whilst the percentage of convictions to true ca:ses 
reported was the highest in ·the same period~. -

.L 
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In the United Provinces the Police met with much success 
during 1926 in their operations against the numerous dacoit gangs 
whose activities gave rise to a very serious situation in the Province 
a few years ago. A dacoit is one of a gang of five or mQre persom 
who commit or attempt to commit a robbery, but dacoit •gangs 
usually number more than five and are often stron_g bodies of men 
armed with fire-arms and other lethal weapons. }Iurder is a fre
quent accompaniment of dacoity, and, owing to the natural and other 
difficulties in the way of the police, which have been already indi
cated, one dacoit gang may for months remaifl a scourge to the 
countryside. In the year 1922 the United Provinces suffered to an 
alarming extent from the operations of dacoit gangs, no fewer than 
1,348 dacoities taking place in that period. In 1925 the number of 
dacoities had fallen to 966 and in 1926 this number was still further 
reduced to 742, the districts most affected being Agra, Unao, 
Bahraich, Cawnpore, Sitapur and Meerut. In 296 of these dacoities 
fire-arms were used. Two hundred and ninety-two cases were 
brought into court, of which 217 ended in conviction. The serious 
state of affairs in 1922 determined the Government of the United 
Provinces to take special measures to cope with dacoity, and in that 
year a special force of dacoity police was formed under the com
mand of J\fr. F. Young, Superintendent of Police, to undertake 
whole time duties in respect of the prevention and detection of 
dacoity. This force has gradually become a body of specialists 
whose help is now requisitioned in practically every serious out
break of dacoity and the value of its work can be gauged from the 
drop in the figures of dacoity for the past five years. The opera
tions of the force disclosed the fact that gangs operating far apart 
have connections with each other and that local gangs seldom act 
without calling in expert dacoits from outside. The Special 
Dacoity Police arrested in 1925 no less than 528 persons belonging 
to thirteen defined gangs who were known to have been concerned 
in at least 375 dacoities. The number of persons convicted was 
321 and there were at the close of the year 1926, 291 persons under 
trial. Property valued at Rs. 26,580, in addition to 26 guns and 
ti revolverb, was recovered by this force during the year. During 
the year 1926 and the early part of 1927 the Special Dacoity Police 
were occupied in the prosecution of gang cases. Close on 300 per
sons were convicted in these cases and a further 822 dacoits are now 
under or awaiting tri~. Mr. Young was also engaged in prepar-



A_ party of Special Dacoity Police crossing the Parbat! river, Dholpur State, 
With· prisoners and loot captured in a .. successful raid on the Kanjar gang. · 
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ing for a campaign against the Chama! Kanjars who for generations 
have been a menace to the Agra and Bundelkhul\d divisions of the 
Unite.d Provinces, and, among others, to the neighbouring states· of 
Gwalior, Dholpur, Bharatpur, Karauli, and Dattia. A nu:mber 
<>f raids on dac~it haunts which were carried out under great diffi
i;Ulties._met with marked success on the 5th of April 1927,. when 
the Special Dacoity Police and the Gwalior State· Police encoun
tered two Kanjar _Gangs in the Chambal ra·vines, and brok~ them 
up after a sharp engagement in the course of which one; of. the 
leaders was shot and 11 of his followers were captured\ This 
account of the Special Dacoity Police force in the United Provinces 
is an interesting illustration of the permanence of certain .features 
<>f life in the Indian countryside. The loneliness and defenceless
ness of the ~illa•ges are much the same as they were· half a;' century 
and more ago, whilst the dacoits are drawn to a large extent from 
~riminal tribes some of which are hardly, if at ·aU, different from 
their predatory forefathers who terrorised the countryside before 
the coming of the British. 1. 

The report from Burma is encouraging. It should be rioted he~e. 
that crime in Burma had increased during the past few: years to a 
point at which it caused the Government of Burma the very gravest 
wncern, and where it had to be met by special measures and exer
tions.. 'rhey are now reaping their reward for during the year 
.e~ding March 31st, 1927, dacoities, robberies and fire-arm cases all 
showed a marked reduction, as compared with the pi;'evious year. 
Murders, which have been steadily increasing of late years, showed· · 
a slight incr~ase over the figurt;Js for the previous yeal The ques
tion of murders, the causes underlying their ccmtin~led increase, 
and the methods to be adopted to combat them were ,considered by 
His Excellency the Governor in Council, with the • result that a 
Committee was a-ppointed to devise means of solving a problem 
which has become a matter of considerable anxiety. Vigorous 
action was taken during the year under the Criminal Tribes Act 
and this resulted in a numBer of new gangs of criminals being pro
daimed and in the opening. of a Reformatory Settlement a·t 
Paukkaung in the Prome District, to which the • most notorious 
members of each gang have been or are being restricted. " Open 
S~ason " Police _Patrols and better comm~n~catipn by _means. of 
wueless on the Siamese border had a salutary effect, and Important 
crimes in ·border districts showed ·a big reductio~ in consequence. 

! 
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Burma, with the immense and often trackless areas, and other 
physical difficulti!)s presents special problems to the police adminis
tration, and descriptions of incidents in the .day-to~day *orkjng of 
the Burma police are apt to read like extracts from Edwardes' 
" Year on the Punjab Frontier," or some other classic of the old 
days when British rule was still new in India. One such i11cident 
may be quoted here. On the 20th of November, 1926, the District 
Superintendent of Police, Toungoo, acting on in\ormation received, 
set o:ff with a party of Police to round up two notorious outlaws 
named Maung Gyi and Po Kyin, for whose arrest rewards had been 
sanctioned. Several days later, after a strenuous trek through the 
jungle, the party came on the outlaws' hiding place. The Police 
approached the hut and the District '!Superintendent ordered the 
outla;ws to surrender but was answered by gun-i!re from inside. 
One of the shots hit him in the knee and stopped. him from taking 
any fnrther part in the encounter. The Police party continued 
firing until the fire from inside the hut had ceased. When they 
rushed the hut they found outlaw Maung Gyi lying dead with a 
gqn at his side. Po Kyin had succeeded in escaping under the 
cover of his dead companion's fire. Search parties were quickly 
organised and sent out to run him down. When he was arrested 
it was found that he had been badly wounded in the encounter with 
the police, and, in fact, he afterwards died of his injuries. From 
him, the police took a double-barrelled gun, some loot taken in a 
dacoity and a large sum of money which he and his dead companion 
had received in a case of human ransom. 

The Bengal Police have met with considerable success during the 
year under review in burglary investigations. They have developed 
the system of "Crime Centres " which provides for the patrolling 
of any locality immediately after more than one case of burglary 
is reported there. The total number of burglaries reported in the 
year under review is the least on record since the formation of the 
province in 1912. In many districts cl~ver and plucky police "\\fOrK 
resulted in the capture of dacoits and other dangerous offenders. 
Madras also reports increased success in detection and a general 
improvement in police working. 

In the Punjab the statistics of crime for the year 1926 point to 
a marked improveme~t on the years immediately preceding it. 
Though economic conditions could not be described as normal, this 
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rather unfavourable factor ptoduced no· noticeable effect on crime.· 
The political horizon, in spite of the prevailing communal tension,. 
remained compa·ratively clear and as a result the Police were able· 
to devote themselves with greater energy to ordinary crime. The 
outstanding fe.ature of the year's work were: the special campaign 
against cattle thieves in the South Eastern Punjab, effective action 
again.st dacoits, robbers and criminal tribes, large seizures of illi
citly-possessed arms and more vigorous use of the preventive iaws. 
Eliminating petty cases from consideration, the police brought dowri · 
the total volume of true cognizable cases from 33,112 in the previous 
year to 30,686. Of these 10,27-7 or over 33fper cent. were.success
fully prosecuted to conviction. This percentage of convictions is 
the highest since 1919. T1ie cri:J?le figures for 1926 thus afford some 
legitimate grQ\lnd for satisfaction and the Governor in Council 
expressed his appreciation of the result in .·a letter which was cir
culated to all District Officers. Cases of rioting fell from 822. to· 
660 cases. There were 600 murders compared with 651 such cases 
in the previous year, the principal motives, viz., sexual relations, 
land disputes and blood feuds, remaining the same. Dacoity 
showed a marked decline from 160 to 147' true cases, the best record< 
since 1919. The .special force which was organised to hunt the
armed dacoit bands headed by two notorious outlaws named Shahabu
and Kam~un who had created a reign of terror· in the Central 
Punjab districts succeeded in effectively checking the activities of 
these organised gangs and in accounting for 44 out of 48 member& 
of one band and 34 out of 36 members of the other. The arrest of 
Kammun included a very gallant episode. A substantial rewa;rd' 
had been offered forinformation leading to Kammun's arrest which 
tempted an associate of his to betray him. Accordingly when the 
dacoit.leader accompanied by a member of his gang visited the 
man's house he set out to inform the Police. · On his way he met 
Constable Allah Rakha of the Sialkot Di~trict and informed him 
of the presence in his house of the two dacoits; · The Constable 
immediately prooeeded to the '\Tillage, quietly collected the Lambar:.. 
dar, Chowkida·r and certain other. villagers and approached the 
house indicated. His .companions , on two occasions failed to 
follow him, but after rallying them, he managed to fasten the ~oor 
from the outside. The dacoits, becoming aware of what'. was 
happening, smashed down .the door and enlfeavoured to esca·pe. At 
aight ofK:,:~.mmun's gun most of the Constables' companions fled~ 
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He, however, rushed at the armed dacoit and grappled with him 
as he was attempting to mount his horse. Kammun fired but the 
Constable was so near that the barrel of the gun passed 'Under his 
arm-pit and the shot failed to have effect. The second dacoit•came 
to the rescue of his companion, but the villagers at this juncture 
rushed in and after a desperate struggle secured both the d~coits. 
Kammun was wanted in a series of dacoities and murders and it 
was not believed that he would be taken alive. Other dangerous 
gangs of dacoits in several parts of the province ·were also success
fully accounted for by the Police. Burglary statistics, pe~haps 
the truest index of the public security, showed a fall from 15,900 
to 13,750 cases. This is the best record of the preceding quinquen
nium. .A disturbing feature of th~ serious crime was the increasing 
use of :fire-arms, especially unlicensed :fire-arms in the commission 
Qf offences. In this connection it is also interesting to note that 
no less than 16 Police officers received injuries while in the execu
tion of their duty. .An appreciable percentage of the volume of 
crime especially of burglaries, is attri"huted to members of Criminal 
Tribes and a number of these have been brought to book. Ordinary 
theft accounted for 5,248 cases, the lowest figure since 1917. 
Cattle theft continues to prevail and showed an increase from 2,157 
to 2,346 cases. This difficult problem is now being dealt with by 
:a special force of 1 Deputy Superintendent of Police, 2 Inspectors, 
:8 Sub-Inspectors, 5 Head Constables, and 16 Constables, who are 
operating with some success in the districts of the South Eastern 
Punjab. Cattle theft has always been one of the serious problems 
'Of crime in the Punjab, and from time to. time· organised efforts 
have been made to cope with it in particular districts. In 1925 a 
conference of Police Officers of the Punjab and the United Provinces 
proposed that a special force should be employed by each Province 
to deal with cattle theft in the Districts on both banks of the J umna. 
'fh1s special force was appointed in 1926, the Punjab portion being 
placed under the Criminal Investigation Department. Their en
quiries showed that cattle theft existed on a large scale, especially 
in the Karnal District and that in most cases no report was made 
to the Police. The difficulties of identifying cattle to the satis
faction of a court, the damage to animals from their having to be 
kept in Police custody in unsuitable conditions the length and . ' delays of legal procedure have all combined to make the ordinary 
villagers avoid the police and the courts and seek the quicker and 
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less troublesome remedy of ransoming their cattle from the thieves. 
In these circumstances cattle theft has awa:ys been able to flourish, 
and influential and otherwise respectable 'men have adopted the role 
of '~Tha~gdars ', i.e., persons who act as clearing houses for the 
receipt and disposal of stolen cattle. As 'thangdars' these men 
can obtain intormation concerning the whereabouts of stolen cattle 
and -ehe mari who loses his animals can thus often get them back 
by approaching the proper people. A ' panchayat ' is formed, on 
which the 'than~dar' is represented, im amount as ransom is fixed 
and when this amount-often 50 per cent. or more of the value of 
the animals concerned-has been paid the complainant may, or may 
not, get his cattle back. 

To· facilitate identification the experiment has been started ·of 
tattooing the ears of cattle in the Karnal District. The system 
proved popular with the public and as a result a scheme has been 
evolved by which an individual number can be given to every animal' 
in Northern India. Consideration is also being given to providing 
facilities for the registration of sales of cattle and endeavours are· 
being made to expedite. the hearing o_£ cases. No solution has yet 
been found to the problem o£ how to keep cattle fit during· the in
vestigation and trial of the cases which arise out of their theft and 
recovery. Legally they must remain in police custody and the 
police have not the facilities or the staff at each police station to 
gua:rd, graze, feed and milk them. Again, driving animals to and 
from court and keeping· them in the court compound all day is 
obviously harmful and exposes them to disease. Unless the law 
is altered in certain particulars, a suppliant of justice, having 
spent time and money attending the courts with his witnesses can 
at best only get his animals back either diseased or out of condition. 

The confidence inspired by the activities of the special cattle 
police has encouraged the public to come forward with information 
regarding cases which have hitherto been suppressed owing to fear 
o£ reprisals on the part of the big cattle receivers. This is one of 
the causes of the increase in the figures of this type of crime. The· 
work of the special cattle police ha-s been well received by the pub
lic, has been favourably commented on by a number of Members. 
of the Provincial Legislative Council and shows every promise of 
being successful in its operation. The in~icatio:ils at present are
that the general adoption of the system- throughout the province-
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will result in considerably curtailing the activities of the cattle 
thieving fraternity and thus ensuring to the agriculturist the safety 
of his most valued possession. • 

Some of the murders reported to the Punjab Police during the 
year show how cheaply human life is held in some parts and among 
some sections of the population of this country. The· following two 
()ases may he quoted as insta;nces. In the .Ambala District, a "'oman 

· murdered her three children aged 9, 8 and 5 respectively by throw
ing them into a well. The reason for this tripte crime was the 
paltry one that she had quarelled with her co-wife in the absence 
of her husband. The second case was reported from a village in 
the Jullundur District, situated in an area which in the past was 
notorious for female infanticide. Hoce a Sikh murdered his 
daughter aged 2! years because he grudged the exp~nditure which 
he would have to incur on her marriage. It is strongly suspected 
that he had previously murdered two other daughters for the same 
reason. This is the first case of female infanticide reported from 
this neighbourhood for some years. Formerly the J ullundur 
District was one of the worst places in India for this abominable 
crime, but the police, after it passed into"British possession with 
the conquest of the Punjab, stamped out infanticide and are not 
likely to allow it to be revived. 

The celebration of the Hindu festival of the Dussehra at Lahore 
in October 1926 was ma·rked by a disastrous fatality. .At the con
clusion of the last day's proceedings, just as the crowd was begin
ning to return to the city from the public park where the festivities 
had been carried on, a bomb exploded on the road leading to the 
city killing two men on the spot and severely wounding many 
others. The wounded were at once removed to hospital where 10 
men succumbed to their injuries. .A thorough investigation followed 
but no clue has yet been obtained to the perpetrator of this outrage 
which is as wanton a crime as can possibly be imagined. 

Bombay reports .a peaceful year on th·e whole. During the past 
three years or so, the Presidency Police have taken vigorous action 
against dacoits, outlaws and other dangerous criminals and the 
results of their labour are now beginning to be seen. It is true that 
murders show a slight increase, but the total number of cases of 
dacoity and robbery taken together was the least recorded during 
the last quinquennium: The total number of burglaries reported 
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during 1926 is ·also the least tor any of the past five years. It is 
worthy of note that the success attained by the Bombay Police in 
burglary investigations, which are notoriously the most difficult of 
all investigations in India, compare well with that obtained in 
England. By striking vigorously at receivers of stolen property
the Bombay l'olice are rem?ving one of the main props of burglary. 

!Mer-communal tension throughout the year compel~ed the
police in Bombay as elsewhere to take extraordinary precautions tO> 
prevent clashes.• 

.The North-West Frontier Province shared in. the general fal~ in 
crime during the year 1926, the figures for that year indeed being 
the lowest since·1918 and well below the av;erage for the pa-st ten 
years. The number of m'llrders was less than in the preceding year
and it is sati~actory to read the opinion of the Senior Superinten-' 
dent of Police, Peshawar, that murders in pursuit of the blood' 
feud are decreasing from year to year except among those who have· 
strong relations across the border. Even so out of 462 murders
reported during 1926, 114 were committed in pursuance ·of"hlood 
feuds. In one of these murders a boy of nine was shot dead in' 
connection with a feud started by his father fifteen years previously. 
The father ha~ died in jail with one murder too many to his credit 
and the son's life ·was taken to balance the account. 

During 1926 police activities in Assam were directed largely to
the prevention of crime by the institution of proceedings under the· 
preventive sections of the law against gangs of known criminals, to
the registration of habitual criminals, particularly on the borders
of the province, under the Criminal Tribes Act, and to giving greater 
attention to the surveillance of bad characters and suspects by wider· 
and more frequent patrolling. The result of these measures had! 
been a marked reduction of offences against property. 

The police all over India are thus seen to be sustaining with, 
credit their heavy burden _but not without cost to them inlife and 
health. Between April 1st, 1926, anq April. 1st, 1927,-:five policemen, 
were killed and 10 officers and 72 men were injured in encounters with 
law:breakers in the United Provinces. In Burma during the same
period 10 men were killed and some others including the District 
Superintendent of Police of Toungoo were wounded .. In Bombay 
one Head Con~table and four cpnstables ~ere killed during the year-
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in the execution of their duty and similar casualties will be reported 
from other provinces when statistics become available. 

Since the inauguration of the Reforms the authorities responsible 
for the control of the reserved departments have withstood an.un
paralleled strain with success. We saw last year that sustained 
efforts are being made to disseminate propaganda• designed to 
create a revolutionary spirit among the masses and to induce them 
to overthrow the entire existing social and political system, and 
we shall see shortly that these efforts ha·ve conti:~tued during the 
year under review. Before turning to this subject, however, we 
might pause to study the history of what is known as the Kakori 
Conspiracy Case. This is not connected with the Communist move
ment but with the Bengal conspiracy a:n.d it is a reminder of the 
dangerous forces which still hide in the underworld of. Indian crime 
and manifest themselves from time to time, forces which the success 
of Communist propaganda would undoubtedly let loose on this 
country. The story is briefly as follows:-

Early in 1924, branches of a revolutionary organisation calling 
itself the Hindustan Republican Association were formed in various 
places in the United Provinces, the object of which was the estab
lishment of a so-called "Federated Republic of the United States 
of India." This was to be achieved by means of an armed rebe
llion, and to this end_ it was decided to collect funds in as many 
ways as possible, including the use of force and the commission 
of crime. In furtherance of the common object of this Association, 
certain of its members committed crimes in the United Provinces 
and distributed revolutionary literature there and in other pro
vinces. All the crimes were accomplished by violence and murder, 
and in one of them, brutal torture was used. In the last crime of 
the series, an armed dacoity committed on the night of the 9th 
August 1925, over Rs. 4,600 in cash and currency notes was plun
dered from the cash chests in the guard's van of a train travelling 
from Moradabad to Lucknow, just a little way outside the Kakori 
Railway Station, and one person was killed. 

The formation of this Association in the United Provinces was 
partly the work of one Jogesh Chaterji, alias Roy, an old Boogal 
revolutionary, who had gone to Benares from Calcutta in the latter 
part of 1923. He was associated in this work with Sachindra Nath 
Sanyal, a Bengali domicifed in the United Provinces, who had been 
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convicted in the Benares Conspiracy Case in 1915, and again in 
1925 for the dissemination of a seditious leaflet entitled "The 
Revolutionary.'' 

J ogQsh Chaterji was arrested in. Calcutta in October 1924, and 
deatt with under the Bengal Ordinance. ·Among the papers found 
on his person at the time of his arrest were found certain manuscript 
documents which revealed the places in the United Provinces where 
braiches of the Hindustan Republican Association had been orga
nised. It is an interesting fact that the dissemination of "The. 
Revolutionary '•was generally largest in those places where branches 
Qf this Association existed. 

The Police quickly realised that the· Kakori dacoity was a poli
tical crime and the investigation was consequently narrowed within 
certain limits, a proceeding which rapidly led to results. A num
ber of persont were arrested who included several former members 
of an old revolutionary gang which had its headquarters at·Mainpuri 
in the United Provinces. · 

Some of the arrested persons were Bengalis domiciled in the 
United Provinces, and one of them Govinda Kar, an: ex-revolution- . 
ary convict, had recently arrived in the United Provinces froin· 
Bengal, apparently to carry on the work which had been started! 
by Jogesh Chaterji. The connection between the United Provinces 
and Bengal was further established by the arrest of an absconder in 
the Kakori Case named Rajendra Nath Lahiri, with other revolu.: 
tionaries, in a house at Baranagore, a suburb of Calcutta, where 
bomb-cases were found. Some of Rajendra's associates on this 
occasion were afterwards responsible for the brutal murder of Rai 
Bhupendra Nath Chatterji Bahadur, Superintendent of. Police, in 
the Ali pore Jail, Calcutta. 

On the completion of the preliminary enquiries 28 persons were 
sent up for trial. ·The case against two of these accused was subse
quently withdrawn, two approvers were granted conditional par
dons, and three others were absconding. 0£, the 21 remaining 
accused two were acquitted, three were sentenced to death, one to 
transportation for life, one was allowed bail on account of illness 
and· not then tried and. the remainder received various _terms of 
imprisonment varying .from 5 yeaTs to 14 years; 

During the course of the trial.of the -main case, two of the 
absconders, .Ash:faqullah and Sachindra .N ath Bakshi were appr_e-
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hended. They were tried in a supplementary case and Ashfaqullah 
was sentenced to death, whilst the other man was sentenced to 
transportation for life. 

During 1926-27 Communism in India has been both mori) active 
and more vocal than in the preceding year. The continuing rlis
orders in China, which led to the despatch early in 1927 of an Indian 
brigade to Shanghai, have served not only to focus th~ attentiop. of 
Indian politicians on the Chinese situation, but to bring more 
vividly before their minds the importance of Bolshevik Russia as 
an active and potent force in world politics. This I!atural and per
fectly intelligible interest in the affairs of a great adjoining coun~ry 
has assuredly not been permitted to languish for want of stimulation 
from outside, for there has been no lack of authoritative pronounce
ments from Moscow that the Chinese disturbances are as no more 
than the first tremors of a great revolutionary upheaval that will 
dash the British dominion in India to pieces. Such forecasts are 
seldom devoid of the suggestiOJ! that the eyes of the Indian nation 
should.be lifted to that power which has unselfishly taken upon itself 
the championship of the enthralled peoples of the East who are the 
victims of Imperialist exploitation and oppression. The main force 
of most of these attacks has been directed against Great Britain, 
who is invariably pilloried not only as the chief of the predatory 
foreign foes of Chinese liberty, but as the one power that is respons
ible for keeping India in the same bondage which China is deter
mined to shake off. It cannot be denied, unfortunately, that this 
distorted conception of China's internal disorders as the struggle of 
a united people for freedom from foreign domination is one that has 
found acceptance in many Indian quarters where a truer apprecia
tion of the realities of the situation might have been looked for. 

Those agencies which have been responsible for depicting the 
Chinese situation in the above way have not been backward in their 
attempts to influence cruder minds by cruder methods. Consider
able quantities of printed propaganda have been poured into India, 
its general nature being such as can well be imagined. Much of 
this material has sought to depict the measures taken by the British 
authorities for the defence of the lives and property of their 
nationals as wanton outrages and barbarities committed against a 
peaceful people who are seeking nothing else but their elementary 
legitimate rights. In the attempts made to secure the wider cir-

• 
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cula·tion of such· literature in this country the hand of Indian 
malcontents . in China has not infrequently been · discernible. 

I~digeno~s Co~munism, as represented by the so-~alled Co~u-. 
nist Party of Ind,ia, seeD1s to have made little appreciable headway. 
~he ·meeting of the chief representatives of the Party with 
Mr. Saklatvala_. M.P.; in Bombay in January 1927, is reported to 
have ~arned them the contemptuous denunciation of phe latter on 
account of the Party's ill-defined position, with the result tha·t the 
Indian Communist Party so-calledis believed to haveforfeited the 
moral and 'financial support which has been. extended from outside 
qua~ers to other forms of Communist activity in India.. ' 

The concluding words of the foregoing paragraph lead naturally -
. to the mention of other ev!lnts which mark a new· departure· froni 

the_ methods previously pursued by Moscow's agents in "India. To 
take the effect •before the cause, the visib-le results have been the 
formation, at least in Bombay and Calcutta, of-new 'Workers and 

. Peasants ' parties, which, unlike the Indian Communist Party, 
seem to enjoy both the approval and support of Communists .()utside 
India, notably the Communist Party of Great Britain. _~The 
formation of these new bodies followed closely upon the appearance 
in India of one George Allison alias Donald Campbell, who is known 
not only to have been actively associated with Communism in Great 
Britain but to have spent considerable time in ·Moscow. Allison's 
association with Bombay Communists was followed .by a visit to 
Calcutta:, in the course of which he visited the Bengal-N agpur Rail
way workshops at Kharagpur, where- an extensive but short-lived 
strike broke out in the spring of 1927. So far as is:known, Allison's 
visit had little, if any; influence on the outbreak' o_r duration of the 
strike, but the results of his sojourn in Calcutta seem to have been 
very similar to what was observable in .Bombay. In the. latter 
place, the leaders of the Workers' and Peasants' Party have made 
efforts to secure a position of:influerice in the Bombay Provincial 
Congress Committee, although so far they have met with but little 
success. At the end of J anua·ry Allison was; arrested and· pro'se
cuted for entering_ India on a -forged passport under the name of 
Donald Campbell, receiving a sentence of eighteen mo·nths' rigorous 
imprisonment. A second visitor to Bombay appeared in the person· 
of Philip Spratt, whose public speeches and writings·hav!'l attni.cted 
a certain amount of attention, and :who ~pp~ars to. have devo~ed 

.~- -. 
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himself to the same objects as engaged the attention of Allison. The 
visit of Mr. Saklatvala was a further notable event in the history of 
Communistic activities of the year. In the course of his visits to 
many important centres in India, he delivered a; number of speecl1es, 
the substance of which received wide publicity in the Press. As 
has already been mentioned, he, as well as Allison and SpratiJ, 
appears to have allied himself with the newer organisations in 
preference to the self-styled Communist Party of India. • 

The frankly revolutionary organisation, the parent of which is 
M. N. Roy, has continued its activities on famili:.r lines, but with
out striking resuits. Roy himself has been in China since the early 
spring of 1927, and both in Canton and Hankow has been active in 
directing propaganda attacking the British Government in India. 
In Hankow he has been working in coJlaboration with a number 
of notoriously disaffected Sikhs, some of them the remnants 

• of Mahendra Pratap' s "·Mission " to Tibet, and he and they have 
published literature (both in English and Gurmukhi) of a violently 
inflammatory character. In so far as this propaganda had as its 
object the spread of disaffection among the Indian troops in Shan
ghai, its known results have been purely negative. 

The openly confessed intentions of the Soviet to capture and 
direct to its own ends the indigenous revolutionary movements in 
India continue to be translated into action in Bengal and elsewhere. 
A new feature has been the alliance of the Soviet with disaffected 
Sikhs in America, China, and in India. These latter intrigues have 
already accounted for the appearance in Amritsar of a monthly 
Gurmukhi magazine entitled the Kirti (Worker). 

If one is to be guided by M. N. Roy's latest pamphlet, The 
Future of Indian Politics, he has given up in despair the idea of 
converting to Communism the upper strata of politically-minded 
Indians as represented by the Indian National Congress, whom he 
has roundly denounced as completely 'bourgeois' in their outlook 
and as interested equally with the British bureaucracy in exploiting 
the toiling and suffering Indian proletariat. For Indian Labour 
movements Roy has professed an equally lively contempt, inasmuch 
as they have been. manned so far by self-seeking representatives of 
the propertied classes. 

• 



CHAPTER VID. 

Dyarchy and Nation Building.· 
Those Departments of Government which were transferred to the 

contro~ of provincial ministers by the rules made under the 1919 
Act are often called " the nation-building departments". When 
it is known that imese include local self-government, medicine and· 
public health, practically .every form of education, co-operative 
societies, agriculture, an( the de':'elopment of industries, it will be 
seen that the description "nation-building" is not unjustly applied 
to them. These vital departments of government,· it must be clearly 
understood, are. now controlled in every province by Ministers res:. 
ponsible to the provincial legislative councils and dism:issible by 
these if they forfeit their confidence. We have already seen that it 
is inevitable that the influence of ministers should be felt even in the 
administration of the "reserved'' departments since the numerous 
activities of the provincial governments cannot be kept entirely 
within water-tight compartments, but in this chapter we are to study 
the working of the most important of the "transferred" departments, 
that is, those departments in which the control of responsible min
isters is direct and subject t0 only a few necessary safeguards ·design
ed to prevent a deadlock or· a breakdown in the administration 
machine. It is worth noticing at this point that the term 
"'Dyarchy" has now acquired a restricted meaning and when used 
in conversation or in newspapers and on platform signifies the admin7 
istration of the "transferred" departments. So, when it is said 
that dyarchy has failed, what is really meant is that the achieve.:. 
ments of ministers in the " transferred " departments have from 
one cause or another not been all that was hoped when the reforms 
were started; it does not mean that dyarchy has made. it impossible 
to maintain law and order or to carry on the ordinary administration 
of the provinces effectively, for, as we saw in the previous chapter, 
this is not so. The provincial· governments have throu.ghout con
tinued to function and to function efficiently in the :mj.dst of circum
stances hostile to orderly government almost without precedent in 
the history of B#tish India. But before we proceed to examine in 
detail the work of the "transfer:t;ed " depar~ments, it may be as well 
to remind the reader of all but insuperable obstacles which lay in the 

( 2l!l ) 
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path of dyarchy at· the time when the Reforms wen: inaugurated. 
These were the widespread and determined attacks on the very exist
ence of an organised government in India represented by the Non
co-operation, the Kh.ilafat and the Akali Sikh movements," the.strain 
thrown on the administration by the wave of unrest and crime pro
duced by these and other causes, and, lastly, by the•severe financial 
stringency which affected every provincial government in the coun
try. These things laid down the conditions in which dyarchy had 

· to function for the first years of its existence an<l their effects have 
not altogether disappeared even now. 

Provincial legislative activity since the Reforms has been devoted 
more to the subject of local self-government than to any other single 

· item, and has centred in the regulatio~ of municipalities and Dis
trict boards (which do for rural areas what municipalities do for 
urban areas). • 

I£ India is to achieve that completeness of self-government fore
shadowed by the last Constitutional Reforms, it is clear that civic 
consciousness, electoral capacity, and their concomitants must be 
developed even in the poorest and humblest of her people. An 
intelligentsia imbued with political notions is not enough. All the 
people of India, down to the husbandman and the common labourer 
must be able to understand and take a share in the work of govern
ment. It is in the Panchayat, the Village Union and the Local 
Board that India's sons and daughters must be trained in the prin
ciples and practice of popular, representative legislatures. Hence 
the importance of those humble institutions to the political educa
tion of the common people is obvious. 

From time immemorial, organisations of the kind have function
ed in Ind1a. In the pre-British era, institutions containing the 
elements of local self-government are known to have existed in some 
regions for considerable periods. Although their practical import
ance was negligible, their potentialities were great. But they differ
ed essentially from representative institutions as now understood. 
They were not constructed on the elective principle, were not cor
related with the institutions of superior administration, had few 
definite functions, and were not regarded as representative of the 
locality by the State, which was inclined to ignore them. During 
the chaos of the 18th century these indigenous institutions largely 
disappeared and the early British administrators found few traces 
of them to utilise in. •reeonstructing the governmental machine, 
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Hence their procedure was, necessarily, ·not uniform. Where they. 
discovered fragments of the old-time machinery, they used them 
readily, but, in doing so, were obliged to alter their character. Their 
prist.ine isolation had to go and definite relations with the superior · 
administration .had to be established, To do this it was necessary 
to make village officials salaried servants of the State; and, at the
expense of ancient communal ideals, to regularise their functions. 
But where the old institutions had disappeared completely (and such 

·was generally the case), this· course was impossible, and new organ
isations had to be built :up ab initio. ·Hence, broadly speaking, local 
self•government, ~s we know it, may .be said to be a purely British 
product. It is partly a nieas':lre of dec-entralisation, partly a process
of education, and thus, to ,!>Ome extent at least, alien to the spirit of· 
the people. 

In 1882, Lord Ripon's government made an attempt to convert 
these local· institutions into school-houses for full self~government~ 
They issued a resolution declaring that their object was to train the· 

· people in the manag~ment of their own affairs and that political 
education should, as a rule, be given preference over departmental 
efficiency. This well-meant effort did not produce· the results for 
which the Indian Government looked .. It was inevitable that the-

. infant local bodies should be at first under official guardianship and 
thus the growth of initiative and self-reliance among those for whose
benefit the system was devised, was slow, and this lessened the attrac~ 
tiveness of the new' bodies for public-spirited men. · 

. ..\..materiaLadvance .was madei!l)918, when.the Central, Govern
ment promulgated.fr~sh_.ge~~~~!l.}j~si_!uctio~;· f~~--t~.e)e-y~l~PJH~~t ·o£ 
local_ self-gove~ning--:insti~l!~i~n~.,.~-J!}ch ~~~:X:~~efi~e,;~P;~cipl~s
enu_nsi~te~-'- i:J?.:_,.~~?_?.,_., al}-~~un£~~ ,~_p~~~~Y; . of_~ grad11a~.r~;no:y_al o~ alt 
unnecessary ofi!cial.cont~ol,,a~~.de!!l:~.~9~J~i,.~~.;:P~4-:e.~ o_f the State· 
and of the _local organisations. Hardly had the~e principles been. 
implemented when 'the in~ti.oil.ol,th{l~efQr-:ml?.,.b.IU:lPc~,d_,.tl),~"'Qont:rol. 
of local self:governm._ent o~ver to responsible Mini~£!-f;l·-~-As a result,. 
the developme~t'"~rtr;;-o~~lri~io'ii':'~rre;; greatly stimulated· 
in certain ways. Many fresh laws have been enacted, municipal: 
bodies were reconstituted on more popular lines, the municipal fran
chises hav'e been extended, and the powers of local bodies have been. 
enhanced. Also a desire for experiment became apparen~ and.mate~ 
rialised in many forms. One of the mo~ interesting of these was-
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-the revival of the old Village Panchayat or Committee of Elders 
which in some places were amalgamated and called "Union 
Boards". The general plan adopted was to place thes~ ancient 
institutions on a modern legal basis and to provide them with definite 
·powers and functions. While there were a certain number of 
failures, due chiefly to apathy and unwillingness to "shoulder fresh 
taxation, these experiments have in some parts ·of India }_1roved 
popular and satisfactory. Reports show that these new organisa
tions are on the whole serving a useful purpose in the life of the 
people, though in places they seem more inclined to exercise their 
judicial functions than to attend to matters like public health ·and 
-sanitation. 

In 1925-26 there were 767 Municipal:i.ties in British India, with 
nearly 19,000,000 residents within their limits and. an aggregate 
·income of Rs. 16·20 crores. When it is remembered that Calcutta, 
Bombay and 'M:adras alone hold about three million people, the aver

·age Indian municipality is seen to be of only moderate size. The 
great majority of the members of municipal bodies are elected and 
the proportion of elected members tends to increase steadily. Muni
,cipal functions·re'late mainly to public healtll, safety, convenience, 
:.and instruction, but as only some 10 per cent. of the population of 
British India is town-dwelling, it is clear that municipal adminis
tration cannot as yet affect the majority of the people and help to 
..educate them in civic duties in the manner desired. Hence greater 
interest and importance attaches to the constitution and working of 
-the District Board, which, is, in fact, a rural municipality. Nearly 
€very District in British India possesses such a Board, with, usually, 
two or more sub-district boards subordinate to it. In Madras, 
Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, there are also Union Committees. In 
1925-26, District Boards, sub-district boards, and Union Commit
tees combined, numbered 1,269. Of the nearly 21,000 members of 
these bodies, 7'3 per cent. were elected and 27' per cent. represented 
.officials (em-officio and nominated members), and the tendency is for 
1he elected element to increase. The receipts of these institutions 
aggregated a little over Rs. 14 crores. Their chief activities were 
.education, medical relief, and civil works. 

Such big cities as 'Calcutta, Bombay and Rangoon naturally lead 
the way in municipal progress in India. Improvement and Develop
ment Trusts have been op~ating for years in these and other import
.ant industrial cities and hav.e done much good. Loans have been. 
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floated for such objects as housing schemes, the abolition of slums, 
the provision of open spaces, the alignment of streets, and the segre
gation of offensive trades, and evidences of progress are :!jot w·anting. 

From .the fac_ts and figures cited, it must be evident that a very 
real advance has been made in de-o:fficialising local institutions and' 
opening them up as fields for. popular initiative and enterprise._ A 
review of local· self-government institutions as a whole reveals the 
prevaltnce of certain general tendencies. The enhanced powers or 
local legislatures in these organisations is reflected in increased: 
activity in the ~rganisations themselves. The non-co-operation 
movement hampered progress in local bodies to a great extent, but 
as Mr. Gandhi's ban did not extend to them non-co-operatorc 
became members in many places. Here and there the non-co-opera 
tion members subordinated. their political views to their municipal 
or boards duti~, but in other places, notably in Bihar and Orissa, 
they carried their politics into the municipalities and district boards. 
Keen interest is taken in municipal elections in many parts of India;
and Municipalities contain a gratifying proportion of well-inten
~ioned, zealous, and energetic members~ But the new and neces
sary relations between Municipal Commissioners and the electorat~ 
has one disadvantage. As the former look to the latter for' election, 
they often show a tendency to shirk measures which though· excel
lent in themselves might prove unpopular, particularly when they 
entail expense. 

District Boa'rds too focus a good deal of interest. _Land owners 
and men of property find in them a natural field of public service 
and elections for these bodies are now more lively, and on the whole 
members take their responsibilities m.ore seriously and. work better 
than they did in the pasL There are, however, some notable and 
unhappy exceptions. · · 

Both Municipal and District.Board activities were handicapped 
not a little by the financial stringency of the early years of the 
Reforms. In addition to the shortness of funds and the general high 
level of prices, they were called upon, with the withdrawal of official 
control, to meet _extra expenditure on services· which used formerly 
to be rendered gratis by Government servants belonging to other 
spheres. They naturally endeavoured to econo'mise, but their efforts 
only led to a lowering of efficiency. · Moreover, in· the first flush of 
eJ!thusiasm, the:J' had devoted their energies main,ly to ambitious 
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.and costly schemes of education and medical relief and soon found 
themselves in such difficulties as to be obliged to apply to Govern
ment for financial assistance. But this assistance was not forth
coming owing to the depletion of the official exchequer ; :tnd as a 
result, many local bodies fell into debt. The situation was met by 
the imposition of fresh taxation and the rigorous curtailment of 
superfluous activities. It was also relieved by a ntore thoughtful 
and cautious apportionment of the funds available than had hi'therto 
been adopted. 

Unfortunately communal tension, especially in-parts of Northern 
India, has continued to mar the smooth and efficient working of these 
institutions and party and personal feuds are also prevalent in some 
places. Situations of this kind naturally tend to detract from the 
material and educative utility of these bodies. But it is gratifying 
to note that a number of rate-payers Associations hL~-ve sprung up, 
particularly in Northern India, with the object of exercising a res
training influence on the less responsible and public-spirited mem
bers of Municipalities and District Boards. 

During the year under review practically every provincial legis
lative council has undertaken important measures of local self
government legislation. In Madras, Bills to amend the Madras 
Village Courts (Amendment) Act o£ 1919 and the Madras Local 
Boards Act of 1920 have been passed into law. The first named Bill 
was introduced with the object of providing for nominations to be 
made by the provincial government to village panchayat courts of 
members from the depressed classes, whilst the second Bill was 
designed to throw open all streets and markets vested in local boards 
to persons of all castes and creeds. An important Bill to introduce 
Dertain changes which experience has suggested to be necessary in 
the Madras District" Municipalities Act was· published before intro
duction early in 1927. In Bombay, the legislative council have 
passed into law Bills to improve the administration of the Bombay • 
City and Bombay District Municipalities. In the United Provinces, 
the Legislative Council passed two Bills to amend the United Pro
vinces Municipalities Act. In Bihar and Orissa, a Bill was intro
duced to amend the provincial local self-government Act. Experi
ence in that province has shown that the system of having an elected 
President at all municipal meetings which was introduced for the 
first time in the Bihar and Orissa Municipal Act of 1922 has worked 
satisfactorily and the Bill referred to here introduces a similar sys-
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<tern for district and local boards also. In Assam an hnportant mea
·sure; called the Assam Local Self~governnient (.Amendment) Act, 
has become law during the year. Its main object is to modernise 
.the constitv-tion and administration of local boards, and it provides, 
.amongoother things, that the chairmen of local boards shall normally 
.be elected by the boards themselves and it also increases the elective 
illement in the latter. Further, it provides for the taxation of vehi
cles usi:ft.g the roads and for the erection of toll bars on pucca or 
,metalled roads, empowers the boards to levy taxation on an extended 
scale ·and increases•their authority to deal with infectious and con
tageous diseases. Many provisions ·of the existing ·law have also 
been modernized an.d official and external control has been reduced 
to the lowest possible extent. .Another important measure has pass: 
ed into law durin:g the year under the title of the .Assam Rural Self
Government .Act. This Act provides machinery which will enable 
:villagers to undertake as far as possible the management of their 
.own affairs and to develop a capacity for self help. It aims at the 
creation of ":Village Authorities" elected by the villagers them
!lelves for the· execution of certain easy and simple duties including 
those connected with water~supply, roads, drains~ jungle Clearing, 
medical-relief and sanitation .. If the experiment proves successful, 
it is intended ultimately to transfer more important duties to the 
".Village Authorities ". · A general Village Development Fund as 
well as· S!lparate village funds for each village are to be established 
and." Village Authorities" have been empowered to raise money 
for executing any specific work of public utility, though no power 
of general taxation has been conferred on them. 

We may now glance quickly at the work of local self-government 
in the different provinces during the year 1925-26, i.e., the last year 
for which the provincial reports are available. · 

.In Madras, the ·administration of both municipalities and local 
boards seems on the whole to have been satisfactory. The number 
of local boards increased during the year as also did the number of 
their elected and non,.o:fficial presidents. One· hundred and sixty
nine secondary schools with over 34,000 pupils and 12,.705 elemen
tary schools'with over 700;000 pupils were maintained by the local 
boards at a nat cost to them of 22 lakhs of rupees, out of a total cost 
of 88·8 lakhs, the balance being provided by the provincial govern
ment or by. fees and oth~r receipts. · The .local boards maint:;tin 109, 
hospitals a.nd 513 dispensaries, at which'ove~ 22,000 in-pati_ents and 
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nearly 6 million out-patients receive treatment. In: addition to the 
above measures of medical relief, 508 vaccinators were employed by 
the boards and they performed over 1! million inoculations against 
small pox, this number working out to approximately 31: per thous
and of the population. The municipalities in the province increas
ed their expenditure during the year on water-supply and drainage 
schemes and also on medical relief and education·, both secondary 
and elementary. • 

In Bombay, both municipalities and local boards are reported to 
be working on the whole in a not unsatisfactor;t manner. Some of 
the municipalities have recently taken to raising loans in the open 
market for sanitary and other improvement schemes and tne net 
income of municipalities generally in the province seems to be on 
the increase. Every local board in the Bombay Presidency is now 
presided over by elected Presidents. 

In Assam, Municipalities managed during the year to raise the 
average incidence of taxation by about :five annas per head and they 
spent increased sums on public works and sanitation schemes. The 

• local boards increased their expenditure on medical aid and sanita
tion and they and their doctors continued their co-operation and 
took a lively interest in the campaign against Kala Azar. We have 
already seen that a recent amendment to the Local Self-Government 
Act will empower boards to impose license fees on vehicles using their 
roads and to levy special tolls on certain metalled roads. It is evid
ent, however, that the income from these fees and tolls will not be 
sufficient to enable the boards to bring their main communications 
into line with modern requirements and the Assam Government 
have, therefore, undertaken a programme of construction of metalled 
roads through their Public Works Departments. It is intended, 
where local board roads are to be metalled under this scheme, to hand 
them over ultimately to the boards with suitable maintenance grants. 

Last year's report showed the presence of certain disturbing ele
ments in the administration of local self-government in Bihar and 
Orissa, the most serious of which was its subordination to the fac
tions and jealousies of rival political parties. It is difficult to see 
that any improvement has taken place during 1926 in this respect. 
The local boards certainly display keen interest in education, sani
tation, and medical relief, but many of them are apt to neglect com
munications and to use their machinery for political purposes. The 
attitude of some of the aistrict boards towards the"legitimate author-
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ity and interference of the provincial government is reported to be 
defiant. The condition of the municipalities in the province seems 
to be, if anything, worse than that of the local boards, as the rollow
ing extract from the provincial administrative report for 1926will 
show:~ · . . · · ~· 

"Municipal -administration in the province with a few 'excep
tions isein a deplorable condition. Apathy, neglect and faction have 
brought the majority of towns into discredit. Patna City is one of 
the worst. Bad a~ministration caused such discontent among the 
ratepayers that an agitation was set up for the separation of Banki
pore f·rom the eastern area, but when an election took place only 
from ·seven to twenty per cent. of the voters recorded their votes in 
the wards. The Patna City .Improvement Trust which was formed 
by Government with a substantial grant, having mismanaged its 
affairs for severa1 years, was wound up and its properties made o'ver 
to the. control of the Collector. The main roads have fallen into 
such a state .that as an act of grace Government have taken over five 

·of them, while the condition of the drains is so bad that the Dire~tor 
of Public Health has been ordered to prepare a sch:me to improve 
the main outfalls. Meanwhile, the municipal ~ommissioners main
tain a complacent attitude an4 consider there is no need fo;r extra 
taxation. Darbhanga, the second largest town, is in a state of chaos 
owing to neglect and peculation. The ordinary measures of conser
v!mcy'and sanitation have not been taken, with the result that plag·ue 

· arid malaria are rife in the town. Monghyr, another large town, and 
Motihari, a smaller district headquarters, were little better, while 
many of the smaller and remote municipalities are in a pitiable 
condition. Fortunately there are a few bright spots which show 
that there is nothing inherent in the law, the people or the financial 
limitations under which these bodies work, which must lead neces
s.arily to these scandals. Gaya, which a few years ago was in the 
slough of despond, owing to the energy and resource of its chairman 
is now reorganised, with a satisfactory water supply and sani.tary 
system, good roads and the early prospect of an excell(mt market 
·and electrification. Chapra, with an equally good chairman, has 
also made substantial progress, and there seems no reason why' other 
towns should not follow these examples. To assist rehabilitation 
Government has decided to advance loans to help municipalities to 
meet the capital cost of large works of public. utility, when flinds are 

·available, at the low rate of four per cent." 
• 
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The same official report shows that there is plenty of room for 
improvement in the management of the finances of both the local 
boards and the municipalities in the province. 

From Bengal no marked improvement in the administration of 
munic~palities is reported during the year 1925-26. The percent
age of rate-payers to the total population was 15·8; whilst the per
centage of collections fell from 95·3 per cent. during 192"4-25 to 
94·3 per cent. In one municipality the percentage was as low as 
69·1 per cent, due, it is reported, to party footion and defective 
supervision on the part of the municipal executive. In some places 
the municipal commissioners themselves were the worst defaulters 
and prominent features in several municipalities are reported ·to be 
due to excessive party faction, bad collection, unwillingness to adopt 
stringent measures for fear of incurring unpopularity, and readiness 
for the same reason to remit taxes. Another characteristic of muni
cipal administra.tion in Bengal is a marked indifference to the audit 
of municipal accounts. This indifference has resulted in frequent 
embezzlements of municipal money. Municipal incomes, are how
ever, rising on the whole and there appear to be increased readiness 
to find the money required for local improvements. Other encourag
ing features are to be found in the good administration of some of 
the mill towns and the zeal and public spirit shown in some of the 
smaller municipalities of a semi-rural type. Also distinct progress 
has been made in the improvement of roads, sanitation and water 
supply, and some municipalities have tackled the problem of prim
ary education in commendable fashion. 

Except in Midnapur where there was reckless spending all round, 
the administration of district boards by their non-official chairman, 
continued on the whole to be satisfactory. As in the previous year, 
most o:f the chairmen and vice-chairmen did their best to discharge 
the responsibilities imposed on them even at the sacrifice of the:rr
private interests. Special attention was given to medical relief and 
pubiic health, and the attempts to combat Kala Azar were particu
larly noteworthy. The expenditure on public health during the 
year 1925-26 was greater by 2 lakhs than during the previ,ous year. 
To balance this, however, expenditure on water supply and primary 
education was reduced-an indication that district boards can only 
make serious endeavours to tackle a particular problem by reducing 
the expenditure on other heads. 
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.A noteworthy feature of the year was the progress made in the 

creation of new Union Boards, the number of w:hich rose from 1,500 
in 1924-2g to 2,217 during the year under review. In some places, 

. howewer, opposition was encountered as Union Boards are still often 
looked upon merely as ·an engine of increased taxation. ·.After the 
Union Boards had paid the charges for the upkeep of their establish
ments•and the collection of -their revenues, they :were left w:ith only 
5 lakhs to spend on communications, medical aid, education, water 

. supply and sanitation, and it is desirable that the scope of the Union 
Boards should be extended and that they should be given more gene
rous ·help by grants-in-aid. 

The development of local self-government in Bengal is faced by 
a very great difficulty in the shape of inadequate finances. Union 
Boards have th.e powers to raise by taxation whatever finances they 
require, but as district boards are not in this fortunate case, their 
present revenues barely suffice for their most elementary necessities 
and leave nothing for constructive work. · If the work of the dis
trict boards is to progress, some method must be found of increasing 
their incomes either by raising the statutory limit a£present impos-

. ed on the rate of road and public works cess, or by substituting some 
form of local taxation which will ;tpply to agriculturists as well as 
to non~agriculturists and, will take the property and circumstances 
of individuals rather than the annual value on lands as the basis of 
assess~ents. The average incidence of cess is at present less than 
three anna~ a year per head and it wiil hardly be denied that there 
is some scope for increase in local taxation. 

The work of district boards in the United Provinces suffers from 
the same financial stringency as in Bengal, but the possibilitie~ of 
increasing local taxation here seem to be less than in the latter pro
vince. In about 30 out of 48 existing boards recurring expenditure 

• exceeds the recurring income, and it seems likely that even if addi
tional local taxation is imposed to the highest level possible addi
tional revenues so obtained will suffice only to maintain the existing 
system of· administration .. The provincial administration. report 
complains that although the members of district boards in the United 
Provinces are drawn from the most public spirited men of their con
stituencies, these tend to concern themselves more with minor ques
tions of administrative detail rather than with the broader aspects 
of their work. .A hopeful sign, howevert is that public interest in 
district board affairs is beginning t9 awake _and when interest has · 
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been fully aroused, the boards will, no doubt, be able more fully to 
discharge their responsibilities. 

Upon the whole the condition of municipalities of the province 
is hopeful. Their :financial position is improving and has be:n im
proving for some time and expenditure has increasfd under every 
head except that of water supply. Roads and drainage alon.e were 
allotted nearly 6 lakhs of rupees more than in the year 1924-25. 
Collections also improved, although outstanding balances are still 
heavy in the larger municipalities. The admin{stration of public 
services in the latter continued to improve. Electric lighting has 
been introduced into a number of towns, and eight other towns have 
electric supply schemes in various stages of development, most of 
which will be operated by private compatlies. The number of towns 
with a municipal water supply continues to increase- and the muni
cipal boards are beginning to realise that water supply can be a pay
ing proposition. Further, with only a few exceptions, municipali
ties are making strenuous efforts to improve their roads. Lucknow, 
for example has a complete programme for the construction o£ bitu
men bound roads and Agra has applied for funds for the construc
tion of similar roads there. 

It is satisfactory to note the increased attention paid to maternity 
and child welfare. In .51 towns there are hospitals giving instruc
tions in midwifery and 38 cities held baby weeks. Infantile mor
tality generally decreased, notably in Cawnpore, where, however, 
the rate is still very high owing to the insanitary conditions of the 
industrial quarters. 

The internal work of the boards continues to be hampered by 
communal bias and party faction. Nepotism is not uncommon and 
boards are loth to use to the full the powers given to them for the 
enforcement of bye-laws, the collection of dufils, and the punishment • 
of their subordinates. In no less than 36 municipalities, including 
almost all the important boards, the conditions of the accounts, 
especially of those connected with water supply, public works and 
advances, was unsatisfactory. Embezzlements increased owing to 
the inadequate supervision and failure to enforce compliance with 
the rules. These facts indicate that though the boards are making 
good progress in many directions there is still much room for im-
provement in others. • 
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Opinions on the value of the-village panchayats are diver'se. IIi 
some districts panchayats are condemned-as an anachronism of little 
practicalvse, while in others, efforts are being nia~e to establish one 
in ev~ry village. On some points, however, there is general agree-' 
ment. The object of the Village Panchayat Act was to revive· the 
old village council for -the settlement of village disputes: The. 
figures show that a large number of cases are being d.ecided by the 
panchayats. But at the same time the ordinary criminal and civil 
litigation continuts to increase, and it is a question whether, by 
affording more facilities for petty litigation, the Act has not con
tributed to the growth of an evil which it was intended to check. 
On the other hand there is reason to believe that by providing the 
village money-lender with an inexpensive means of recovering his 
dues and so in~easing his sense of security, panchayats are having 
the effect of reducing the local rates of interest. The chief difficulty 
is that of finding panches who command the respect of their fellows. 
Faction and intrigue make many panchayats incapable of useful 
work, but where care is exercised in the selection of the panches very 
satisfactory results have been achieved. 

· It is in administration that the chief utility of the panchayats 
must be sought. They have done much in matters connected with 
petty village improvements and can do inore still to further the 
causes of sanitation and co-operative credit. But they need en
·couragement and although there are some who admit the compara
tive failure of panchayats and attribute it to the fact that the official 
hand is too much in evidence both in the appointment of panches 
and in their supervision, there is little doubt that the s'liccess or 
'failure of the movement varies directly with the interest or indiffer-
ence of the district staff. · 

• The process of weeding out unsatisfactory panchayats in the 
United Provinces has been practically completed and the total num
ber of panchayats in 1925-26 rose to 3,948 while the population. 
affected by them increased by two and a hal£ millions to eight 
millions. 

. . 
In last year's report reference was made. to the reconstitution of 

municipalities and ·district councils of the Central Provinces under 
the Municipalities Act, 1922 and the Local Self-government Act of 
1920 respectively. During the year .1925-~6 this reconstitution was 
completed and all municipalities arid district councils are now eon-

• • + • 
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stituted under the new :Acts. The elective principle has been intro
duced into all municipalities with the one exception of the provin
cial hill station P.,achmari, whose circumstances are peculiar. Four 
new municipalities were created during the year bringing the 
number in the province up to 65. The elections h.eld during the 
year were keenly contested and the interest displayed by the electors 
was encouraging. It is a hopeful sign that politics have ce;sed to 
dominate the elections to and administration of, these local bodies 
to the same extent that they did in recent years. errhe attendance in 
almost all local bodies showed an appreciable improvement and the 
number of abortive and adjourned meetings decreased. The· rela
tions between local bodies and Government servants continued to be 
cordial. There has, however, been no improvement in the collection 
of municipal taxes, which has suffered from want .of method and 
energy, delay in the preparation of assessment lists and lack of 
proper supervision over tax collectors. Most of the municipalities 
show great reluctance in issuing coercive processes against defaulters, 
whilst the district councils do not appear to have made use of their 
increased powers of taxation except in the matter of public markets. 
The accounts of local bodies do not show any improvement and the 
number of financial irregularities disclosed by the report of the 
examiner of local fund accounts seems to be increasing from year 
to year. During the year under review the total expenditure of all 
local bodies, both municipalities and local boards, increased owing 
to additional outlay by the district councils on education and pu~lic 
works and by Municipalities on water supply schemes. It is satis
factory to notice that the importance of a good water supply to the 
future development of towns is being increasingly realised by the 
municipalities. 

In the Punjab, the improved condition of provincial finances 
enabled the provincial Government to place large funds at the dis-• 
posal of district boards, and the interest of members was thus largely 
stimulated in measures of development. Education continued to 
attract greater attention than any other service, but Government 
grants enabled boards to make better provision for medical relief 
and for roads. Not much progress was made with the attempt to 
establish smaller local self-government institutions in rural areas · 
by means of panchayats, the number of which remained practically 
stationary, and though t1 considerable number of petty civil and 
criminal cases were disposed of, practically no use was. made by 
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panchayats of th-eir powers for improving sanitary conditions and: 
generally increasing the amenities of village life. In urban areas 
communal rivalries had an unfortunate effect.on the administration, 
and the report of the Local Audit Departmenf revealed the continu
ance. o£ a very unsatisfactory state of affairs in respect of many ~ides 
of municipal government. In small towns little was done to improve 
conditions: comn1ittees were slow to impose· taxation and loth to 
enforce its collection when. imposed, with the result that large 
arrears were outs~nding at the end of the year. · 

The brief sketch contained in Chapter IIIof the conditions under 
which ·so many of India's·millions live will.enable the reader by 
inference to understand something of 'the formidable character· of 
the problems which face the Ministers who are responsible for the 

. public health Qf their provinces. The distribution of the popula
tion of India, general povcerty and backwardness in education make 
it inevitable that all improvement in sanitary condit1ons ·should be 
almost entirely the work of the state. Climatic and other natural 
conditions render the people of India prone to many devastating 
epidemic or contagious diseases which. have been · stamped out in 
more fortunate ,countries. Certain diseases .like malaria, hook~ 
~or~, and kala azar are endemic in many parts of the country and 
although these are all preventable their prevention requires an 
amount of labour, financial expenditure and determination which, 
in existing circumstances, can hardly be looked for from the people 
themselves. · Municipalities and other units of local self-government 
are taking an increasing share in this· work not only by _providing 
medical relief but also by undertaking schemes for: water supply and 
by instructing children and parents in elementary notions of 
hygiene. But in addition to adverse natural conditions, social reli
g~ous customs, and superstition· place ·obstacles in the way· of the 

•sanitary reformer.· As we so of~en find in other matters, what in the 
west is one prcibl~m tends in India to become a imrriber of inextrlc~ 
ably interwoven problems each one having its roots deep in tradi
tional usage or religion. Progress therefore in this country is neces;:, 
sarily slow and made against greater obstacles and with greater 
expenditure of money and labour than elsewhere. Yet in· spite of . 
all these things it cannot be contested that. cpnditions of public 
health improve in India if not from year to year, at any ;rate fro~ 
decade to . decade. Since the regular cettsus in this country was 
started hal£ a century ago, the population has.grown steadily. The-
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;greater part of this growth is no doubt due to the internal and exter
nal security and the freedom from famine which followed the estab
lishment of British rule, but some credit is due to the.spread of 
medical facili_ties and the strengthening of the organisations which 
·deal with epidemics of plague, malaria and other destructive dis
eases. In the past, every important fair or other cr;wded gathering 
was a likely source of disease and death to many thousands, b~t now
a-days medical arrangements either prevent outbreaks of disease on 
-these occasions or immensely minimise their effect~ when i;hey cannot 
be prev·ented. The number of hospitals, dispensaries and tmined 
medical practitioners grows yearly and the gap between the de~and 
.and the supply of medical facilities in India continually narrows. 
Every housing, water, and other sanita:ry scheme undertaken by a 
municipality or other body is a valuable contributioD to the cause of 
·public health and sanitation and such schemes show a regular in
-crease in number. Much is hoped for from the education of the ris
ing generation, particularly the girls, in elementary rules of 
hygiene. 

The latest vital statistics of British India relate to the year 1925 
and from them it appears that India was fortunate in experiencing 
an unusually healthy year since 1922. All provinces contributed 
to the improvement of the general healthiness of the country. 

There was a very appreciable fall in Bombay in the deaths from 
.cholera. In 1924 cholera was responsible for 8,236 deaths in that 
,province but in 1925 the number fell to the strikingly low figure of 
57-by far the lowest recorded during the last half century. The 
.other provinces also showed a drop in the deaths from cholera. 

An examination of the statistical returns discloses the fact that 
.cholera epidemics tend to be most virulent about every six to eight 
years. This being so, the Public Health staffs of the various pro-. 
·vinces are now enabled to be more on the alert during the dangerous 
years and to adopt preventive measures, which mitigate to a great 
extent the devastating effects of this disease. Serious enough as the 
epidemic proved to be during the year it would have been far worse 
'but for the strenuous efforts made to combat it. 

Bombay showed a fall in the number of deaths from small-pox 
.also but the other provinces were not so fortunate. In Bengal and 
.-the United Provinces the number of deaths from small-pox during 
1925 was in each province more than three times what it was in 
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1924: indeed in the United' Provinces the number of deaths from 
this disease increased to 12;020 in 1926 (the latest figure available) 
as compared with 9,373 in 1925 and 2,724 in 1924. In Bihar and' 
Orissa too• the number of deaths from small-pox doubled. Like·. 
cholera, small-pox epidemics recur in· cycles of years, a cycle being· 
completed in fr~m 5 to 6 years .. Here again the Health staffs were
very ":,ell prepared and there. is no doubt that but for their efforts
the number of deaths would have been considerably .nigher than· 
they w~re. . 

• 
There was also a very satisfactory falling o:li.in th~ number of 

deaths from Plague in 1925 in all provinces except Bombay. In this
province while the number of deaths from ~holera and small-pox. · 
fell, those due to plague rose to 12,601 in 1925 from 9,214 in 1924 . 
. In Bengal the number was ~nly 9, as compared with 35 in 1924, and' 
in Madras it feU by 50 per cent. 

It would be interesting to know the number of deaths from year
to year from Malaria, Kala-azar, and, perhaps, also Beriberi. But 
these figures are not available for India as a whole; they are merged' 
with the general head "fev·ers ". In Bengal, however, where the 
figures for malaria and Kala-azap are separately stated, they sho~ 
that the ravages from Kala-Azar are still on the upward trend, for· 
they rose to 16,766 in 1925 as against 9·997 in 1924 and only 1,552' 
in 1921. Of course, the increase in figures is certainly due, to a· 
great extent, to better registration and more careful diagnosis but 

. it is also more than probable that the actual mortality from the dis-· 
ease was much more than that recorded. 

The deaths in Bengal from malaria numbered about 500,000 and' 
was 66 per cent. of the total mortality. Though owing to mistaken· 
diagnosis many deaths from other febrile diseases mu-st have be'en· 
included in them, it is unquestionable that malaria still remains the 
greatest scourge of that province. 

The healthiness of the year under review may be largely attri-:· 
buted to the work of the Health Departments which were well pre
pared to meet epidemics by taking precautionary measures, to the--

. various Health Organisations, which are devoting themselves to im- · 
pressing upon. the common folk in rural areas where the death rate
is higher than in towns, the need for cleaner and more hygienic 
methods of living, and lastly to improvements in s.anitation andl 
purer water and food. • 
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Turning now from this general •discussion to a more detailed 
-examination of the achievements of the provincial departments, we 
may note that in Madras the Public Health Department was able 

. during the year 1925-26 to continue its normal expansion•and much 
was done in the direction o£ educating the public in health matters 
and in endeavouring to inculcate some sense of respo!lsibility in per
£onal hygiene. The Madras Health Council continued its .propa
:ganda work. A cinema film on malaria was exhibited at several 
centres and the Health and Baby Week of 1926 was celebrated with 
considerable success in over 6,000 places. The number of munici
palities employing Health Officers increased, and additional Health 
Inspectors were appointed for rural areas. A scheme for the train
ing of midwives, the key to a vast improvement in the lot of women 
and children in this country was sanctio'ned with a view to enabling 
the women trained to settle in rural areas after the tt-aining. Addi

tional concessions were offered in order to render the nursing service 
more attractive and the Madras Nurses and Midwives Act was pass
~d by the Legislative Council, to be brought into force as soon as the 
necessary rules haye been framed. A voluntary scheme for the 
medical inspection of schools was exploited to the fullest extent and 
compulsory medical examinations' of all pupils studying in recog
nised schools is regarded as desirable by the Government of Madras. 
Throughout the year, the fight was continued against malaria, 
cholera and hookworm, and much valuable educative and preventive 
work was ac~o:mplished. 

In Bombay the year 1925 marked the close of a triennium which 
has been a very important one in the history of hospital organisa
tion and medical education in the Presidency.' As a result of con
-!!t~nt representations by the General Medical Council of Great Bri
tain, the defects in medical education have been largely removed
and adequate training facilities in the different branches of medi
cine have been provided. In Bombay city it was decided that a com: 
bined effort should be made by the provincial Government and the 
Municipality on the one hand, and the public on the other, to organ
ise a definite scheme of hospital expansion. An eventual expansion . 
of 2,000 beds is aimed at in the City of Bombay, but in view of the 
-existing financial conditions it will only be possible •to attempt in 
the immediate future to set up about 850 beds. The appeal to the 
public has enabled funds. to be raised in more than sufficient amount 
to finance the first year's programme. As regards medical expan-
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sion outside Bombay City, despite financial difficulties, the Govern
ment of Bombay have made provision for the construction of labora• 
tories at Poona and Ahmedabad, and very extensive additions and 
alterations to the civil hospitals associated with the schools. They 
have also been. taking steps to extend the existing facilities for .· 
speciaJ subjects and services .. 

In order to improve the nursing service the provincial Govern
ments are consid~ring the engagement of· a literate class of ward 
attendants to do duty where trained nurses were not available. A 
village aid scheme is making satisfactory progress and 30 village 
t~chool-masters, who have received a course of training in first aid 
and the treatment of simple ailments, are now established in villages 
with 1,000 to 1,500 inhabitants. A proposal to subsidize private 
practitioners t~ induce them to settle in the districts was also con
sidered during the year, but could not come to fruition for want of 
funds. With the exception of 1922, 1926 was the healthiest year 
since 1887 in Bombay. A fall in the actual number of deaths occ~r
red ·under practically all the separate major headings of causes of . 
death. As compared with the preceding year "intestinal diseases" 
showed a reduction of 29 per cent., "fevers" 15 per cent, "other 
causes" 12 per cent. and "respiratory diseases" 9 per cent, while 
the chief epidemics-cholera, small-pox, plague, influenza combined 
showed a reduction of 37 per cent. Only plague showed a. slight 
increase and but for this, the total death rate would have been lower 
even than in 1922. The most noticeable feature of the year was the 
almost complete absence of cholera, only 57 deaths having occurred 

. throughout the presidency. 
· Owing to more favourable economic conditions in Bengal there 

was an improvement in the condition of public health in 1925. 
Following upon the favourable health and econ9mic conditions of · 

•1925, the births recorded during the first nine months of 1926, show
ed a considerable increase. · Though the infantile mortality increas
ed in 19~6 the general ~ortality of the province fell. There was a· 
greater pTevalence of kala-azai' and more widespread epidemics of 
cholera and small-pox. The death rate from small-pox in 1925 
showed an increase of 233·3 per cent. over the figure of the previous 
y~ar and of 17·6 ove~ the decennial mean, and continued unabated 
in 1926. The mortality, however, was little more than half of what 
it was in the previous outbreak_:_a result which is undoubtedly due 
i.n large measure to the strenuous efforts to improve the organisation 

M 
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for vaccination and inoculation and the number of operations per- · 
formed. The trend of cholera mortality during recent years ha& 
been markedly downward but in 1926 the disease raged strongly and 
the province was exposed to the worst epidemic experienced since 
1919. Serious as it was, there is no doubt that it would have been 
far worse but for the strenuous efforts that were mad~ to combat it. 
In 1926, about a quarter of a million c.cs. of cholera vaccin; was 
issued to local authorities for use in rural areas. Large amounts of 
bleaching powder for chlorinating infected water-supply and other 
disinfectants for houses were also made available. In 1925 there 
were as many as 16,766 deaths from kala-azar, though the reco~ded 
increase was due to a large extent to a better registration and more 
careful diagnosis. It is also probable that the actual mortality 
from the disease was much more than was recorded. t\.bout 500,000 
deaths were reported in 1925 as due to malaria these forming 56·9 
per cent. of the total fever mortality. Though many deaths from 
other febrile diseases must have been included in them, it is un
questionable th.at malaria still remains by far the greatest scourge 
of the province. Another serious aspect of the public health was 
the appalling death rate of infants. In 1925, the death rate was 
181·2 per thousand births, the largest proportion of deaths being 
recorded. in Calcutta. "Baby Week" is, however, firmly estab
lished in the province and is every year attracting increased interest 
and support. During 1926, special child welfare and public health 
exhibitions were held at 30 diffm·ent centres and the educational 
results of this propaganda were most encouraging. 

The average expenditure on sanitation per head in municipali
ties outside Calcutta was Rs. 2-0-11 per head, about half of which 
was spent on conservancy, about one-fourth on water-supply and 
about one fourteenth on medical relief. The corresponding income 
of district boards was 4! annas per head, 8 pies a head of which were • 
spent on medical relief, sanitation and vaccination. 

In the United Provinces, the .control of epidemic diseases, the 
prevention and spread of infectious diseases and research work on 
plague and malaria occupied the Public Health Department during 
1925 and 1926. In 1925 a special branch was established for deal
ing with malaria. Nearly all medical officers of health were train
ed in anti-malarial meas'llres, and district health officers made a 
number of village surveys. Quinine was supplied for free distribu-
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tion and the provincial government sanctioned 1 lakh o£ rupees for 
anti-malarial . work in rural · areas during 1926-27. The special 
staff deputed for plague duty in 1925 carried out research work 
thropghOut 1926. The Indian Research Fund Association sanc
tioned two grants of Rs. 20,000 each for plague and cholera research. 
The number flf inoculations against plague continued to rise and' 
pubhc opposition to anti-plague measures is beginning to disappear. 
1The past apathy of district boards towards vaccination is reflected 
in: the continued. increase in the number of deaths from small-pox. 
Nevertheless,. nearly 1! million persons were vaccinated in 1925-26 
and- the provincial lymph depot at Patwa Dangar issued lymph 
sufficient to vaccinate a million more. The principal fa:lrs of the 
province were supervised. by the Public· Health Department and 
neither in 19~5 nor in 1926 were they the focus of any serious out
break of epidemic disease. The number of districts which have 
adopted the district health scheme rose to 17 during 1926 and others 
are waiting for the necessary funds. .. 

The engineering section of the Public Health nepartment was 
chiefly occupied with the problems of municipal water supply and 
drainage. Improvements to the water supply at Agra, Allahabad, 
Oawnpore, Fyzab~d, Hardwar, Mussoorie and Dehra Dun were com
pleted or were under construction during 1926. · A sewage disposal 
scheme at Muttra and a flushing scheme at Moradabad were also 
completed. - Proposals for sewerage and sewage at Allahabad,_ 
Benares, Oawnpore, Lucknow and N aini Tal were under considera
tion. The temporary water supply for pilgrims to the Magh fair 
at Allahabad was successfully maintained. At the end of 1926, 
the Department had works to the value of Rs. 32 lakhs under con
struction in addition to works estimated at Rs. 20 lakhs which were 
being carried out by local bodies under the supervision of the De-

• partment. Projects to the value of Rs. 102 lakhs were completed 
or were being prepared during the year. ·The Board of Public 
Health made grants of over .Rs. 11 lakhs and sanctioned loans of 

• nearly 13 lakhs during 1926. 

The campaign against leprosy and tuberculosis was continued. 
The accommodation at the King Edward Sanatorium at Bhowali 
was enlarged to 80 beds in 1925 and the provincial · Government 
sanctioned a scheme for the establishment of tuberculosis dispen
saries in the plains for the treatment of the disease in its early 

M2 
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stage, :five such dispensaries being opened in 1926. A provincial 
committee was appointed to administer the fund for the leprosy 
campaign and the British Empire Leprosy Relief Association gave 
a grant-in-aid of leper hospitals in the province. To :fneet., the 
needs of the rural population subsidies were given to private prac
titioners, who agreed to settle in rural areas, but in 1926 only 30 
such practitioners accepted the subsidy. Subsidies were also .given 
to local boards towards the maintenance of ten new dispensaries. 

The number of maternity and child welfare ~entres increased 
by 22. The strength of the appeal made by this movement is re
flected in the readiness with which subscriptions are forthcom!ng. 
In 1926; 22 pr9bationary midwives out of 23 candidates passed the 
Dai and midwives examination. Again, the importance o:f train
ing in midwifery must be emphasised, for, until th!i existing sup .. 
ply o:£ trained women is vastly magnified, preventable female and 
infantile mortality will remain deplorably high. During 1926, the 
death rate of infants rose from 175"5 per thousand to 119 in the 
United Provinces. 

In the Punjab the year 1925 was moderately healthy. The dis
tribution of the rainfall was unfavourable both to plague and to 
cholera and the death rate was less than the average of the previous 
quinquennium and very much less than it had been in the previous 
year. Cholera appeared in epidemic form of moderate severity, 
and the mortality from small-pox was considerably higher than the 
quinquennial average. The year saw the inauguration of a compre
hensive scheme :for the expansion of medical relief. A :five-year 
programme was drawn up providing for the construction and equip
ment of 375 new rural dispensaries of a simple standard plan, 
funds for construction and equipment and also for maintenance 
being placed at the disposal of district boards by the Punjab Gov
ernment. The scheme also contemplated the provincialisation of • 
one hospital in each Tahsil. Nearly 6 million patients were treated 
at the various medical institutions of the province and about 295,000 
operations were performed, of which 21,000 were for cataract. 

On the basis of the :figures for the first eleven months, the pro
vincial death rate in Bihar and Orissa for 1926 worked out to 25•7 
per mille as against 23·7 in the previous year, which was exception
ally healthy. The impr<\vement in the public health of this pro
vhwe which has undoubtedly taken place of late years is due to the 
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energetic meas~es taken by the provincial Government against . · 
epidemic diseases and particularly against cholera, which has to 
some extent been brought under control. The most remarkabl~ 
proof of .this is provided by the history of an outbreak of cholera 
which occurred during the R.athjatra festl.val at Puri. Cases of 
cholera when Puri is crowded with pilgrims have always resulted 

• in he~vy mortality, for travellers returning to their homes carry 
the infection farand wide throughout India. This year, however~ 
owing to vigorous sanitary precautions, few deaths occurred, and 
no instance was· recorded of a second person's coptracting the 
dise~se at the same lodging house. A public health cadre has now 
been· constituted which means that there will be of regular medical 
officers in permanent employ, a circumstance which cannot but 
strengthen the defence against epidemics . 

• 
The engineering staff had to be ·increased and was mainlY: en- · 

gaged on the water supply and sanitary installations QJl the exten- , 
sion of the Patna Bankipore water supply. During the year under · 
review progress was also made with the improvement of supplies 
of drinking water in both urban and rural areas; In1925-26 grants 
o£ about 4 lakhs of rupees were made for this purpose and district 
boards have been called on to prepare regular programmes. Large 
grants have also been· made for the building and maintenance of 
dispensaries in rural areas. 

· With a medical college and two medical schools the province was 
in a position to train most of its own doctors. Facilities for treat
ment o£ all kinds are being rapidly extended. The Indian ;Mental 
Hospital at Kanke was ready for occupation at the end of 1925, and 
all the patients ·from Patna, Berhainpur and Dacca were transfer
red there in January 1926. The Radium Institute continues to 

. attract patients from all over India. Buildings for a child welfare 
·cen'tre are being constructed at Patna and funds for the establish
ment of a sanatorium for sufferers from phthisis at Itki have been 
voted by the provincial Legislative Council. Existing hospitals 
are being improved, notable instances of this process being the 
provision of an independent water supply and modern apparatus 
·for the x.:.Ray Department of the Patna General Hospital, the ex
tension of the Cuttack General Hospital, the completion of the 
maternity ward at the Puri Pilgrim Hospital, and the addition of 
a _:female ward to the Purnea hospital. • . 
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In the Central Provinces, the year i926 was generally unhealthy, 
partly on account of epidemics of cholera and plague, and partly 
because of the unprecedented floods which occurred in the month 
of September along the N arbudda Valley. The annual birth and 
death rates were 46'03 and 34'33 per mille as compared with 43·90 
and 27•27 in 1925. Infant mortality rose to 253·3~ per thousand 
births, this being the highest figure recorded since 1921. • :More 
than ever the need for maternity and child welfare work is being 
recognised and during the year a special welfare. committee of the 
Red Cross Co.mmittee was constituted to organise and extend mater
nity and child welfare work towards which the local Government 
made a grant of Rs. 20,000. Up to the end of 1926 three welfare 
centres in Berar, and ten in the Central Provinces had been estab
lished. Interest in this movement has been stimulated greatly 
throughout the province and Baby week celebrations•were organised 
in a number of towns. The development and improvement of the 
existing Du!ferin Fund Hospital in the province and the progress 
made with new ones at Chhindwara and Khandwa are further signs 
of progress in this direction. 

The provincial birth rate for the year 1925 in Assam was 29'08 
per mille as compared with 31'04 for 1924 and a quinquennial 
average of 29'16. The death rate was 22·52 as compared with 27'30 
in 1924 and 25'95 the quinquennial average being lower than the 
death rate in any other province except Burma and the North West
ern Frontier Province. The fall in the death rate was due partly 
to the intensive treatment of kala-aza'l" and partly to generally im
proved health conditions. Infant mortality decreased from 184'75 
per mille in 1924 to 174'35 in 1925. There were 237 hospitals and 
dispensaries in the province against 230 in 1924. Of these 134 
were maintained by local bodies and 80 by the Assam Government, 
42 of the latter being public institutions and 38 special dispensaries .. 

The number of kala-azar cases treated during the year was 60,940 
against 48,770 in 1924, whilst 6,365 and 5,585 deaths from the 
disease were recorded in the two years previously. There was a 
fall of over 15,000 in the deaths recorded under "fevers," which 
probably included a considerable number of ke,la-azar as well as of 
malaria cases. A new drug, urea stibamine, which considerably 
sliortens the period of treatment was introduced for a proportion of 
kala-azar cases. The drug is expensive, but as its efficacy has 
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been .proved, its wider use in the treatment of this disease has been 
approved. There were 6,233 deaths from cholera against 19,182 in 
1924. During the year two epidemic units were formed for dealing 
with epidemics and were found to be of the greatest value more 
e&pecially in combating cholera. Proposals fo'r increasing th_eir 
number are under consideration . 

• 
Pll.hlic Health Propaganda work was initiated both in schools 

and among the general public. Illustrated pamphlets on kala-azar, 
cholera, small-po~ and malaria were distributed, and magic lanterns 
and sets of slides vrere obt!},ined to instruct tb:e public on the subject 
of these diseases. . 

Few will be :found to deny ·that lack of education especiall~ 
among the masses, ~s one Qf the main roots of India's ills-social, 
economic and rolitical. Her comparative bac:Jtwardness in nearly 
every sphere of human activity is traceable t01 this ultimate cause. 
On the eradication of this defect depends alike the economic uplift 
of her people, and the full and intelligent realisation of those ideals 

·of nationhood and self-government so long and fervently cherished 
by her political leaders. 

T.hough education lias made waJ;ked and. rapid progress in recent 
times, it still lags far behind the r~quirements of. the country •.. In 
1921, out of a total population·of 247 inillions in British In.dia, only 
22·6 millions were literate. Of this number 19·8 millions were· 
males and 2·8 millions females. · Corresponding statistics are not 
available for the period (1926) ·now under review, but others tell 
their own tale. During that year 10·51 millions of pupils or 4·2& 
per cent. of the total population were undergoing instruction of . 
some kind, 7•8 millions in primary schools, 1·72 millions in secondary 
ilchools, ·29 millions in special schools; ·os millions in universities, 
and ·62 millions in unrecognised institutions. These figures are 

1>ad enough; but when it is. reineinbered tliat very few primary 
pupils _proceed to the secondary stage an~· that .those who do not 
have practically no opportunity for increa!ling or even preserving 
the little they have learnt in their few years at . school ·and soon 
tend to lapse into illiteracy after leaving it, it must be evident that 
the amount · of literacy among the common people is practically 
negligible. 

But the situatio!l among the middle classes is as encouraging 
as that among the poorer classes is discouraging. Secondary and 
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university education, are not only in·a. stronger position (as agai:Qst 
183,164·primary schools in 1926, there were 10,837 secondary schools 
and 303 colleges) but compare very favourably with countries much 
more advanced than India. The cause for this is not fu.r to seek. 
Tradition and usage alike have kept the agriculturist to his );Jlotlgh 
and his cattle, while the middle classes have monoJ>olised Govern
ment and clerical service and the legal profession. This has had 
its effect on the type of education imparted. The curricul~m lias 
generally been adapted to these needs rather than to those of the 
agricultural masses. Vocational education too has been almost 
neglected; and though in recent times advocated by many !~dian 
educationalists for stages lieyond the primary, experience has ehoWti: 
that there is as yet little real demand for it. Of the 87·6 thousands 
attending the universities and colleges•in 1926, 70 thousand were 
in the Arts and Science Colleges and over 8 thousanti were studying 
law. Only 9·5 thousand were engaged in the study of special sub
jects like medicine, engineering, commerce, and the profession of 
teaching; 641 were learning agriculture, and only 119 and 272 res
pectively were studying forestry and veterinary science. The over
erowding of those employments which educated Indians have hither
to favoured makes it imperative that the way for further employ
ment be opened out by the spread of technical and vocational edu
cation. 

It has already been stated that the greatest weakness of the 
pr!lsent educational situation is the widespread illiteracy of the 
masses. It is here that the most urgent need for action lies, but 
the problem is rendered difficult by factors peculiar to the country. 
India is a land of vast spaces and li:er communications are still far 
in defect of her requirements. Immense numbers of her people 
are poor and ignorant, bound by iron tradition and age-old custom. 
Above all, the women teachers, who are the prime instrument of ele
mentary education in all other c!vilised countries, are scarcely avail
~ble for this work in India. Educated men drift inevitably from 
the countryside to the towns and the village scli:oolmaster is there
fore isolated, too feeble a ray to dispel the 11urrounding gloom of 
ignorance. unaided. But tli:ere is a glimmer of hope in the policy 
of encouraging medical men to settle down and open dispensaries 
in. rural areas, for their presence ought to stimulate intellectual 
life in such places. Yet, in spite of these di:fficnltie!l, steady pro-
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gress is being made. It is gratifying to notice also that much atten
tion is being given to the enlightenment of the masses in general, 
and to that of the· backward classes and 6£ women il). particular. 
Cop1puisory education deserves special mention in this 'connection. 
·It had begun to come slowly into favour, before the reforms and 
since their i:g.ception th~ ·heed for it has been more generally recog
nisoo. The popular legislatures early· declared themselves .in 
favour of the principle, but the Municipalities and District Boards 
at first showed.some hesit~tion in adopting it. They seemed both 
to identify themselves with any coercive meastrres or with the· im
position of additional taxation which is necessary to meet the cost 
or compulsion but happily this attitude is gradually disappearing 
and to-day we find. compulsory primary education spre"ading over 
an ever-increasing area. ll!!!i!!g=t.9-Jk..P.!1rio.d....¥A,q~r~e,~~-~o less 
~an 7· 8 miJJig£.,p..!!J!~'~t.8.\ -~~f~~,g&th~..-P.£.PJ!l~S~~2J.~~ . .O.~~:: 
go;!Ug~,1' .. w.rr.: 'JW~,g2ffi~~:PJJJ;M!'Y~lh..,..jProgress 1s st1ll 
hampered by the chronic poverty of the masses and their hereditary. 
prejudice to such innovations, but Ministers are displaying more 
and more courage, enthusiasm and initiative in the matter. They 
are closely studying the problems involved arid taking such steps as 
seem best fitted to solve them. In particular they are gradually 
eliminating the old, inefficient, one;. teacher village ·school and are 
endeavouring to provide the children of the agricultural classes 
with instruction more suitable to: their circumstances. The grant 
in aid system, too, is receiving attention. ~i<!~-:'llY:"'f!~d~~witlt--~tthese .. 
imp!()Ye!Jl~,nt§ . i~..:.g<?i,13g~2!1 --~"'P!P~l!.t"'-~g]:B'l'I~l!..!z~i,,control. 
~ unic~-p_a:Y,t~~~:~~;i1R<!-l,Q~JJ?~<?-2'~~~~.&e.J?.:lk~g~~~~~~"f51Yl'~h,;,)llOre ·and 
m~~P~!l-4£~1>::<.~!'-Arm~r:.,.,<lY~~~~~1~~sj~ing 
t~"~i~j~~~Jl.§H?Ec~ih!li.H~~~~i~~_:=;'c ·. . ·. . 

The higher branches of education share with the primary stages 
• the progress which has taken place during recent years. There is 

a feeling abroad that however satisfactory may be the position of 
secondary and university education from the quantitative point of 
view, from the qualitative there is much to be desired. This is 
~specially true of Sl}Condary education, which, generally speaking, 
as. compared witlJ Western standards is poor and in part§ ill reQ'u-

_lated. .The methods -of instruction are faulty; the staff takes little 
interest in its work and the ambition of the pupils is generally iner
eenary. Too slight attention is given• to th,e moral, social and 
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physical sides of education; the intell~ctual side is everything. 
Little improvement is to be looked for so long as the demand for 
secondary education remains what it is, for efforts are likely to 
lead to nothing mor~ than the mere multiplication of insti'tuti~ns 
of the present inefficient and ineffectual type. It seems to be re-· 
cognised that "the. system of secondary. education stand,.s in need of 

' some overhauling so as to bring it more into line with present-nay 
requirements and aspirations. It is recognised, too, that since even 
at best only a small portion of India's vast populat\pn can hope to 
pass beyond the stage of secondary education, this education should 
be sound and complete in itself. There is hence a growing desire 
and an increasing endeavour to reconstruct it on these lines, secon"d
ary and university education being separated, each confined to its 
proper sphere and the "former made self-contained. Boards of 
Secondary and Intermediate Education or Boards of Secondary Edu
cation have been· constituted in certain provinces, and are doing 
valuable work, intermediate colleges have been established in some 
places and vocational training is becoming steadily more popular. 
This is satisfactory since, as already stated, unemployment among 
tne middle classes is due largely to the ·purely literary type of the 
education hitherto imparted. During the year under review 1•72 
millions of pupils were receiving secondary education as against 
1·55 milions during the previous year. 

Unlike primary and secondary education, university education 
is not under the entire control of local Governments-a few uni
versities are directly under the Government of India, which con
tinues to exercise certain powers in respect of these universities. 
Formerly, the great majority of Indian Universities were examin
ing bodies, testing the attainments of the alumni of groups of in
dividual and often scattered colleges, sometimes inadequately staff-
ed and equipped, whose ambition usually outran their capacity. 
The old universities are one by one being remodelled so as to be 
both teaching and examining bodies and new ones are being set 
up. The desire to relegate preliminary work to the intermediate 
colleges and to confine the universities to higher instruction shows 
itself in some parts of India. Colleges too have been reorganised, 
new methods of administration adopted, new t'ourses set up·. The 
number of male scholars in colleges has risen to 86,177 and of 
female scholars to 1,412. 'Onfortunately, the establishment of new 

• 
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' colleges seems to be leading -to an undesirable competition for stuD-
dents, and, consequently, a lowering of the standard of education. 
The inaguration of the central Int~I>U:qiv:ersity_ Board might pro-

vide ~~~~g~a0~~i~;d~~@.:E~~~Lt:!i~!:r!~t. the 
growmg tendency to speCialise m the teachmg of particular subJects. 
will in the end provide a way out. . 

The attack on illiteracy has not been confined to the formaL 
educational i:astitutions. Recognising that education in the true
sense, is a.life-long process and that adult education is a necessity 
if the country i~ to have an electorate able to understand and pro
perly to use the suftrage that has been conferred upon it, Ministers
have been turning their attention to this important problem. The
urban population presents no difficulty, for the towns offer much 
scope for the university extension movement. The ruml popula
tion, however, are in different case and to meet their wants various. 
measures have been adopted. One of these is the organisation of 
lectures on matters connection with health and welfare; another is
the Night School movement; another, the device already mentioned' 
of encouraging medical men to settle "down in the villl!ges; yet 
another is the establishment of village libraries and elementary 
literary societies. All these are yielding sniall hut favourable re--
sults. · · 

Of special interest is the development of women's education. 
He~:'"OWi~t~~T~~'m.r~~ifsf~n.'d?eiigi~~~ti~~ of the-
great majority of the population (Hindus) the difficulties are espe
cially great. The demand for such education has hitherto been 
very small and this is the first and greatest obstacle. Another oh
stacle is the serious dearth of women teachers, who alone may under-
take the instruction of their illiterate .sisters. A handful of enligh
tened individuals, it is true, defying caste, precept and ancient· 

.usage have insisted on the education o£ their womenfolk. But the· 
sum total of these efforts have hitherto been almost negligible. Re
cently, however, many hopeful signs have appeared. The growing· 
enlightenment of the people is tending to breakdown the old preju- .. 
dices. Women themselves seem less satisfied with tb,e customary 

. illiteracy of their mothers and grandmothers. Female. education" 
and co-education in the primary classes are grGwing in popularity; 
schools and colleges£or women are on the increase; women are being-
encouraged to take up physical. traini~, games and vocational~ 
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~ducation; and, perhaps best of all, -propaganda in this excellent 
<lase is widespread. The results are reflected in statistics. During 
the year under review, out of a total female population of 120 milli
ons 1·7 millions, or something over one-tenth, were undergoing 
instruction of all kinds, 1·4 millions in primary schools, 174 thousand 
in secondary institutions and a little over 2 thousand in university 
colleges. Girls' schools and colleges have increased from 27,435 
in 1924 to 28,554 in 1925 and 29,806 in 1926. Cleaxly then"there 
has been an encouraging advance. 

• 
Reviewing education in India as a whole, it may fairly be said 

that progress in several directions has marked the history of. the 
past :few years. Lack of funds, especially during the early years 
of the change, dearth of teachers, the chronic apathy of the popu
lation as a whole and their dogged adherence to ancient tradition 
and custom, and, also, political agitation and cons~nt communal 
friction have proved serious obstacles. Nevertheless, progress has 
been steady and appreciable. Ministers take a deep ann earnest 
interest in this laudable work and do much with the funds and 
machinery at their disposal. The demand for sound education is 
spreading and there is good reason to hope that it will cnntinue to 
grow in strengtll. 

Coming now to the history of education in the provinces during 
the year 1925-26, we may note that the spread of elementary edu
cation was the outstanding feature of the year in Madras. Readers 
of last year's report will remember that a survey of elementary 
education was conducted in the province. The survey shows that 
there were then 4,037 places in Madras each with a population of 
500 and above which have no schools. In pursuance of the policy 
to provide such places with schools, sanction has been given and 
funds allotted for the opening of 566 board elementary schools and 
64.2 aided elementary schools. Village Panchayats were alsQ. 
authorised to open elementary schools, and sanction was accorded 
for the opening of 300 schools nnder their management. The edu
cation tax was levied in 25 municipalities and in 96 taluk board 
·areas. 

In the sphere of higher education, the most important develop
ment of the year was the inauguration of the Andhra University 
oy His Excellency the Governor in August 1926. Three colleges 
became first grade colleges and the Madras Government sanctioned 
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the opening of Group 1 of the Intermediate CelU!se to the students 
of the Government Muhammadan College, Madras. The confer
ence of officials and non-officials on secondary education, which was 
referred to at page 16J of last year's report, appointed by the pro
vilJ.cial Government was still considering the reorganisation of 
secondary educ~tion and their report was' not complete at the end of 
the period under review. . . 

Th~ development of Moplah education continued to occupy 
attention and a s:pecial Assistant to the District Educational Office!' 
in Malabar was sanctioned for a period of one year for the purpose 
of dealing with problems connected with this subject. 

I~ Bombay, for the first time in its history, the number of 
pupils in recognised educational institutions exceeded one million~ 
the exact number being 1,037,061. There was an increase of 557 
in these institutions which now number 14,371. The percentage· 
o:fthe male population attending schpols rose from 8·11 to 8'56 and 
of the :female population from 2·14 to 2'25. Out of a total of 26,731 
towns and villages 10,237 possessed schools, the average area served 
by each school beiug 12·1 square miles.· The total expenditure on. 
public instruction amounted to Rs. 376! lakhs, or Rs. 37! lakha. 
more than in the previous year. The Bombay Government con
tinued to bear the greater part of the cost, their contribution being 
51'1 per cent., whilst that of municipal and district local boards 
amounted to 20·8 per cent. of the. total. Nearly half of the ex
penditure, Rs. 181 lakhs, was absorbed by primary schools. 

Progress under the Primary Education Act of 1923 is slow and 
none of the local autholities extended compulsory primary educa
tion during the year under review. Steps, however, have been 
taken in this direction by three district local boards and six muni
cipalities who have formulated schemes and submitted them for 
ctmsideration to the provincial Government. On secondary schools 
the expenditure amounted to over Rs. 70 lakhs, a rise of more than 
Rs. 4! lakhs over the previous year. 

In Bengal, it will be remembered, the administration of the· 
transferred departments, which include education, was temporarily 
assumed by the Governor from the 13th June, 1925. The year 1925-
26 was one of rela:tive opulence for Bengal and the progress in educa- r 

tional matters which had marked the few .Previous years was con-· 
solidated and extended.· Expenditure on education increased by 
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·over Rs. 20 lakhs to Rs. 377 lakhs-38 per cent. being met fror 
·provincial revenues, 41 per cent. from fees, 16 per cent. from privat 
sources and the rest from district and municipal funds. An im 
portant event was the passing of the Dacca University Act, whicl 
made statutory provision for an annual grant of Rs. 5! la.khs. t, 

-the university without in any way removing the pniversity £ron 
-the legitimate control of the Provincial Legislative Council.. Th, 
Act will enable the University Authorities to make"their plans fo: 

-the :future with a reasonable degree of confiden.ce and will allov 
them to start on a policy of progress free from fear that the neces 
sary funds might be lacking. The question of suitable grant ~o thl 

·Post-Graduate Department of the Calcutta University was also se· 
at rest by the provision of a recurring annual grant of Rs. 3 lakhs 
which helped to place the finances of the department on a morE 
stable basis and to remove the atmosphere of uncertainty in whicl: 
teaching was being conducted with consequent deterioration ir 

. standard and achievements. The problem of the reconstitution oJ 
·the Calcutta University in the light of the recommendations of thE 
Sadler Commission, however, still remained unsolved, nor could 
any final decision be reached on the constitution or functions of the 

·proposed Board of Secondary Education. 

With an additional allotment of Rs. 3 lakhs from provincial 
·revenues, the pay and prospects of many teachers were improved 
·not only directly 'but also ind~rectly by insisting as a condition 
·of such grants on the enforcement of certain rates of fees, standards 
of pay, and the institution, when possible, of provident :funds for 
their benefit. Financial difficulties still stand in the way of the 
development o£ secondary education in Bengal to the extent desired 
both by the Government and the public of the province. Both taxa
·tion and fees will probably have to be increased if legitimate ambi
tions are to be realised, for, although the total expenditure on ed-u
cation in Bengal during the year 1925-26 reached the high figure, 
£or an Indian province, of one crore of rupees, it nevertheless fell 
considerably short of the amount which could be expended profit
ably in popular education even in such an advanced province as this. 

The expenditure on primary education in Bengal during the 
year exceeded Rs. 51 lakhs, 31 per cent. of which was met £rom 
provincial revenues and)6 psr cent. from otner public funds. Ac

.cording to the .census of 1921, only 9 _per .cent. of the population of 
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the province ·was literate and in 1924 only 12·5 per cent. of the · 
children of school-going age (20 per cent. of the males and 4·9 per · 
cent. o:f. the females) were attending school. Without considering 
the"project fQr establishing free and compulsory primary education, 
which would cost not less than Rs. 2 crores a year, for the revenues 
of t~e province are really inadequate- ior ca~rying out the present 
commitmenM. Here again, new taxation must be faced if the pro
blem of elementary education is to be seriously tackled. The Ben-' 
gal Government have suggested the levy of a cess of 5. pice in the 
rupee, of which the cultivating raiyat shall pay 4 pice on the annual 
vaiue of lands and on the net profit of mines, quarries, etc., and 
have proposed empowering District Magistrates to make equitable 
assessments, on non-agri~ultural people who will be untouched by 
the cess. T1te proceeds of these taxes, along with all sums granted 
and expended by Government, shall form the District Primary Edu
cation Fund, the administration of which shall be entrusted to a 
Board of officials and non-officials. . This Board will be expected 
to maintain the pubic primary schools within its jurisdiction, to open 
additional ones and help their expansion, to make grants-in-aid to 
schools under private management, and, where free and compulsory 
education has been introduced, to take measures to enforce attend
ance. In consultation with the Board, the Provincial Government 
are to have power to introduce free and compulsory education with
in an area where a sufficient number of schools exist. It is satis
factory to be able to report that.public opinion is gradually coming 
into line with the above proposals. 

Much leeway has yet to be made up by the Muhammadans in the 
matter of their secondary and higher education. While their pro .. 
portion in the primary stage is 50·5 per cent. of the total number 
of pupils under instruction during the year, it is only 13·7 per cent. 

• and 13·2 per cent. in Arts and Professional Colleges respectively, 
and 15 per cent. and 17·6 per cent. in high and middle schools. A 
general awakening is, however, noticeable, especially among the 
upper classes, and this will no doubt accelerate progress in the 
higher education of Muhammadans before long. The buildings of 
the new Islamia College are now complete and, this college together 
with the Moslem Hall at Dacca will be instrumental in providing 
the best of education for the Moslems of Bengal. 

With the growth of female education a feeling is gaining ground ~ 
that the man-made system of education is altogether unsuitable and 
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even injurious :for girls. The Gokhale Memorial School m Cal
cutta had been conducting experiments in the education o:f girls 
with some degree of success. Of the total number o:f girls attending 
institutions o:f all types, 41 per cent. were Hindus anq 56 per ct!nt .. 
Muhammadans, over 95 per cent. being iii primary schools. 

In the United Provinces the number of scholars increased during 
the year 1925-26 by over 100,000 to nearly 1,300,000. • More than a 
thousand new schools were opened and expenditure on education 
increased by nearly Rs. 10 lakhs to Rs. 313·54 lakM. Of this sum, 
over one half was contributed by the Provincial Government and it 
is regrettable that private contributions have diminished. '.l:he 
passing o£ the United Provinces Primary Education Act of 1926 
marked a further advance towards the g.,al of universal free and 
compulsory education for boys. It empowered distr~t boards to 
introduce compulsory education in rural areas in the same way as 
municipalities had been empowered to do in urban areas. Twenty
three Municipal Boards introduced compulsory education du:fing 
the year, but owing to the leniency with which the Act was ad
ministered, the results have not been all that was expected. Anum
ber of district boards introduced free primary education on a volun
tary basis but with little success. The resources of most boards 
were not equal to providing free education without government help. 
An Inspector was placed on a special duty to examine the progress 
of compulsory education in municipal schools. The Agra Univer
sity Act was passed in September ~926. 

A notable feature of the year was the introduction of instruc
tion in agriculture and in manual training in vernacular middle 
schools. Nine district boards, with the help of Government opened 
such classes. Compulsory Science was introduced in eleven more 
government English schools and there were 68 schools in which 
science was a compulsory subject. A deterioration in the standard • 
o:f English, probably due to the abolition of English as a medium 
of teaching, was to some extent balanced by the increase in the 
number of English classes opened with Government aid in verna
cular middle schools. Thirty-seven such classes were opened in 
1926 and funds were provided for the creation of a bureau :for the 
translation of books into vernacular languages and for the establish
ment o:f libraries in vernacular middle schools. 

The health of the schorars was not neglected and as an experi
mental measure ten whole-time visiting doctors were appointed in 
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ten cities. The report of a ·committee which had been appointed 
to examine the system of physical training in schools is under the 
consideration of the provincial Government. There was an in
-crease o:t over 500 in the number of university students. At A1laha- . 
~ad •a new covrse leading to a degree with honours in Science was 
instituted. and' magisterial powers to deal with petty offences com
mitted by the gtudents were conferred on the Proctor of the U niver
sity. • The d€1B'rees of the Aligarh Muslem University are now re
cognised by all Indian Universities and, with the exception of 
Cambridge, by ~e Universities of Great Britain. ' 

Two appointments in the departments of History and Industrial 
Che:mistry were made at Benares, where also a hostel capable of 
~ccommodating 100 women students was completed. A, substan
tial advan~e was made in secondary education where the number of 
students rose ey nearly 600 to 4,107'. The number of English high 
and middle schools increased by 3 to a total of 228 and of scholars 
by 4,235 to a total of 62,409. 

Although the percentage of trained teachers rose, the benefits 
:which might have been expected from this were reduced by the 
teachers' apparent lack of real intetest in their work. The Boy 
Scouts movement continued to make progress, but was unfortunately 
marked by a tendency to communalism. 

The number of scholars in p~imary schools in the United Pro~ 
vinces rose to nearly one million, and the number of primary schools 
to 18, 220, but very many of the latter were either without buildings 
-or with mere apologies for buildings. Many schools were over 
staffed on paper and in one district alone it was reported that over 

. ~me thousand fictitious names were removed from the school rolls. 
Generally speaking boards were more anxious to obtain good results 
on paper than to consolidate the ground already won. 

• There was a substantial rise in the number of schools for· girls. 
A disquieting feature, however, is the difficulty in obtaining women 
teachers. 'rire tendency of local boards to decrease their contribu
tions for female education does not encourage women to. enter the 
profession. There are now three women lecturers appointed at the 
Allahabad University. · 

During the year excellent progress was made in Bihar and Orissa 
with the new buildings for the University and its affiliated colleges. 
The question of the control of teaching in •the headquarters colleges 
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was further considered and orders w;re passed by Government on 
the report of the Committee which had been appointed to consider 
the development of higher teaching in various colleges in Bihar 
proper. Educated opinion on the whole in the province iil opposed 
to the development of intermediate colleges which <fd n?t s.eem ~o 
have been very successful elsewhere and have bee:r;t preJUdiced m 
this province by peculiar circumstances obtaining at Ae New Qollege 
at Patna where the experiment has been tried. The University, 
however, agreed to classes being opened at Ranchi in the special 
interests of the aboriginal population on 'the und:rstanding that if 
th~ experiment justified the subsequent establishment of a degree 
college and funds permitted, Government would consider su~h a 
further development on its merits. The University regulations 
were revised so as to abolish the examination for licentiates in teach
ing and to require the minimum standard of a degre8 for admission 
to a training college. Candidates will now receive a diploma after 
the satisfactory completion of one year's training and will be per
mitted to sit for the degree of Bachelor of Education after a two 
years' course. Men with intermediate qualifications will still be 
trained for the present in Normal Schools. 

In the sphere of secondary education there was little to record. 
Government continued their policy of erecting new buildings and 
increasing the number of subjects taught. They also carried out 
a programme of opening classes for manual training and elementary 
science for every school. It is too early to report on the results of 
teaching certain subjects in the vernacular up to the matriculation 
stage in a number of high schools. An industrial class was opened 
in one Government middle school, four more were sanctioned, and 
a middle school certificate examination was introduced. Special 
concessions were announced for pupils of untouchable castes in high 
and middle schools. The remarkable impetus to primary education 
showed no signs of slackening. · There was a further increase ol 
66,000 pupils in recognised primary schools, making the total in
crease during the last four years nearly a quarter of a million or 
35 per cent. above the increase of 1921-22. The percentage of the 
male population attending institutions of all kinds was 5•75 as 
against 4·27 in 1921-22. Although much leeway has yet to be 
made up, if progress continues on the present scale, a few years 
should see Bihar and Orissa on the same educational level as the 
more advanced provinces: This progress is due partly to generous 
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expenditure by the provincial Government and partly to a growing 
desire for education among the rural population. For four years 
in succe10sion an extra recurring ·grant o£ about Rs. 5 lakhs has 
b~en• divided~ch year among local bodies and substantial capital 
grants we.re ade ·both in 1925-26 and 1926-27 in order that dis
trict .boards ight make experi:ments with a cheap but durable 
type of buildi . New programmes for the expansion and improve
ment of primary education have been prepared and the· orders pass
ed on them by the Government of Bihar and Orissa lay down the 
general principles on which boards should locate schools, the rates 
of PaY :for Gurus, the number of each type of schools required for 
each district, etc., but leave· the actual location and administration 
of them to the boards themselves. The government authorities re
maimid respo~ible for training teachers and inspecting schools and, 
during the year under review have been considering a scheme for 
improving training schools. The reorganisation of the inspecting 
staff has now been completed. Deputy Inspectors have been ap
pointed to all the remaining outlying sub-divisions and the two 
inspectresses of schools replaced by a Deputy Directress responsible 
for advising the Director on all matters concerning the education 
of women and girls. Assistant Inspectresses have been increased 
to 9 and the province is now divided into 9 circles for this purpose. 
This increase of the inspecting staff is expected to give a much 
needed impetus to female education. 

The total number of pupils in the Central Provinces rose fmm 
362,153 to 377,983 and this increase was shared by all classes of 
institutions except the professional colleges and high and special 
schools for girls all of which showed a slight decrease. There was 
also a decrease in the number of pupils attending unrecognised 
§Chools. 

The condition of primary education is still not altogether satis
factory because the management of vernacular schools is chiefly 
in the hands oflocal bodies and the efficiency with which the schools 
are administered varies in different districts. Out of an expendi
ture of Rs. 31·60 lakhs on vernacular· education, the Provincial 
Government contributed Rs. 15"85 lakhs. 

Progress in compulsory education continues to be slow. In 
secondary education, however, the year was one of marked develop
ment. In high schools the number of pupils increased :from 4,172 . 
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to 4,531 and in Anglo-Vernacular schools from 23,368 to 26,070. 
Several new buildings were erected and a number of government
aided school buildings were extended. Several new gov.ernment 
high schools were sanctioned. The result of the hig~school c~rt:i.
:ficate examination was disappointing and shows that he quality of 
the teaching in certain high schools still leaves much to be desired. 
This, however, must not be allowed to obscure the act tlial the 
High School Education Board, which has been in existence for 
three years, has set and maintained a high standlrd of education. 
The Nagpur University maintained the steady progress which has 
characterised it from its inception. The provision of an inteiest
ing series of extension lectures, and the establishment of a univer
sity atheletic tournament deserve special "mention. The University 
will shortly be housed properly in its new building aatd its library 
is nearing completion. Private benefactions show that the estab- · 
lish:r;nent of the University has stimulated public interest. The 
number of students in colleges increased from 1,262 to 1,383, and a 
notable event of the year was the laying of the foundation stone 
of the new College o£ Science by His Excellency the Viceroy. 

Some progress was made in female education, but the lack of 
tr31ined school-mistresses is still a great handicap. However, a 
committee has now been appointed by the Provincial Government 
to enquire into this problem and make suggestion for its solution. 

The outstanding features of education in Assam were an in
crease of 20,000 in the number of scholars, the improvement, by 
the Calcutta University, of the standards set for the Matriculation 
examination, and the decision of the Government of Assam to 
introduce a leaving certificate examination at the close of the 
middle school stage of instruction. The total number of institutions, 
recognised and unrecognised, increased from 5,355 to 5,576 and 
their enrolment from 255,018 to 275,986, of which 5,125 belonged" 
to unrecognised schools. The increase in enrolment was parti
cularly marked in recognised primary schools. The expenditure on 
all institutions for boys !lind girls increased from Rs. 38,16,444 to 
Rs. 40,53,568, or by over 6 per cent., the cost of provincial revenues 
rising from Rs. 22,62,346 to Rs. 23,49,852, or by about 4 per cent. 

The enrolment of students in the Arts Colleges was 1,108 as 
against 1,075 in the preceding year. The number of secondary 
schools for boys, Englisli and vernacular, increased from 317 to 
328 and their enrolment from 39,371 to 42,820. Primary schools 
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for boys increased from 4,22•1 to 4,277, and their enrolment from 
184,141 to 194,799. The expenditure on primary education 
increased from Rs. 10,01,046 to Rs. 10,19,726. The Primary 
Educatio.n Bill provided for the introduction of compulsion 
grad\Ially, thtstate paying two-thirds, and local bodies one-third 

I . 
of the cosl..--

Tlje numb of traine"d teachers increased from 2,923 to 3,150 
but the total irect expenditure on training institutions fell from 
Rs. 88,407 to Rs. 81,854. 

• • 
The number of recognised schools for girls rose from 414 to 437 

and,the number of girls at school, including girls reading in boys' 
· schdols, increased from 32,517 to 35,200. Direct expenditure on 

girls' education increased from Rs. 2,00,165 to Rs. 2,11,349. 

The number of pupils under instruction in the Punjab was well 
over a milliol-an increase of over 140,000, as compared with the 
previous year. The total expenditure on education amounte"d to 
over Rs. 2! crores, of which over one-half was provided by Gov
ernment. By the 31st March 1926, compulsory education had beex{ 
introduced in 42 towns and 451 rural areas with excellent results. 
The number of one-teacher schools has been reduced to under 500 
and the average enrolment in primary and vernacular schools which 
was only 53·5 in 1920~24, has risen to 82. There was a considerable 
increase in the number of teachers trained during the year and 
this was effected at a. largely decreased cost. The adoption of 
.courses in rural schools to school requirements continued to engage 
attention and the training of teachers so as to suit them for the 
position of leaders in the movement for the uplift of rural life 
satisfactorily" progressed. Adult education continued to expand 
.and there was a large increa:se both in the number of adult schools 
.and in the number of students attending them. The Departments 
<>f Industries are, in every province engaged in valuable work 
designed not only to increase industrial efficiency but also to· safe
guard and extend cottage industries. Un!ike~~~gL~!l~.,;.~,_,In~ia's 

c~~~gfl"""I!!5IustJ.'ies~have~ngct.,ygt.,_ c=-~?~rish 
.although they have, of courf?e, suffered from tlie ImportatiOn of 
cheap. machi~e~l~gQ~~~~~¥f:.tg~jf;]J_!!!f.SiW£.Th12~ghout the 
country.,!..;...,.The survival of certain cottage industries in a more or 
lets'fiourishing cond~~i.o~ _is _f!.l!~"""c]lj~y~Q;,r.the,fa,c~~~~~ ,India. is 
ess~nti_:~Uy_l!).~:l! .. <Lof£ottage J~i1!strieso;, .. ~~¥any of her artisans work 
in "isolated villages and live out of touch with the commercial world. 
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'l'he Indian vmage, even at the prese;_t time, is, unlike its English 
prototype, generally self-contained except where it has been 
brought into conta-ct with the outside world by the railway. On 
passing through almost any village in India one will i11.variably 
find the village artisan and craftsma;n engaged 1· turning ovt 
rough articles of everyday use. The weaver plies ~and loom 
under the trees in front of his hut; the potter tur his wheel in 
the open space before his hovel: the blacksmith wo s at his" anvil 
and forge to make and repair the caits, implements, and tools of 
the village; the carpenter, the oil-presse:P, the le!:tther-worker and 
the shoe-maker are likewise engaged and supply the simple wants 
of the rural .folk. Most of the craftsmen in the village are lf,uto
nomous workers. In the old village organisation artisans and 
craftsmen were for all practical purposel'l public servants and were 
expected to supply their labour to farmers in retur~for remunera
tion in kind, according to a fixed schedule. This system prevails 
1n some villages even to-day. Another reason why some cottage 
industries are not yet moribund is that in India the machine is the 
exception and manual labour the rule; this in spite of the fact that 
in large centres like Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Cawnpore, and 
I,ahore numerous factories of the modern type have been estab
lished. __ Manual labour remains in vogue because of certain peculiar 
conditions of "modern times which in themselves are favourable to 
its continuance and growth. Popular taste requires a variety of 
hand-made goods. Thus some kinds of head-wear, dhotis and saris 
made by the hand-loom weavers have not been displaced by modern 
factories. The weavers of Dacca, Murshidabad, Madura and 
llenares, those engaged in making embroideries in Lucknow and 
Delhi and lace in Surat, supply commodities for which the demand 
in the country has not been seriously affected by competition with 
similar machine-made articles. The metal worker, the shoe-maker, 
the goldsmith the tailor, the confectioner and other craftsmen faU 
into the same category and are similarly protected. Proximity of 
market and customer, combined with the simplicity of the con
sumer's wants, gives the cottage industry an advantage over the 
factory, and the former is now-a-days in a position to benefit by 
mechanical and other improvements which are being made every 
day. 

But while India is essentially and naturally a land of cottage 
industries there is considerable room for improvement. Most of 
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these industries are handica'pped by the inability of the individual· 
artisan to employ travelling agents as they should be employed 
ar otherwise advertise his wares, by his inability or unwillingness-. 
to us~ the· best materials· or tools, by his indifference to the desir
ability ~f ~ki g suitable impr~veme. nts, and by .his .indebtedness-
to the v1llage. oneylender· It 1s here that orgamsat10n ought to, 
and h:ts, stepP, d in but not yet to the extent that is necessary. 
Societies of all kinds are springing up in different parts of the · 
country to encour~ge smal} industries, and there is every reason to· 
suppose that their efforts will bear good fruit. But one of the· · 
grea;t, needs· is a central trading organisation. Such an org.ani- · 
satio:ri is necessary to connect isolated and unrela-ted cottage indus-
tries, to bring to notice the ~i:fficulties regarding supplies of capital, 
and otherwise to secure co-ordination and co-operation, where • 
necessary, far ~opularising the cottage wares and forintroducing· 
them to suitable markets in this country and outside. Something· 
ha;s been done in this direction by the United Provinces Arts and: 
Crafts Emporium.at Lucknow and a similar emporium at Lahore, 
but these are not enough._ IE!P.rovements in co-op~ativ~gteJqods
are essential if cottage industries are to be benefitted to any: consi- -
derable extent, f~co':Operati'Ve'organisafion;'~"Yf"effi~:{;fly ~~rried; 
out,-felli.Ovesm~ny· or-the -~co;~~-ic-"""disadvant~ges....-i];_herent in the· 
small industry. Wherever such industries are suffering, the main . 

. cause is the lack of convenient credit. The poverty of the artisan' 
classes in India is proverbial. Not only are they unable to effect : 
sale of their goods on account of their poverty, but the very quality· 
c:t: their wares suffers on account of their financial condition. Most· 
a-rtisans are hopelessly in debt and thus have to work largely to
order. This means that the middle men who place the orders with 
the producer, and wh.o are anxious only for their own immediate 
profits, and have no interest in the beauty and excellence of the
p;oducts, encourage the production of plain, cheap utilitarian work. 
There are three ways in which co-operation can relieve India's 
artisan classes: (1) by providing loans on small interest, (2) in the 
purchase of raw materials and tools and appliances used in handi
crafts, and (3) in the sale of 'the finished article. ~he~:::nojoubt 
tha;t a great futurelies infront of India's cottage indust~ies"if only 

.i -- t . . 
these methods of co-operatiOn can become firmly established. 

---f -1 . • . • ·.' . -- --

Th~- p.e,ed _ f_o1 estahl~shing te~hnica,L ~~~~ol,s_ ~an~ .. altering the 
educat10nal programme m the pnmary and secondary ·classes so as . 

f ' ' ' • t ' ....... '- - ._..., '' ·~ ·-~~:i;,c .::"il~:.~~,~~o";b. ~--,.~ -* 
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to enable boys to receive manual training and instruction in indus
trial crafts cannot be over-emphasised. Beginnings have been made 
in this direction and one need have no misgivings that the matter 
will receive the earnest consideration of the Ministers in· chal'ge of 
Education. The jails and reformatory schools ar1= playing a 
very important part in giving to both boys and m manual train
ing and technical instruction in those industrial fts whrch can 
be carried on in the cottages. In these institutions men and boys 
are taught to make dusters, rough line!!, carpe~, durries and, in 
some jails, even hand-spun silk. They are also taught leather 
work, carpentry, metal work, cane and bamboo work and even,agri
·culture, principally in the form of market gardening. In' fact, 
there is hardly any form of ·class of cottage industry that. is 
not taught to prisoners in one or other of the jails. Distinct and 
great advantages are gained from this form of instr~ction imparted 
in the jails. Prisoners are made proficient in useful professions 
.and are thus enabled to begin life anew a·s wage-earning members 
of society, whilst, from the point of view of cottage industries, the 
value of this work is immense and can hardly be over-estimated-

In Bihar and Orissa facilities for technical and industrial opera
iiOns, on which three-fourths of the funds of the Industries Depart
ment are spent, continued to improve. The classes for mechanical 
engineers instituted at the Biha·r College of Engineering with the 
co-operation of engineering firms which have undertaken to receive 
passed students as apprentices, are also developing satisfactorily. 
A scheme for the improvement of the Orissa School of Engineering 
is already partly in operation and substantial a·dditions to the exist
mg building and workshops are being made. With the completion 
of the classes at the Ranchi Industrial School every native of the 
province will be able to obtain in his own division a useful prelimi
nary training in the use of tools, as well as some technical instntc
tion, to be followed by a regular apprenticeship to an engineering 
:firm under the auspices of the managing committee of the local 
institute. In the Bhagalpur division a full five years' apprentice
ship may be served at the workshops of the East Indian Railway 
at J amalpur. The other large state-aided technical institute at 
Jamshedpur, where young men are given a first class practical and 
theoretical training in the metallurgy of iron and steel, has proved 
a great success. As usu.al three foreign State technical scholarships 

· were awarded during the year, while a number o£ stipends were 
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given to enable young men to obtain training in other parts of 
India or in the coalfields of the province. Meanwhile the advisory 
and develapment work of the department is being gradually placed 
on.a ~atisf,~tctory footing. The engineering staff under the Indus
trial Engineer is getting into closer touch with small capitalists 
and is becoming more and more competent to act as consulting 
engine~r for t:b_e various small industries of the province. The 
organisation of the textile branch is also nearly complete. The 
province has been divide~! into ten circles, each in charge of a 
demonstrator who conpucts peripatetic demonstrations of improved 
appli~·nces. These parties are based on the Cottage Industries 
Institute which carries out experiments in its various sections, 
arranges for the supply of lt>oms, dyes, accessories, etc., and intro
duces new cloths and new patterns among the weavers. Similar . . 

services for the silk industry are performed by the Bhagalpur Silk 
Institute,wliiie"' tlle7~xperimenta:i'· blanket -fa:<?tifry: at. G~ya is 
atte:fuptiiig,.to" do:the same for the primitive 'blaiik~t indllstry in the 
sout~ <?.fJ~~ Patn~~D.ivi!'ion.. ~. ~-~ -'- ..... ~_ .. ",.~ 

,. ...,, - .~··· ' ,: -.,;.r~ 

Since 1920 the Provincial Government have maintained a sepa
rate Industries Department whose chief aim · is . to act in an. 
advisory capacity to'Slil.all capitalists and to improve and develop 

.cottage industries. After agriculture, hand-loom weaving is the 
most important industry in Bihar and Orissa:. According to the 
last census there were 165,592 handlooms at work and of t~ese 
131,000 were in British India. On the average 20 million pounds 
of Indian yarn is imported annually and.it is calculated that it is 
woven on handlooms into cloth worth nearly 5 crores of rupees. In 
1920 one-sixth of the cloth worn by the people in the whole province 
was hand woven. There is also ·an important silk weaving centre at 

. . 
B~agalpur. The Silk Weaving Institute there has achieved great 
success in introducing new kinds of silk yarn for use by the Bhagal
pur weavers who formerly used only tassar and wove plain silk cloth 
or a mixture of cotton and silk called Bajta. The Institute has 
developed the use of mulberry, eri and muga silk, and has produced 
a number of charming designs in coloured silk. A • trade in this 
product' is be~ng slowly built up both in India and abroad, while a 
ls.rge number of fly-sh_uttle looms are now being used in Bhagalpur 
town. Local demonstrations are also conducted in various parts 
of the province of the methods of sericulture, and particularly of 
the advantages of eri. silk production as a cottage industry. The 
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·woollen industry is confined to the production of coarse blankets 
from handspun wool in the Patna Division, but a small experi
mental handloom factory is now established in Gaya. • The chief 
problem in this connection is to get a suitable fly-shuttle lo~m !or 
the cottage woollen workers since such a loom for blanket work is 
much larger than that used for cotton weaving and there is no room 
for it in their huts. : • · 

Bihar and Orissa, as is well known, contain:it the greatest coal • ·ruining and iron and steel industries in India and the province is 
more richly endowed with minerals than any other part of the coun
try. The Department of Industries does not neglect these itilport
ant concerns, nor does it allow the nefessity for developing other 
occupations, such as match-making and sugar-cane crushing, to be 
<>ver-looked. • 

In Bengal the Department of Industries has since its inception 
devoted itself to assisting the industrial advanceme:tlt of the pro
·vince in various ways. It supplies technical adTice and assistance 
in marketing to industrial concerns, carries out researches on raw 
material and manufacturing methods. In all these directions 
results of great practical importance were achieved during the year 
1925-26. An improved hackling machine was devised for the deve
·1opment of sunn hemp rope-making as a cottage industry . 
. Machines used for spinning jute yarn on a small scale, for bending 
.&nd marking umbrella handles and for cutting conch-shells were 
improved. Useful research was carried out at the Serampore 
Institute in the weaving of coarse jute and coir fabrics and in the 
spinning of jute, coir, sunn hemp, waste silk and wool; and success
ful results were obtained from experiments in the ~xtraction of 
~ocoanut fibres. The ,need for state aid to in~ustries by means of 
-credit facilities engaged the attention of the Bengal Govemm~nt 
and a Bill designed to meet this need is under preparation. During 
the year under review a start was made in this direction when a 
loan of Rs. 7,000 was granted to the Brazier's Co-operative Society 
:at Brahminba·ria. There is a distinct shortage of industrial labour 
in Bengal due in a large measure to the inadequacy of provision 
for the training of artisans. The possibilities r,f starting artisan 
classes in towns and large villages have cons_equ(mtly been investi
_gated .and schools with artisan classes have been proposed for cer
tain towns. Educatio; for manipulative industries is provided by 
the Provincial Governments through an apprenticeship training in 

• 
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work-shops along with theoretical education in technical scb~ols; 
whilst for operative industries, there are industrial schools with out
side practic:tl training, wherever possible, which supply the_ 
necess_ary •ed ucation. 1'h_e __ l,leiJgi1LGo_verl!1lJ_e,l!t_.,._ll31S~~c<;epted a 
sugge~ti.~~ :~o .:;tin!ulate _in.Ql!_striuLe!lu~~~i'ln~ith ~S'r-~nts-in-n itl but 
have-also decided to m~tintain fonr existing industriii] schools as 
IJJ-o(lel ~~rn~~itt lci{igu~"s._' Th; ":ea.i~g:;;Jl~~~}]jiiL_and a 
t.JlK_ weaving-ca'!td, d~~i~g -~h;>ol)l~, J(e,~;:~;!i~~)~~.!-~~~ed 
durmg the year .• 'lhe _'total expenditure on grants-1il-a1il now 
amountsto"overirlakhs o'f rupees. 

A survey of the cottage industries of Dengal was made by -the 
Indu~tries Department in 1924, in order to discover ways of increas
ing the production of_ the !aw materials used by cottag"e workers 
and of improving the methods of their manufacture. The Central 
Institute at Se-'tunpore ha·s been doing exeellent work for hanclluc)m
weaving which is the most important cottage industry in llengal. 
T\-•o demonst:Pation parties visited 23 _different centres during the 
year and demonst.ated labour-saving devices, improved looms and 
methods of manufacture. Administrative approval was given to 
12 additional peripatetic schools as an experimental measure for 
one year for giving instruction in the improved methods of 
weaving. 

In addition to these measures for improving and developing 
cottage industries the Bengal Department of Industries devotes 
much attention to the promotion of factory inch;~tries of the province 
sud during the year uncler review prohlems of the tanning, match
making, glass and mustard-oil industries all came UDI]er inve~ti
gation. Already there are 8 large up-to-date match fat:tories in 
existence in• or near Calcutta which produce about 13,000 gross 
boxes of matches per day. This rapid expansion of the match 
n~dustry was reflected in the trude returns for the year. The im
ports from Japan showing a decline of Hs. 14 lakhs in value though 
imports of Swedish matches increased by 7 lakhs. 

In the United Provinces the number of industrial schools and 
colleges ~~ithe-r.-Zo~trolled .. ~~ a-iJed t>y" the, pr,o~i-11~i,!lf g?vernment 
lOse ~o 113 u:-_it~ __ ?ve_.r:_~,pQQ,.~lu,d.e!l_ts. __ The provincial stores Fur
ch~se Department bought goods from local manufacturers to the 
·mine of nearly 26 lakhs oi rupees and it has undertaken to supply 
yarn to the Co-operative ·weaver's Society. In addition to the 
provision of loans and grants to the extent of over one lakh of rupees 

N 
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. to local industries they were enco~raged by the award of gold and 
silver medals for successful achievement, and demonstrations were 
held in nearly every district in the province. The grant of two 
more long-term foreign scholarships for leather workiag and elec
trical engineering increased the number of technical scholar;hips to 
five. Short term scholarships were given to two ex-students of the 
Arts and Crafts schools in the province and provision was Qlade for 
more short term scholarships in the succeeding ye~-r. According to 
the annual administration report of the province for 1925-26 the 
industrial progress of the province was !land1capped by a: variety of 
causes, chief of which are the weakness of the spirit of financial 
enterprise, the inclination to leave the management of industrial 
concerns to untrained persons and lastly the dearth of skilled 
mechanics. The Government of the United Provinces through its 
Department of Industries gives a useful lead in lllany directions 
but the real impulse towards industrial development must come 
from the people themselves and it must be admitted.that up to the 
present there are but scanty signs of an industri~l awakening. 

In the Bombay Presidency a new cottage mdustry (manufac
ture of match boxes from veneers supplied by the match factories 
established in Santa Cruz, Andheri, Kurla, Ghatkopar and other 
places) sprang up in the suburbs of Bombay City. This industry 
gives employment to a large number of people who prefer to work 
in their own cottages instead of in factories. The low standard of 
living in this country is one of the factors in the rise or survival 
of a large number of cottage crafts in the Bombay Presidency and 
in the absence of a complete industrial survey it is not easy to say 
how many . cottage industries are in existence or what is their 
present condition. This makes it difficult to suggest measures of 
state help for some of the cottage workers are experts in their parti
cular occupations and any interference with them must be made 
judiciously and cautiously· The Department of Industries col1ti
nued to help the advance under weaving industries, which is the 
premier cotta-ge industry in the Presidency, by means of weaving 
schools. The production of hand woven cloth increased by 40 per 
cent. over the amount produced 25 years ago and the percentage of 
hand-woven cotton cloth to the total consumption of cotton cloth 
in the country is now about 29 per cent. compared with 27 per cent. 
25 years ago. 

The Madras IndustQes Department continued its policy of send
ing peripatetic weaving parties to instruct the cottage craftsmen 

• 
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in new and improved methodS' of work. Also the provincial textile 
institute was put on a permanent basis and was given a dyeing 
section and a laboratory. In addition to conducting courses of 
instruc~ion "the institute continued to manufacture special weaving 
appliances and to make efforts to overcome the prejudice displayed 
by weavers against ~he use of machine-sized warps. The training 
of Moplahs in cottage ind\1stries was continued with gratifying 

• success. • 

In the Central Rrovinces.much att.ention is now being"'pJ{~o the 
developmentof"illillistria.IScliOolraild."t3 i:p-;~"';ib.g .the methods oi 
trainingiiii'jiarted ~i~"': t~7s;"·i;;:~·tiJ~i¥B:"-" K"""'s'p~ci;Icth~~~ ye~rs 
ccurse :comliining~g~·::'leral'" ~d-""technical education was· introduced 
at the Nagpur Schools of hilndicrafts and scholarships a·re gene
rously given both in this and the other similar institutions in:· the 
province. Demfmstrations were made all over the p'roviilce in the 
use of improved weaving appliances and it is gratifying to note 
that there waS• a good demand for some of them from the cottage 
craftsmen. The y~ar 1925-26 saw conside'rable progress made in 
the supply and use of electric power and the Department of Indus
tries was able· to interest capitalists in this busines's. 

The year 1925-26 saw the work of the Provi:iwia:l Depa'fttnen:t of 
Industries going on satis_fac~y .... ~E:.-.-4£-fl?:m. Travelling weaving 
parti!is-wer'eat"w<irk't'iii:i~hout the year arid :ina:b:y orders were 
received fO'r improved loo'ms and othE;Jr appliances ~rom village work
men, but these orders could not be fully complied' with since it was 
not possible to manufactu're these appliances lo·c;aJly ori. account of 
the lack of skilled artificers. 'rhe extension of facilities for the 
training of mechanics and in particular the establishment Of a 
technica! sch"ol :~~ _ J: o~ ~a~ -'Y:~ll ~4el p }o . solve_ ~h}~ .. pJo~~~m. Much 
good' work-was done- at sericultural stations and large numbers of 

. coc.oons were distributed to the public. The Gauhatti emporium 
and central stores continue·d its useful work of assisting the cottage 
workers of the Gauhatti weaving institute by providing them with 
regular work. Attention was paid to tlte training of youths in 
Landicrafts such as wood and metal working and stone masonry. 

W~!~, t~e-:Coi£>p~eJ;a_fu.e,..S,~cie~;y~~crr:_w~~-'":~,~2.~_2}o wha:t is 
unque_stionabl~. ~1e_ of ... t~e-;_J;n()~t".J!!E~/~";f~9;_iipi~rt~~t~~of·~he 
e~rt~-~~';. _heiJ.l~ made to. 1mprove._~he.2onq~t1?~s~of.!IJ~ m. ~n~1a. 
It!>.ac_t1v1bes are ~Il.ot confined merely,;;t()~tJ:;e~~gricultll!al populat~on, 
although, of course, .it is am;ong,Jhem that it finds its g~eat~st scope 

·-1': ----- ---""' __ ....... _...-.-.. ..... . ~- -~ . '· '·-~-~~:..:~-.;'-,.r..:;.:;,~;;.~tr~~~:,_. -~:··_r~·. : . . 
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and widest fip]c] of work. It is now tlhout 2:l :-enrs :;;inc>e the Co-
opemtive SocietiPs movemPnt wa:;; started in India nnd its y·pc·orcl has 
been one uf unin tt>rrn pted progress, the total n um her of Co-opera
tive Sm·ieties h:n·ing ri.~en to well over 70,01)1). }t is only 
natural that sueh an impres:;;ive growth should he aecompnn.ied• hy 
some failures due either to ineptitude, or, as in sowe im:tam·es, to 
actual dishonesty. But on the whole the growth has been 4l souud 
and healthy one, and if the most important of ~II tl1e stHtistirs 
whil'h are prepared in connec·tion with the Co-operative RocietiPs • are studied-the figm·es which show &e overdue recoveries out-
standing hy the Societies-it will be seen that the Co-operative 
movement in this country is in a good state of health. 

It is obvious that in a land of the size of India, the Co-operative 
movement does not function under hom"ogeneous conditions in every 
part. If the re:u1er g-lances at the map of I ndia,t be will see on 
the east and in the centre an immense block of territory represented 
by Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the Central Pro-vinees a-nd the UnitPd 
l'rovinces where, broa<lly speaking, the agrieul,turist is a tenant 
holding his Janel hy one form of tenure or another from a landlord. 
'This means that. be can only ofl'er personal seeurity for any ohli
gation contracted by him. To the north, the west and the south 
d this block are· the ryotwari provinces of the Punjab, Rom hay 
and llla1lras, that is the provinces where the agriculturist as a rule 
h~.s mOJtg-ageable rights in his land and therefore can offer real, 
instead of personal, security. Thus the Co-operative movement in 
the former group of provinces is faced with certain difficulties which 
do not appear in the latter group, and this general consideration 
E:hould he horne in mind by all who study the work of the Co-opera
tive Societies in India. 

Through these societies a good deal of quiet constructive work 
has ht>en earriecl on. Their membership and capital grow steadil,y, 
and one of their primary objects is the encouragement of thrift hy 
colleeting small shares, receiving deposits and attempting to induce 
members to make eompulsory contributions for special purpoges. 
In no provinee in India does the work of the Co-operative Socie
ties end with the supply of credit or with the removal of. indebted
ness. 

Agricultural non-credit societies are extending their operations 
every year. They und.ertake the joint sale of agrieuitural pro
duce, the production and sale of implements and manures, the 
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furtherance of irrigation prQje~h, and the consolidation of hold:
ing_s. They open di;..pensaries and schools; they assist the Ag:ri:
cuitur~l D~rmrtments in tipreading lmowledge of ililJHOved me1hods 
of cultivnti'lm; they maintain counnunications arid build new roads~ 
'l'he c;-operntiYe n10vemeut has its own individual ft'atures in each 
p1·ovince. In Madras, huiltling societies helped by the ~oYernment, 
are very active; culti,·utors have formed societies to euuLle tht'n:J' to · 
hold up their ~rops for a favourable market and--the co-operative 
movement is spr·eatling even among the depressed classes .. Hom hay . 
has developetl co-oj1enitive tmnking, and implement ·societies, which 
hire and maintain expensive agricultural machinerY.· In Assam, the 
Depar.tme:t;t of Agriculture has bee~ amalgamated with the Co
operative Society. Some of the money-lenders of Bengal have even 
taken to investing money in "the co-operative societi~s, _and in Bihar 
and Orissa a s~ciety has been formed to undertake farming on a 
large scale. In t.he l)unjab, particular attention is being paid to' 
the consolidation of holdings and much valuable work has been done 
already in this reSfect .. In one village which was consolidated two. 
years ago, the rent of the area .treated is reported to have doubled .. 
A mortgage bank, assisted by the. government, has been opened to·. 
provide long-term credit for redeeming the heavy mortgage debt 
of the Province, and to finance large schemes of agricultural expa-n
sion. A very promising feature of the co-pperative movement 
everywhere is the growing number of voluntary workers. 

In Madras the re-organi!;ation of the upper- controlling staff of 
which mention was made in last year's report came into full effect 
during 19~6. Existing Societies expanded their ac6vities and full 

. progress was made in the formation of new societies. The total 
· w(Jrliing e:lpital of all classes of Co-operative societies was oYer 11 
·crores on the 30th June 1926. Three more land mortgage Danks 
were registered during 192(} bringing the total to seven. The aim 
of these hanks is to enable ryots to dear their lands of all debts 
and to etJect improvements. Trading Societies h·ad a profitable 
year and the S<H:ieties for organising labour on a co-operative ba'sis, 
which are one of the features of the movement in Madras, turned· 
out a greater amount of woi·k than in the previous year and proved 
their usefulness both to their members and to the public hodies' 
'" hich had entrusted contracts to- them. The system of grunting 
loans on agricultural produce and standinsr crops shows si~rns of 

~ t" 

becoming popular and the Madra:s Governnfent have sandioned long: 
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tertn loans to the extent of Rs. 25,000 ~o sale societies for building 
sheds for the storage of produce. These loans on produce and the 
work of the sale societies protected cultivators from force.d sa)es at 
uneconomic prices. The very interesting feature of the- Co-~pera
tive movement in Madras is the training classes which are now held 
tn order to instruct office holders and other unofficial workers in Co
operative So·ciety administration. 

• 
· The state of Co-operative Societies in the United. Provinces was 

shown in last year's Report to be far from satis:littctory and it was 
there stated that a committee had been •appointed to enquire into 
tlie whole state of the movement in the provinces. The committee 
published its report in February 192G. The conclusions reAched 
were that the Co-operative movement in ~he Provinces was generally 
lacking in vitality owing chiefly to defective organisation and 
supervision of primary Societies by the Bank sta&, insufficient 
pl'opaganda, and inadequacy of the Co-operative Societies depart
mental staff. '!'he necessity for an increase of staff WRS recognised 
and in September 1926 the number of auditors ,JVas raised. The 
.c.ther recommendations of the Committee have in the main been 
;accepted by the Provincial Government and as a preliminary 
'measure it is proposed, if the Legislative Council agrees, to make 
;;an additional appointment of one Deputy Registrar, and four 
.Assistant Registrars .and fourteen inspectors with effect from April 
1927. Statistics for the year 1925 show a steady if slow progress· 
'The number of societies increased by over 200 and 151 unsound 
societies were weeded out during the year. On the whole there is 
reason to be hopeful for the future. The main causes of stagnation 
in. the Co-operative movem!:)nt :in the United Provinces have now 
been detected and the reforms which the Provincial Government 
have already undertaken should produce the desired effects. Staffs 
a,re to be still further increased and it is hoped to bring them to a 
total which will enable them to tackle successfully the importa;t 
problem of invigorating the primary societies. 

Another province whose record was stated to be discouraging in 
ola:st year's report was the Central Provinces, and here consolidation. 
1'ather than expansion was the feature 'of the year 1925-26. No 
'fewet than 232 Societies were cancelled, these figures bringing the 
•total number of Societies cancelled during the last four years to 
1;118. The importance o£ winding up as early as possibie all 
:Societies which are a danger to the stability of the movement has 

• 
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now peen fully recognised and' there are indications that the work 
of re-organisation is being ;ttended with a gratifying measure of 
success: Fortunately the financial position of the Central Banb 
is thorougply sound and most of them have now realised the im;.. 
po;tal'lce of training the paid staffs and the member;s of societies in, 
the principles and practice of Co-operation by the holdi~g of! 
meetings and conferences. In order to stimulate interest ·and tO> 
foster !t sense ci responsibility 61 new societies have peen organi_~~d 
on a share basi; and 56 old societies have been eon:v~rte<.l into s~_ar_e
societies. It is ~ prese~ too early to judge the suCC!iJ.SS of the~e: 
n:easures but they are particularly welcome in the present conditjolli 
of the movement in the Central Provinces since they enc.ourage
members to participate more actively than before in -~h~ condp.c~- ()f 
the business of their societies. . · 

In the Punjab where the Co-operative Societies movement has 
t~:tken deep ro~t there is excellent progress to record during ·the· 
year ending. March 31st 1926. The number of agricultural Co
operative Societies rose by 1,200 and the working capital .of 
Co-operative soci~ties of all kinds increased by more than 2 crores 
of rupees. Over 20,000 new societies were added to the exi;stihg 
number of agricultural societies.· Particular attentio;ri. lias l:ieen 
d.evoted in the Punjab to the financial organisation of the move:ment 
and the outstanding features of. the work of the year under review 
were the development of the Punjab Provincial Co-operative Bank 
and the founding of land mortgage Banks. Considerable attentio:n 
was also given: to the extension of better farming and cattle breed
ing societies. The work of consolidation of fragmented holdings. 
proceeds apace, and in this side of the movement lies much promise
fo~ the improvement of agriculture in the Punjab. . . 

The consolidation movement is now about six years old, and in, 
that time its operations have been" extended froin three districts in. 
~hich it was originally started to twelve districts. When the 
movement began, it included 45 consolidation societies with 1,653; 
members working on an area of 8,000 acres. vVithin this area. 
these societies reduced the number of fields from eleven thousand~ 
to about two thousand. By the end of July 1926 ~o fewer than. 
255 societies with 12,649 members were at work. Thi'J acre:l;ge
covered by their activities had by this tiiue risen to. q0,015 a~d· 
altogether the number of fields" dealt_ with have been reduce~ fr9m. 
"88,710 to 16,458 at a cost varying from Re. 1~6 to Rs. 2-1 per· 
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acre, none of which has fallen on "th~ cultivator. This compares 
favourably with the cost of consolidation in other countri~s. whi«:h 
has to be met partly by the tenants themselves. It is ~ratifying 
to note also that the Punjab figure shows a tendency to ,slecrease. 

The advantages secured by the process of conso}jdati~n •are 
conspicuous and considerable. It has led to whole-sale improve
ment in agriculture generally. Kew land has been bron~h.t under 
cultivation and irri~ation has been e::den«lE;cl. N (w ploug-hs :m1l 
other implements are being m;ed, new crops and new varieties of all 
ones are being sown, the planting of etrees an~l reeds in hitltt>rto 
waste soil is proceeding and cultivators show an increas
ing readiness to adopt new and bet.ter methods and material. All 
this has resulted in increased contentment, an improvement in the 
cultivator's condition and an alround i"nerease of rents. Morpover, 
causes of quarrel and litigation have been reduced ~ubstantially. 

It is interesting to note that contrary to the experienee of cer
tain other countries where hol«lings have been cons~lidatecl, these 
satisfactory results have been obtained without coercion. 'l'houg·h 
the bye-laws of the Consolidation Societies give them power to use 
compulsion, the provision has never been put into effet"t. This is 
undoubtedly wise for were compulsion to he employe«], the inborn 
litigiousness of the Indian ryot would certainly lead to lnw suits 
and appeals and would thus both delay consolidation and increase 
its cost. A very interesting development has ret·ently heen 
inaugurated by Mr. C. F. Strickland, the officiating TI~>~istrar of 
Co-operative Soeieties in the Province, who is bring-ing the advant. 
a-ges of Co~operative Societies home to agriculturists by means of 
travelling cinema shows. 

In Bengal where prosperous agricultural conditions prevailed, 
the .Year 1925-2(} was on1l of speeial activity for the "Co-operative 
movement and a marked inerease in membership and working 
capital was registered. It is a striking fact that the number of C~
operative Societief1, their membership and their working capital 
have almost douhled since 1921. During the 21 years of 
its existence in Bengal, the Co-operative movement has already 
affected a marked reduction of the prevailing rates of interest and 
has also enable·d the people to invest in the Co-operative Societies 
the surplus money which they used to keep infructuously in hoards. 
Appreeiable progress was made during the year in the development 
of sale and supply soc~ties ·on a large scale, in giving effect, in 
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other words, to the idea of re-organising the economic structure in 
re!;pect of sale of agricultural produce and the supply of necessaries
of life on a co-ope~ative basis. Experiments have shown that .if sale 
societi~s are to be successful they must be on a large scale, so as 
to be able ·to handle commodities in . bulk and guarantee their 
q11ality. The organisation of the Chandpur Sale and Supply 
Society• gave ·it great impetus to the sale movement and 
towards the cl15se of the year_similar,.sP,ci,~~es at _ Sarisbari, 

~~g~. se~:ajg~j~ !~~~,~~k.i..'C(~~®ra1l~~~g~ _ 
were orgamsed for the sale ofJute, whiCh withm_tliis~sJi"<xrkperwd, 
liave b'1en""a!Jre'to-e'Sf'3]Jlls~h~~:=~~hth~fii;.~ ·Several 
paddy's-ale societies are also now in operation and the Bengal Gov
ernment has given their fin~ncial assistance in the building of a 
Ventral Depot in Calcutta. The Provincial Government have also 
agreed to provitle adequate supervising staff for a small number of 
paddy and jute sale societies in their initial stages ·and to grant 
:fmancial assistunce to them in the shape of loans for the provision 
of storage accomm~dation. · 

On the _purely credit side, the working of the year fully proved 
that the development of co-ope:r:ative ba_;nking and the linking up 
of the financing of agriculture with that of trade and commerce 
v.ill be of incalculable benefit to the country, as it will undoubtedly 
save much of the waste attendant upon the use of cash. Consider
able advance was made during the year in getting Co-operative 
banks to recognise the need for distinguishing between short-term 
and long-term loans, a distinction which corresponds to a real 
distinction in the needs of members. By maintaining an effective 
watch over the proper use of loans and their repayments and by 
helping to ke~p the major portion of the assets of the societies in a 

· :fiuid state this distinction will undoubtedly assist the movement to 
corp.e into closer touch with the money market. The need for land 
mortgage banks for the redemption o£ old debts is now being felt 
and a start in this direction is being made by the establishment of 

· _ a hank in the Rajshahi district. The number of Irrigation Socie
ties continued to increase in spite of a local set-back in the Bankura 
District, and a noteworthy development during the. year was the 
•formation o£ a society for putting up an embankment for protecting 
from the ingTess of salt water an area in the Khulna district. 

The Calcutta Milk Union recorded markoed de~elopment during 
the year. The Corporation of Calcutta granted to the Union a non-
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J'rcc1uring subsidy of Rs. 5,000 and a loa~ of Rs. 50,000 free of inter
·est, rElpayable in 6 years, on condition that the Union increased its 
yield to 500 maunds a day within 3 years. With this assistance the 
Union was able to erect a dairy with up-to-date plant f?r th~ pvr
pose of pasteurising and treating milk. The membership of the 
Union increased from 63 to 71 societies, and the existing capital 
from Rs. 75,000 to Rs. 1,17,961. There was a further e.x:tension 
~n the area of its operations. • 

• 
The great difficulty in the way of the• development of industrial 

:societies is the control now wielded by middlemen over the supply 
1>f raw materials and the disposal of the finished products. . Every 
attempt is being made to overcome these difficulties, and co-opera
tive organisations are more and more hiking over these functions of 
the middlemen· Foremost among these societies are the "'Weaver's 
Associations one of which, the Bagerhat Co-operative "\Veaving 
{fnion, has started the first Co-operative cotton mill in India. 
Considerable advance was also made in the orga~isation of the silk 
mdustry on a co-operative basis. The Dopukuria Silk-Reeling 
Society in Murshidabad took up the construction of the first co
·operative factory of its kind for reeling silk in filature. Societies 
.have been formed to carry out different processes in the manufacture 
o£ silk from cocoons reared by other societies and all these will co
ordinate their activities and thereby make the manufacture of silk 
by co-operative societies in Bengal into a sell contained industry. 

Owing partly to the distribution of grants by the Government of 
Bengal, there was a remarkable expansion of the activities of co
<'perative anti-malarial societies for the improvement of rural sani
tation. The number of these societies rose from 98," with a total 
membership o£ 2,251 and a working capital of Rs. 8,753, to 269 with 

{1,488 members and a working capital o£ Rs. 19,064. They 1;1re 
tioing useful work by combating preventable diseases such as 
malaria, Kala-azar and cholera, and they have also applied them
selves to the provision of pure water-supply by sinking tube-wells 
brr places of scarcity. 

; Hitherto, the Co-operative movement in this province has 
-consisted of men's organisations only, but the necessity has been 
keenly felt for including women's organisations within it so as to 
secure their active sym•pathy and support. A beginning was made 
-by the Saroj N alini Dutt Memorial Association, which organised 
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11everal women's societies (mahila samitis) of which five .were :regis-
tered during the ye~:~,r. · 

The reconstitution of the Bengal Co-operative Organisatidn 
Society wlis an important event of the y"ear. :The society has been 
registered under the Co-operative Societies Act II of 1~12, and 'is 
now a federation of the registe.red 'societies in the Province. · · 

In -Bihar apd Orissa the Co-operative movement contip.ued to 
expand during the year 1925-26 when 930 new societies were r~gi!l
tered bring-ing up· the total number of societies of all kinds to over 

. . . . . : 

8,000. FivA new central ·banks were. established, while there are 
·now more than 200 guaranteed unions. The growth of the move
ment 'rendered it necessary to appoint a Deputy Registrar to take 
semi-independent charge of.Chota Nagpur and Orissa. Very few 
sub-divisions in the province are Ii.ow without a society, and nearly 
aU have· at lea~t 50 whilst some have over 200. Ther.e are certain 
features which cause anxiety but on the whole the societies are 
making their i:i:lf:luence felt more and more and their ~:~,id is increas
ingly sought by the agricultural and other departments which have 
tc maintain Close . te~uch with the people· The .Provincial- Govern
ment advanced loans free of interest to seven central banks for the 
constniCtion of seed ::urd maJ:lure g.o,downs, anQ. .also pai(!. .sp:ecial 
subsi.dies to e:r;taple them to appoin~ subor,dinate.s ,tq '\Y.ork u11der f4&' 
direction of the Ag:rim~Jtural Department in populari;Sing imp rowed. 
see,ds !!nd man;ur.e re.commended by it. 

Bombay 1'eports uniform and satisfa.ctory progress in· the co
operative movement during the year 1925-26, when the total num
ber of societies rose from 4,126 to 4,645. A large increase in t4~ 
number of members and in the working capital of the· societies is 
also repor-ted~ Many new agricultural societies were formed and 
housing societies made satisfactory progress in .Karachi and Dhar
wa.r. The notable feature of the year was the registration of a 
housing society in Ahmedabad the importance· of which will be· 
easily realised in view of the remarks made on the subject of work
ing class housing in Chapter III. 

But perhaps the most important event of the year was the revi
sion of the constitution of the Central Co-operative Institute, that 
is, the agency which controls the Co-operative movement in the 
Tiombay Presidency. It is now constituted on a more democratic 
basis and mainly represents primary societie~ which will henceforth 
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have a large majority on the hoard!! af management. Branches of 
the Centr·al Institute, to be called lOt·al in,.;titute:-;, will he formed in 
every di:!tric..:t, and thus the Central ln:-;titute will hecome a sort of 
federation of socie(ies. A supreme Board of management for the 
province is to be formed umler the name of the provinetal ·Co
(lperative Couneil. This bocly whieh is composed of a hundred 
members will meet at least twice a year and will perform llJUeh 'the 
Elame functions as are now perform~d by the anilUal Provincial 
Conferenee. 

• 
Assam reports steady progress of the movement and an increase 

jJl the number of soeieties and in their membership ami working 
capttal. Agricultural credit Societies are now in a position to 
(Jrovide short term crop loans on a lar~er scale than before, but the 
pt·oblem of long term loans for land improvement and for the liqui
cation of old deht.s rem a ins. The e,.;ta hlishtuent o' a Co-operative 
Laud Mortgage Haul\ .jn the distrid of Kamrup howe"\;er represents 
the beginning of an attempt to taekle this pi'Ohletn. Assam now 
has an ;ulvisory Boanl for l'rovineiul Developm~nts and Dne of the 
seetions of this Loarc.l is to deal partieularly with the co-operative 
movement. 

·what bas heen said in this cbnpter shows that tbe "nntion
buil.liug" de_pnr·tmeuts in tile pro\'iuces ar·e doing a good deal of 
yaluahl~ constrll.:tlve work, and it is to l•e hoped that the g-reat 
remissions of pi'Odtll'ial eontrilmtions wl.i•·lt lwve now been made 
wdl allow this work to be extended m11l its results to he eonsolidateJ. 
l'erhaps the .latter jn·oeess repre:<euts the more urg-ent need at 
JH·esent, fur signs ure not lat:kiug that here and there the operations 
d ministers tent! to Le direeteu by zeal rather than a j uJieious 
caution. 

• 

• 
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'•'l'his ~Cortgress reiterates it:; . resolve _thnt the general . p91icy of Congress-

~·-__...----~-- --~·-·---.,....~ ~-~·.:.Y-·-.·..., .. ·~-~--~=~--~--..-~~:=:-- -~~-!>~~ .. ··.-- .... :-

men in the Asseililily':"' a ria-:ih.e ·"a-r.ious: G<nrJlcils "-~!l,i!J~~1Ar~e,"'i'~f;:.s~JF'r.elia nee 
·in nil -m·tidtics· ,\·hich make for the he:ilth~· grm~·_!._h~Qf __ the_. nation nrid 'of 
detl'rrnrnE>d resi~aiice· to e'·ery net'idty, p;m•erumentnl or othe.r,_J;hat _may. 
imJ!.e!le-the_n:qio"n:sbprogres~ towards Swaraj. _-lit-particular,- Cong~e;-;_men 
in the legislatures $ali- ..... _.,.,___-'-- · -~~- --- -

(a) refuse .to-·nccept ~iniskrship or "other-,office;.Jn the: gift of the 
a;,.~rnment nnd oppo!;e_- the..;;;;.formntion of ~~-nfir';·i~try h:v .other 
parties until in the opinion of the. Conp;ress or the All-ludia 
Congress Committee n sntisfactory re.spouse,is made by the Gov
ernment to the 1\ationnl Demand; 

(b) .sub.ie!·t- to clnuse <d) ·refuse supplies nnrl thrcn- .oubhudgets .until 
si1i·h-resj10wse is ··mnde by the Gover.limer1t-'or 'ui1less •otherwis~ 
directed_ by.,.~ the "'A IL:_l ndia C9ugress., Cou)Jnittee; · -

"' ':. _.,_ • • • • •• <,. ..... ~· • ·.,.. ~·· ~ • 

(c) throw out nll propo~nls for legislnth'e enac-tments by which the 
bureaucracy proposes to consolidate its powers j . - . / 

(d) mo,·e resolutions nnd intrortn('e ami ~upport mensures nncl bills 
which are neeessary for the health~· growth of nation:il life n·nd 
.the :uln1m·emeut of the economic, ngrierrltur:ll, ·imlrrstri:d :11id 
ciunmen·inl interests of the ,.onntry, nnd for the -,',rnteetion of 
the l'ree<lom· of person·, spee(·h, nssociation :nul uf the vress, uud 
the couse<sut:nt displncemeut of the bureaucracy; 

(e) take steps to improve -the condition of ngrictiltural tenants hy in
troduc-ing nnrl supporting measures to secJII'e frxit.v of tenure 
nnJ other ndvn nt:1ges w1th a dew to ensure a speedy ameliora
tion of the ·comlition of the tenants; nnd 

(j) genernlly protect. the rights of lahour, ngri~ultnrnl nnd industrinl, 
and adjust on nn equitable hnsis.the relati~ns between landlords 
a.nd tenants, capitalists and workmen . 

• 
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ANNEXURE CONTAINING SUMJ.!ARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS REACHED B~ THE RoUND 

TABLE CoNFERENCE oN THE INDIAN QUESTION IN SouTH ~F~ICA. 

I. Scheme of assisted em~gration.-(1) Any Indian of 16 years or over 
may avail himself of the scheme. In case of a family, the decision of the 
father will bind the wife and minor children under 16 ye~rs. 

(2) Each person of 16 years of age or over will receive a bonus of £20 and 
each child under that age a sum of £10. No maximu~ shall be fixed for a 
family. A· decrepit adult who is unable to larn his living by reason of a 
physical disability may, at the discretion of the Union authorities, receive a 
pension in lieu of or in addition to the bonus. The pension will b!3 paid 
through some convenient official agency in India out of a fund provided by the 
Union Government to such amount as they may determine. It is expected 
that the amount required will not exceed £BOO per annum in all. 

In every case the bonus will be payable in India on ·arri~l at destination 
or ·afterwards, through some banking institution of repute. 

(3) Free passage, including railway fares to port of embarJiation in South 
.Africa and from port of landing in India to destination inland, will also be 
provided. • 

(4) Emigr:;~nts will travel to India via Bombay as well as via Madras. 
Emigrants landing at Bombay will be sent direct from the ship to their desti
nation at the expense of the Union Government. 

Survey and certificatiol). of ships shall be strictly supervised and conditions 
on the voyage, especially in respect of sanitary arrangements, feeding and 
medical attendance, improved. 

(5) Before a batch of emigrants leaves the Union, information will be 
sent to some designated authority in India at least one month in advance 
giving (a) a list of intending emigrants and their families, (b) their occupa· 
tion in South Africa and the occupation or employment which they would 
require in India, and (c) the amount of cash and other resources which each 
possesses. On arrival in India emigrants will he (i) advised, and so far as 
vossible, protected against squandering their cash or losing it to adventures, 
and (ii) helped, as far as possible, to settle in occupations for which they are 
best suited by their aptitude or their resources. .Any emigrant wishing to 
participate in emigration schemes authorised by the Government of India 
will be ~iven the same facilities in India as Indian nationals. 

(6) An assisted emigrant wishing to teturn to the Union will be allowed 
to do so within three years from the date of departure· from South Africa. 
As condition precedent to re-entry, an emigrant shall refund in full to some 
recognized authority in India the bonus and cost of passage including railway 
fares received on his own behalf and if he has a family, on behalf of his family. 
A pro rata reduction will, however, be made (i) in respect of a member of the 
family who dies in the interim or a daughter who marries in India and does 
not return, and (ii) in other cases of unforeseen hardship, at the discretion of 
the Mini~ter. • · 

( 348 ) 
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(7) After expiry of th.ree ye:us Union domicile will be lost in agreement 
with the proposed revision of the law relating t~o~ domicile which will be of 
general application. The period of three years will run from the date of 
departure from a port in the Union and expire on the last day of "the third 
year .• But •to prevent the abuse of the bonus and free passage by persons 
wht. wish· to- pay temporary visits to India or elsewhere no person availing 
himself of the benefits of the scheme will be allowed to come back to the Union 
within less than one year from the date of his departure. For purposes 
of re-e:ntry withi,n the time limit of three years, the unity of the family 
group shall be recbgnised though in cases of unforeseen hardship the Minister 
of the Interior may allow one or more niembers of the family to stay behind. 
A sori who goes with the fa:ftlily as a minor, attains majority outsid~ the 
Union, marries there and has issue will be allowed to return to South Africa, 
but only if he comes with the rest of his father's family·. In such cases he 
will be allowed to bring his wife and child or children with him. But a 
f!aughter who marries outside the Union will acquire the domicile of her 
husband and will not be admitted. into the Union unless her husband is him-
self domiciled in the Union. · 

• 
II. Entry of wives and minor. children.-To give· effect to paragraph 3 of 

the Reciprocity Resolution of the Imperial Conference of 1918, which intended 
that an Indian·should be enabled to live a happy family life in the country 
in which he is dom¥!iled, the entry of wives and children shall be governed 
by the following principles·:- · · 

(a) The Government of India should certify that each individual for 
whom a right of entry is claimed, is the lawful wife or child, as 
the case may be, of the person who makes the claim. 

(b) Minor childr~n should not be permitted to enter the Union unless 
accompanied by the mother, if alive, provided that 

(i) the mother is not already resident in the Union, and 

(ii) the Minister may, in special cases, permit the entry of such 
children unaccompanied by their ·mother. 

(c) In the event of divorce no other wife should be permitted to enter 
the Union unless proof of such divorce to the satisfaction of the 
1!1inister has been submitted. 

(d) The definition of wife and child as given in the Indians Relief Act 
(No. 22 of 1914) shall remain in force. 

III. Uplijtment of Indian community.-(!) The Union Government firmly 
believe in and adhere to the principle that it· is the duty of every civilised 
Government to devise ways and means and to take all possible steps for the 
uplifting of every section of their permanent population to the full extent 
of their capacity and opportunities, and accept the view that in the provi
sion of educational and other facilities the considerable number of Indians 
who remain part of the permanent population should not be allowed to lag 
behind other sections of the people. 

(2) It is difficult for the Union Government to take ~ction, which is con
siderably in advance of pubhc opinion, or to ignere difficulties arising out of 
the constitutional system of the Union under which the functions of Govern-
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ment are distributed between the Central Executive and the Provincial and 
minor local authorities. But the Union Government are willing:-

(a) in view of the admittedly grave situation in respect of Indian 
education in Natal, to advise the provincial admin.istration to 
appoint a provincial commission of inquiry and to obta'!.n the 
assistance of an educational expert from the Gover~ment ·of 
India for the purpose of such inquiry; 

(b) to con8ider sympathetically the question of improving facmties for 
higher education by providing suitnb\e hostel accommodation at 
the South African Native College at Fort Hare and otherwise 
improving the attractiveness of thtt instituti'bn for Indians; 

(c) to take special steps under the Public Health Act for an investiga
tion into sanitary and housing conditions in and around Durban 
which will include the question of · 

(i) the appointment of advisoq committees of representative 
Indians ; and 

(ii) the limitation of the sale of municipal land ~bject to restric
tive conditions. 

(3) The principle underlying the Industrial Conciliation ).ct (No. 11 of 
1924) and thE' Wages Act (No. 27 of 1925) which enables all employees in
cluding Indians to take their places on the basis of equaf pay for equal work 
will be adhered to. · · 

(4) When the time for the revision of the existing trade licensing laws 
arrh·es, the Union Government will give all due consideration to the sugges
tions made by the "Government of India Delegation that the discretionary 
powers of local authorities might reasonably be limited in the following 
ways:-

(1) The grounds on which a licence may be refused should be laid down 
by statute. 

(2) The reasons for which a licence is refused should be recorded. 

(3) There should be a right of appeal in cases of first applications and 
transfers, as well as in cases of renewals, to the courts or to some 
other impartial tribunal. • 

IV. Appointment of Agent.-If the Government of the Union of South 
Africa make representations to the Government of India to appoint an agent 
in the Union in order to secure continuous and effective co-operation betwe~n 
the two Go,·ernments the Government of India will be willing to consider 
such a request. 

• 
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PRESS CoMMUNIQuE. 

· Simla, the 29th September, . 1926. 

• ' •The :£ollowing•statement regarding the negotiations carried on by the Gov
ernment of Tndia with the Qeylon Government. (In the subject of fixing standard 
wages· for Indian estate labourers in Ceylon and of certain other matters 
affe'Hing 'the¢, is published for information; 

'2. When considering' _the question_ of allmving the emigration of Indian 
labour to ceylon. under the I n'dian Emigration Act, VTl of 1922, the Standing 
Emigration Cciinniittee o'f•the two hoUses of the Tndian Legislature suggested 
that a basic wa'ge' sho'uld be fixed for Indian labourers which should be· suffi~ 
ciimt-- ' ' ,,_.. ' · · ' 

• . (a)·'to·main'taih a lab'ourer in tolerable comfort according to his .stand-' 
· ard of living, regard· being had to the fact that .a male ·may have 

· . 'to provide for 'a family; and 

··"" (b) t~aliow' a margin for savings, sickness and old age. 

The-Government of Ceylon wer.e accordingly asked in October 1922 to institute 
an"enquiry• into the cost of living and the question· of fi~ing such a basic 
wage. They en~rusted the task to .their Assistant Director of Statistics
Mr. Jones-Bateman._ Through the courtesy of the Cey(on Government the 
Government of India were enabled to examine his report, which reached them 
in. December 1923. They .discussed it with the Standing Emigration Com
mittee and tl1eir Agent in Ceylon, and informed the Co,loniai ,Government on 
the 9th July 1924 that they could Pot accept l\Ir. Ratenian's conclusions, and 
suggested further investigation by a Committee of lnquiry on which the 
representatives of both Governments should be represented. 

3. In response to this suggestion the Government. of Ceylon appointed a. 
Committee, consisting ·of the Controller. of Indian J mmigrant Labour in Cey
lon, the Director of Statistics, Ceylon, the Agent of the Government of lnrlia 
in- Ceylon, and four representatives _of the planting community, to make in
quiries and submit recommendations. The Minutes of the Meetings of this 
Committee were forw·arded to the Government of India in April 1925. The 
Committee recommended-

(!) that the principle of a standard wage be a~cepted; and 
(2) that assuming that an adult male or female labourer works for 24 

days in a month and working child for 20 days, the following 
rates f'houlfl he fixefl as the stanflard :-

I Ml'n 'Vomt'U ., Working chPdren I 
I Rupee cents. Rupe•· cents. Rupee c~uts. 

J 

.I I 
__ .:....-,_ ___________ 

Low country 0 40 30 
! .I Middle country • ·I .!'i2 

l 
41 31 

Up country 
.. I 

•j .M 4-'J 32. 

( 3:31 

• 
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'The Colonial Government referred these proposats to the Associations of the 
'Planting Industries concerned for their observations and also asked the Gov
•ernment of India for their views. 

4. The proposals were carefully considered by the Government Iff India 
'in consultation with the Standing Emigr~tion Committee, the GoverQ.mtmt • of • 
Madras and their Agent in Ceylon. Although the rates recommended repre

'sented an advance upon existing rates of wages ordinarily paid to Indian 
·-estate labourers Ceylon, they did not appear to provide the req_uired maJgin 
for savings, sickness and old age. They only seemed adequate to meet the 
-.current expenses of a labourer in accordance with the scales set forth in the 
'family budgets prepared by the Agent of the Gov~nment of India in Ceylon 
and accepted by the Committee. The Government of India accordingly 
-decided to suggest to the Ceylon Government that 10 per cent. should be 
-added to the Committee's scale to provide the margin. This proposal was 
·made to the Ceylon Government on the 21st January 1926. Meanwhile, the 
-Planters' Association of Ceylon had brought forwft-rd proposals for setting up 
District Wages Boards, and the Colonial Government had suggested that 
their Controller of Indian immigrant Labour, Mr. T. Reid, C.'C.S., should 
i>e deputed to Delhi to confer on the subject with the Government of India, 
accompanied by the Indian Emigration Agent. The latter pJ;Pposal was 

'accepted. 
• 5. Mr. Reid arrived at Delhi on the 2nd March 1926, and discussed the 

vroposals made by the Government of India regarding the standard wage 
question. Certain other outstanding matters relating to the welfare of the 
Indian labo::tr force in Ceylon were also discussed with him. On the wage 
-question Mr. Reid put forward an alternative scheme on behalf of the Colonial 
'Govemment. He claimed that the margin of 10 per cent. stipulated by the 
Government of India was approximately provided for in the difference be
·tween the standard wages which an adult labourer would earn under the 
scale of wages proposed by the Ceylon Committee of Inquiry and his actual 
cost of living, exclusive of that of dependents, calculated according to the 
budgets, adopted by them. The combined earnings and expenditure of an 
adult man and wife for the various typical tracts compared as follows:-

Earnings Ex}fenditure 
per meusem. per menscm. 

- ·-·-- ·-·----

Rs. Rs. 

'Low country . 21•6 19 57 

.Middle country 22•32 20 55 

Up country 2l•28 21"40 

He therefore urged that it remained only to make provision for non-working 
'tlependents and suggested that the requirements of the Government of India 
would be substantially met by the following concession in addition to wages:-

(a) An issne at the rate ~f one-eighth of a bushel of rice free every 
month to each working man; and 

• 

• 
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(b) An issue .of the ~amt. monthly to ,eiteh w_idow wit4 a t:ton-wor)dng 
· child. 

· It was made clear that t.hese free issues would be made ,to all q:ualified pe;rfiops. 
on the estate. roils whether they worked for a ininhn:um .m;mibei ,of ,d~ys p,er 
month or not. The cost to the planters of this concession was estimated at 
Ra: 30 lacs per annum. -

6. '1\fr. Reid further stated that, in order to ensure that the initial rates of 
wages which would be fixed under statutOry sanction on the above scale, 
shopld not ~e lowered in future without good cau~e, he was in a position to 
give an und~taking on behalf of his Government :-

(i) That ,the standard rates proposed ·by :the Ceylon Government and 
inc~ding the.a;dditiqns referred to in (a) and (!J) of paragraph 5 
above, should not be varied in fu~l,lr,e e,xcept. in harmony with 
variations in the labourers' cost of living as compared with s·uch 
cost at the date of fixing standard wages. 

(ii) That, should a serious emergency occur resulting in ~ qem~n.4 for 
reduction of th"e abov,e rates, and should the Ceylon Government 
desire to accede to such demand, the Ceylon ,Government would 

•communicate their intention to the I.nd_ian qovernllf~'nt'-a;nd would 
undertake to effect no reduction in standard wagc:lS untilt);te ex-

• piration of six months from the date of such communication of 
intention, save by the mutual ~onseil.t of ~he two--G~verr{ments. . - . .. -- ' ' . . 

(iii) That should the two Governments fail to come to som,e agre.ement 
regarding the proposed reductio'n of wages '\vithin the ~ix months 
referred to, thereafter each Government would be free to take 
such action as it deemed necessary, without further consulting 
the wishes of the other Government. · 

7. The Government of India informe.d -the Government of Ceylon on the 
1st May 1926 that' th~y wei:~ pr_epa~ea'':f,o' acc~pt. the~_e proposals subject to. 
certain conditions. For the words " 4s compared with such cost at the date 
of fixing standard wages proposed by i\1r. Reid [see paragraph 6 (i) supra], 
they wished to ·substitute " as compared with th_e cost with reference to. 
which standard wages were fixed." The idea was that the scale of standard 
wages actually fixed should, if necessary, take account of any upward move
ment in the cost of living which may have taken place since the Committee . 
made their recommendations. The other conditions, which, it was understood, 
Mr. Reid was also prepared to recommend to the Government of Ceylon for 

• acceptance, were:-

(a) The Government of India sllould have a reciprqcal freedom of termi
nating the arrangement. described above, in the event of circum
stances arising which, in their opinion, justified an increase in · 
wages over the existing standard rates and the Ceylon Govern
ment were not prepared to give the increase. 

(b) Every Indian labourer should have a definite statutory· option of 
working on standard time wages in lieu of piec.e work rates; ii 
he so desired ; and · 

(c) Th_e new arrangement was brought into effect from the 1st January 
1927 at the latest. · • 

• 
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8. At the same time; the Government ol T~dia intimnted to the Ceylon 
Gm·ernmPnt thnt the following subsidiary mntters nffl'Pting the lndi:m hrhonr 
fm·ce in Ce:.-lon would require to b., adjusted, if possible, simultaneously with 
the wage question:-

(a) PrO\-il'ion in the lnw for the full and regular pnyment to a •Ia bower 
ot all his earnings within a reasonnble time; 

(b) Jmprm·ement of existing arrnngements for the health, accommoda-
tion and medh·nl cnre of estnte labourers; 

(c) Increase of facilities for the proper education of thE:tr children; 

(d) Prohibition of employment of children under 10 3;ears of age; and 

(e) Provision in law for the issue of rice of!!. prescribed quality and_ at 
a prescribed rate. 

9. Tntimntion has now been received from the Government of Ceylon con
firming 111 full the terms of the settlement arrh·erl at with l\lr. Heir-!. The 
Ordinance to give effect to the new ar-rn11geme11' hns heen prt•1mred and will 
shortly be introduPPfl. The Government of ludia h:n•e asl'ert:nned from their 
Agent that there hm• heen no rise in the <·ost of lh·ing sirwe the !Otaurlm·d rates 
sper·itied in paragraph a of this stntement were proposed hy tire Ceylon lurtuiry 
Committee nor i.s nny such inerPIIse likel.r in the uenr future. • Th.-y h:n·e, 
therefore, deeirle!l not to pr·ess !'or the acceptanee of the \"erhal mo<lilication 
in the formula for varyiug J'ates of wage referTed to iu pal'agrnph 7. 

]0. As regards the suhsidinry. poiuts set forth in paragravh 8, the 'Views 
of the Colouial Gm·ernment are summarised bdow:-

(a) l'uyment of tmge.• to lntliun e.•fufe lu/,nurer.•.-lt hns been agreed 
to provide in Ia\\' !'or the full aud regular pa,\"llll'llt within a 
re:tsoua hie time and in n uy cnse not l11 tl•r than 10 days n fte1· the 
clo»e of the month, of all ear11ings :wcnriug to au ludiau labourer 
uuder the couditions of his empluymeut. 

(b) Maternity !Jenrjif.•.-The Ceylon Committ.ee of Enquiry recommend
ed the continuance of the existiug maternity henetits to fcumle 
labourers. In a new "1\Iedical Wants Ordiuanee," whieh the 
Ceylon Government propose to introduee soou provision has been 
made to improve existing benefits hy Jll"escribing tha':. six measures 
of rice per week should be supplied f1·ee aud a eash ilayment of 
Its. 2 per week should be made to each female labourer gi.ving 
birth to a child on an estate. 

(c) Improvement of medical and housing arrangement.,.-The Govern
ment of India suggested that provision should be made in the 
Medic::tl W::tnts Ordinance, requiring every e:state with more than 
750 Indians-men, women and children-to maintain a dispen
sary in charge of a trained apothecary and to em!Jioy a trained 
midwife. Tu avoid overcrowding in the lines on estates it was 
further proposed that provision ~;hould be made in the draft 
ordinance or elsewhere to improve the scale of accommodntion for 
ali labourers. The Government of Ceylnn have expressed their 
agreement in general with these proposals and hope to gi\·e 
effect to them as E!xpeditiously as circullL'Stances permit. 

• 
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(d) Edurafinnnl fnrilltiP~.-The ·Government. of Ceylon have agreed to 
intrndnce legislation to prohibit the employment in e~tates of 
children under lO years of age. ln the meantime steps are being 
taken to iucrense the facilities for education on estntes. 

(e) Issue of rit·e to lndinn. e.,fate la/w,1·ers.-The Government .. of Ceylon 
lwve undertaken to prodde iu the regulations to be i&'ilied ·under 
the ~tandnrd Wage Ordinance for the issue of rice of a lire~crihed 
qunlity nnd at a prescribed rate to ludian estate labourers to be 

.nwde obligatory in law. · 

11. Settle~nent of minor detnils arising ont of the vnrious questions dealt 
with mny possit.ly ilwolv~ a slight delay 1n the i11troduc·tion of the changes in 
reg:u·d to r;ltes of lvages a:nd to t>tlwr nwtters de:dt with in the fnregoing 
paragraphs. The Gm·ernment of India hnve every hope, however, that the 
new arrangements will come into force soon after the beginning of 1927. 
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ExTruOT FnoM THE JUDGMENT oF THE CmEF CounT oF OunH IN THB cRIMINAL 
APPEALS " RAM PRASAD AND OTHERS vs. KING EMPEROR;" DELI-
VE.RED ON 22ND AUGUST 1927. • 

Before we consider the question of sentences, we propose to state in detail 
the findings, at which we have arrived upon the evidence. We find, th~ in 
the year 1924, certain persons in Bengal, amongst whom were Sllt:hindra Nath 
Sanyal and Jogesh Chandra Chatterji, entered into a conspiracy of a revolu
tionary nature. In furtherance of the aims of this conspiracyr J ogesh Chandra 
Chatterji came to the United Provinces to recruit ~nd to organize the move
ment. One of the meetings at which the organization was discussed and de
veloped was held at Shahjahanpur about July 1924. There may have been 
other meetings at other places in the United Provinces. This much is certain. • 
After July 1924 the movement in.the United Provinces took a concrete shape. 
The central organization remained in Bengal, whence the policy was directed 
and controlled. Considerable powers were delegated to a provi~cial organi
zation, two important headquarters of which were in Shahjahanpur and 
Benares. A meeting of this provincial organisation was held in some place 
in the United Provinces in October, 1924. Jogesh Chandra Ch'htterji was 
arrested in Calcutta, with the proceedings of this meeting ij his possession. 
There may have been several other meetings of the provincial organization. 
The only other meeting which is proved to have taken place is the meeting at 
the residential quarters of Vishnu Saran Dublis in the Vaishya Orphanage 
in Meerut on the 13th and 14th September, 1925. It is not proved that there 
were activities in the United Provinces after the arrests of the 26th Septem
ber, 1925. 

·The aims and methods of the conspirators are disclosed in a guarded 
manner in the " Revolutionary," and are disclosed specifically in the Rules 
of the Hindustan Republican Association. There is other evidence as to 
what these aims and methods were. 

The ultimate aim is stated in the Rules as follows :-

" The object of the Association shall be to establish a Federated Re
public of the United States of India by an organized ~md armed 
revolution." 

• 
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(d) Edurafinnnl/nrillti~:.-The Dovernment. of Ceylon have agreed to 
introduce legislntion to prohibit the emplo~·ment in estates of 
children under lO yenrs of nge. ln the meantime steps are being 
taken to iucrease the facilities for educntion on estates. 

(e) Issue of rit-e to 1 udinn e.,fate lafwuTers.-The Government 'of Ce;don 
hnve undertaken to pro\'ide in the regulations to he is•med ·uncler 
the Standnrd \\"ng:e Ordinance for the issue of rice of a Jirescrihed 
qnnlity nnd at n preseribed rate to Indian estate labourers to be 

.made ohligHtory in lnw. 

11. Settle~nent of minor details arising out of the vnrious questions dealt 
with may pos~it.ly involve a slight delay m the il]trmhwtion of the chan.u;es in 
re~rard to rates of wage: a:nd to C>th<>r uwtters denlt with in the fnregoing 
pnragraphs. The Gm·ernment of 1 ndia hnve every hope. howe,·er, that the 
new arrangements will come into fon-e soon after the beginning of 1927. 
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EXTRACT FROM THE JUDGMENT OF THE CHIEF COURT OF 0uDH IN THE CRIMINAL 
APPEALS " R.AM PRASAD AND OTHERS 1!8. KING EMPEROR~" DELI-
VERED ON 22ND AUGUST 1927. • 

Before we consider the question of sentences, we propose to state in detail 
the findings, at which we have arrived upon the evidence. We find, thaJ; in 
the year 1924, certain persons in Bengal, amongst whom were S:at:hindra Nath 
Sanyal and Jogesh Chandra Chatterji, entered into a conspiracy of a revolu
tionary nature. In furtherance of the aims of this conspiracy!' J ogesh Chandra 
Chatterji came to the United Provinces to recruit ;nd to organize the move
ment. One of the meetings at which the organization was discussed and de
veloped was held at Shahjaha.npur about July 1924. There may have been 
other meetings at other places in the United Provinces. This much is certain. • 
After July 1924 the movement in.the United Provinces took a concrete shape. 
The· central organization remained in Bengal, whence the policy was directed 
and controlled. Considerable powers were delegated to a provivcial org:mi
zation, two important headquarters of which were in Shahjahanpur and 
Benares. A meeting of this provincial organisation was held in some place 
in the United Provinces in October, 1924. Jogesh Chandra Clthtterji was 
arrested in Calcutta, with the proceedings of this meeting iB his possession. 
There may have been several other meetings of the provincial organization. 
The only other meeting which is proved to have taken place is the meeting at 
the residential quarters of Vishnu Saran Dublis in the Vaishya Orphanage 
in Meerut on the 13th and 14th September, 1925. It is not proved that there 
were activities in the United Provinces after the arrests of the 26th Septem
ber, 1925. 

·The aims and methods of the conspirators are disclosed in a guarded 
manner in the "Revolutionary," and are disclosed specifically in the Rules 
of the Hindustan Republican Association. There is other evidence as to 
what these aims and methods were. 

The ultimate aim is stated in the Rules as follows:-

" The object of the Association shall be to establish a Federated Re
public of the United States of India by an organized :md armed 
revolution." 

• 
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